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INTRODUCTION

An examination of the nature of policing at different times and different countries will reveal a number of variations. Styles will vary according to political, economic, social and cultural conditions (Alderson 1985: 70).

A democratic society presupposes the right of the individual to protest peacefully on any issue. The principle underlying the law allows individual freedom to be exercised provided the law is not breached. Yet the maintenance of order during any public event such as political demonstrations, marches, protests, sporting events, pop concerts and carnivals has always been one of the most sensitive problems facing the police. The need to control what some commentators see as 'the mob' without recourse to the army was one of the strongest reasons for the creation of the police in England and Wales, in 1829 (Mark 1977: 86; Waddington 1987: 37).

For a number of reasons crowds are usually perceived as a potential law and order problem. At the simplest level there are problems of routing and maintaining traffic flow and access for emergency services. Crowds also attract petty criminals because there are situational opportunities such as anonymity for exploitation and petty crime. However, in some circumstances crowds present problems of an entirely different magnitude and type and can be perceived as posing a threat to the authority of the state. The recent crowd movements in eastern Europe and Algeria have demonstrated that crowds, as has been the case throughout history, have a potentially important role to play in the political future of nations.

The dilemma of maintaining the peace during a demonstration or any other similar public order event, without risking or undermining the right of individuals to express their grievances and opinions, has moved public order policing into the centre of political debate and controversy in Britain, a debate which also occupies the government of all democratic countries.
Contemporary issues partly stem from the influence of conventional crowd theories like those formulated by Le Bon on public order policing practices. Despite a substantial shift from a policing of crowds based on the understanding of crowds along classical lines, such as Gustave Le Bon (1841-1931), Gabriel Tarde (1843-1904) and Scipio Sighele (1868-1913) there is a danger of ignoring the socio-psychological determinants of crowd behaviour. This research, through critical attention to the underlying assumptions contained within existing theories, attempts to adjudicate on the validity of both classical and modern contributions to the understanding of the field.

The title of the thesis is: 'Crowds and Public Order Policing: An analysis of crowds and interpretations of their behaviour based on observational studies in Turkey and England and Wales'. The primary aim of these observations is to explore the nature and inner dynamics of crowd activities and to draw lessons for appropriate public order policing practices in both countries.

An examination of the nature of policing in different countries will reveal a number of variations. Styles will vary according to political, economic, social and cultural conditions. Even where the police system itself has one dominant or seemingly universal character, closer examination of the police in practice will reveal differences of emphasis. To be able to maintain order, in both countries, the police have different equipment and use different tactics. Turkish policing represents, to a greater extent, a paramilitary policing model, whereas the British police has until recently been regarded as one of the few examples of non-military or consensus systems of policing.

By examining two different crowd and public order policing systems which display variations at historical, socio-cultural and political levels, it is hoped that a number of common characteristics will be revealed regarding the universal characteristics of the police. I do, however, acknowledge that complete objectivity is an ideal which is desirable but difficult to attain. I have been aware, throughout the preparation of this
thesis, of my own subjective viewpoint, and have attempted to achieve an objective result. I have also, however, utilised this personal cultural and religious subjectivity in the formation of the central tenets of this work. This is, perhaps, obvious in my writing but I hope that I have brought the notion of universality rather than bias to the issues discussed here.

**Broad Objectives**

Both historically and today, public order policing has been a fundamental factor in police development and is crucial to an understanding of the political purposes and ideology of the police and its political masters. More importantly, in recent years, a number of issues have been raised concerning public order policing with reference to inner-city riots and picket-line violence and the methods of policing violent crowds, especially in relation to the introduction of sophisticated equipment, methods and tactics.

This research will concentrate on theory constructing rather than theory testing. However, as commonly held any research will inevitably involve some basic theories as a starting point. Even in theory-building research the importance of preceding conventional theories must be appreciated. Theory has a crucial role in any social research. It is said that 'when one does not know what one is looking for, one does not understand what one finds'. For this reason, theories help interpret the meaning of observations and highlight their significance. They help us 'understand what one finds'.

Various forms of observation and interview methods used in combination throughout this research, will serve to construct a theory. '...theory construction is a process which begins with a set of observations, (i.e. description) and moves on to develop theories of these observations. It is also called grounded theory because it is based on observations - not simply armchair speculation' (De Vaus 1990: 12). In other words, theory comes after observation rather than before although prior theories are taken into account.
Introduction

On this point it must be made clear that making a set of observations may not always or even normally lead to development of new concepts or a new theory. Attempts to make sense of a set of observations will often use existing concepts and theories. If concepts and theories developed by others seem like reasonable summaries or accounts of what the researcher has already observed they will be used as well. There is little point in continually 'reinventing the wheel'. Where observations are new or different or are not adequately summarised by existing concepts and theories, then existing ideas may be adapted or modified. This research, like any other research, will involve a constant interplay between observation and existing theories, the collection of further facts to test the existing explanation and refinements of the existing explanation to develop new theories.

In order to achieve this end, besides carrying out extensive reading in relevant academic literature, thirty three observations have been made at various crowd events which had been deemed by police professionals to require deployment of large numbers of police officers. A number of visits were made by the researcher to various public order training centres in Turkey and England & Wales in order to familiarise with the nature of police public order training and its impact on actual events. Therefore, this research is mainly the product of the observations at crowd events, interviews with relevant people, visits to police training sites and schools.

Hypotheses

The research aims to make an analysis of crowds and the respective public order policing practices in the two countries to demonstrate the extent of the validity of the following hypotheses. These apparently different hypotheses are, in fact, interrelated and complement one another.

The literature review conducted by this research analysing the contributions of the both in classical theorists such as Le Bon and his contemporaries and some modern crowd

*The crowd phenomenon like other social issues cannot be examined within the boundaries of a single discipline.*

Most crowd activities involve direct or indirect expressions of grievances and dissent, which fall within the boundaries of biology and psychology. In the Combined Factors Approach which was generated by the research these *constitutional* factors are defined as 'immediate' factors. However, these grievances and dissent are mostly directed towards the existing social and political arrangements, which constitute the *institutional*, or 'delayed' factors and fall within the boundaries of sociology.

As with individual behaviour, crowd behaviour is subject to two kinds of determinants; the 'immediate', (constitutional) and 'delayed', (institutional) factors. Policing practices which do not take into account these two factors are inadequate and are bound to be perceived as being paramilitary and oppressive.

The second hypothesis which this research attempts to validate is that;

*In terms of exercising their functions in so-called public order events, the police, far from being a neutral institution, serve and protect the interest of its political masters and the ruling classes rather than serving the entire community.*

This hypothesis derives from the Marxist writings in the field including K. Marx's own works (1975) and some of his followers such as A. Gramsci (1971) and L. Althusser (1971). This hypothesis has also been defended by a number of contemporary broadly Marxist and critical criminologists such as S. Hall (1987), P. Scraton (1987), and J. Lea and J. Young (1984).
Specific Questions
Throughout the text various aspects of crowd and collective action were analysed and this has led the researcher to address the following specific questions, which are, in addition to the main objectives of the research, a by-product of the research. Some of the questions which the research aims to address are concerned with the influence and role of crowd movements in democracies. Why, for example, is the response of democracy towards crowd movements in Algeria any different from that of the Russian experience? Does this imply that democracies are essentially hypocritical and not always tolerant to the demands of crowds and therefore elements of its public?

The last chapter, which is devoted to the implications and application of the Combined Factors Approach (CFA) to existing public order policing practices, will address issues such as the use of sophisticated riot control equipment and the deployment of public order trained units. It will also consider whether such rigorous methods and tactics are inevitable and unavoidable and, if so, how violence can be limited. The role and importance of protective police clothing and equipment on the crowd in terms of escalating violence will also be dealt with within this context. Finally, taking into account the cultural, historical and other variations between Turkey and England and Wales, this research looks at the lessons to be taken from each other's police practice in terms of public order policy.

In order to be able to address these issues and explore the nature of existing public order policing practices and training, a series of interviews were carried out in a number of public order training schools and sites and a number of key figures in police training have been informally interviewed. Regarding the nature of public order policing practices at ground level, 33 observations of crowd events have been made both in Turkey and England and Wales.
One of the aims of these observations and interviews has been to explore the impact of the existing academic wisdom in the field of public order policing practices at ground level. The research has discovered that despite a great deal of work done in the field its impact on public order policing practices has been piecemeal and very slow moving process. Much of the police training and practices in both countries, particularly in Turkey, remain in line with classical crowd theories.

General Outline
The thesis consists of seven chapters, each one dealing with a particular aspect of the issues concerned and at the same time leading to a general conclusion. Each chapter constitutes the development of the theory which will formally be presented in chapter seven.

The first chapter comprises an outline and critique of the methods employed in this study. These primarily involved informal, unstructured interviews and the direct observation of crowd events. As participant observation was the principal source of data, particular emphasis will be placed on assessing the advantages and disadvantages of using this method.

The first part of the second chapter is a review of the literature which led to the development of the research strategy. The literature review is again divided into two: the first section is devoted to a comparison of classical and modern crowd theories, while the second part is concerned more with recent studies in the field of crowds and public order policing.

The second part of chapter two is devoted to classifying existing crowds with a special emphasis on pre-event policing arrangements. Within this descriptive parts existing pre-event arrangements will be examined, rather than ideal circumstances. Since a good description is the basis for a sound theory, it is important to begin with an objective view and unless something has been described accurately and thoroughly, attempts to explain
it will be misleading. For example, as a descriptive statement it might be said that a particular crowd is violent and then policing arrangements will be made on the basis of this assumption. However, if the description is inaccurate and the crowd are not violent the response will be both inappropriate and, as it will be argued, potentially precipitate violence. Therefore, this chapter will include descriptive accounts of crowds and public order policing in both countries.

One of the findings of chapter two is that crowds and public order policing cannot be explained in relation to merely physical factors. Therefore, chapter three divides the crowd into two integral parts; the 'physical' and 'non-physical' components. The first component deals with physical elements such as the participants, leaders and the police. The police are mentioned only briefly within this chapter as this element will be elaborated in a later chapter (Chapter 7). Non-physical components of the crowd include certain controversial concepts such as 'suggestibility', 'rationality' and 'the collective mind'.

The research has found that crowds, unlike other social institutions, have only a temporary existence. It was also found that crowds are very much influenced by the nature of existing political and social establishments and arrangements. As this study is comparative the researcher also had to compare and contrast the relationship and perceptions of crowds to certain social institutions such as 'the state', social 'classes' and 'the police'. Consequently, issues such as 'political violence', which refers to the use of violence on a wider scale, has also been examined within chapter four.

Chapter five is a further step towards the construction of the theory of the thesis and deals with the causes of crime in general and disorder in particular. As the perception of crime and disorder in England and Wales and Turkey have been very much influenced by the two dominant religions, Christianity and Islam, a non-secular interpretation of crime and disorder has also been included in the argument.
The observations made throughout the research period have demonstrated that the causes which lead to the gathering of large numbers at certain times and places cannot be explained by psychological determinants alone. However, to cite only the political, social, and economic factors in attempts to explain crime and disorder is also insufficient. Therefore, the argument of this thesis is that the causes of collective gatherings and of crowd violence can be found with an approach which combines both 'socio-economic' and 'socio-psychological' factors. Indeed, even apparently materially oriented and motivated crowd events usually, if not always, involve non-material elements which can be understood from a psychological rather than a sociological perspective. Accordingly, 'lack of political representation' and 'relative insecurity' have been identified as factors which relate to the political and socio-psychological state of individuals. These elements obviously have less material connotations and influence on the individual compared with 'poverty' and 'absolute deprivation' which affects the individual directly.

In addition to an analysis of public order policing practices this research, in chapter six, attempts to contribute to the development of a new approach, the Combined Factors Approach (CFA), which attempts to combine both the 'immediate', (constitutional - biological and psychological) and 'delayed', (institutional - environmental and social) factors in the understanding of crowd behaviour/action. As Nelken (1994: 232) has pointed out, 'The introduction of a comparative aspect can help in the reformulation of central problems in criminological theory'. After explaining the constitutional and institutional factors separately a combination of these two factors in the workings of crowd behaviour/action is analysed. The resulting combined factors model is then applied to one of the observations involving the demolition of squatters houses in Izmir (Appendix: 1, Observation: 12). In the rest of this chapter, the implications of this model on the remaining observations have been pointed out briefly. This chapter concludes with the comparison of this model with some recent crowd theories such as

The last chapter of the thesis is devoted to the application of the Combined Factors Approach to crowd events and its implications for public order policing practices. In line with the general theme of the thesis, this chapter proposes that as with other crowd phenomena the police handling of crowd events should take into consideration both institutional and constitutional factors. Accordingly, the police planning of events should be made on this basis, involving long and short term arrangements. While short term arrangements take into consideration the cultural, psychological and contextual factors of a given crowd event, long term arrangements require multi-agency efforts to tackle the structural roots of a problem which involves social, political and economic spheres. Any public order policing policy which ignores one of these mutually inclusive elements is bound to be perceived as paramilitary and coercive.

The thesis concludes that crowd handling by the police is very much influenced and determined by the police perception of crowd events, which is in turn influenced by the political and ideological understanding of a particular regime. In this respect, public order policing practices mirror the police force and the state which that force serves. To sum up, the nature of the relationship between the state and its subjects can be judged by the way it handles the frequent opposition which arises from various grievances. Public order policing practices are therefore a clear indication of the state and the nature of a particular regime. The research has also discovered that the direction of change of policing in general and public order policing in particular, in both countries, seem to be divergent. Finally, there is an affinity and correlation between the nature of regimes and peculiarities of each country and the policing systems and policies by which they operate.
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Introduction

In the practice of comparative research, the problem of incommensurability emerges already in the phase of data gathering (Sztompka 1990: 48).

The rationale of the traditional comparative method is to seek uniformities in the sea of differences; to show that certain regularities hold in other societies as well, or that they hold for other categories of people, or that they extend to other social characteristics.

Obviously comparing two different public order policing systems will impose great difficulties on the researcher. 'In the practice of comparative research, the problem of incommensurability emerges already in the phase of data gathering. For example, it becomes manifest when questionnaires are addressed to respondents from disparate societies, for whom seemingly similar questions appear to have quite diverse connotations' (Sztompka 1990: 48). Sztopmka has argued that the dilemmas of comparative inquiry stem both from the plurality, variety and heterogeneity of ways in which members of various societies envisage the social reality to which they belong, and from the plurality, variety and heterogeneity of ways in which sociologists envisage social reality from the perspective of various theoretical orientations with which they identify. It has become clear that comparative research is far more difficult and complex than it first appears and although this method seems easier in principle, unfortunately its purist aims are basically unattainable.

Despite these difficulties and complexities, any comparative study will lead to a number of useful conclusions. It is hoped that the conclusions which have arisen from this research will be of help in public order policing practices in both countries. This has
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been one of the primary aims in conducting this comparative research between the Turkish and British public order policing systems. In order to achieve its aims, various techniques and methods have been used during this research and it is believed that relying only on one method, particularly in social sciences, would not be adequate.

1: Methods of the Research

The research on which this paper is based is an observational analysis of crowds and public order policing practices in Turkey and England & Wales over the period from February 1992 to January 1995. This work is the result of observations of many crowd events which took place within the research period. A number of large crowd events were observed, including the Notting Hill Carnivals of 1992 and 1993, and many events in Turkey which attracted huge crowds, such as the funeral of the late Turkish president T. Ozal.

Northern Ireland and Eastern Turkey have been excluded from the scope of the research as these areas are policed with extraordinary policing methods. In Turkey observations and interviews took place in Ankara, Istanbul and Izmir as they are the first three major cities of Turkey and therefore experience more crowd events compared with other cities.

During this period, I enjoyed the help and co-operation of many police services such as the Metropolitan Police (MP), the Greater Manchester Police (GMP), Kent County Constabulary, Avon and Somerset Constabulary and the Leicestershire Constabulary. Although my observations were not limited to London, most of my observations actually took place in London as a major centre of national cultural focus. I was given prior notification of any forthcoming events in London, via fax messages which I received regularly from TO20 (Public Order Branch at New Scotland Yard). However, I was unable to attend every event due to considerations of time, expense and distance. Therefore, I have been selective and concentrated on crowd events that were either large, posing significant safety considerations and/or predicted to be potentially contentious or
violent based on appreciation by TO20 and/or media accounts. For this reason, a number of important spontaneous events which took place during the empirical period have been omitted.

In terms of privileged access, I faced no great problem from the British police in terms of the observation and recording of crowd events with my personal camcorder. For instance, I made video recordings at a relatively violent demonstration which took place in London, on 16 October 1993 (Appendix: 1, Observation: 25). By way of contrast, a week later, during my visit to Paris Police Headquarters (Prefecture De Police), I was informed by French police, that I needed to apply for a permission if I wished to make any recording of a crowd event in Paris. I faced similar problems and treatment when I visited the German police a week later being searched before being allowed into the police premises, something I only experienced once in the New Scotland Yard in numerous visits I made to British police forces during a period of five years in the UK.

My access to some documents and some stages of public order operations in the UK were limited, to some extent, for reasons of confidentiality and secrecy. First of all, I am a foreign researcher and secondly, some of the documents were limited for police use only. Even if I had been a home research student I would have faced the same problem. Thirdly, I did not insist upon obtaining more information than that which was volunteered to me, since I believed that the information which I obtained was sufficient. I was also sure that trying to obtain more information would harm my future relations with the police authorities and limit my access to future events. Finally, my access to crowd events in Turkey went no further than the access I have had in the UK.

I would like to emphasise at this stage that I received a very warm and co-operative approach from many British police forces, particularly the Metropolitan Police, at many events. At the Notting Hill Carnivals of 1992 and 1993, for example, I was taken to all stages of the carnival and shown the workings of police communication networks and the command structure. In addition to that, at many events which took place in Leicester...
Although, it is desirable to have unlimited access to the inner workings of police and crowd interaction processes, this research demonstrates that this is an unattainable ideal. I took part in demonstrations both from behind the police lines and among demonstrators, part of the crowd, but I feel my presence did not cause any "contaminating" effect on the members of crowd. Because of the nature of police work and the methods used my access to some information was inevitably limited. During my attendance with the police at many observations, I did not notice a systematic covering up of information yet it is inevitable that my presence made the police act differently.

However, as this assertion is only my personal impression there is no empirical base to prove its accuracy and extent. On the other hand, on some occasions my presence, after having been introduced as a member of the Turkish police force, I feel that I may have caused police officers to act in a way that they might not have adopted had I been an 'ordinary' academic. As I was treated as an overseas colleague rather than an hostile researcher, I felt that on some occasions my presence had a particular very diverse effect on individual lower rank officers. Rank and file and some lower ranking officers tried to give me the impression that they were capable of handling certain individuals in a way in which they believed my own and other paramilitary forces deal with such matters using excessive physical force during arrests. In addition, on one occasion, while being shown protective equipment by an inspector, he explained how reinforced leather gloves could be used to hit demonstrators without being noticed by the media or bystanders.

Although I was unable to obtain more complete information about some aspects of public order policing practices, I believe this was largely the result of the unavoidable influence of others acting in the presence of myself as an observer, rather than the deliberate withholding of material. It was also, in part, due to my own failure to discover more detailed information. I did not think it was so important at that time but on reflection, I
believe that I could have pursued the information and data gathering more rigorously. For example, I was unable to collect systematic figures about crowd size and the number of police deployed for these events, and therefore did not produce any data in table form. Although at some events the number of police officers deployed and the qualifications of the units were volunteered to me, at other events this did not happen. Therefore, data regarding the size of the crowd and the amount of officers deployed is mostly based on my personal impressions.

Despite all the shortcomings and disadvantages of the participant observations mentioned here and discussed further later in the chapter, this is a unique and useful method to be used for this and similar research. To be present among the crowd or the police during a crowd event provided with me a unique insight which cannot be obtained by any other method. From the start, observations of different events were not snap shots but part of a continuous process. It allowed me to sympathise at close range with the observed, both crowd participants and the police. In addition, my first hand involvement in the observations has also allowed me to understand the weaknesses and strengths of this method and provided me with information on which to question the reliability and accuracy of other similar studies conducted in the field using the same method. In other words, my own use of participant observation greatly helped me to critically analyse not only my own work but also the findings of other studies which I consulted during the process of the formation of my own model.

If I had unlimited access to every stage of public order policing, the data I collected would have been more concrete and tangible. However, the reason for my being unable to access data was more personal than institutional. For example, while on some occasions my involvement was facilitated at almost every stage of a crowd event, including the briefings and debriefings given to the CID officers, on other occasions a particular piece of information about the number of arrests was withheld from me. As I was dealing with more than one force and many individual officers within these forces, I presumed that they had various motives and reasons for not volunteering particular
information, and I did not press this information seeking role which might be expected from a researcher.

Finally, I do not believe that the information which I was unable to obtain would have dramatically changed the findings of my work. However, I have to admit that if I had unlimited and unconstrained access to every stage of public order policing my findings could have been more concrete and reliable. Therefore, I share the view that, 'Like any other research, observational or ethnographic studies should be approached with caution, and with an awareness of their strengths and weakness' (P. A. J. Waddington 1994b: 210). The points made above apply to Turkey and England and Wales equally.

1.1: Methodological Literature Review

Any research will involve the collection of data and a variety of methods and techniques may be used for data collection, but the most common and appropriate ones for this research are the literature review of existing studies, interviews (particularly unstructured interviews) and various types of observation. As usual with comparative studies, the comparison of public order policing systems in Turkey and Britain will impose particular problems and difficulties. In the following accounts the advantages and disadvantages of these methods will be discussed with reference to the research area.

The research begins with an extensive reading concerning the field of crowd events and collective violence (Bienen 1968; Nieburg 1968, 1972; MacFarlane 1974; Tutt 1976; Frank 1976; Harington 1976; Rottom 1976; Archer 1977; Finkel 1989; Salmi 1993). A substantial amount of scholarly documents have been consulted and it has been found that there are a relatively large number of books, journals and articles in the field. Some of the written data has been documented in the bibliography. In addition to this, new and fresh ideas on the area have been followed by the inclusion of periodicals such as *The Police, Policing, Police Review, Social Studies Review, The Job, İlim ve Sanat, The Light Trends, The Fountain* and other related journals. But the difficulty which I faced was the lack of scholarly texts, either in English or in Turkish, concerning the Turkish side of
the research and I was able to consult only three short official documents dealing with all aspects of Turkish public order policing (Emniyet Genel Mudurlugu 1983a-b-c). So far I have found only a few scholarly written books and theses completed on the subject (Gundogdu 1985; Akinci 1990; Ece 1991; Erkal 1993, Ozcan and Caglar 1994).

The text books used in the Turkish National Police Academy and other police cadet schools are very similar to each other and consist of reiterating similar information which based on the practical experience of senior officers rather than being scholarly written works (Tek 1980; Hatipoglu 1986; Oguz and Sisko [undated]; Senel [undated]; Akgun 1986, 1988; Tomruk 1989; Toker and Dilmac 1990; Gungor and Kavalali 1990; Buyukdogerli 1992). Therefore, as indicated in the following review of methods, this gap will be filled by the deployment of other research techniques such as observation and interview.

The bibliography includes books in three languages, English, Turkish and Arabic. Because of the lack of recent scientific investigations and data regarding the Turkish side of the research I have used very early Arabic sources some of which were written several hundred years ago (Mawsili 1975; Farra 1983; Ibn Khaldun 1987; Mawardi 1989; Tabrizi 1991). Mawardi, for instance, lived between 975-1058 and Farra 990-1065. They made great contributions in their masterpieces, both called Al-Ahkamu's Sultaniyaa, which can be related to political constitutions of the present time. In addition, the Qur'an, the holy book of Islam, and Hadith, (the tradition), the sayings and deeds of the prophet Muhammad have been cited because prior to the establishment of the modern Republic of Turkey (TC) Turkey was greatly influenced by these two powerful religious texts.

Regarding official documents in the UK, although I greatly enjoyed the help and cooperation of various police forces, my access to some official documents was limited to some extent. For instance, I was not be able to have a copy of the Public Order Manual, prepared by ACPO, although I had access to it for reference on a few occasions (The Times 3.11.1992; Tan 1992). However, the observations were backed up by official
documents and operational orders which were volunteered to me (Phililips 1986; Ankara Constabulary 1992; Izmir Constabulary; Greater Manchester Police 1980a-b; Leicestershire Constabulary 1991, 1992a-b-c-d-e; Metropolitan Police 1987; 1991, 1992, 1993a-b; O'Reilly 1993; NCIS 1994). Other publications I consulted include National Council for Civil Liberties (NCCL) publications, such as (NCCL 1968), Street (1972) Cox (1975), Grant et. al. (1978) and Thornton (1985), and these have been very valuable sources of information.

I have also spent a period of four days at the Bramshill Police Staff College where I had access to numerous books and official documents with few limitations. Some of the official documents in which I was interested at 'The Police Staff College library were marked 'Restricted for Official Use Only' or for 'The UK Police and Government Officials Only'. Therefore, the research's literature review has been to some extent restricted and does not cover some important and relevant official documents. However, I was convinced from the access I had to some of the so-called 'secret' documents that at least some of them if not all, contained no vital information which was unavailable from public sources.

In addition to using the available books and other documents at the library of the Centre for the Study of Public Order and the library of the University of Leicester, I made use of the British Library via Leicester University Library's Inter Library Loan (ILL) service.

1.2: Interview Programme

Interviewing is a vital first hand source of information about a particular area. It usually takes place between two people, sometimes three, occasionally more. It must be noted that an interview is not merely conversation and that not all the talk that goes on between people is an interview. An interview as a first hand source of scientific information should have prescribed elements and be carried out under controlled conditions. Therefore, the interview technique which will be used in this research can be defined
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'...as a meeting of persons face to face, especially for the purpose of formal conference on some point' (Madge 1975: 144). As the definition implies, interviews must involve selected people to be interviewed for selected topics. Since textual data concerning the Turkish police was limited this gap has been filled by interviews with Turkish officers (Appendix: 2) some of whom were middle rank police officers who were already working in public order units in three major cities: Ankara, Istanbul and Izmir. Face to face informal interview methods were found to be more appropriate as structured and formal interviews were found to increase the level of reluctance to answer sensitive questions.

During the research period two types of interviews were deployed. In the first type of informal interviews certain key figures in police forces in Turkey such as the Chief of Izmir Cevik Kuvvet (CK) 'Rapid Action Unit' and some officers who were responsible for the training of Cevik Kuvvet units in Istanbul and Izmir were interviewed (Appendix: 2). Similarly, in the UK, some officers from the Metropolitan Police (MP) training centre at Hounslow and the Greater Manchester Police (GMP) at Sedgley Park Police Training School were informally interviewed.

In addition, towards the end of the research project a formal interview programme was carried out among 20 officers of various ranks from Sergeant to Chief Superintendent. All the officers interviewed were working in Cevik Kuvvet Units of three major cities of Turkey, Ankara, Istanbul and Izmir. The officers in question were also responsible for the training of rank and file officers working in their units. The aim of this interviews was to obtain some information about the nature and problems of existing public order policing practices in Turkey. Similar information was easily available from books and official documents in relation to British public order policing. The findings of the interview programme are distributed throughout the text but the main discussion on this aspect of the research is contained in chapter seven.
1.3: Courses & Seminars

Three major public order courses were attended during the research period which were run by two police forces. The first course attended was a 'Public Order Command Awareness Programme', run by Kent County Constabulary (Central Planning Unit 1992a). This was designated for senior officers to enable them to take local command during localised community disorder and riot situations (Appendix: 3A). All the courses were organised by the CPU (Central Planning Unit) which provides standard training programmes for most of the British forces.

The remaining two courses, the 'Bronze/Silver Commander Course' and the 'Major Sporting Events Course', (Central Planning Unit 1992b) were run by the Greater Manchester Police (GMP). The first course is designed as a preliminary course for those officers new to command. It addressed issues connected with understanding how a riot develops and escalates, and encourages officers to resolve these problems at an early stage. The course places importance upon briefing officers attending to quell the riot, and tactics and manoeuvres appropriate to the level of disorder. Several exercises in the classroom and simulated practical scenarios are undertaken to allow officers to experience at first hand problems associated with riotous behaviour (Appendix:3A).

The second course, the 'Major Sporting Events Course', was designed to improve the knowledge, skills and understanding of officers taking command of such events and focuses on the pre-match, during the match and post match dynamics of dealing with those people attending. Emphasis was placed on intelligence-gathering from all sources so that contingency plans and match orders reflect an appropriate level of police presence to ensure the smooth passage of the sporting event (Appendix:3A).

Permanent membership of the Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC) seminar series has also been a source of invaluable knowledge and inspiration (Appendix:3B). Throughout these seminars a number of distinguished scholars and police practitioners made presentations, discussing contemporary issues in the policing of public disorder.
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(King and Brearley 1993; Waters and Brown 1994; Hunbach 1994; Brewer 1994; Saunders 1994). Among the members there were D. Waddington, J. Benyon, P. A. J. Waddington, Robert Reiner, John Brewer, Michael Keith and many other prominent and influential advisers, theorists and practitioners. The list also include police practitioners from major police forces such as Chief Inspector Louisa Elliston and Inspector Keith Wood from New Scotland Yard, Superintendent Michael Lofthouse from Kent County Constabulary and Inspector Steve Hunbach from the Greater Manchester Police. All the courses and seminars have been very informative and beneficial for my understanding of the nature of police perception of crowd events and the deployment of police personnel strength and resources.

1.4: Observations

The primary method of this research has been observation. Therefore, it is worthwhile to define and examine the types of observation used in more detail (Lee 1969; Johnson 1975; Rose 1982; Jupp 1989; May 1993). As a method, participant observation refers to the collection of findings obtained by participating in the social world of those the researcher is studying. This involves assuming a role in the social group, or on the fringes of it, and observing, reflecting upon and interpreting the actions of individuals within the group.

Participant observation has been defined as a method of gathering evidence based on complete and accurate recording of events as they occur, giving minimal interference with those events. It is also defined as a '...period of intense social interaction between researchers and subjects in the milieu of the latter, during which time data, in the form of field notes, are unobtrusively and systematically collected' (Bogden, quoted in Kidder 1981:280).

It must be emphasised that although the methodology of participant observation is appropriate for studies of almost every aspect of human existence, it is especially,
appropriate for explanatory and descriptive studies, and studies aimed at generating theoretical interpretations. 'Through participant observation, it is possible to describe what goes on, who or what is involved, when and where things happen, how they occur, and why - at least from the standpoint of participants things happen as they do in particular situations' (Jorgenson 1989: 12).

Observational methods have been used in a number of studies in the field which were designed to penetrate and explore the inner workings of the British police. Some of these works are S. Holdaway's (1983) *Inside the British Police*, D. J. Smith and J. Gray's (1985) *The Police and People in London*, D. Hobbs's (1988) *Doing the Business*, and R. Chesshyre's (1990) *The Force*. Finally, P. A. J. Waddington's (1994) work, *Liberty and Order*, is of particular interest as it is based on observations and interviews and carried out almost at the same period as this research.

In the coming sub-section the pros and cons of participant observation will be examined in detail. This section will make it clear that the participant observation method is more complex than it first appears and imposes a number of problems on the researcher. For instance, most prospective participant observers encounter problems gaining access to the related field very early in their research. At one level, this has not been a particularly difficult hurdle for me in so far as I have been a police officer and presently I am a lecturer at the Police Academy in Ankara. Although, I am an overseas research student, to some extent, I was regarded as one of 'them' and my personal contacts with a number of senior and junior police officers in the Leicestershire Police Constabulary confirmed that this would be the case throughout my research. I was treated, on most occasions, as an overseas colleague rather than being an outsider or a hostile (?) researcher. I have not been guaranteed access to the operational culture of police work, as would perhaps have been the case for a home research student. However, I faced similar difficulties in terms of gaining access to the Turkish police, even though I am a serving police lecturer within the same organisation.
These observations become scientific when the data is gathered systematically and is related to other data also systematically gathered for the purpose of uncovering a general principle of human behaviour. As in other methods in the social science, participant observation demands rigorous training of observers, sensitive description, careful sampling, and appropriate caution in interpretation.

On this point, it must be made clear that participant observation has not been used as a single method in a particular research area. As McCall and Simmons (1969) have pointed out, '...it is probably misleading to regard participant observation as a single method' (p.1). In this research, it has been used in combination with other methods as in the case in Smith and Gray's (1985) work, *The Police and People in London*. While observation is often important, unstructured interviews and conversations usually provide particularly valuable data (Rose 1982: 112). Accordingly, I deployed other methods such as interviewing and attended three major public order courses run by two British forces where opportunities arose for unstructured interviews.

Observation encompasses a wide range of activities. It can embrace observation which is overt or covert, highly structured or highly unstructured, and of course, there is a variety of approaches between these two extremes (Jupp 1989: 56). For instance, Kidder, (1981:264) divides participant observations into three. They are (1) systematic observation of natural behaviour, (2) participant observation and ecological inquiry of natural settings, and (3) archival research of natural treatments.

According to Cohen and Manion (1989: 122) '...there are two principal types of observation - participant observation and non-participant observation. In the former, the observer engages in the very activities he sets out to observe, and often, his 'cover' is so complete that as far as the other participants are concerned, he is simply one of the group'. Non-participants, however, are not actively involved in the group activities they
are investigating and eschew group membership (ibid. 123). Depending on the level of participant involvement, Spradley (1980) classifies participant observation into five categories. These vary between 'complete participation' and 'non participation' and among these two extremes there are 'active', 'moderate', and 'passive' participation.

The best illustration of the non-participant observer role is perhaps the case of researcher staying behind or between the police line or violent crowd, coding up every three seconds the verbal or other form of exchange between the violent crowd members and the police by means of a structured set of observational categories. Most of the observations undertaken for this thesis were made at various public order training sites. These were less complete compared to the observations carried out at crowd events.

It has become clear from the definitions previously discussed that unless participant observation involves some elements, it cannot be regarded as a source of scientific information. In order to observe everyday behaviour in a systematic way so that we see differences that we might otherwise miss it is vital to take into consideration the following elements. Observation thus becomes scientific when it (1) serves a formulated research purpose, (2) is planned deliberately, (3) is recorded systematically, and (4) is subjected to checks and controls on validity and reliability.

Within this limited chapter on methodology, it is obvious that all the elements of participant observation cannot be dealt with in detail. Therefore, I have been selective and focused on the last two elements; recording and checks on validity and reliability.

One of the most important elements of participant observation is the recording of what the researcher observes. Depending on the situation, recording can be made in different ways. The most complete records are those made on the spot. Memories are faulty and tend to be selective. When events are filtered through an observer's memory, the observer's report is bound to emphasise one person's idea of what is important and to de-
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emphasise everything else' (Stern 1979: 25). Yet, for some research projects, especially
where the researcher is a covert participant, neither note-books nor tapes are practicable
and notes must be made from memory as soon as possible after the event.

Because the observer is often not able or does wish to write full notes while at the
site, the observer should be trained to make mental notes of what is observed in
situ, then the notes jotted down immediately after leaving the scene, and finally
full field notes, which are the conversion of the jottings and mental notes into a
running log of observations. These should be written as soon as it is feasibly
possible to guard against memory loss and conceptual distortion (Kidder 1981:
281).

In short, '...good participant observation field notes include actual quotes, clear
distinctions between 'fact' and 'impression', incorporation of unusual or inexplicable
events, explicit rendering and bracketing of feelings and hunches, and comments on the
benefits and costs of the data gathering methods' (Kidder 1981: 281). In the earlier
observations I was using note-taking during the event where it was convenient and
appropriate. If it was not appropriate notes were made from my memory at the earliest
available opportunity. In the later observations in both Turkey and England and Wales
recordings were made using a personal camcorder.

The physical presence of the participant imposes some difficulties in terms of recording
as well as influencing the behaviour of the observed (Waddington 1994b: 207-213). This
negative influence is so crucial that sometimes it is impossible to use the participant
observer method because rules prohibit it or because the presence of a third party or
stranger would modify the behaviour under observation. More especially in situations
where observers are visible, subjects tend to suppress negative behaviours, increase
desired behaviour, and reduce overall activity.

The negative influence of the observer on the observed has been acknowledged by both
the observer and observed in a number of previous studies. For instance, Smith and Gray
(1985) who grounded their research in the direct observation of day-to-day policing in
London over a two-year period, have remarked that, '...we have to assume that the
presence of the researcher was something of a restraining influence; also there were indications that this was so' (Smith and Gray 1985: 303). In addition to that, they quote an experienced sergeant in a crime squad giving the following account of the way he would behave towards the researcher.

You're not a fool. You know that things are not done properly in this job at times. Now I'm not going to do anything seriously wrong in front of you, but you must know that we all have in the past. I'm prepared to be as honest as I can with you. In other words, I'll give you 90 per cent of the truth (Smith and Gray 1985: 304).

They were also told by a Chief Inspector right at the beginning of their research that, '...if there are police officers who beat people up in the cells, they are not going to do it while you are watching' (ibid.303).

In order to eliminate or at least to minimise the negative influence of the observer's presence, McCall and Simmons (1969: 95) suggest that, '...when the observed becomes convinced that the observer's attitude toward them is one of respect and interest in them as human beings as well as research subjects, they will feel less need for concealing, withholding, or distorting data'.

This might be the case in some certain social researches done in areas of education or in similar services. But, in a controversial area such as public order policing and training, I do not believe that this will reduce the level of restraint of the observed, although Smith and Gray (1985) argue that '...the longer the observer is with them, the more the officers tend to settle back into their usual pattern of activity' (ibid. 302).

Smith and Gray (1985) concluded that after a long period with a group they came to know a great deal about what went on even if they had not seen it all themselves. Once the role of observer has been established the course of events may be altered even when the observer is temporarily absent. Perhaps the only solution to this problem is to attempt to predict what would happen in an unobserved situation from what had happened in the
presence of the observer, but this is unacceptable as scientific data.

It would appear that there is no way of entirely eliminating the negative influence of an observer on the observed. The mere presence of the observer means that movements are made and orientations are developed toward him which would not otherwise have occurred. Therefore, an important decision must be made in any systematic observation of natural behaviour concerning the obtrusiveness of the observer. For this very reason, investigators choose to conceal the fact that the subjects' behaviours will be influenced by their knowledge that they are being observed.

Good relationships formed between observer and observed, although desirable, can never obviate the influence of the observer's presence and it remains impossible to measure how much the observed acts have been influenced by the observer. To find out how much an observer's activities have changed events, we would have to observe the events, if possible, both overtly and covertly in order to see how much difference there is. This is, of course, impossible for practical reasons and therefore we can never be sure how much the research process has changed the people and events being studied.

Participant observation can be criticised in terms of recording and the influence of the presence of the observer. Such researches have also been criticised by many on the grounds that the accounts emerging from participant observations are subjective and biased, reflecting the belief and desired outcomes belonging to the mindset of the observer.

The reliability of participant observation sometimes is questioned. Defined conventionally, '...reliability refers to the extent to which a procedure, especially measurement, produces the same result with repeated usage' (Jorgensen 1989: 37). Besides this, Kidder (1981: 266) has remarked that '...social scientific observations are reliable to the extent to which they show consistency and stability in their scoring. The most familiar meaning of reliability is the degree to which two or more observers agree
on their observations'.

Some critics raise questions about two types of validity in participant observation-based research. Comments about the subjective and idiosyncratic nature of participant observation studies are to do with its external validity; how do we know that the results of a particular piece of research are applicable to other situations? Fears that the observer's judgement will be affected by his close involvement in the group relate to the internal validity of the method and the results of a particular piece of research become questionable.

The problem of reliability and validity stems from the problem of subjectivity. One of the main aims of participant observation is to see social phenomena as it is in reality but researchers see social events as they are or in a way that fits their research remit. In deriving conclusions from a particular observation the researcher may subjectify the findings of this research by mixing them with his personal bias and prejudices. These are questions which are not only relevant to this particular research but to all studies with a sociological base.

Summary

Although the main method used for this research was observation, informal and unstructured interviews have also been used as a complementary methods. The researcher has also attended three public order courses organised for senior British police officers. Despite the heavy reliance of this work on the observational method, this chapter cautions the reader about the disadvantages and shortcomings of this method. It does, however, also point out its uniqueness in providing insight for similar studies. This research, which has been carried out by an overseas research student, may, it is hoped, highlight various points which might have been missed by home researchers.
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Introduction

The fascination of crowd psychology lies in the fact that it seeks to account for behaviour that shows clear social coherence - in the sense of a large amount of people acting in the same manner despite the lack of either pre-planning or any structural direction (Reicher 1984: 1).

The crowd is one of the earliest institutions established by humankind. Its only significant difference from most other institutions is its temporary existence. There are crowds which gather on a regular basis for material or non-material gain, such as religious ceremonies, hunting packs and armies, even commuters on the railway system. In addition, crowds gather for routine and everyday events such as funerals, weddings, feasts and festivals. Those crowds which gather to fulfil a social function or a duty, are encouraged, even praised, as performing a positive human activity. However crowds have also been regarded as somehow sinister when they gather for a political purpose.

It must also be recognised that crowd activities are subject to social evolution, just like any other human institution. Besides maintaining some of their founding components, such as material and non-material elements, namely participants, leaders and the third parties, which can be an opposing crowd, the military, the police or any other controlling and regulating body, the nature of crowd behaviour is subject to evolution. It is for this reason that the definition and classification of crowds made many years ago, may no longer be accurate and may fail to embrace all the present crowd types. We need to reconsider the contemporary phenomenon of the crowd and re-asses it and its activities in an historical context.

In line with this argument crowd theories themselves demonstrate a level of evolutionary development. For example, today's theories on crowds differ greatly from the earlier ones, such as Le Bon (1898, 1969), Sighele (1892; in Rule 1988) and Tarde (1890: in Rule 1988) in their approach to crowd movements as well as collective violence.
Contrary to earlier studies, which tend to see crowds and collective action as primarily psychologically motivated, irrational and politically meaningless, modern studies stress the rationality and social importance of crowd actions even when they take a violent form. For some modern theorists, all forms of collective action are meaningful, rational and politically purposeful (Tilly 1963 and 1970, in Rule 1988). In this sense it is believed that it is more appropriate to regard crowd movements as 'collective action' rather than as 'collective behaviour'. This implies that crowd movements are not the outcome of random psychologically determined human gatherings, but that perhaps they are more rational and politically purposeful than any individual action.

Despite this shift in the academic arena from a psychological explanation of crowd events to an acceptance of a socially meaningful interpretation, the police response to crowd events has traditionally been on classic lines, based on an understanding of classical crowd theories with an expectation of violence or similar problems when they have to deal with certain crowds. This assumption has frequently been reinforced by events which have resulted in clashes between a crowd and the police and which themselves provide the antecedent conditions for such conflict to be maintained and to spiral.

2.1: Existing Theories of Crowd Behaviour

The research begins with an extensive reading covering various aspects of crowd, crowd behaviour and collective violence. It is appropriate to divide the existing studies in the field into two broad categories. The first group deals mainly with theoretical and academic issues. Under this section, classical theories and their relevance to contemporary crowd events have been reconsidered and some eminent classical theories will be analysed and compared with modern crowd theories.

The literature review carried out for this research shows that despite the existence of numerous studies on the theoretical aspects of crowd and crowd behaviour (La Piene
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1938, 1949; Lipset and Smelser 1961; Park 1967; Bienen 1968; Appelbaum 1970; Mungham 1977; Lindzey and Aronson 1968a-b, 1969a-b-c, 1985; Gaskel and Benewick 1987, Leeds 1992; Marshal 1992a-b), there are only limited scholarly assessment of the practical implication of these works on public order policing practices (Brown 1982; Brewer 1994; BSSRS 1985; Fine and Millar 1985; Fruin 1993). On the other hand those works which have practical implications (Janowitz 1968; Deane-Drumond 1975; Sloan 1984; Institute of Criminology 1992) seem to be based on the experience of serving police officers and lack academic qualification. Hence, more recent works on crowds and public order policing practices will be examined with a particular emphasis on issues of crowd violence and their practical implications on police operations. Therefore, the second group of works deals with more practical issues such as the implications of theoretical works and their application to public order policing practices.

In addition to secondary data obtained from the literature review, complementary social science research techniques have been deployed and among these are interviews and observations. The researcher also attended three major public order courses designed for senior police officers in the UK. This chapter ends with an examination of the advantages and disadvantages of observational methodology, the main method employed in this research to obtain first hand data.

2.1.1: Existing Studies

Before occupying myself with relatively recent works in the field, some of the major crowd theories which have played a pioneering role in public order policing policies and practices up to the present time must be assessed. Existing crowd theories in this field can be grouped broadly under two categories. In the first category, there are those of G. Le Bon (1892, 1898) and his contemporaries such as G. Tarde (1890), S. Sighele (1892a-b) and S. Freud (1940 and 1994). Their theories are mostly based on the assumption '...that the nature of the crowd and its activities can be explained in terms of the internal dynamics of its psychological process, without reference to the social
context' (Waddington 1989: 4). It is important to note that not all crowd theorists fall under this broad category nor do they share the same opinions to the same extent.

Throughout this research, this group of collective behaviour theories will be referred to as 'classical' crowd theories. It is of primary importance to note that although these theories are mainly based on the psychological aspects of crowd behaviour, at least some of them can be seen to implicitly acknowledge the role and influence of social factors on crowd formation and action.

In contrast to the 'classical' crowd theories the second group of theories concentrate on the social aspects of crowd behaviour. Some of the most eminent are, Smelser's 'Value Added Theory' (1962, 1968) Turner and Killian's (1962) 'Emergent Norm Theory' and Clark McPhail's 'Social Behavioural/Interactionist' theory (SBI) (McPhail1971, Miller 1985). There are also those who regard crowd action as socially meaningful and purposeful (Bienen 1968; Connery 1968; Nieburg 1968; Tilly 1970, 1974; Young and Taylor 1973; Parry et. al. 1978; Lea and Young 1984).

These theories attempt to introduce an alternative approach to general crowd behaviour including crowd aggression and violence. In addition, there are some eminent theories which do not aim to improve crowd theory as a whole, but which explain crowd crime and crowd violence from a particular point of view, and these are worth mentioning in this context. The theories are 'Relative Deprivation' (Gurr 1970) and 'Subcultural Theory' (Lea and Young 1984).

The second group includes those theories which regard crowd gatherings as more 'collective action' than 'collective behaviour'. These are classified as 'modern' crowd theories. On this point, it must again be emphasised that these theories do not completely rule out the psychological, or at least social psychological aspect of human behaviour in crowds (Reicher 1984, 1985), referring implicitly and indirectly to the role
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and importance of psychological motives of collective behaviour. The most important point rests on the question of priority and emphasis, not on complete denial. While the classical crowd theorists, for instance, give priority to psychological motives, the modern theorists give priority to material factors and focus on the social motives of human action.

Being unable to examine and assess every crowd theory, the research has concentrated on a typical example: Le Bon's 'social contagion theory' as an example of classical theories and this is compared with Smelser's 'value added theory' representing modern theories. During this comparison and assessment, other crowd theories will be brought into the argument where appropriate.

2.1.2: Classical & Modern Crowd Theories

Defining collective behaviour in terms of aroused emotion is intended to set collective behaviour apart from the social action that occurs within institutionalised relationships or formal organisations. Gustave Le Bon is often identified as the founder of this trend which concentrates on the anti-social tendencies of crowd behaviour. A similar emphasis on the anti-social tendencies of crowd behaviour can be found in the writings of the late nineteenth century pioneers of crowd research, the Frenchman G. Tarde (1890) and the Italian Scipio Sighele (1892a-b). J. V. Ginneken (1992) in his book Crowds, Psychology and Politics, 1871-1889, points out the intriguing similarities between the works of French theorists Tarde, Fournial and Le Bon and the Italian Sighele, all of whom published significant research within a four year period. Sighele produced La Folla Delinquente in 1891, Tarde published two major articles in 1892-3 and Fournial's Essai sur La Psychologie des Foules was published in 1892. In 1895, Le Bon's most influential and widely acclaimed work, The Crowd, was published. Here Le Bon echoes the findings of his contemporaries that crowds are usually highly emotional and irrational, destructive rather than constructive and in need of strong leadership.
In *The Crowd* Le Bon boldly states that all crowds exert a profound and inherently negative influence on people. He describes this influence as a contagious or rapidly transmitted mental unity that emerges whenever people interact in a group. The quotation below best describes his view of the individual in the crowd;

...by the mere fact that he forms part of an organised crowd, a man descends several rungs in the ladder of civilisation. Isolated, he may be a cultivated individual; in a crowd, he is a barbarian - that is, a creature acting by instinct (Le Bon 1969: 32).

His discussion of the effects of the crowd on individuals builds to the conclusion that the crowd transforms rational, law-abiding people into violent, irrational enemies of the state. He maintains that the contagious mental unity of crowds reduces the mental capacity of enlightened and cultured people to the level of 'those inferior forms of evolution' such as women, savages, and children.

It is evident that Le Bon's emphasis on the crowd's influence on the individual was greatly affected by the crowd violence which he witnessed in his time. In his work, however, he found a number of vitally important crowd attributes which are the result of collective action and behaviour. His narrow perspective of the crowd phenomenon focused only on violent crowds and the psychological manifestation of its behaviour. Le Bon generalised his own observation to include all types of crowd, regardless of nationality, ethic, habits or customs failing to regard the crowd phenomenon from a broad historical or cultural perspective.

His argument implies that all members of a crowd lose their individuality and act as one single body controlled by a 'collective mind'. For him, contagious mental unity overcomes the individual's rational capabilities. People in the crowd do not reflect on the outcome of their actions; perceptions are distorted and feelings of power emerge that become the basis of attack on authority. Divested of critical ability and powers of reflection, people within the crowd are incapable of respect for social standards, conventions, and institutions.
Numerous peaceful crowd events and a number of studies in the field of collective behaviour have made it clear that Le Bon was mistaken, in at least, two ways. Firstly, he was wrong to assume that all crowd movements and activities are revolutionary and against the authority of the state. Secondly, he failed to see that not all crowd members are united by one cause and motivated towards unanimously held aims and goals (Turner and Killian 1962; McPhail and Miller 1973). It is now evident that not all crowd actions are revolutionary with an aim of overthrowing governments or to destroy the state (La Pierre 1938:540). The observations upon which this study is based have reached a similar conclusion. The empirical elements of this study have found that apart from certain crowd events which involve extreme politically motivated participants with a peculiar political context, the majority of large gatherings merely wish to air a particular grievance, or influence a particular authority in order to modify its policies to suit the needs of the protesting crowd. The bulk of crowds are relatively benign in their attitude to the state and established authority. In Western democracies this type of action is frequently tolerated and far from being regarded as a revolutionary movement, it is instead regarded as a fundamental right of the citizen, and governments can be, and are, influenced by mass protest.

Moreover, a number of recent studies on crowd participants have proved that crowd action is not as unanimous as Le Bon had imagined. Rather, the crowd acts unanimously on a particular subject for a short period of time. Turner and Killian (1962) argue that total uniformity of mood and behaviour within the crowd is seldom observed, the majority of crowd acts occurring in small sub-groups of 3-9 individuals. Within crowds various motives for participation exist, diverse feelings are in evidence and many types of behaviour can be observed. Some participants may be seeking excitement or cultural/subcultural expression. Police and protest leaders who are present are concerned with maintaining order and tranquillity. Seldom will all these people express the same feelings or act in unison. In line with this assumption, difficulties have been encountered in classifying crowds under definite and definitive groups (see chapter 2).
It has become clear from my personal observation of numerous crowd events, both in Turkey and England, that some groups of demonstrators join the protests or demonstrations for the obvious cause of the demonstration in question, but in addition, they have their own peculiar reasons too. A good example of this is the presence of the members of Turkish 'Revolutionary Left' (Dev-Sol) at two recent 'Troops Out Marches' organised by the Irish Community (Observations: 14 and 27). The participation of the members of Dev-Sol was very much determined by a desire to support a cause which was felt to mirror their own oppression. Besides supporting a group who are in a similar situation to their own, at the same time they were manifesting their own particular dissent towards the Turkish state (Campbell 1994) as well as towards the British state, in an indirect way. The same participants were seen carrying their usual banners at many other demonstrations throughout the year (Observations: 25 and 28).

It might be more appropriate to classify those participants who take the opportunity to express their grievances at every available and suitable opportunity as 'professional demonstrators'. These groups may be seen as regular promoters of their own concerns and what they identify as kindred or related interests. Certain groups such as gay rights activists, the Socialist Workers Party and the British Communist Party (BCP) can be considered under this category.

In abstract terms, recent studies have shown that not all crowds are revolutionary and that there is no unanimity between all crowd members as Le Bon had described. At this point, it could again be argued that Le Bon's crowd theory may explain one particular type of crowd or violent crowd, from a very limited perspective. It does not include all types of crowd nor all aspects of crowd behaviour.

Although he is more concerned with the psychology of the crowd, Le Bon does not completely ignore the social determinants of crowd action. One such attempt is apparent
in a passage in which Le Bon attempts to refer to the underlying reasons and a causal explanation of crowd action:

...a more attentive study of these events shows that behind their apparent causes the real cause is generally seen to be a profound modification in the ideas of the people (Le Bon 1969: 15).

With this statement Le Bon acknowledges that individual acts are determined and influenced by certain motives which derive from long term factors; the acts of individuals forming a crowd cannot be the mere product of participation in a crowd. The crowd does not first create ideas and then act on them; rather each individual has his/her own ideas before joining a crowd. If Le Bon is arguing that the crowd may modify or exaggerate the idea, and therefore the actions of individuals, he may be right to some extent, and this has been accepted by the majority of the crowd theorists. However, the argument that the crowd completely dominates the individual mind, is now usually rejected. Although recent crowd theories disagree with Le Bon on the question of crowd influence on the individual, they implicitly accept the indirect influence of the crowd on its participants. For example, subcultural theory examines the individual's behaviour not as an isolated act committed only through individual motivation, but within the context of the individual's subculture. Lea and Young (1984) represents a revitalised form of subcultural theory, merging radical criminological concerns with earlier American subcultural theories. In fact, this is a way of indirectly accepting the influence of the group or crowd on individual behaviour. For this theory, the individual's behaviour may not make sense in isolation but it does make sense when it is examined within the context of its subculture.

Apart from the influence of the crowd on individual participants the psychological make-up of each individual may determine the type of the crowd and the level of its action. There is often a variation in crowd behaviour at similar events in different countries. This can be described as a correlation between the general cultural and educational level...
of the crowd and the outcome of its collective action. For instance, if the individuals who constitute the crowd are violent, or personally frustrated and have low cultural and educational and intellectual levels, the outcome of such crowd activities may be more violent compared with a crowd whose members know their political rights and can calculate the consequences of their action. This suggests that it is not merely the size of the crowd or the action of joining with the crowd that makes the individual violent and aggressive, rather there may be other more remote determinants which shape and influence the outcome of crowd behaviour. It does not, however, follow that a crowd of individuals who have a high level of achievement, educationally culturally and financially, do not or will not act violently. In line with this proposition, this thesis will argue that crowd action, and individual action, are the product of both political, social, cultural (Institutional) and biological and socio-psychological (Constitutional) variables.

The conclusion to be drawn from classical crowd theories as represented by Le Bon is that the crowd is always intellectually inferior to that of the isolated individual and that crowd action, whether it is violent or non-violent, is less rational and meaningful when compared to individual behaviour. When subcultural theory is applied to crowd violence a similar rationality can be discerned. When a violent act committed by a mob is analysed, it may seem irrational and meaningless but when this particular act is considered in a determined context and examined from a particular subcultural point of view, this act may, to some extent, be meaningful and rational. Therefore, throughout this research it is asserted that when crowd violence is examined in isolation from its wider context, it can be perceived as rational and meaningful and as having fundamental social significance.

Crowd behaviour is perhaps one of the most meaningful of collective human activities. Throughout history crowds have gathered to accomplish things which individuals were unable to achieve. Crowd behaviour is socially and politically meaningful and, to some
extent, rational. The signifier produced by crowd violence may neither be considered nor calculated and therefore cannot be deemed unjustifiable. However, this does not completely refute the rationality of crowd action. It is the task of social scientists to receive the message broadcast by crowd violence and identify its rationality. Paradoxically, the potentially conservative implications of classical theories that deny the rationality of crowds in their opposition to existing social arrangements may be seen to imply an absence of responsibility for the action of individual crowd actors. In traditional legal terms 'mens rea' is removed or compromised, removing the responsibility of the individual to the criminal law.

With regard to individual responsibility and the rationality of each act, every individual is responsible for his or her violent action during a confrontation; whatever the causes of violence, nothing can remove individual responsibility or justify violent actions. Violence in crowd action, however does not deny the overall rationality of crowd action. Since violent acts are a response to, and a reflection of, the failure of existing political and economic arrangements, the message given by violent crowds must be received and taken into consideration by responsible authorities by disregarding its apparent irrationality compared with individual action.

Crowd violence is not as irrational as Le Bon and his followers have argued, nor is it as rational as some contemporary crowd theorists have imagined. When violence is examined as isolated acts, the crimes committed by individuals and by crowds are irrational, but when examined contextually they may transmit a message and therefore be rational and meaningful.

Using this argument, this research does not deny the overall rationality of crowd violence and accepts the message which can be taken from it. However, it does not glorify or justify crowd violence on the basis of the rationality specific to its participants. The following accounts tend to place stress on the social rationality of
crowd violence by glorifying it to some extent. Throughout history, crowds have mostly been the victims of violence rather than the perpetrators of it. Therefore, to glorify crowd violence and rationalise its violent activities will not change the end result of that violence.

Not all crowd movements become violent during the early stages of their formation and activities. This is the case not only for contemporary crowd events but also for historical crowds. Crowd violence has often been the result of many peaceful attempts and failures to gain some fundamental change in the existing social, political and economic structure (see 'Political Violence' in chapter 4). Therefore, this is not an appropriate point to begin the examination of crowd violence in its final stage which might involve overt confrontation between the crowd and the representatives of the existing system, the police or the army. For this reason, recent crowd theorists begin their studies by exploring the roots of conflict rather than concentrating on the last stage of a long process. The theory that is developed in this thesis, the Combined Factors Approach, is an attempt to combine the Constitutional and Institutional factors into the causal explanations of crowd behaviour and the violence exhibited in particular.

In one of the most influential analyses of crowd behaviour, Theory of Collective Behaviour, N. J. Smelser (1962) defines collective behaviour as people's uninstitutionalised efforts to reconstruct the basic determinants of social behaviour. Although Smelser's theory of collective behaviour seems to be influenced by traditional classical crowd approaches, it can also be seen as an attempt to draw attention to the social meaning of crowd action. These basic determinants - the components of social action - refer to elemental forces, other than individual personalities, which order, regulate and direct behaviour within a society. The most general component of social action within a society is the set of social values, or shared beliefs identifying the goals toward which the members of the society should strive.
However, it is not always possible to identify universally held social values which every nation has in common. There are inevitably degrees of difference from one country to another. While in developed Western countries, social values such as personal achievement, activity, hard work and status have priority over non-material achievements and status, in Eastern countries and cultures this may not apply to the same extent, and emphasis may be put upon abstract values such as justice, honour, chastity and family values. Since cultural difference has a significant importance in this research, which is based on the comparison of two different cultures and police organisations, it is worth mentioning the influence of cultural determinants on crowd behaviour as well as on the police in more detail in the coming chapter.

Smelser suggests as the second component of social action *societal norms* which are explicit and implicit rules governing the pursuit of values. Much of criminal and civil law in both, England and Turkey, directly or indirectly regulates the manner in which the value of personal achievement is perceived.

The third component of social action is *organisation of motivation*, which refers to the specific implicit and explicit requirements accompanying statutes, roles, groups, and organisations that constitute the social structure of a society. The final and most immediate component of social action are the *situational facilities* - tools, skills, and knowledge of the environment - that people have at their disposal.

For Smelser the components of social action, which have been briefly mentioned above, can be constructed by institutionalised means. All societies use a number of means varying from education processes, the media and the law, in order to restructure the components of social action.

Smelser also argues that the components of social action can also be restructured through uninstitutionalised means. That is, the restructuring occurs apart from and at times counter to, traditional channels of authority, decision making, communication and
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sources of political and economic power. Smelser terms this collective behaviour. The uninstitutionalised restructuring of values, norms, organisation of motivation and situational facilities occur as collective episodes.

After defining the components of social action, Smelser argues that the emergence of the crowd, in order to restructure the components of social action, is dependent upon appropriate social conditions, (structural conduciveness) the requisite degree of structural strain, specific perceptions of such tensions (generalised beliefs), a precipitating incident and, in the absence of adequate preventive control mechanism, mobilisation by activists.

Smelser's Value Added Theory, offers a 'several factors occurring together' explanation of collective behaviour in order to answer the question of why people depart from institutionalised means of change and take up uninstitutionalised means. This method means, simply, that all five determinants must exist before a collective episode can occur. Further, the likelihood that a collective episode will occur increases as each determinant is initiated. A hostile outburst, such as an inner-city riot, can be triggered by a seemingly insignificant event that fulfils the final determinant. The Flashpoints Model which was introduced recently by Waddington et. al. (1987, 1989) and Waddington (1987, 1992) bears a resemblance to Smelser's theory. Like Smelser, Waddington argues that the likelihood of violence increases at each stage and it might be possible to prevent the occurrence of violence at each stage by taking appropriate steps. As in Waddington et. al.'s Flashpoints model, Smelser's theory indicates that before any collective behaviour can occur the following value-added determinants must exist in turn:

Structural Conduciveness; This is the most general value-added determinant of collective behaviour. In the broadest sense, 'structural' refers to the basic parameters imposed on behaviour by culture. Cultural values and norms entail world views within
which collective behaviour operates. For instance, in a country where there is no minority group nor any ethnic community, any race oriented riot is ruled out by structural unconduciveness. But this determinant is not permanent and unchangeable. If the same country has substantial numbers of immigrants then structural conduciveness becomes possible.

**Structural Strain:** For Smelser, all collective behaviour results from some form of strain within the social system. Structural strain refers to inconsistencies between the values and norms of a society or to conditions of material deprivation established by the distribution of situational facilities of a society.

**Generalised Belief:** The third value-added determinant is a generalised belief that prepares participants for action when structural conduciveness and strain are present. Generalised beliefs emerge through process of rumour, milling, suggestion and social contagion. Le Bon's social contagion theory focuses on this stage of crowd behaviour and the most significant difference between Le Bon and his followers and contemporary crowd theorists rests at this stage. Le Bon began to examine crowd behaviour from this stage, over-simplifying the former two determinants. He stretches this stage so wide that it includes all crowd types and activities. Therefore, perhaps it is more appropriate to argue that his crowd theory is incomplete rather than charging it with complete inaccuracy.

It is evident that not only Le Bon, but also some modern crowd theorists have pointed out the importance of this determinant. Blumer (1975) implies the same determinant when he argues that remarkable events create tensions which dispose people to behave like a crowd. He maintains that once underlying tensions are created people move about in an aimless and random fashion, which he calls 'milling'. Turner and Killian (1962) describe this determinant by dividing crowd behaviour into two, as 'traditional' and 'emergent'. They insist that collective behaviour is basically social behaviour, guided by
both traditional and emergent norms. Even in crowded settings where excitement is high, people retain critical ability and a sense of personal motives (Reicher 1984, 1985). But what Turner and Killian call the 'emergent norm' is regarded as the product of the 'collective mind' by Le Bon. It implies that, regarding a norm as 'emergent' will not make it as rational as the long-established traditional norms.

In abstract terms, whatever name has been given to the outcome of collective behaviour, it will not change the level of rationality of crowd behaviour. The following quotation makes it clear that the 'emergent norm', established during the process of generalised beliefs, is not a product of well considered, reasoned and calculated decision. Right or wrong, it is a spontaneous reaction to a spontaneous action. Therefore, it is, as the name implies, less considered and has emerged as a reaction to a particular situation.

As crowd behaviour develops, there is communication of mood, imagery, and a concept of what kind of action is appropriate. These are 'emergent', not traditional. While they are related to the past experiences and previously held norms and attitudes of participants, they constitute new products of the interaction in the particular situation (Turner and Killian 1962: 85).

Le Bon regards collective action as a purely irrational product of the crowd under the influence of its leaders. When it comes to making a realistic comparison and judgement between a well considered decision by an individual, or an institutionalised group of people who have expertise on a particular subject, and the decision taken by a crowd as an 'emergent norm', it is apparent that the former to be relatively more rational than the latter. Not only the critics of the collective mind and behaviour but even advocates of the rationality of collective behaviour implicitly confess the inferiority of the product of the 'collective mind'. But, as it has previously been asserted, this does not lead to the conclusion that no form of collective behaviour is socially and politically rational and meaningful.
Mobilisation for Action; The fourth value-added determinant is the mobilisation for action. Given conduciveness, strain, and a generalised belief, a susceptible population must be brought into action.

Action of Social Control; The final value-added determinant in Smelser’s model is the action of social control. Institutions and leaders confronted by imminent and on-going collective episodes can act to (1) prevent (2) redirect, or (3) accommodate collective behaviour.

Since this determinant is very much related to the response to collective behaviour of a particular state and its controlling agencies, the police and army, this stage will be examined in more detail in a later chapter.

Smelser’s theory departs radically from the social psychological tradition of the analysis of crowds and other collective behaviour - the tradition of Tarde, Le Bon, Freud and others, whose theories are based primarily on psychological variables, whether of the ‘superficial’ types such as imitation, sympathy, contagion, and suggestion or the ‘deeper’ types such as projection, regression, and transfer of libidinal ties. On the other hand, Smelser does not completely refute the involvement of psychological factors. Rather, he argues that psychological variables, ‘...such as suggestion, projection, displacement, and fetishism are products in part of social determinants’ (Smelser 1962: 21). However, Smelser is accused by Currie and Skolnick (1972) of frequently relying on official riot control manuals for empirical descriptions of the ‘hostile outburst’, without so much as suggesting the need for exercising caution in the use of such sources. This reliance inevitably leads to an underestimation of the role of agencies of social control in the origins and the content of the collective violence itself, rather than merely affecting its outcome.

The theory emerging from this study sees the psychological metaphors as raw materials possessed by the individual to be shaped, upgraded or degraded by external factors.
ranging from the smallest social unit, the family, to wider ones such as the state and all its institutions, such as schools, churches and the judicial system. Moreover, the interactive aspects of social behaviour applies to psychological as well as social dimensions. It is misleading to focus on the hidden psychological motives of one set of participants in a protest situation while leaving the other factors unexamined.

All of this should not be taken to imply that this research rejects the attempt to investigate the social aspects of crowd events. Therefore, instead of focusing only on social or psychological factors of crowd events and collective behaviour, combined factors theory is an analysis of the crowd and its behaviour from an approach which combines both institutional and constitutional factors. And this research is only an attempt to draw attention to the need to combine these factors into the causal explanations. However, the theory aims to combine constitutional factors into the argument without ignoring or underestimating the significance and importance of political and social factors.

2.1.3: Recent Studies on Crowd & Public Order Policing

An understanding of the causation of mass disturbances is important both in terms of police response and necessary political response. Apportioning blame for the causes of disorder is, of course, important, for it influences the public and official responses to these events. But the attribution of causation to one or another aspect serves merely to blame rather than explain. Recent arguments in this field go on like a chicken and egg story; which comes first? Do police equipment and tactics provoke the crowd and escalate the riots or do the crowds themselves have an inherent tendency to riot? The existing studies which will briefly be explained, seem to be influenced by the political perspectives of their advocates.

Existing studies in this field are usefully categorised under three broad headings as the conservative, liberal and radical perspectives. Since the studies carried out in this field
are shaped according to these three main perspectives, it is worth starting with an explanation of this broad trichotomy.

The conservative view regards collective violence as 'rare', needless, without purpose and irrational (Taylor et. al. 1975: 21-22; Benyon 1987: 26; Pugh 1990). For such commentators riots are caused by 'human nature' and 'criminality'. They assume that existing social structures are adequate and desirable and there can, therefore, be no justification or necessity for violent agitation. This view is upheld mainly by Conservative politicians, police officers, some authors and certain sections of the mass media.

The liberal view sees violence as inevitable under certain conditions, such as high unemployment and widespread social disadvantage. The radical perspective, however, regards collective violence as purposeful, structured and politically meaningful. It is seen as a normal, legitimate and effective means of protest by groups who have no other opportunities and who are experiencing real deprivation and injustice (Benyon 1987: 26-27).

When one looks at the existing studies the influence of these perspectives can be clearly traced. For instance, P. A. J. Waddington (1985a, 1985b, 1987, 1988) a sociologist and ex-police officer, challenges the academic wisdom that sees black rioters as 'victims' and white ones as 'hooligans'. Contradicting liberal academics such as J. Benyon and J. Solomos (1987) and others, he argues that '...because a riotous group has a plausible grievance does not establish that the grievance is the cause of the riot' (Waddington 1988: 36). He argues that what is smuggled into the argument at this point, under the cloak of causation, is very often a moral sympathy for the group in question.

Most academics, like many politicians, recognise that young blacks in British society are very often socially deprived and discriminated against, feel sympathy for their plight and
therefore feel less inclined to condemn their riotous behaviour. Yet, this does not establish that injustice causes rioting. Waddington concluded that, '...indeed the evidence of 'white riots' points to the opposite conclusion, for they riot despite the absence of any plausible grievances' (Waddington 1988: 36). It seems difficult to disagree with Waddington's claim while a number of white participants were seen in inner city disturbances such as the Brixton (1981), Handsworth (1981) and many other similar inner city disturbances. Neither police brutality towards some sections of the society nor deprivation and poverty theories seem to explain adequately the cause of these events. 'Poverty is a necessary but not sufficient cause of riot. Neither poverty, racial difference nor police harassment are alone sufficient. Nor is the problem one of a lack of integration' (Fielding 1991: 77).

On the contrary, while liberal and radical arguments argue that poverty, deprivation, police harassment and brutality are important causes of these disturbances, the conservatives have repeatedly argued that, those areas with the greatest deprivation and decay would be most susceptible to rioting. But Gaskell and Benewick's (1988) research shows that the situation is not nearly so simple. This study compares three areas in Northern England, all of which suffer very similar levels of deprivation such as unemployment and decay, but only one of which, Moss Side, suffered rioting. As the authors remarked, 'there is obviously no simple correlation between deprivation and crowd incidents' (Gaskell and Benewick, quoted in Waddington 1988: 36).

However, it is still widely held by academics that despite the slight decrease in the recorded crime rate (5.5m in 1993) there is still a link between the general economic level of a nation and the crime rate (an interview with Robert Reiner, BBC 4, Five O'clock News, 19 April 1994). Just a few days after this interview, in another interview the Conservative Home Secretary Michael Howard denied any link between crime and unemployment (BBC 4, Seven O'clock News, 26 April 1994). The broadcasting media, where politicians frequently exchange views on crime and related matters, has been a...
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rich source of information (BBC2 Public Eye, Tackling Crime, March 1992). Dramatic incidents such as the James Bulger case, a three year old boy abducted and brutally killed by two boys aged ten and eleven, or violent events involving large numbers of people such as the inner-city riots of the eighties receive heavy and widespread media coverage.

People participate in riots for various reasons and although it is always possible to find some common characteristics it is not always feasible to categorise or explain all the riots through one perspective. The reasons why people riot is still open to question and none of these three broad perspectives and individual explanations seem to be able to provide an answer. Yet, there is no reason why the answer to this question should not be investigated beyond the received ideas of these three perspectives. Therefore, this study will consider crowd action from outside these broad perspectives rather than trying to fit the facts to one of them.

In the final chapter of the thesis, the focus of the research will be on police equipment and tactics during crowd events and an examination of their role in the escalation or de-escalation of violence. There will be no discussion of the legitimacy or use of this equipment and tactics or the role of the police in these conflicts. However, since the way in which this equipment is deployed is seen to be very important (such as T. Jefferson see below) in escalating the riots, the role of the police will be examined. It is a commonly accepted fact that the role of the police is somewhat limited and is not the only cause for riots. 'The police do not create social deprivation or racial disadvantage, they are not responsible for the disadvantage of the ethnic minorities' (Scarman, quoted in Das 1988:113). Hence, demonstrations, protests and even inner-city disturbances are seldom directly about policing. If the riots are result of basic flaws in the existing system (as the liberals and radicals have argued) police can do little or nothing about it. It must be noted that '...[although] the police may have no direct influence over the
cause which exercises protests but they have major influence over the course of protest, including the image disseminated in the all-important media reports' (Fielding 1991: 79).

Apart from those writers already mentioned, T. Jefferson, a Marxist sociologist of the police, examined the purposes and methods of the police handling of public order problems. In his book, *Paramilitary Policing* (1990), he divides public order events requiring a paramilitary response broadly into four categories; (a) preparation; (b) controlling the space; (c) controlling the crowd; (d) clearance. He made it clear that whilst this particular description fits no one such occasion, its general features embrace them all (Jefferson 1990: 84). With regard to protective clothing and equipment he claims that the riot control technology only serves to exacerbate the situation.

Another researcher, D. Waddington (1989) and his colleagues attempted to identify 'flashpoints' of disorder by investigating various public order events. The model '...combines reference to the antecedent conditions (the 'tinder') with a highlighting of interpersonal interaction (the 'spark'), thus involving both psychological and sociological perspectives' (Waddington et. al. 1989: 2). Their research advocates that any theory of public disorder must recognise its collective nature, group behaviour being different from individual behaviour.

The 'flashpoint' model comprises six components namely: *Structural*, *Political/Ideological*, *Cultural*, *Contextual*, *Situational* and *Interactional*. *Structure* deals with strain theory, *Political and Ideological* with alienation from or lack of representation to the dominant political group. *Culture* deals with values, group identity, class values and subcultures, *Contextual* with media sensitisation, communication and previous conflict. *Situational* deals with the physical setting, the organisation of the crowd and the police and the absence or presence of any symbolic targets. Finally, *interactional* deals with the breakdown of situational norms and the rejection of arbitration. The 'flashpoints model' rejects any single theory for causes of public
disorder and combines the views of the conservative, liberal and radical perspectives. Compared with Smelser’s ‘value added theory’ Waddington et. al.’s *Flashpoints* model is a further step towards a multi disciplinary approach to crowd events.

In line with the ‘flashpoints model’, this research has reached a conclusion that is rather subjective if not biased regarding collective behaviour, as either rational or irrational, reflecting the personal perspectives of a particular social scientist. As Waddington et. al. (1989) pointed out, ‘...collective behaviour does not have to be either irrational or rational but may be both’ (p.5). However, as collectives are made up of individuals then in any given situation different people may have different reasons for being present. Therefore, in the following chapters it will be argued that every action committed by a human being has a varying degrees of rationality and full of socially meaningful messages, but may not be justifiable.

Perhaps crowd behaviour is much more rational and socially meaningful in comparison with individual behaviour. Gatherings of large numbers or groups to demonstrate their opposition or grievances on a particular point reflects to some extent, the appropriateness of their cause (Reicher 1984). One or two individuals may be entirely irrational in their actions, but a crowd comprising tens of thousands of individuals cannot, either by chance or as a result of an irrational decision, gather, demonstrate and act in unison for a completely irrational and meaningless cause. This does not necessarily lead to the conclusion that any large crowd is always right and acts perfectly rationally. But we can receive socially meaningful messages concerning the crowd from these activities as well as messages about the general state of society, without rationalising or justifying these acts.

One of the most important findings introduced by Waddington et. al. (1989: 157) is that ‘...disorder is not a random occurrence in a unique set of circumstances. There is a common pattern or dynamic, underlying apparently diverse events’. In an otherwise well-researched and informative contribution, they try to establish that certain
arrangements or incidents were the 'flashpoints' of disorder during various demonstrations they had witnessed in Sheffield. For instance, the decision by the police to disperse a large crowd of miners following a demonstration held during the strike was, they maintain, the cause of the disorder that followed. However, from their description of events one might equally conclude that the cause of 'flashpoint' was the behaviour of the crowd in refusing to comply with the police instructions.

The attribution of causation to one or other aspect serves merely to blame rather than explain. The debate on these issues is like a pantomime where one side says 'the police caused the violence' and the other side says 'Oh no they didn't!' and the first group says 'Oh yes they did!'. No progress is made and no meaningful discussion takes place.

In the wake of the inner city riots in the 1980s, a number of studies have been carried out by academics such as Edwards (1994), Rowe (1994) Matthews (1994) and Benyon (1993, 1994a-b) as well as police practitioners such as Elliston (1991) Brightmore (1992) Morell (1992), Francis and Matthews (1993), Hesse (1993) and Elliston (1994) at the Centre for the Study Of Public Order (CSPO), University of Leicester.

One of the reasons why police practitioners and even senior police officers have been interested in studying crowds in recent years is to enhance their capacity to respond to crowd events. They feel that any strategies and tactics used require a sound knowledge of the nature of the crowd. Whether the crowd is seen as 'client' or 'opposition', such understanding allows ground commanders to mobilise resources in advance of anticipated crowd manoeuvres and to implement tactics to prevent the crowd seizing the initiative or causing danger to its constituent members, promoting an opportunity for an early resolution to the problem.

The police admit that in the past they may have paid too little attention to an understanding of crowd psychology and therefore were unable in some instances to
deploy manpower and resources in a preventive role. Rather, they have mobilised as a reaction to crowd movement with the risk of confusion and loss of the initiative which would then have to be regained (Greater Manchester Police 1980s: 1). For the above reasons senior officers in recent years have allowed or even encouraged their officers to study public order policing and related matters, besides introducing new and sophisticated public order training methods and tactics (Weeks 1990).


More recently a number of new works have appeared in the field such as E. Cashmore and E. McLaughlin (1991), M. Brake and C. Hale (1992), P. Panayi (1993) M. Keith (1993, 1994), and I. Waters and J. Brown (1994). Some of these works have added a new dimension into the field by examining the role of special constables and women officers at public order events (Heidensohn 1992 and 1994; Leon 1994).

Michael Keith's work (1993) titled Race, Riots and Policing refutes the broad generalisations in the field of riots as he believes that 'Generalisations, by definition, exclude the significance of the historically and geographically specific' (Keith 1993:18). However, he acknowledges the possible usefulness of typologies by saying that 'It may sometimes be possible to produce useful descriptive typologies, as with the 'flashpoints model' developed in Britain in the 1980s'.
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Finally, P. A. J. Waddington (1994b) published *Liberty and Order*, which is based on his observations carried out almost at the same period as this research. His work has many similarities to this research; both are primarily based on personal observations of public order operations which took place in London and interviews with a number of officers of various ranks.

For those academics and authors who have policing experience such as P. A. J. Waddington and are sympathetic towards the police, the introduction of technology and sophisticated equipment into policing and particularly public order policing, is regarded as necessary and inevitable. They sometimes demand more rigorous police tactics and methods. On the other hand, the authors and researchers who fall into the second category, such as Northam (1988) and Jefferson (1990) are very critical of this drift towards technological and managerial sophistication of equipment and tactics and argue that this has moved the British police into a more militarised position and has compromised the traditional British police image.

Unfortunately, the majority of the studies in this field tend to come firmly down on either side of what has become a two-sided argument; while one side blames the police handling of public order events for escalating violence, the other side blames the crowd for being violent and not complying with police instructions. Therefore, it will be argued in this research that although the existing studies have emphasised a number of crucial points they fail to consider the problem from each others point of view or to acknowledge that the answer is far more complex, involving an interplay of many variable factors.

In another study, G. Northam, (1988) strongly criticises police tactics and methods and the deployment of Police Support Units, (PSUs), in full riot gear at public order events. He argues that the British police have drifted into a paramilitary force and this drift has been a piecemeal response to deep-seated perceptions of increased threat among the
police officers. He continues to argue that the officers who walk on streets as community bobbies today are equipped and ready to take them by force tomorrow. 'The important milestones and motives of this policing revolution have been inadequately reported' (Northam 1988: 31). He urges that '...in a democracy which maintains the tradition of policing by public consent, the public has not been informed, much less asked, about the most far-reaching recent changes in police strategy' (ibid. 30).

Contrary to those arguments which strongly oppose the deployment of paramilitary equipment and tactics, one of the most eminent advocates of this paramilitary drift, P. A. J. Waddington lists a number of points which, for him, makes this drift inevitable and unavoidable. A number of articles and books have been written by him concerning the issue (e.g. Waddington 1984; 1985a; 1985b; 1987; 1988 and 1992). He attempts to justify the process of militarisation of British policing on the basis of the argument that the acquisition of such technology need not to be associated with an escalation of violence. He refers to Bayley, saying that '...the skilful manoeuvring of heavily equipped squads controls violent protest with comparatively little police violence' (Waddington 1987: 41). He claims that, in general, '...well-protected officers have less incentive for taking pre-emptive action from fear of injury' (ibid. 41). Jefferson (1987), however, argues that there is a stronger reason for rejecting paramilitarism. Against Waddington's claims he says that a profane view of the dynamics of paramilitary policing leads to only one conclusion: such policing has an inherent capacity to exacerbate violence.

Again, the argument goes on like a 'chicken and egg' story and becomes a vicious circle. While one side insists in arguing that paramilitary equipment and tactics and deployment of public order trained police officers increases the level of violence, the other side opposes this argument by saying that, deploying untrained, ill-equipped, often unsupervised officers with neither a coherent strategy nor tactics has frequently produced both ineffectual policing and encouraged the use of excessive force (Mackenzie 1988: 857).
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The arguments have moved towards the question of whether Britain should have a nationally based riot police, in other words, a 'third force'. While a number of authors have written for and against the establishment of a continental type 'third force', others have argued that Association of Chief Police Constables, (ACPO) co-ordinated PSUs have already created an ad hoc third force if not a de facto one (Cerrah 1991).

Finally, recent studies are more concerned with understanding crowd psychology not only because of the fear of crowd violence but for the safety of the crowd members as well (Brearley 1991 and 1992; Smith and Dickie 1993). As crowd movements have become less violent, imposing less real threat to the existing political regimes in democratic countries, the studies have moved from safety from the crowd to safety of the crowd.

2. 2: Classifying the Crowd

The main goal of this research is not to examine all aspects of crowd behaviour, but to concentrate instead on the social and democratic implications for effective and efficient policing of each crowd type. This research includes a broad range of crowd types, from relatively peaceful crowd events, such as carnivals, pop concerts and sporting crowds, to potentially violent crowds such as political demonstrations and rallies, spontaneous inner-city riots and some other crowd movements such as 'New Age Travellers'. Each crowd event will be examined in the context of police and crowd relations with a special emphasis on crowd control equipment, strategy and tactics. The figure below shows the scope of this research (Figure1).

The word 'crowd' in itself suggests a phenomenon resistant to ordinary classification. Is the crowd politically motivated, or simply an extension of ordinary criminal activity; is it purposive or rational, or pathological, was it a youth riot, a copy-cat riot, a race riot, or an anti-police riot: was it planned and organised or spontaneous? A number of writers, in the past century and in our time, have discussed and classified crowd behaviour in terms of biological categories, in terms of pathological, animal or instinctual drives.
opposed to rationality (Le Bon 1969). For instance, S. Freud wrote of crowd psychology in terms of the crowd's unconscious acceptance of a leader's 'parental' authority (Freud 1940: 99, 1979 and 1994: 87). Consequently, there are as many crowd classifications as there are crowd theories.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 1:** The scope of the research: Public order policing, in relation to its intersecting areas with different types of crowds.

This research introduces a new classification (Figure 3) of existing crowds referring to 'organised' and 'unorganised' crowds. It has become clear that all existing crowd types could be inserted somewhere within this classification. The peculiarity of this classification is that 'being organised' is a common characteristic for all crowd types and also a very important consideration for police pre-planning of crowd events. Before
introducing this classification, attention needs be drawn to other dimensions of crowd types for two reasons. The first is that crowds can be seen and classified, although not universally, from different points of view. For example, a crowd, besides being classified under a particular heading as either 'organised' or 'unorganised', at the same time can be classified as 'violent or peaceful', or 'dissenting or consenting'. Again various crowd classifications have been introduced emphasising limited psychological variables. The second reason is that inadequacies and exclusiveness of these above mentioned classifications indirectly demonstrate the universality of the classification of this research. Therefore, the above mentioned classifications are used as a yardstick or perhaps a further step towards the understanding of the classification of this research.

As indicated earlier, each crowd, in modern societies, has some implications for policing. Even the most peaceful ones have 'something' to do with policing and control to facilitate the event, and to control its impact on other aspects of the society, the physical environment, or control its participants in the interests of themselves or others. It is these 'somethings' which constitute the scope of this research.

As already outlined, the crowd phenomenon has various dimensions to study. This study will mainly concentrate on the aspects of crowd events relevant to their control rather than examining all features of crowd behaviour. It will inevitably include reference to some crowd events which may be judged by official agencies to have potential for disorder but which remain orderly for a variety of reasons.

The argument of this thesis is that it is very difficult, if not impossible, to put all crowds under a particular classification. Therefore, I partly share the view with P. A. J Waddington (1994a) that, '...crowds are, by their nature, complex multi-faceted phenomenon about which we are able to learn relatively little'. However, I firmly believe that classifying crowds in one way or another is generally helpful in dealing with
large numbers of people, particularly for those who are responsible for the control and regulation of crowds.

From the policing point of view, it is useful to classify crowds and draw a distinction between various types of crowds, since they do not all require the active intervention of the police. It is just as important to know when not to intervene as it is to know when to exercise police authority. However, it is equally important to be able to recognise the type and nature of crowd that may easily evolve into an uncontrollable crowd if appropriate action is not taken.

The following quotation makes it clear how important it is, for the police and for even the crowd itself, to be familiarised with the nature of a crowd:

Saying that a crowd is a large number of persons gathered closely together is as serious mistake as saying that mushrooms are an enlarged complex aerial fleshy fruiting body of fungus. If you cannot distinguish one mushroom from another this lack of distinction may kill you when you pick and eat them randomly (Berlonghi 1993:13).

The observations made throughout the research have enhanced the view that crowds cannot be grouped together under a particular classification. However, they can be classified in a number of ways depending on a particular point of view. This research classifies crowds into three groups. The first two classifications, Violent and Peaceful Crowds and Dissenting and Consenting Crowds, are used as a further step leading to a more universal and inclusive classification, rather than being a complete in itself classification. However, it must also be noted that these classifications have some utility in dealing with a particular crowd.

The final classification, which is an attempt to introduce a universal and inclusive classification of crowds uses as its criteria, the organisational structure of crowd activities and the intensity of its individual participants. This is particularly important for those who are responsible for the maintenance of peace and calm during the occurrence of crowd events. In other words, classifying and understanding crowds and
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crowd behaviour must not remain an academic exercise. Effective and appropriate application and implementation is important for all those concerned.

2. 2.1: Violent & Peaceful Crowds

Crowds have been classified into various groups in accordance with particular crowd theorists' points of view. In the broadest sense, if crowds are classified with reference to the intensity of their actions, crowds can be classified as either violent or peaceful. But this is somehow a problematic classification as we often encounter difficulties in defining an individual as violent or peaceful let alone defining the large sums of individuals which make up a crowd.

It is not the number of violent participants which makes us classify a particular crowd as violent; rather it is the intensity of their action and its consequences which lead to this classification. For instance, if the police injure or kill, accidentally or knowingly, a participant in a crowd event, we do not expect the crowd, let alone the other agencies such as the media and political pressure groups, to tolerate this homicide. We do not put this event into a statistical context and say that one death in a ten or twenty thousand crowd is not significant. Rather, we look at this incident in terms of its frightening consequences and the symbolic or actual threat it poses to our lives. In a similar way, the police, when responding to a crowd event, regard a particular crowd as violent or peaceful not with regard to the majority of peaceful participants but to the violence and threat they face or might face from a violent minority. It is for this reason that despite an overwhelming majority of peaceful participants, some crowd events, such as the Notting Hill Carnival, are perceived as a potentially violent and certainly contentious event by the police and this shapes some of the antecedent conditions for a specific event.

Between these two broad categories various crowd classifications can be made but all definitions fall under these headings: violent and peaceful. For instance, although Le Bon, who was one of the pioneers of crowd studies, divides crowds into various
categories, all his classifications fall under the heading of violent crowds, since he sees all crowds as having and sharing the same attributes. Regardless of the fact that Le Bon sees all crowd types as one category, acting irrationally, he also accepts that "without a doubt criminal crowds exist, but virtuous and heroic crowds, and crowds of many other kinds, are also to be met with" (Le Bon 1969:19). Since not all crowds have the attributes which Le Bon attaches to them perhaps it is more appropriate to assume that he documented psychological aspects of violent crowds, rather than examining the general attributes of all crowds, embracing all types. This is a product of Le Bon's own particular historical perspective and concerns, writing at a time when, within living memory and experience, the crowd posed a threat to social stability (Ginneken 1992).

2.2.2: Dissenting & Consenting Crowds

If crowds are considered from the motivational point of view, they can be grouped into two broad categories (Figure:2). Dissenting and Consenting crowds. Dissenting crowds are characterised by being demonstrations, (commonly Political or Industrial) marginal group movements, or so called spontaneous riots. These types of crowd have violent connotations, or at least a potential for violence, but this does not necessarily mean that all members of such groups are violent and likely to embark on violent or criminal activity.

Dissenting crowd activities, which carry a potential for violent confrontation, can threaten or question the existing political arrangements, especially when they are carried out as an integral part of some alternative political movements. Otherwise, it does not matter how violent the crowd event is, it will not threaten the existing political structure. The activities of such crowds do not go beyond influencing the settings of political agendas. Crowd movements in so called liberal democratic regimes such as western Europe and the USA, even if they involve some degree of violence, can be viewed from this perspective. These crowds might be violent but are not revolutionary. As Gurr (1989) puts it "...most demonstrators and rioters in the United States were protesting
rather than rebelling or engaging in organised violence' (p.335). These crowd activities can be seen as expressively critical as opposed to purposefully revolutionary. On the other hand, where a crowd represents and acts on behalf of a wider political challenge, such as the Russian and Algerian crowd movements in the early 1990s, it can be both violent and politically threatening to the existing regimes. These crowds are both violent and 'revolutionary'. To put it differently, most revolutionary crowds are violent, or can be violent, but not all violent crowds are revolutionary. Most crowds that remain as non-revolutionary crowds, because the bulk of their participants lack this essential element i.e. being a part of an alternative political movement. That is, a crowd movement has crucial historical and political importance when it takes place within a wider political context and a significant portion of the participants adhere to a genuinely alternative, reasonably coherent programme of change.

Crowd movements and violence in relatively democratic and liberal countries, such as western Europe and the United States, might be damaging and costly, but they are not as politically threatening as they are in rigid and totalitarian or less democratic countries where there are fewer or no legitimate forms of grievance expression. Flexible regimes accommodate the crowd movements in two ways. Firstly, by allowing crowds to gather and air their grievances within the established channels, i.e., rallying, protesting marching and so on. Sometimes other crowd events can indirectly serve the same purpose, such as football crowds, festivals and carnivals such as the Notting Hill Carnival. Secondly, flexible regimes do not 'fall apart' or resort to spectacularly repressive control techniques when they face a violent crowd confrontation such as the inner city riots of the 1980s in the UK and the Los Angeles riots in the United States. As the flexible regimes are not maintained by overt coercion, they can, to some extent, absorb and accommodate certain levels of crowd violence.

Conversely, crowd movements in rigid, less democratic regimes are more threatening and have a fundamentally different nature. For instance, the New Ruz (Kurdish New
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Year) celebrations in eastern Turkey, which is akin to the Notting Hill Carnival, is revolutionary and politically threatening. While the crowd at Notting Hill serves a unifying role despite some exhibition of a spirit of struggle, crowds at the New Ruz celebration tend to factionalise two communities which have been living in peace and harmony for hundreds of years. It may also be argued that sectarian celebrations in Northern Ireland may be similarly regarded.

The danger for relatively democratic regimes is that despite their benign name, when the system moves towards paramilitarism and becomes increasingly totalitarian, the same problems might be experienced. In other words, it is not the name of a regime which legitimises a system; rather it is the inner workings of this system and its nature, which matters. The danger for democratic regimes is not the crowd movements, however violent they may be, but the gradual shift from real democracy which may take place without radical changes in government.

To sum up, it is not the violent participants or their violent activities which makes a crowd movement revolutionary and a threat to existing arrangements, it is the wider context of this movement which counts. It is for this reason that crowd movements, even in the form of violent confrontation serves the establishment opposition as a safety valve, defusing tension within certain groups. It is for this reason that most democracies are, to a degree, tolerant to this kind of crowd movement. In fact democracies, even those formed by an overwhelming majority, '...were found to have experienced more extensive "civil conflict" (a broad category that includes non-violent protest and demonstrations) than authoritarian regimes' (Gurr 1989: 335).

On the other side, are the Consenting crowds, (Figure:2) or it may be more appropriate to refer to them as non-dissenting crowds. Crowds do not usually gather and demonstrate in support of policies of a particular government. Accordingly, the name does not necessarily imply that these crowds are purely consenting and do not have any
grievances against the existing political and social arrangements. Rather, it emphasises the primary motive which mobilises the crowd mass. In fact, many of the so-called consenting crowds might have a grievance or concern over a particular point, besides their apparent and dominant motive. The crowd at the funeral of the late Turkish president Turgut Ozal, (Appendix: 1 Observations 17-18) was a good example of this. Despite its apparent aim and the nature the crowd, which was well above one million according to conservative estimates, it had many political objectives concerning the selection of the next president. The banners and placards held by the crowd reflected the demands of the crowd besides its primary purpose in mourning the passing of a widely respected leader.

The following are the most popular banners carried by the crowds during the funeral services, which were held first in the capital city Ankara and then in Istanbul, the biggest city of Turkey, where president Ozal wished to be buried:

SIVIL CUMHURBASKANI - Civilian President.
DINDAR CUMHURBASKANI - Religious President.
DEMOKRAT CUMHURBASKANI - Democratic President

The crowd which had primarily gathered to mourn was promoting the political idea of a 'civilian', 'religious' and 'democratic' president.

The crowd at the Notting Hill Carnival (1993) is another good example of this contradiction. The Carnival is not a perfectly peaceful event despite its positive connotation, but neither is it a violent or revolutionary event, but something between the two. Despite its apparent meaning that might stem from the word 'carnival', it might be more appropriate to describe the event with two contradicting phrases; a 'peaceful event' by a crowd containing 'hostile elements'. Today many white people join the carnival and enjoy themselves perhaps much more than some black participants (Gutzmore 1982). Contrary to popular belief, the West Indian and Black community is only represented by a minority at the event, although it is this particular community that organises it. 'Two-
thirds of those who attend are white, the remainder are mainly Afro-Caribbean. 60% of those who attend are from London, 20% from other parts of the UK and 20% are foreign visitors (Metropolitan Police 1993b). Despite the diversity of the crowd participants, the event still symbolises for many the struggle for preserving Black identity and culture in a white land, rather than being a carnival for both black and white.

The quotations below, taken from *The Notting Hill Carnival Guide '93*, demonstrate the feelings of struggle and fight mixed with the carnival atmosphere.

> We are West Indians in somebody else's place,...Carnival was simply what they had and they [the black Community] had to fight to preserve it,...Carnival cannot and must not be separated from its genesis; if the knowledge of the struggle dies then Carnival as it was conceived is also in danger of dying (Howe 1993: 8-9).

On the one hand, the significant portion of the Black community perceived the Carnival as a way of struggle against a dominant and sometimes hostile culture. They felt that their culture and identity were under threat by the white community.

> Whites were encouraged to invite West Indians to tea, they called it tea and sympathy; the idea was to cultivate in you a certain social and cultural finesse and if you did that properly, there would be no racism. They were trained to mould and shape you. This created a tension which people found necessary to break through, to transcend, to be themselves. Carnival was born out of that experience (Howe 1993: 9).

On the other hand, they believed that, '...the carnival was under regular threat from the authorities who perceived it as a law and order issue rather than an expression of our culture' (Howe 1993:9).

Although in recent years both sides have spent a great deal of effort in giving a benign carnival atmosphere to the event, the hostility, which has, perhaps, been reinforced by some violent events in the past, still can be felt throughout the carnival. Dancing, singing and the costumes which participants wear are the manifestation of a symbolic resistance to a dominant culture (Gutzmore 1982; Edgar 1988). In fact, events such as carnivals have often been a relatively benign way of venting grievances. Perhaps the carnival was the most peaceful way of resistance, if not a fight, against unwanted, sectarian cultivation.
Carnival is a cultural institution which regularises and ritualises the permanent social conflict. It is a form of class struggle. It enables the unprivileged class to make revolution without really performing it, and to improve its social position again and again for a short period of time without even touching the society's existing power structure (Gutzmore 1982: 29).

These two crowd examples, one taken from Turkish and the other from the UK experience, have shown that crowds might sometimes have an additional meaning arising from an undeclared motive dominating the behaviour of the crowd. The second and undeclared motive and spirit might determine the outcome of the crowd action. From this point of view, the crowd who attended the funeral of the Turkish President T. Ozal was a political crowd besides its primary and apparent purpose. Again, crowds at the Notting Hill Carnivals have mostly, if not always, been politically expressive and dissenting crowds rather than a non-dissenting crowd. With regard to the participants, as was the case with the dissenting crowds, they might be made up of violent and non-violent participants but the overall expectation of a carnival crowd is of a peaceful and happy gathering.
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Carnivals  
Festivals  
Leisure Crowds  
Football Crowds  
Concerts etc.  

Violent  
Non-violent

Violent  
Non-violent

Figure 2: This simple classification groups all crowd types under two main categories: the 'consenting crowd' and 'dissenting crowd', in terms of underlying motives which mobilise them.

A similar approach was introduced by a paper delivered at the Institute of Criminology (1992) University of Cape Town, on Crowd Management which deals with two types of gatherings in which the police intervene: '...first, crowds which gather to express shared grievances, and secondly, crowds involving opposing groups which gather to conflict'. My observations have reinforced the notion that the crowd events which involve two opposing sides are more likely to be violent than those opposed by the police.

As example of such an oppositional event is the 'Bloody Sunday March', which is held annually to commemorate the death of 13 people killed as a result of the army use of firearms against Irish demonstrators in 1972 (Waddington 1994b). This particular event although it is small in size involves two opposing crowds; the marchers and extreme right wing counter demonstrators (Observation 14). During one of the 'Bloody Sunday'
marches, which was one of the smallest events in the period, police carried out the biggest mass arrest in London in recent years (BBC Radio Four News at 12 PM 30 January 1993). Despite its small volume, approximately 1000-1500 participants, fights broke out when a group of extreme right wing demonstrators tried to disrupt march, which marked the 21st anniversary of Bloody Sunday. It was reported on Radio Four that nearly four hundred people had been detained, and all those detained had been released later without charge. By contrast, at a more recent event, an anti BNP march, which took place in London on 16th October 1993, involving over 50,000 participants, the number of those arrested was less than one hundred (Independent on Sunday 17 October 1993; Mail on Sunday 17 October 1993; Sunday Times 17 October 1993).

The Monsters of Rock concert in 1992 (Observation: 5), which took place at Castle Donington, is another good example which shows that it is not the size of a crowd but its nature and mobilising causes which should be the focus of attention for explaining the behaviours exhibited within it. There was no opposing group or crowd and the police kept a low profile during the concert. There was no police deployment inside the concert site and police work was mainly concentrated on monitoring the crowd using a CCTV system and maintaining the traffic flow before and after the event. During the concert, which was attended by over 65,000 participant inside the site and almost 10,000 people waiting outside, there were only 25 arrests resulted from fights which were mainly caused by excessive alcohol consumption. The reason for the crowd gathering in the concert was only for entertainment and no political or any other motives were apparent.

It is interesting to compare the Notting Hill Carnival with the Bridgwater Guy Fawkes Carnival which dates back to the 1605 Catholic plot to terminate a Protestant parliament (Evans 1988:3; Comer 1994). Despite its historically contentious nature the Bridgwater event has gradually become de-politicised and is now simply the largest illuminated carnival procession in the world (Evans 1988:2; Bridgwater Guy Fawkes Carnival Souvenir Programme 1994; Comer 1994). The carnival which attracts over 120,000
people is policed by only 150 police officers including 50 special constables (Avon and Somerset Constabulary force operational order No: 119/94). The Notting Hill Carnivals of 1992 and 1993 however, were policed by over five thousand police officers (Waddington 1994b:20). This comparison highlights widely differing police perceptions of large crowd events.

2.2.3: Organised & Unorganised Crowds

One of the end products of this research, derived from observations, is the initial classification of crowds by the police based on the experiences of past events, a classification which largely determines police pre-planning of events. It is vital for the police to know beforehand whether a particular crowd is 'organised' or 'unorganised'. It is, however, important to bear in mind that a particular crowd classified as an organised crowd, such as a football crowd, theatre audiences, or even a casual street crowd may easily change from organised passive crowd into unorganised active crowd. Consequently, depending on the occurrence of an unexpected event the nature of a crowd can very easily change, transforming itself from one of category to another.

This classification particularly focuses on the initial image the police has acquired about a particular crowd event based on past experiences and this in turn influences the police pre-planning of events. For the police a particular crowd, before the assembling was completed and the crowd began to act, can be seen as one of the following classifications. However, this classification does not argue that once a crowd is classified as organised or unorganised it will remain so forever.

If we look at each crowd from an organisational point of view each crowd is either 'organised' or 'unorganised' (Figure 3). An organised crowd does not necessarily require that all of its members act collectively with the same motivation. Moreover, organised crowds can be active or passive. For instance, a large group of people attending a political rally could be classified as an organised-active crowd. On the other hand, a
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group of students of the same size may well be organised but passive. The term 'organised' is a relative concept and it does not always imply concerted action by all members of the group. Although the second example group, the students, are not completely passive, when compared with the rallying crowd they can be said to be relatively passive.

In addition, when one looks at the organised-active group, it can easily be observed that not all of its members are active to the same extent. While a small proportion of the group is active and behaves violently, the majority of the crowd may still remain relatively quiet and passive. Therefore, it is a misrepresentation to argue that violence is an inevitable consequence of crowd gatherings and that those who constitute the crowd act violently and irrationally. As will be made clear on the following pages, even during the most violent crowd events, not all members of the crowd engage in violent activities. This refutes the idea suggested by Le Bon that people who as individuals were neither irrational nor stupid, could become part of a group whose unconscious collective mind obeyed his law of the mental unity of crowds.

A number of relatively recent studies on crowd participants (Allport cited in La Pierre 1938: 4; McPhail 1971; Miller 1985: 46) have proved that Le Bon was wrong in his assumption that being a part of the crowd makes an individual act in complete unanimity. Rather, in the most intense and concerted crowds clear differences in behaviour can be observed within the apparent unity. For instance, Mannheim (1965b) groups the crowd participants according to their level of involvement in crowd activities as; (a) the active minority, of which the most important elements are (b) the leaders. At the other extreme there are (c) the passive majority, the followers (p.648).

When we examine the second type, the unorganised crowd, it can be divided into two; the 'unorganised passive crowd' and the 'unorganised active crowd'. All crowds, in the ordinary sense, are unorganised and passive. Although they may impose a danger to
themselves, as well as to other people, they have little to do with the police or other control agencies apart from routine arrangements.

**Figure 3:** Classifies crowds according to the degree of organisation and the intensity of the activities of their participants.

The main concern here is the *unorganised-active crowds*, such as so-called spontaneous violent outbreaks of the eighties in the inner cities of the UK. It is those type of crowds which the police find very difficult to deal with and a substantial amount of police time and money is invested for the training of Police Support Units (PSUs). Dealing with these crowds occupies most of the public order training programmes. The decision to deploy PSUs and determining the number of police officers to be deployed is very much influenced by the nature of a crowd as well as by crowd numbers. The absence of an appointed leader or leadership during a spontaneous and unorganised crowd event particularly makes the police task more difficult. This is so because the lack of a leader/leadership makes it impossible to negotiate with the crowd.

A final point in this classification is the intensity of the activities of each individual member of a crowd during an event. Since not all members of the crowd are active and
violent to the same extent and level, each crowd can, finally, be divided into two parts; 'active members' and 'passive members' and examined separately. This study as well as many other studies in the field of violence participation have revealed that not all members of violent crowds act in the same way. Even the most violent crowds involve relatively passive members, whose acts cannot be classified as violent.

In figure three, the crowd has been classified according to the degree of organisation and the level of activity of its participants. Since the organisation of crowds is related to the socio - psychological make-up of its participants, the involvement of individuals as active and passive has been incorporated into this classification. Crowd action is therefore determined by both the collective consciousness and the individual mind (Figure 3).

The classification, which has been developed in this chapter (Figure 3), seems to be applicable more universally. All existing crowd classifications might have a place somewhere within this classification (Figure 3). Not only the crowds but those control agencies such as army and the police public order units, who themselves are responsible for controlling or regulating crowd activities are also included within this classification. What is more, as a group of people the police and army units are a kind of crowd and are subject to the same psychological influences as any other crowd and there is no reason why they should be regarded as immune from the same psychological considerations.

2.3: Crowds & their Psychology

One of the important aspects of crowds, with respect to public order policing, is the psychological state of participants and its overall state. Hence, not only Le Bon and other conventional crowd theorists, but also a number of contemporary and modern studies have been concerned with the psychological state of crowds. There is a reciprocal relationship between the crowd organisation and the psychological make-up of its individuals. While the psychological make up of the participants determines the
nature of crowd organisation and action, the individuals, in turn, are influenced by the organised crowd action.

A substantial amount of work has been done concerning crowd psychology, (Tarde 1890; Sighele 1892a-b; Le Bon 1898; Berkowitz 1962, 1968; Ginsberg 1964; Levy 1972; Evans 1975) and its implications for regulating and controlling crowds. Some of these works are purely devoted to crowd psychology while others partly focus on certain aspect of the area concerned (Folger 1984; Reicher 1984, 1985; Sime 1993; Berlonghi 1993). However, there is no space in this chapter for a systematic review of the all major sociological writings on crowd psychology and consequently the discussion which follows will be brief and limited primarily to crowd behaviour which falls within the scope of this particular research.

Before moving on to the existing psychological crowd classification it must be noted that classifying crowds according to psychological variables has usually been perceived with suspicion by modern crowd theorists. This is partly so because most psychologically based classifications follow the line drawn by Le Bon (1898) and his contemporaries, G. Tarde (1890) and S. Sighele (1892a-b). Indeed the earliest works on the crowd were written by criminologists discussing the basis upon which to punish crowd participants - should all be considered guilty or just a criminal core of ringleaders who incited the others? (Ginneken 1992). However, some modern crowd theorists have turned their attention to the psychological aspect of crowd participants and have formulated an entirely different perspective. It is argued that some crowd behaviour, if not all, shows clear social form and cannot be explained in terms of the individualistic theories that dominate crowd psychology. As the quotation from Reicher (1984: 1) makes clear, 'The fascination of crowd psychology lies in the fact that it seeks to account for behaviour that shows clear social coherence -in the sense of a large amount of people acting in the same manner-despite the lack of either pre-planning or any structural direction'.
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In order to fully explore the nature of crowd behaviour and to improve appropriate responses to the problems raised by a crowd event, it is important to analyse the crowd from the psychological point of view. The following is an attempt to do this by Varwell (1978:82) who defines four main crowd types as follows;

1. **Aggressive:** ‘Aggressive’ clearly describes the sort of situation where a crowd is intent upon destruction of some sort or another.

2. **Escapist:** A crowd may be intent upon escape. These circumstances may arise when a serious fire or explosion occurs in a dance-hall or in a busy hotel, when what was originally a passive crowd becomes frightened.

3. **Acquisitive:** A crowd may become acquisitive and begin looting for various reasons.

4. **Expressive:** The purpose of the crowd may be expressive - it may be primarily concerned with the expression of feelings or emotions.

In an earlier classification by Raymond M. Momboisse (1964) a similar line is followed. Again this classification roughly divides the crowds which the police might have to deal with into four main categories: 'Conventional Crowds', 'Expressive Crowds', 'Sightseer Crowds' and 'Hostile or Aggressive Crowds'.

In a recent work Berlonghi (1993:15-17) classifies crowds under eleven broad categories, some of which are involved with psychological implications such as 'aggressive or hostile crowd', 'expressive or revelous crowd', and 'violent crowd' (Berlonghi 1993:16-17). Almost all psychological classifications refer to 'expressive' and 'aggressive' states of crowds and their participants.

It is important to note that the distinction between the types of crowd is not always clear cut. It is, however, important to bear in mind that one crowd may have all four of the above mentioned elements simultaneously, or that the nature of a crowd can very easily
change, transforming itself from one of these categories into another (Moore 1988, 1990; Appendix: 1, Observations 17-18).

It is also possible for a crowd to be classified as belonging to more than one category. For instance, the mourning crowd at the late Turkish president's funeral (Appendix: 1, Observations 17-18) could be considered as a political crowd besides being a mourning crowd. Although there was no opposing crowd present, and the dominant motive was mourning the loss of the president, the presence of politically oriented banners turned the nature of crowd into a political demonstration. The banners included slogans such as 'Civilian President' and 'Religious President' implying that some of the reasons for his popularity was his being a civilian and to some extent a religious person. It also, implied the wish of crowd that they wanted the future president to bear similar attributes.

In a similar way, a particular crowd may begin to gather as an expressive crowd, primarily concerned with the expression of discontent towards a particular group, such as the police or any other group, and the same crowd can change into an acquisitive crowd, at the same time maintaining and keeping its expressive nature. In other words, a particular crowd may express its feelings of discontent by looting or committing arson. Such a group is then also described as aggressive. Again, when a particular crowd has a violent confrontation with the police, some crowd members, if not all, become escapist, and try to leave the area.

Although the above classifications of crowds in terms of psychological behaviour may give a general idea about the crowd types, it is far from being complete or sufficient. Categorisation of a crowd using one of these four types is not always possible, as all of these attributes may be exhibited simultaneously. Crowd behaviour is also subjective. For instance, while a relatively violent crowd will be described as aggressive by some, even their most violent activities may be seen and described as expressive by others. Recent analyses of the violent acts of some groups, such as football crowds, or even the
violent crowds in inner-city riots, define these acts as expressive rather than aggressive. The underlying idea is that those who have no way of airing their grievances and discontent through legitimate channels tend to use violent activities. For this group, the violent acts and looting are symbolic and reflect the discontent of the crowd rather than stemming from the criminality or aggressiveness of human nature (Taylor 1971, 1989, Marsh 1978).

A similar classification was introduced by Blumer (1975: 29), dividing the crowd into four types. He defines the first as the casual crowd, as in the instance of a street crowd watching a performer in a store window. The casual crowd usually has a momentary existence; more importantly, it has a very loose organisation and exhibits scarcely any unity. A second type may be designated as the conventionalised crowd, such as the spectators at programmed football game. Their behaviour is essentially like that of casual crowds, except that it is expressed in established and regularised ways. The third type of crowd is the acting, aggressive crowd, best represented by a revolutionary crowd or a lynching mob. The outstanding mark of this type of crowd is the presence of an aim or objective towards which the activity of the crowd is directed. The remaining type is the expressive crowd, such as one sees in the case of carnivals, festivals and similar events (Blumer 1975: 29). In fact this classification was first put forward by Tarde (Ginneken 1992: 220 and 229) as being the four 'forms of existence' of crowds and publics. Although Blumer did not cite Tarde in his work, Ginneken argues that Blumer's crowd theory and crowd classification contained elements remarkably similar to Tarde's.

Despite the similarities of Varwell's and Blumer's crowd classifications, it is clear that the crowd can be defined according to many variables leading to distinct conclusions. The main factor behind this differentiation is that it is not only the crowd's nature but the personal perception of particular crowd theorists which determines the crowd classification. Crowd theorists such as Tarde and Le Bon define the crowd on the basis of the premise that the nature of the crowd and its activities can be explained in terms of
the internal dynamics of its psychological process, without reference to the social context. Even some contemporary crowd theorists, such as Canetti (1962) describe the crowd using a similar approach. His work includes a number of crowd types ranging from hunting packs and religious crowds to armies. He explains crowd violence in general as a collective desire to grow rapidly, suggesting that during this rapid growth, the crowd sees every single object which does not join in this growth as its enemy; houses, locked doors and windows are all 'enemies' to its collective will to demonstrate its social/political perspective.

Canetti implicitly, if not explicitly, justifies or even glorifies crowd violence which, for him, stems from this desire for growth. He believes that the crowd which sees those who oppose it, or do not join it, as its enemy and offers equality to all its members. For him, '...a crowd does not become a crowd until its members lose their 'burdens of distance' differences of rank, status and property' (Canetti 1962:16). Canetti may be correct in his description of crowds and the justification for crowd violence but his crowd is again, like Le Bon, simply a violent crowd. His work has violent connotations and uncertainties about crowd behaviour, and his explanations differ dramatically from the rest of contemporary crowd theorists. His personal perception of the crowd can be easily seen in his classification of crowds. He broadly classifies the crowd into two types; open and closed, in terms of its desire and capability for growth. For him, the natural crowd is the open crowd; there are no limits whatever to its growth, it does not recognise houses, doors or locks, and those who shut themselves in are suspected of dissent from its objectives. He maintains that 'open' is to be understood here in the fullest sense of the word; it means open everywhere and in any spatial, intellectual and temporal direction. 'The open crowd exists so long as it grows; it disintegrates as soon as it stops growing' (Canetti 1962: 16).

McClelland (1989) who considers Canetti's work, The Crowd and Power (1962), as the masterpiece of crowd theories, accuses Le Bon of writing his book in order to frighten
his readers. Yet Canetti's crowd description, explanation and even celebration of crowd violence appears to be more frightening than Le Bon's work. If the crowd is violent or can become violent for whatever reason, it does not matter very much whether this violence stems from the desire for growth or irrational crowd psychology; it is frightening all the same in that it potentially poses physical harm to all who are not actively committed to it, hence its apparent totalitarianism as a perspective. Canetti concludes his broad crowd classification by suggesting that: '...in contrast to the open crowd which can grow indefinitely and which is of universal interest because it may spring up anywhere there is the closed crowd. The closed crowd renounces growth and puts the stress on permanence. The first thing to be noticed about it is that it has a boundary' (Canetti 1962:17).

Canetti's crowd definition and classification implies that all crowd types are inherently and inevitably violent. What he defines as the crowd is defined as the mob by McClelland. McClelland (1989) in his book, *The Crowd and the Mob* (1989) as the title suggests, clearly distinguishes the ordinary crowd from the violent mob, referring to the nature of crowd activities. In other words, the crowd is essentially peaceful and if a gathering of human beings is violent it is to be called a mob rather than a violent crowd. As indicated by Varwell (op. cit.), any type of crowd may transform from one type to another. This is true for the crowd and mob as well. McClelland has remarked that:

> The crowd could become a mob if the circumstances were right: loss of nerve by the local authority; the failure to arrest demagogues; high bread prices, perhaps, or unemployment; then the dormant passions of the crowd would turn into the active barbarism of the mob whose nature could be understood in a way that had not really changed since the trial of Socrates (McClelland 1989: 6).

From this quotation it is understood that, although McClelland's crowd is, essentially, a peaceful one, when it becomes violent it is not to be classified as a crowd any more; it is a mob.
There seems to be as many crowd classifications and interpretations of crowd violence
as there are scholarly and applied professions interested in the phenomenon. In fact,
most crowd theories are based on, or lead to, a particular crowd classification. Some of
the formerly eminent classifications have been mentioned earlier in this paper. On the
other hand, it is clear that, it is not always possible to integrate the existing theories and
classifications under definite and definitive groups. For instance, the existing crowd
theories and classifications can be grouped under two main categories as classical and
modern crowd theories. Recently, our attention has been drawn to the advantages of
multidisciplinary social scientific approaches, taking into account political, sociological
and psychological factors, effecting crowd behaviour rather than examining it within the
boundaries of a single discipline (Waddington et. al. 1989). For instance, Waddington
et. al. (1989) in their work, 'Flashpoints', based their model on 'issue-oriented' riots, after
adopting Marx's (1972) and Smith's (1983: 159) classification of crowd events as 'issue-
oriented' and 'issue-less' crowd events. Marx (1972) suggests that crowd activities can
be classified on the basis of two criteria: first, whether or not there is a 'generalised
belief' present among crowd participants, (very often based on grievances); and,
secondly, whether or not the crowd activity is intended to be 'collectively instrumental'
in achieving some desired end. In short, crowd activities which are not instrumental, and
where a collective belief is absent, are described as 'issue-less'.

The 'Flashpoints' model, after adopting this classification, focuses on the so-called
'issue-oriented' crowd events. However, this classification does not entirely refute the
social potential of the existence of so called 'issue-less' crowd events. 'By contrast issue-
less riots are a reaction to social conditions, but the form of the riot behaviour and its
targets do not reveal what is being protested against' (Waddington et. al. 1989: 16). Classifying crowds according to their underlying motives, is however, is not something
new. In fact most crowd classifications are based on either on the psychological sate of
crowd participants or its underlying causes and mobilising motives. For example, in a
rather value laden classification, C. Tilly (1970) sees crowds as 'primitive', 'reactionary',
or 'modern' (Tilly 1970 and 1974; Field 1983; Rule 1988). He is one of the few who regards the acts of crowds as 'collective action' rather than as 'collective behaviour'. He also sees collective violence as purposeful and rational, that is, oriented to achieving authentic and enduring ends of those involved (Tilly, cited in Rule 1988:170). However, his rather value laden classification fails to embrace all crowds.

Summary

This chapter has two primary aims. The first is to re-classify existing crowd types and the second is to draw some lessons from these classifications, in relation to the police response to crowd events. While introducing a new crowd classification, the chapter also concludes that there might be many ways of classifying crowds. Regarding the police pre-planning of crowd event the chapter demonstrates that the perceived nature of a particular crowd and the make up of its participants is very much related to the police plan to deploy to these events.

The observations of the research (Appendix: 1) in line with many other studies in the field, have shown that the police response to crowd events is shaped by experience of past crowd events, and their general perception and expectation of crowds (Brearley and King 1993: 10). These perceptions and expectations, in turn, reinforce and determine the deployment of police personnel power and resources for future events. For instance, the police do not see the Notting Hill Carnival as an isolated crowd event from its past; rather all preparations are made on the basis of an accumulation of experience from previous years. For the police, the Carnival still has negative connotations, despite the potentially celebratory connotations of its name and there is an expectation that it will impose public order problems.

The classical police perception of crowds was based on the assumption that the mob has many heads but no brain. Perhaps today's police perception of crowds has moved away from this assumption to the idea that the mob has many heads and many brains, and this
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causes the problem. It is for this reason that recent police responses to crowd events have moved from containment and control to the organisation and regulation of the crowd for their own safety and that of others who may be present. As P. A. J. Waddington (1993) demonstrated in his paper, 'Dying in a Ditch', and his recent book (1994 passim), Liberty and Order, the police undertook the role of helping and even organising the crowd in some recent demonstrations in London. But these changes included arrangements for safety from the crowds in an indirect and passive way (Waddington 1993). As he concluded in his paper in question, the police involvement in crowd events has become 'a compromise' rather than 'containment' or 'confrontation'.

In addition to above mentioned general conclusions which are relevant to crowd classifications, this chapter has also highlighted to two important points. The first point is that the classification of crowds, in terms of the level of activities of would be participants, seems to be a more universal and beneficial approach for police deployment at crowd events. For the police, one of the most important points is to know what kind of action the crowd will take in certain circumstances. The second point is that the crowd phenomenon has many different aspects to examine. One of the common points, which crowds and public order policing have in common is that their beings consist of two integral parts; 'physical' and 'non-physical' components. The first component, the physical one, is consist of three main elements; the crowd, its leader/leadership and control agencies; i.e. the police and the army. The second component, the non-physical elements of crowds consists of various psychological metaphors and have been the centre of much controversy since Le Bon's time. Therefore, the next chapter will be devoted to the examination of these two components.
CHAPTER THREE

THE CROWD
&
ITS INTEGRAL PARTS
Introduction

...we have a very imperfect knowledge of the human heart if we do not also examine it in crowds (Rousseau, cited in McClelland 1989).

In the previous chapter, attempts have been made to classify existing crowds, and to re-classify crowd participants as being organised-unorganised and active-passive. This classification partly reflects the existing police perception of crowds based on past experiences and in this respect this classification is perhaps a new attempt to define the existing public order policing practices based on past experiences. It has been apparent throughout the observations carried out for this thesis that despite any theoretical classification made by the police, most police practices are very much in line with this classification. Demonstrations of similar sizes were policed by substantially different amount of police officers and this has led to the conclusion that the planning of events is very much determined by the expectation of violence. This expectation is in turn very much influenced by the perception of the potential crowd using the terms organised-unorganised and active-passive.

Although the previous chapter made an attempt to classify crowds in respect of police pre-planning of crowd events, it was also asserted that crowds cannot be classified in a definitive and definite way. Despite this inability to classify crowd, the research has discovered certain components which every crowd has in common. These components, which are the subject of this chapter, are again divided into two main parts; the 'physical components of the crowd', that is participants, leaders/leadership and the control agencies of the police; the 'non-physical components' concern the crowd as well as the police and cover various invisible aspects of crowd behaviour. These include certain psychological metaphors such as 'suggestibility', the 'collective mind' and the 'rationality' of crowd behaviour.
3.1: The Crowd & Its Integral Parts

The crowd is an entity which resembles the human body, consisting of two basic parts; the body and the spirit. The mere existence of any human gathering represents the crowd's body while the motives and ideas which lead to the formation of a particular crowd is its spirit. These shared motives or ideas, which make up the spirit of crowd action and lead to the gathering of large numbers at certain places, have a crucial role in determining the kind of action the crowd will take, and consequently the deployment of police in controlling or suppressing the crowd.

As with individual behaviour, crowd behaviour is a product of many diverse physical and non-physical elements. The classification introduced within this chapter is far from being complete in its coverage of all relevant elements. However, as the main concern of this paper is more to do with crowds and public order policing, this research's approach will be dealing with those components which have a direct influence on crowd behaviour.

This classification, while placing a special emphasis on the immediate components of public order policing, does not underplay the importance of many other variables such as the influence of the climate, the physical lay-out of the streets and the venue where the crowd gathers. Numerous studies done in the field discovered that there is a link between the season of the year and even the time of day and crowd disorder. However, although these factors might have an influence on crowd behaviour, to a limited degree, they are not and cannot be its primary determinants.

There may be various underlying factors which cause an individual to take part in the crowd. Crowds are not large numbers of people gathered randomly at certain venues and times. There is usually a cause leading to this gathering and unless policing practices take into account the underlying causes, the response to crowd events will be inadequate. The underlying causes can be accompanied by the presence of a visible
target upon which the crowd can focus. In the absence of such a visible target, particularly with politically motivated crowd events, the police are usually perceived as targets. This is partly because the police are often the only available visible target and are perceived by the crowds as representatives of a state authority which, in turn, perceived as the source of their discontent.

Crowds are not something odd they are a part of society. They are a temporary institution existing in and created by the function and operation of society. The signifier 'crowd', has positive connotations, particularly in comparison with signifiers such as 'mob' or 'rabble'. Crowds have a temporary existence and are less durable compared with other social units but remain as a product of society. In the same way, the police are a product of society but are more organised and permanent. The existence of crowds is as socially meaningful as the existence of the police; the police represent and act on behalf of established political and social arrangements whereas the crowd may express discontent and dissatisfaction towards this establishment. The following figure (Figure 4), establishes the crowd and the police in the same category as the product of the workings of existing social arrangements.
This research suggests that not every agglomeration of considerable numbers of individuals constitutes a crowd; there must, in addition, be an environmental and mental 'something' which transforms the purely factual agglomeration into a crowd in the psychological sense. Hence, the second stage of figure 4 refers to some of the psychological determinants which this research proposes to be the result of participation.
in a crowd. However, the three factors of suggestibility, the state of rationality/irrationality and the collective mind, mentioned in this chapter, are not, of course, the only factors which might be represented on this diagram.

This thesis deals with two discrete crowds, the crowds which the police are supposed to be policing and the police themselves as a crowd. As society creates conditions either directly or indirectly for the creation of crowds, at the same time it also prepares its own counter crowds, the police, to control the former. However, as shown in the above diagram the nature of this encounter is very much determined by the leader or leadership of those two type of crowds. The presence or the lack of leaders and leadership, therefore, is one of the most important components of public order policing.

However, the determination of leadership fails to explain collective behaviour. The presence of a crowd, leaders and the police to control them are insufficient to explain the inner dynamics of crowd behaviour. There are often factors which influence both crowd action and the police and its practices. These are the non-physical components of crowds. These determinants are more relevant to the socio-psychological and biological aspects of human behaviour rather than remote factors such as political, economic and social arrangements.

3.2: Physical Components of the Crowd
Having indicated in a general way the principal common characteristics of the police and crowds, it remains to study these components with particular emphasis on their relevance to classical and modern crowd theories. As this research is more concerned with the relationship between the crowd, particularly the violent crowd, and the police, the research's model of examining physical and mental components of crowd behaviour will focus on certain aspects of the phenomenon. This selectivity will inevitably exclude some less dominant physical and mental components.
The components which determine crowd and police relations are of two kinds: remote and immediate. This research will focus on the immediate components of police-crowd interaction rather than examining the role and influence of remote components. But since the remote and immediate components are, to some extent, two integral parts of a whole process, the effect of remote components on immediate components will also be considered.

When a crowd-police interaction is analysed it is seen to have the following major physical components: the participants, leaders, and the police. These three major elements are identified as the 'physical components of public order policing'. From this starting point, the research moves on to the 'immediate mental components' of public order policing. This includes some of the most common psychological attributes of the crowd and the police. In abstract terms, this chapter is devoted to the examination of the immediate physical and mental components of public order policing. Since the police as a well organised group of people are subject to similar psychological and mental processes as the crowd, they will be examined in the same context. As mentioned earlier, remote factors such as religion, family and education, and cultural specificities have a critical influence on the manifestation of immediate components, and these will be discussed in the following chapter.

3.2.1: Participants
Crowd participants are not merely a collection of human beings. The crowd can be examined in terms of 'composition', which refers to the make up of its participants, and 'motivation' and 'emotions', which refers to the behaviour of the participants and crowd as a whole under the influence of psychological metaphors. The crucial point of emphasis is the question of the power of the crowd and its unified activities. In the following account crowd participants will be analysed from these viewpoints.
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Violent crowd events can be studied and analysed in terms of individual activity as well as organisational, community and societal responses. At the individual level of analysis, many questions revolve around the issue of riot participation. In this research, 'the participants', have been seen as the first visible component of the crowd and have been given priority over other components. At first glance, the participants and the leaders seem to constitute two integral parts of a whole and come into existence simultaneously, but a close examination will show that it is not the leader who instigates the crowd but rather the reverse is true. A leader may have an importance and play his role after the crowd comes into existence. Without a leader a crowd can still survive and it may have the attributes of crowd for a certain period of time, but without a crowd, leadership becomes an abstract personal quality, rather than a reality.

As the name implies, participants are those who happen to be participating and the leaders are those who are being followed by participants. The opposition could be a rival group or the representatives of the state, the police. To understand the nature and the outcome of a crowd event it is important to establish a sense of the nature of crowd. This can be achieved by a close examination of the participants and their relationships to the leader. Hence, one of the first tasks in studying crowd events and riots in particular is to determine who is and who is not a riot participant. A number of riot participant studies have revealed that classifying people as participants and non-participants in a riot situation is not as simple as classifying people as male/female or young/old. On a superficial level crowd participants are constituted by two types of people; the first kind are natural participants while the second are dedicated and determined participants.

Throughout these observations two main types of participants were encountered. The first group of participants were those who had first hand involvement with the cause of the event. Those kind of participants were either the victims of a particular group of people or of a policy. Participants at crowd events such as the 'Bloody Sunday' demonstrations, for example, who belonged to the Irish Community and who felt themselves to be the direct victims of a particular policy fall into this first category. In
industrial demonstrations such as the 'Women Against Pit Closures' march, for instance, women whose husbands or relatives were mineworkers or were directly influenced by the closures can be categorised in the same way.

The second group, can be specified as 'professional demonstrators' are those who have no direct involvement with the cause behind the crowd movement but feel sympathy towards it. They are not the direct victims of a particular policy or a group. The presence of members of the host community in anti-Nazi demonstrations are an example of this category. These participants get involved in such demonstrations not because they are involved in the first degree, but support a cause with which they have sympathy. Their main aim is, in addition to the apparent cause, to manifest their dissatisfaction with the existing regime, or the status quo.

Both groups of participants can be seen as a 'dissenting minority' as opposed to a 'silent majority'. Whether or not they belong, politically or ethnically, to a marginalised group they represent only small proportion of the dissident community. However, crowd movements which attract the silent majority among its ranks are much more powerful and influential than those who involving dedicated members of a dissenting minority.

The variations in the motivation and the composition of crowds inevitably affects the behaviour and expectations at a particular crowd event. Even in the presence of a common target which serves, to certain degree, as a unifying influence, the minds and actions of crowd participants show distinct variations in individual goals and aims. This was the case at one observation when some members of the crowd did not want to resist the police while others urged the crowd to break the police line (Observation: 25).

Regarding the individual acts of crowd participants during a crowd event, the composition of the crowd must be examined closely. It often appears that everyone in a crowd is staring in rapt attention at a speaker or leader. But '...a systematic analysis of photographs or film records of such events reveal that 'crowds' are seldom completely
focused on a single object, and when near unanimous focus occurs it is of a short
duration. The most common form of focused or convergent behaviour within gatherings
occurs among small clusters of two to five people within gatherings' (Miller 1985:46).
This view of behaviour within gatherings contrasts with the 'unanimity of behaviour'
characterisation offered by the social contagion theory; it also contrasts with the
assumption that crowds are composed of people who have the same motivation and
desires.

Crowd participants do not share exactly the same common interests and motivations and
they rarely act unanimously (Grimshaw 1968, 1972). In 1971 McPhail reviewed the
volumes of riot participation studies conducted between 1965 and 1970. He found at
least 215 separate individual tendency variables which had been examined in an effort to
account for individuals' participation in riots (McPhail 1971; Miller 1985: 26). The
conclusion to be drawn from McPhail's study is that it does not only refute the
conventional crowd theorists, who argue that the crowd acts irrationally in total
unanimity, but it also raises doubts about the rationality and social import of crowd
behaviour, a view which is held by modern crowd theorists. The question of how a
violent crowd event, where the participants display many individual tendencies and
motivations (Grimshaw 1968; Quarantelli and Dynes 1968), can be socially meaningful,
is crucial. The messages to be drawn from these competing and contrasting motives are
complex and inconclusive.

The complexity of the situation suggests that instead of denying the rationality of crowd
action completely or giving a perfect and total rationality to crowd violence, a
compromise must be found. It is feasible to argue that crowd action may not be as
rational as individual action, but it may not be completely irrelevant and irrational either.
The message given by crowd violence cannot be underestimated, however violent and
indiscriminate it might be. In order to receive the message given by the crowd, it is
important to examine its composition. Can all participants be from the criminal
elements of society, as some official bodies, the police and even the media have declared, or are they generally ordinary members of society? Numerous studies on the participants at violent crowd events have revealed that the overwhelming majority of violent crowd participants were ordinary citizens and not criminals (Tilly 1963, 1970, 1974; Cooper 1985; Waddington 1989).

Information obtained from Cooper's study (1985) appears to refute police comments and press reportage, which suggest that those mainly responsible for the disturbances were either criminals or young adolescents. The same study revealed that, '...half of those arrested in Toxteth had never before appeared in criminal courts, and nearly half of these were over 21' (Cooper 1985: 65). Empirical researches carried out both in the UK and the USA consistently support this assertion. Ghetto rebellions in the USA and the inner-city riots in the UK in the 1980s, are characterised by the participation of a far broader spectrum of people than the media and the official picture suggest (Currie and Skolnick 1972: 67; Smelser 1972).

Waddington et. al. (1989: 11) also points out that, '...disorders often involve ordinary members of the public who do not otherwise commit criminal acts'. While this explanation refutes the police and the media reports, it does not explain why ordinary members of the public who do not otherwise commit crime become part of a crowd and commit violent acts during a crowd event. On this point we are forced to accept the arguments of classical crowd theories which insist upon the influence of the crowd on its participants. Unless we offer a logical explanation for those crimes committed by ordinary people we have to accept, to some extent, the conventional explanations. Their summarised argument is that ordinary members of the public can commit criminal acts when they become part of crowd. The individual leaves his/her personal responsibilities and becomes part of a unanimous activity.
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While modern crowd theories have insisted upon the essential innocence of crowd members and denied the criminality of their past, they have also implied that these innocent and peaceful participants become violent when they join in a crowd. The grievances which form the foundation of the protest and of the subsequent violence become subsidiary to the acts of violence themselves. In addition, analyses of motivations and grievances must consider carefully the term 'innocence' when examining the causes of violence.

The point which this research tries to make is that while trying to rationalise crowd events, even very violent crowd confrontations, the criminal motivation of the participants must not be oversimplified. As with the classification of crowd events, crowd participants can be grouped according to their motives in various types. Turner and Killian (1962) attempted to classify crowd participants by using individual motives as the basis of five categories. Their classification categories reflect a decreasing level of personal identification with the events and issues that are part of any specific episode of collective behaviour. Unlike classical crowd theorists, Turner and Killian conclude that people retain a clear sense of personal motivation when participating in collective behaviour (Miller 1985:26).

Miller (1985) in his book, *Introduction to Collective Behaviour*, provides the following quotation from Turner and Killian, which classifies crowd participants under five categories in terms of individual motives.

1- A person who feels a strong personal commitment, or ego involvement, with the situation at hand.

2- Motivation by a feeling of generalised concern. The concerned participant is unlikely to take the initiative but very likely to follow the lead of others and comply with emerging norms.

3- The insecure participant. People may participate in collective action because doing so offers a sense of direction and identity.
4- The curious participant joins in order to find out what is going on or to experience being part of a crowd.

5- The final category of motivation is ego detachment, often characterised by an exploitative attitude. Those who loot at disaster scenes do so because they can emotionally divorce themselves from the plight of others.

It is obvious that Turner and Killian's classification is far from being complete and in reducing motivation to five categories, they have oversimplified a very wide and complex area. As McPhail (1971) found in his study, there may be dozens of different individual motives and they can be manifested in various forms, in different cultures. The acceptance of individual motivation does not suggest that the acts of individually motivated participants are carried out without the influence of the crowd. In other words, individually motivated acts may be modified or exaggerated by the crowd. Le Bon may not be completely right when he remarked that, '...he [the individual] will be less disposed to check himself from the consideration that a crowd being anonymous, and in consequence irresponsible, the sentiment of responsibility which always controls individuals disappear entirely' (Le Bon 1969: 30). However, he cannot be entirely wrong in his argument that the individual forming part of a crowd differs from an isolated individual. Several psychological experiments have demonstrated that groups can arouse people and diffuse responsibility. When high levels of arousal are combined with diffused responsibility, normal inhibitions may be diminished (Berlonghi 1993:18). This tendency of participants to abandon their normal restraints and to lose their sense of individuality is labelled 'de individuation' (Festinger et. al. 1952).

Modern collective behaviour theories are far from offering a clear explanation of the violent acts of the crowd. Neither is it still not clear whether they regard collective action or even crowd violence as socially meaningful or who should bear the responsibility of the acts of violence committed by a crowd. If these acts are committed by individuals who otherwise do not commit crimes, why are we still denying the
influence of the crowd on the participants? Le Bon has suggested that the crowd acts like a tempest, which picks up individuals, whirling and scattering them before allowing them to fall. However, each individual has responsibility for the acts they commit, although their decision may have been slightly modified by the crowd itself. It is very important to remember that each person is responsible for their own actions rather than blaming the phenomenon of de individuation for violent behaviour and crime during a crowded setting.

A participant's behaviour in a crowd situation might be influenced and accordingly modified in two opposing ways. In the first instance, a participant's act of violence can be controlled or reduced by the presence of large numbers. A participant, who can see that what he is doing or intends to do will be widely observed may refrain from committing their violent act or carries out it within the limitations of the consent of the other participants. This does not imply that violent acts committed in crowds are not really violent, but it shows that they are not as violent as most individually committed violent acts. We all know that the most appalling acts of violence are committed by criminals in the absence of other people. This leads us to the conclusion that sometimes crowds exert a positive effect on their participants when they want to commit violent acts. We see policemen, soldiers and even unarmed civilians badly injured or even killed by crowds, but we do not often witness the type of planned and deliberate murder or mutilation which so often occurs in solitary acts.

Being a part of a crowd may also influence a participant's behaviour negatively. For instance, some people do not interfere in a fight which they believe is unjust when they are an isolated individual. One of the reasons for this may be that they are fearful or do not have the power to prevent it from happening. Individuals feel themselves to be powerless and fail to interfere in an obvious injustice. The same individual becomes a hero in a similar situation when they are part of a crowd or in the presence of large numbers of observers. However, there might be some individuals, dedicated supporters of a cause or an ideal, who act with the same degree of determination as isolated
individuals as well as when they are part of a crowd. However, it is commonly observed that individuals becomes more assertive and even courageous when they resist an injustice in the presence of large numbers. This fact directs our attention to the possible influence of the crowd on the individual participant.

There may be a number of reasons for this. First, participants may hope that they will receive support when they cannot overcome the problem alone. Secondly, the presence of others and their approval might intensify his/her determination. Having the approval of many people or being part of a crowd that has the same or similar feelings for a cause, will inevitably effect the participant's degree of action. Belief in the righteousness of a cause and the knowledge that there are others who feel the same may give an individual a sense that their actions will be supported, be they violent actions or positive, peaceful actions.

Since crowd violence will be analysed in a separate section, in more detail, let us move on to the second visible component of public order policing; the leaders.

3.2.2: Leaders
The second visible component of public order policing, the leader or the leadership, takes various shapes and forms in contemporary crowd events. This type of leadership is more complex when compared with leadership in conventional crowd events which do not involve issues of public order. Leadership can be overt or covert and moves from individualised to institutionalised leadership.

As already suggested, for most of the duration of a crowd's existence, there is a leader or leaders who exert some control over events. However, this does not suggest that leaders impose their wills on the crowds they lead. Despite the fact that the leader is identifiable compared to the complex nature of the crowd, the structure and shape of leadership may have various forms. One of the mistakes made by both classical and modern crowd theorists is that they have overestimated the role and influence of the leader on the crowd.
in committing criminal acts. Perhaps the crowd was influenced by its leader not only because the leader had tried to influence them, but also because the crowd was ready to be influenced. Although the existence of the crowd is largely dependent upon the existence of its leaders, acts of violence cannot be attributed only to the influence of the leader. No leader can make a crowd commit criminal acts unless participants within the crowd choose to do so. If one tries to put the crowd and the leader in causal order, perhaps it is more appropriate to assume that the leader comes after the crowd. It is not the leader who influences the crowd and determines the outcome of crowd action, rather it is the crowd who chooses the leader and puts him into the position of leadership. This does not have to be done in a formal way by democratically selecting a leader; rather it may be an informal or even a primitive electoral procedure.

The leadership in contemporary crowd events lasts as long as the leader continues to behave in a way acceptable to the crowd. This kind of leadership cannot create any fundamental change in the mind of the crowd. Leadership becomes a role of crowd representation rather than being a leader with any stable power. This sort of leadership can be called *symbolic* and temporary. When the cause which led to the creation of the crowd disappears, its leaders also disappear. Both conventional and contemporary collective behaviour theories speak of this type of leadership. As Le Bon (1969:118) has remarked '...these leaders are more frequently men [sic] of action than thinkers. They are not gifted with keen foresight, nor could they be, as this quality is generally more conducive to doubt and inactivity'. Le Bon maintains that the intensity of their faith gives great power of suggestion to their words.

On this point it must be noted that since this research is particularly concerned with the 'symbolic leadership' of violent crowds, rather than charismatic leadership, the latter will not be dealt with in this discussion. In order to recognise the difference between symbolic and charismatic leadership it is worth looking at the main characteristics of charismatic leadership. Charismatic leaders are those who lead the crowds which they
have themselves caused or formed. These crowds cannot be thought of without also thinking of their leader and the leader is a necessary precursor to the crowd. The most important point here is that the crowd does not necessarily cease to exist when the leader dies or disappears. Even after the disappearance of the leader, he/she still exerts an identifiable influence on crowds. It is these leaders and crowds which have played important roles in the destiny of nations. Religious leaders such as the prophet Muhammad and Jesus are examples of charismatic leaders who have caused fundamental changes in their followers way of life without much resistance or objection. Charismatic leaders often have a coherent and radical philosophy behind the action of their followers. These leaders are involved in action and the philosophical urge behind their cause.

After giving a brief account of the main differences between real and symbolic leaders, it is worth concentrating on symbolic leadership and to consider the role and influence of this kind of leader on the crowd during a violent confrontation. Contrary, perhaps, to general opinion, rebellious behaviour is not caused by leadership per se. Even when the leadership of a rebellious situation actually serves to direct the energies and activities of a violent crowd, the leader does not, by his or her own initiative and activities, cause the rebellious behaviour which they direct. The leadership role in crowd violence is important but limited; a leader cannot make a participant commit a criminal act because the participant's desire, and decision to commit a particular crime originates from the motives held by the individual. This is not to oversimplify or underestimate the role of the leader, but their role can go no further than provocation and incitement.

The leaders are not usually, as some people might imagine, extraordinary persons who influence and direct the crowd to a particular target. 'Ample evidence has been gathered showing that crowds far from being hypnotised by charismatic leaders are often incited by unremarkable characters' (Gaskell and Benewick 1987: 3). Leadership may simply consist of a role model - the person who strikes the first blow, throws the first rock or
fires the first shot or one who deliberately urges others to hostile action. In this sense, perhaps it is more appropriate to classify most of the so-called leaders as 'provocateurs' rather than full leaders. Particularly in violent public order events the leaders and targets are symbolic and there is no real leader or followers to obey them. There are provocateurs and provocation but not leaders or leadership and followers.

In confrontations, violence may occur in the absence of conscious decisions by the leadership of either side and it may actually occur in spite of a leadership decision against violence (Grimshaw 1972:44). While this research aims to show that the leader's influence on the crowd is very limited, this does not deny the influence of the leaders entirely, rather it should be stressed that it is the participants who are primarily responsible for their action. Mannheim has pointed out that:

...it is going too far when some writers regard the leader as nothing but the personification of the emotional drives of the crowd, entirely dependent upon its whims and, without any will of his own, merely giving expression to its fleeting impulses. It is only consequent that according to this view the leader of a criminal crowd is neither legally nor morally responsible for its action (Mannheim 1965b: 649).

This seems an undue generalisation of a highly complex phenomenon. Perhaps it is more appropriate to accept the existence of a mutual relationship between the crowd and its leader, each one influencing the other and being influenced by it. The explanation given by Mannheim (1965a-b) may only be relevant to the symbolic leadership with which this study is concerned and the interaction between leader and followers in charismatic leadership may not be two-sided to the same extent. But, in contemporary crowd events, as has already been mentioned, the leader is not immune to the atmosphere and the stimulus emanating from his/her followers; but is susceptible to their presence and their action.

Almost all crowd theorists have been interested in leaders and each new generation of crowd theorists has claimed that its predecessor has failed to understand the mechanism of leadership. Besides categorising the leaders as charismatic and symbolic, there are
various forms and degrees of leadership, ranging from political leadership to trades union leadership and so on. Although some crowd theories give the impression that the violence of the crowd is increased by its leaders, in fact both the police and the crowd have always benefited from having a leader. Therefore, even the worst leadership is preferable to a leaderless crowd. As will be shown in the following account, this opposes the common view which suggests that the existence of a leader in a crowd event makes the situation worse for the police. However, the evidence suggests that the reverse is the case. Recent crowd events, particularly the inner-city riots in the USA and the UK, have demonstrated that violent crowds without any hierarchy and leadership are far more dangerous and difficult to deal with. For instance, the Los Angeles riots would not have claimed about 60 lives and caused many billions of dollars worth of damage to property if the crowd had been acting under a clear and overt leadership. Therefore, the established power:

...[the police] looks for the crowd's leaders, and sighs with relief when the crowd has specific demands; established power waits for the crowd to go away and hopes to negotiate with its leaders, thereby turning the crowd into a constituency and socialising its leader into the established power game whose rules are already fixed and in which established leaders are already adepts (McClelland 1989:332).

Today not only violent crowds but also some other relatively peaceful crowds such as the New Age Travellers in Britain and criminal gangs in the USA pretend not to have a leader for various reasons. The media coverage of such groups throughout the period of observations has revealed that a number of crowd types deny the existence of any sort of leader or leadership. On the other hand, it was evident from their conduct that they had a form of leadership and hierarchy amongst themselves (Marsh and Campbell 1978a-b; Erlen 1992; Mouland 1992).

Before moving on to the topic of some crowd attributes, two final points remain to be made. First, it is important to stress that not all crowd leaders are of the same type. To paraphrase Shakespeare, some are born leaders, some achieve leadership and some have leadership thrust upon them. Some crowd leaders are leaders for a moment, or for a
limited period of time. Some leaders come to their crowds from the outside and then
teach the crowd in its cause, but no matter where the leader comes from, or what form the
leadership takes, the leader is the symbol and the cause of the unity of the crowd. In this
sense, it can be seen that the leader's influence on the crowd is very limited. The leader
cannot direct them to an unknown target and make them commit criminal acts and cause
damage to property, unless participants wish to do so. When the leader wants to direct
the crowd to a target a target will be chosen which the crowd will not object to. In other
words, the violent outcome of collective behaviour cannot only be derived from the
crowd's suggestibility to its leaders. It is an oversimplification to explain this complex
phenomenon by suggesting that individuals who act under orders are capable of doing
anything suggested to them.

As indicated earlier, there are many factors which influence a crowd event. Individuals
in the crowd are bound by ties to the leader and by ties to each other, but these ties are
typically seen as being cumulative because they are thought of as being basically of the
same type. McClelland (1989) has pointed out that explanations of crowd behaviour
which relied on suggestion and imitation have never been able to make any clear
distinction between the two; leaders suggested behaviour to the crowd, some members
responded, and they in turn suggested the same behaviour to the less responsive
members of the crowd. The same interaction process can be in question between the
leaders and the crowd; the crowd influences the leader and the leader in turn influences
the crowd and so on.

The second point is that not all crowd members have exactly the same individual
motives and may not respond to the leader in the same way and to the same degree.
This refutes the idea suggested by conventional crowd theorists who argue that crowd
members are suggestible and imitate the leaders to such an extent that they commit acts
of violence under the influence of their leaders.
The conclusion which can be drawn from this is that the interaction between the crowd, its leaders and the target is too complex and mutable to admit conventional crowd theory. Acts of violence may not be committed by the influence of the leaders, they may be committed by individuals who have reason and a sense of judgement. However, it cannot be denied that the influence of the leader, during a crowd event, may modify or exaggerate the degree of criminal acts the followers commit.

3.2.3: The Police

So far, two of the physical components of public order policing, participants and leaders, have been analysed with a special emphasis on collective behaviour and violence. The last and perhaps the most important component, the police, will be the subject of the final chapter and this chapter will also contain the implications of the model of this research on public order policing practices.

As a type of crowd, the police are subject to almost the same considerations in terms of the interactional relationships between leaders and the behaviour of their followers. It is both historically and currently the case that the police or other officials may initiate violence, carry out destructive behaviour and may be responsible for the escalation of the merely disorderly into the tragic (Skolnick 1969; Currie and Skolnick 1972; McEvoy and Gamson 1972; Levy 1968). The role of police commanders is a paradigm of the role of crowd leader; the same dynamics which rule leader/crowd relationships can be seen to operate in the police hierarchy, although to a different extent. The variation in degree but not in nature stems from the fact that the police, as a relatively well-organised and trained crowd, is more controlled. It is again a more permanent social institution compared to an ordinary crowd and this clearly puts limitations on the degree of crowd action and the role of its leaders.

At this point, it is appropriate to analyse some crowd attributes which can be considered as non-physical components of public order policing in more detail such as 'emotionality', 'irrationality' and 'destructiveness'.
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3.3: The Non-Physical Components of the Crowd
The activities of crowds are reminiscent of the human organism and its behaviour. It consists of a body, that is the participants, and the leaders who resemble its head. Crowd behaviour is guided, to some extent, by an alleged mind which for some is the source of irrational activities, and for others perfectly rational and meaningful behaviour. Whether crowd behaviour is caused by the collective mind or not, there is an undeniable relationship between crowd action and the mood which is the product of crowd presence. At every single demonstration observed for this thesis the presence and workings of collectively held values and norms which affected crowd action were apparent. This sharing of values and norms can be termed the collective mind.

One of the important points to explore here is whether the crowd or individuals within a crowd are as emotionally and psychologically motivated as Le Bon and other classical crowd theorists have argued. While some modern crowd theorists regard crowd behaviour as rational, thus refuting the irrationality of crowd violence, they agree that crowd behaviour usually occurs within a context of strong emotion. For instance, Couch (1975:76) does not distinguish crowd behaviour from many other instances of human behaviour and maintains that a sequence of interactions between a husband and wife or employer and employee can also be highly charged with emotion. What classical crowd theorists failed to see, is that emotionality is not peculiar to the crowd, rather the majority of human interactions are highly emotional. Therefore, it is a misrepresentation to see the emotionally oriented concepts such as suggestibility or irritability as purely an outcome of crowd existence. It is not the individual who constitutes the crowd, but any individual can be influenced by the suggestions he receives from outside. The person who makes suggestions to other individuals does not have to be a charismatic leader and the individual does not have to be a part of the crowd.

Emotionality, suggestibility and so on, are usually the integral parts of the human mechanism. It is not the product of a collectivity, rather the emotionality of the crowd
which is the agglomeration of individual emotionality. This explanation seems at first glance, to prove the classical approach to crowd behaviour. One of the significant differences between the explanation of this thesis and classical approaches is that they argue that a perfectly sane and rational person in possession of reason may become irrational when part of a crowd. On the contrary, this research argues that if a person acts irrationally under suggestion, it is not because the crowd makes this particular person irrational, rather it is because this person is open to suggestion and will act less rationally and more emotionally under certain circumstances. For classical theorists the individual is apt to lose his sense of responsibility both because responsibility is divided and because his behaviour is masked by anonymity. This might be the case to some extent but the roots of emotionality and other similar feelings exist in each individual rather than being the mere product of the existence of the crowd. This argument does not suggest that the crowd and the leader have no influence on the participants, rather that they shape and direct these previously acquired feelings.

Today, '...all crowd theorists seem to agree that the 'heightening of affect' (emotional intensity) and the 'lowering of intelligence' are the 'fundamental facts of group psychology' ' (McClelland 1989:247). The most striking point conventional theorists argue is that the crowd makes a perfectly innocent individual commit criminal acts. It can be asserted that crowds may provide an opportunity to commit a criminal act to an individual who already has an intention and the ability to do so. The crowd cannot change an innocent individual into a criminal, but provides an opportunity to those who already have the tendencies or inclinations towards committing certain acts.

This approach takes the individual as the essence of crowd action. It sees the crowd as an agglomeration of individuals, rather than seeing it as a single body acting with a collective mind. This implies that if individuals have the intention of committing crimes, the crowd may provide the opportunity for them, but since it does not make the
individual a criminal or force them into criminal activity, the crime committed by individuals in the crowd remains the product of individual decision and responsibility.

With regard to the concept of destructiveness, crowds may sometimes be destructive, but destruction is not the inevitable consequence of crowd existence. Contrary to the common view which perceives the crowd as destructive, most crowd types remain relatively peaceful. Throughout the research period, which involved over thirty observations at various events, violence was observed at only three events (Appendix: 1, Observation: 14-25 and 27). These were the 'Bloody Sunday Marches' of 1993 and 1994 and the 'Close Down the BNP' (British National Party) march organised by the anti-Nazi League and other left wing groups. Moreover, destructiveness is not uniquely possessed by the crowd. In the majority of cases of crowds attempting to challenge the authorities and to establish a less authoritarian political system, the number of people killed or maimed by the crowd is smaller than by those suppressing the crowd. In general, in the history of mankind, the authorities controlling the crowd have been responsible for more deaths than the crowd itself. It is a misconception to believe that all crowds are destructive and act irrationally without any restraint.

Classical crowd theories have drawn most of their conclusions from observations of violent and frightening crowd events, rather than from the far more numerous peaceful crowd protests and gatherings. Classical theorists appear to be selecting the most extreme examples of crowd action in order to support their theory. Modern crowd theorists such as Canetti and Smelser see the destructive nature of the crowd from a different angle. For Canetti, the destructiveness of the crowd is not a fundamental crowd characteristic;

...it is a derivative of the crowd's desire for growth and for equality; it is not the fragility of the objects which attracts crowd violence, but rather the noise of broken glass, which represents 'fresh life'; windows and doors are broken by the crowd as 'boundaries', obstacles to growth; houses are destroyed because the crowd fears it will be shut up again; the crowd in its nakedness everything seems a Bastille (Canetti 1962, McClelland 1989).
In this sense Canetti sees the crowd as a single object acting unanimously. He makes no mention of the acts of the individual in the crowd, rather referring to the crowd as a single object acting in total unity. As will become apparent from the following quotation, his explanation of crowd violence is not clear. His account seems descriptive rather than explanatory:

The crowd particularly likes destroying houses and objects; breakable objects like window panes, mirrors, pictures and crockery; and people tend to think that it is the fragility of these objects which stimulates the destructiveness of the crowd (Canetti 1962: 19).

From this respect Canetti's crowd is not any less frightening than Le Bon's. For Canetti, the crowd's destructiveness and violence stems from its desire to grow and he glorifies crowd violence and destructiveness as an acceptable excuse for this desire. He maintains that, '...the destructiveness of representational images is the destruction of a hierarchy which is no longer recognised [by the crowd]' (Canetti 1962: 19).

Whether one agrees or disagrees with the psychological aspects of crowd behaviour there is an undeniable link between crowd existence and the acts of crowd participants during a crowd event. This inevitably leads to an examination of certain psychological metaphors which are considered as constituting the non-material aspects of crowd behaviour.

3.3.1: Suggestibility

Anyone who observes participants in groups or crowds, and then considers the same participants individually is forced to conclude that they often behave differently in these two general situations. In a crowd, participants will frequently do things which they would not allow themselves to do under other circumstances.

It is generally accepted that in a highly organised formal crowd, the members are bound by a double emotional tie, to leaders and also to other members of the group. This explains the 'alteration and limitation' of the individuals personality which crowd
theorists have always remarked upon. Since the emotional level of each individual is not and cannot be the same, each individual response to a leader's suggestions will inevitably vary in degree. While some will obey the leader's command without reasoning and questioning, and commit violent and destructive acts, others may not listen to the leaders at all. This is related to the degree of suggestibility possessed by each individual. In abstract terms, the main source of suggestibility is the individual and their readiness to obey the leader's directions. An individual is suggestible not because of the leaders suggestions, but because the individual is open to the suggestions of others.

Classical crowd theories suggest that all members of a given race will take part in a crowd event. This approach fails before Milgram and Toch's (1969) basic criteria which asks why riot police fail to be drawn in by the rhetoric of a crowd demagogue. As Couch (1975) has argued, if crowds are as suggestible as claimed by classical crowd theorists, authorities could control riots simply by suggesting that rioters disperse and go for a cold swim. On the other hand, the individualistic approach predicts that participants will be tied to personality type. However, despite attempts to do so, no common trait has ever been found to distinguish membership versus non-membership of a crowd (McPhail 1970).

The influence of crowd leaders and of the crowd itself on individual participants cannot be completely ignored. The crowd or the individual within the crowd does not invariably accept the suggestions of the leader because they do not always have the opportunity to apply reasoning to what they receive. This implies that in some crowd situations, the crowd may have to accept orders given by its leaders without reasoning because it has no other alternative. Lack of effective communication between crowd members and the leaders or organisers contributes to this problem. In some cases, participants cannot respond to the organiser or the leader or cannot fully understand what they are required to be doing. Therefore, suggestibility does not always occur in the full sense for practical reasons.
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Suggestibility does not occur only between the leader and the follower, even individuals within the crowd may influence each other in different ways. Blumer (1975) introduces a model of ‘circular reaction’ in order to demonstrate how this works.

[It] refers to a type of inter stimulation wherein the response of one individual reproduces the stimulation that has come from another individual and in being reflected back to this individual reinforces the stimulation. Thus inter stimulation assumes a circular form in which individuals reflect one another’s states of feeling and in doing so intensify this feeling (cited in Evans 1975: 22).

A similar kind of ‘circular reaction’ can occur within small, highly organised and institutionalised crowds. The result of this kind of circular reaction can be entirely different from the circular reaction in a relatively large crowd. One of the reasons for this is that it is very difficult, if not impossible to achieve a two way of interchange of view. As Ginsberg (1964) has remarked;

Collective deliberation can only yield good results when there is a genuine interchange of views and when each member is able to throw some light on the problem under discussion based on his own observation. This leads to genuine, integrative and co-operative thinking which can produce results superior to anything any individual could have produced by himself (Ginsberg 1964: 113).

Emotions such as suggestibility and emotionality are reduced to the minimum level within small and organised crowds, but these crowds give, to some extent, an opportunity for a reciprocal exchange of views between the leader and the crowd. Compared with large crowds where communication works only unilaterally, from the leader to the crowd, the decisions taken by these groups may be relatively more rational and well considered. In fact, nothing can reduce the suggestibility and emotionality of human actions to the perfect minimum level and all human acts are influenced by a number of determinants. In this sense even a decision taken by an individual after a long period of consideration is not immune from emotionality and suggestibility. An exchange of views, however, reduces the level of irrationality and improves the quality or the level of the decision taken by the individuals. As Ginsberg (1964) has stated ‘...in unorganised crowds such free interchange is impossible. The majority are bound to be
passive listeners and consequently the influence of the few who generally know something of mass psychology is predominant' (p. 114).

In conclusion, individuals within a crowd may be more suggestible and act less rationally, but this is not only because they are part of a crowd, but also partly because they are influenced by the crowd's atmosphere and these conditions make them unable to reason or to judge actions properly. This applies equally to the physical senses; for instance, an individual cannot hear what is said or cannot see what is occurring in the crowd. The researcher has personally experienced a similar situation at a national demonstration in London, when at one point a substantial number of the crowd left the main rally and took another route (Observation: 1). As a member of the crowd he had difficulty in understanding what was going on, and in deciding which group to follow. Although the researcher followed the main rally, his decision was fortuitous and not based on information.

3.3.2: 'Rationality' in the Context of Crowd Behaviour

Throughout this chapter it has been maintained that each crowd event has at least three dominant visible components. Classical crowd theories would argue that when these components exist violence is imminent and that the crowd will act irrationally and become destructive. This conventional approach to collective behaviour may be traced in Le Bon's distaste for the mystical loss of individuality and civilised behaviour in the crowd, an approach which has been reaffirmed in modern 'riot control' manuals, as well as in most contemporary social-scientific approaches. In line with this emphasis on individuality, collective behaviour has usually been seen as destructive and, in most treatments, inappropriate, distasteful and irrational.

In this sub-section, it will be shown that this approach is erroneous. Studies of riot participation argue for more structured than classical collective behaviour theories would suggest and far more attuned to the redress of specific grievances and the selection of
limited and understandable targets (Quarantelli and Dynes 1968; Currie and Skolnick 1972). Violence is not the inevitable consequence of crowd existence. In addition, if violence does occur it may not be as rational as some modern crowd theorists have argued, but it may not be completely irrational either. Since the act of violence may be motivated by various factors it is not feasible to rationalise crowd violence as a whole.

But, as indicated in the previous account, there may be lessons and messages which can be derived from crowd violence (Nieburg 1968; Levy 1968). When we look at incidents crowd violence individually every act of violence is more or less rational. Whatever the condition of the crowd and suggestions of the leader, each individual is responsible for their actions. Within this context when the word 'rational' is used, it does not imply the 'justification' of violent acts. Rather, it refers to the assumption that each act of violence is committed by its perpetrator's reasoned and considered decision.

There are numerous crowd events which show that not all crowds are disorderly and violent and therefore violence is not an inevitable consequence of crowd existence. Not only supposedly peaceful events such as carnivals, festivals and pop concerts, but even the majority of potentially violent crowd events such as political demonstrations and rallies pass without any serious violence. An overwhelming majority of the demonstrations which took place within the research period have enhanced the view that expectations of violence at crowd events have been dramatically reduced.

Of course, any crowd may impose some problems in general to the police, but serious violent confrontation, does not always pose a danger to the authorities. It is important to distinguish why two different crowds of about the same size, may yield different public order problems in terms of levels of disruption and violence. Is it the sheer size of the crowd which creates public order problems or are there considerations other than the physical presence of a crowd? For instance, the police did not expect violence and anticipated only routine levels of control at Wembley Stadium during a visit by the Pope in 1982. As Benewick and Holton (1987) have pointed out, the peacefulness of a crowd
numbering 100,000 reflects the view that crowd discipline may arise from intrinsic not extrinsic sources. A similar sized crowd but constituted by different participants may impose problems of public order and violence to the police at the same venue at the following week's football match. It is not terraces or fences inside the ground, nor the sheer size of the crowd which creates violence; rather there is something inherent within the individuals involved which dictates the collective action of the crowd.

Not only supposedly peaceful crowd events but even potentially violent crowd events have proved that not all contemporary crowd behaviours are destructive and revolutionary. Following the work of Emile Durkheim, there is the strong possibility that peaceful crowds mobilised for some mass public ritual may function to express and strengthen processes of social solidarity and social cohesion (Benewick and Holton 1987: 201).

The second question concerns the underlying causes of crowd violence. Is it the crowd which makes its individuals violent and irrational, and therefore leads to collective violence or are the police, the front line representative of the state, the provocateurs of violent acts? Substantial numbers of studies show that the situation goes beyond this dichotomy; neither of these factors can be the sole cause of crowd violence. Therefore, recent studies have focused on the social aspect of crowd violence in order to examine the remote and underlying causes of crowd violence. A number of recent crowd studies which included football crowds, which are supposed to be a happy event, focused on the social aspect of crowd violence in and around football grounds (Marsh 1978; Dunning et. al. 1986 and 1990; Taylor 1971; Popplewell 1986; Taylor 1989; Sir Norman Chester Centre for Football Research 1989; Dunning 1990). They discovered that the roots of football hooliganism or violence do not start or end in the terraces but go back to the environment where the so-called hooligans came from.

The social causes, which make the supposedly peaceful spectators aggressive and violent are insufficient to explain visible manifestation of the social disruption of crowd events.
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The psychological make-up of each individual the traditional terrace culture, and the crowd's influence on the individuals, increases the possibility of violent conflict between rival fans or the police. The incident of pitch invasions, (Pirie 1992; Gibson and O'Neill 1993; Lacey 1993; Ross 1993) following the removal of so-called provocative physical measures such as crash barriers between the crowd and the pitches and reducing the number of police officers inside the stadium, fails to eradicate the roots of football violence (Leicestershire Police Constabulary Operational Order 1992c).

3.3.3: Rationale of Crowd Violence

There seem to be as many explanations and interpretations of crowd violence as there are scholarly and applied professions interested in the phenomena. Some social scientists tend to see crowd violence, like all violence, as a form of interaction. It indicates that all other forms of communication have been tried and failed and that nothing is left but for the strong to conquer the weak. On the basis of this argument, it is believed that any form of violence is a rational, socially and politically meaningful action directed toward the change of existing values, norms, or system. This explanation, however, is too wide to include all forms of violence. First of all, it cannot be said that all crowd violence is directed towards an intentional and calculated goal. For instance, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to see football violence in this context. Even the inner-city disturbances in Britain and the USA were not deliberately planned and directed towards the creation of fundamental changes in the existing system. It is unscientific to rationalise spontaneous riots because this type of unplanned action does not seem to be a rational way of changing the existing inequalities in society. Riots may reflect the state of society and give some messages about society, but they cannot be as rational as some have argued.

Moreover, numerous violent crowd events of the 1960s in the USA and 1980s in Britain have shown that crowd violence does not change the circumstances which brought them into such action. La Piere (1938:523) argues that, '...quite often rebellious action only
aggravates the conditions which have brought it about and detracts from constructive efforts to improve those conditions'. Whether, crowd violence changes the situation towards the good or not, at least the crowd participants see their action as an expression of their grievances (Ball-Rokeach 1972; Grimshaw 1968; Lanf and Lang 1968; McCord 1968; Ransford 1968: 591; Waddington 1992: 63). Miller (1975: 252) says: 'The majority of a national sample of blacks saw the riots as a way to call attention to their problems, express their discontent to whites, improve their conditions, and end discrimination'. To some extent this might be the case, but when it comes to tackling the problem, the expected change does not take place. With regard to calling attention to a particular problem, not only ethnic groups but also members of marginalised groups and communities may be provided with the motivation and the opportunity to assert their right to equal concern and respect by means of violence.

One of the reasons why collective violence does not always yield the desired and expected result is that, it is not directed towards the real underlying causes. For instance, if members of the unemployed black and white communities attacked the police in Brixton in 1981 and 1985 and a number of different inner city areas, this does not mean that the police were responsible for the prevailing economic and social conditions. As has been repeatedly indicated by Lord Scarman (1982) and many others, the police are not responsible for the deteriorating social and economic conditions which underlie the apparent causes of the disorders. He remarked that the police do not create social deprivation or racial disadvantage and they are not responsible for the disadvantages of the ethnic minorities. Yet all incidents started with an apparently insignificant incident involving a police officer and a member of the deprived community. Since the police were perceived as the visible representatives of the existing system the hatred of the crowd was directed towards them. Therefore, whether it is related to the causes of violence or not, the object of rebellious action is always concrete and tangible. It is obviously impossible to attack such abstractions as capitalism, the ruling class, a corrupt system etc. Violent attack is, therefore, directed toward some concrete targets, a class of
persons or the police for example, which are considered to be responsible for the occurrence and maintenance of all such incidents.

Crowd action and crowd violence does not always solve a particular problem. It may attract attention to particular problems, but it does not necessarily yield a positive expected result. Smelser, who sees collective behaviour as socially meaningful and problem solving, is not clear on the issue of crowd violence and he fails to explain how crowd violence solves problems. His model may be useful in explaining how a crowd movement improves, escalates and explains the underlying causes behind these events, but he does not give a satisfactory explanation of how a riot situation can solve problems. He takes the position that collective behaviour is purposeful or implicitly problem-solving behaviour. This is based on the assumption that people will not attempt to 'reconstitute their social environment' without first recognising that their social and economic environment is problematic. This approach can easily be applied to anti-democratic and authoritarian states where one class is openly suppressed by another. In those countries the violence, individually or collectively, can be seen to be directed purposefully towards the oppressive regime. Their decision in using violence may be seen as the final and therefore legitimate solution to voice their grievances, and their actions may be directed toward the reconstitution of their social environment.

In conclusion, collective violence, whether it is the outcome of a collective mind or individual mind cannot be regarded as rational as some contemporary crowd theorists have argued. On the other hand, it must be agreed that collective violence transmits a message about the general situation or particular problems which are experienced by certain groups (Berk 1972a-b; Berk and Rossi 1972; Campbell 1972; Short 1972). The messages taken from collective violence, about the inequalities and injustices of the existing system, are insufficient to justify indiscriminate crowd violence and crowd violence should not be regarded as rational on the basis of this assumption. In fact the problem arises from the differentiation between the concepts of rationality and
meaningfulness. There seems to be no universally accepted form of rationality and it is a rather relative concept. Even the most irrational acts may be quite rational for others. It is not the absolute rationality of a particular act, which is significant, rather it is the perception of individuals who see particular acts from different points of view. In Western ideology the concept of rationality varies in accordance with various political and sociological views. In traditional Turkish-Islamic thought, however, the rationality of an act cannot be decided objectively. Even the most apparently irrational acts may be regarded as rational on the basis of traditional values and beliefs. Perhaps, this was also the case in the West at one time when human affairs were conducted more by religious influence than rational considerations. However, a gradual erosion of religious ideas and sentiments and the secularisation of social affairs has transformed the Western society into a more materially oriented rationality.

3.3.4: The Collective Mind

A crowd is not only numbers of people participating in a demonstration or a particular activity. To use a psychological metaphor one tends to think of a crowd as having one personality and mind. Those theorists who saw crowd violence as socially and politically meaningful and rational tend to regard collective violence as the outcome of an imaginary 'collective mind'. The concept of the collective mind, which has its origins in the works of J. J. Rousseau (1952 and 1968), has been used as the basis for the justification of collective violence. It was suggested that since collective violence was the outcome of this collective mind or consciousness, it must be regarded as rational and meaningful. In order to make judgements about the rationality or irrationality of crowd violence, the collective mind from which crowd violence derives must be examined.

The collective mind is nothing but the personification of patterns of collective behaviour. It is nicely calculated to provide a philosophical justification for any kind of collective behaviour. Both classical and modern crowd theorists have regarded collective violence as the outcome of a collective mind. The only difference is that unlike contemporary
crowd theorists who see crowd violence as rational and meaningful, classical theorists, such as Le Bon, see the outcome of the collective mind as inferior to that of the individual mind. In other words, both groups of theories accept the existence of the collective mind, but one group, the modern crowd theorists, justify and tolerate crowd violence by referring to the collective mind. The second group, the conventional crowd theorists, criticise the collective mind on the basis of its inferiority, compared to the individual mind. Le Bon maintains that 'In the collective mind the intellectual aptitudes of the individuals, and in consequence their individuality, are weakened. The heterogeneous is swamped by the homogeneous, and the unconscious qualities obtain the upper hand' (Evans 1975: 13).

This account asserts that from the interaction of people in social groups or crowds there arises a collective ethos, variously termed the 'collective mind', 'collective conscience', 'collective spirit' and so on. This mind is supposed to be the directing force of collective activities and when collective interaction takes place, individuals are thought to lose identity and to merge into a whole. The spirit of force then determines the behaviour of the individual member.

Recently a new explanation has been introduced as an alternative to the problematic notion of the collective mind. It is argued that as a consequence of de-individuation participants tend to abandon their normal restraints. This causes a loss of self-awareness and evaluation apprehension in crowded settings that foster anonymity. Berlonghi (1993) maintains that, '...when self-awareness is reduced an individual will act impulsively, not be able to monitor or regulate his own behaviour, be less concerned of the evaluation of others, and will lose his ability to act rationally. When self-awareness is reduced the person is controlled more by the situation than self' (p. 18). Although psychological metaphors such as reasoning, suggestibility, rationality or irrationality and so on, have their roots in the inner make-up of individuals, how a person feels in a situation is also dependent upon the emotions he perceives in others in the same
situation. This means that a person may be influenced by other participants as well as the leaders suggestions.

Contrary to this argument, during the early history of social psychology, Floyd Allport (1924) attempted to construct a social psychology based strictly on the principles of behaviourism and avoiding completely the 'collective mind' fallacy. He applied these principles to collective behaviour, denying that any new forms of behaviour emerge in the collectivity. He concludes that, '...crowd behaviour is merely the sum of individual reactions' (cited in La Pierre 1938:4). Allport summed up his theory of collective behaviour in the declaration, '...the individual in the crowd behaves just as he would behave alone, only more so' (op. cit. p.4).

Allport's assertion is problematic for two reasons. First of all, crowds are made up of individuals and these individuals choose to participate in a particular crowd event on the basis of their individual decision. Crowds do not come into existence randomly, but because their participants share the same or at least similar grievances on a particular topic. 'The people are brought together by a common interest preparing them for a certain type of action' (Allport 1924: 292). This emphasis on individual predisposition has been retained, though modified during the occurrence of crowd event. While acknowledging that 'personal characteristics act as a selective factor in the recruiting of individuals to a crowd', Turner and Killian (1972: 21) argue that '...the hundreds or thousands of individuals who converge on the scene are heterogeneous in motivation despite the similarity of their behaviour' (Turner and Killian 1972: 27, cited in McPhail and Miller 1973: 722). This implies that the seeds of collective action go back to the individual rather than being a mere product of crowd participation. Participants may be influenced by many factors before becoming a part of a particular crowd and these may have a determining influence on the participant, but their action is rarely determined by a supposedly collective mind.
Secondly, it is difficult, if not impossible, to constitute a collective mind in a crowded situation, and direct the crowd by this mind. The observations and interviews of this research (Appendix: 1-2) have revealed that, despite all the sophisticated communication networks available to the police, it is very difficult for them, let alone the crowd, to communicate and deploy manpower effectively in crowd events involving large numbers. During pre-organised events police communication networks frequently fail and this leads to chaos. For these reasons, it is very difficult for the leaders or the organisers to change their followers minds dramatically. Individual behaviour may be influenced, but it cannot be completely directed by a so-called collective mind. From this respect, radical approaches to the rationality of crowd action, which sees collective violence as collective action, seems more feasible than the ones which propose that crowd violence is the result of collective behaviour.

This radical approach, with which the researcher partly agrees, explains collective action by refusing the concept of the collective mind. But it fails to explain why some people commit acts which they would not otherwise commit. If we are determined to give a meaning to collective behaviour which has a collective connotations, we may regard the outcome of collective behaviour as a 'collective message' derived from various motives and reasons rather than from a collective mind. This 'collective message' does not have to be the end-product of an allegedly collective mind. This approach refutes the existence of the collective mind as argued by classical crowd theories. It also acknowledges, in an indirect way, the modern crowd theories which regard collective behaviour as socially meaningful.

It may be possible to answer this question of the participation of individuals who have no previous criminal record, without denying the existence of a collective mind or blaming the collective mind for the violent acts they commit. Namely, acts of violence committed by individuals may not be merely the outcome of a collective mind, but the result of an individual having the opportunity to commit an act, by being a part of the
crowd. In other words, the collective mind rarely dominates the individual mind, it only provides opportunities and acts as a facilitator. It seems that this is the reason why some innocent and peaceful people commit criminal and violent acts when they become a part of crowd.

Summary

This chapter has led to the conclusion that the crowd and police are products of society, the former having a less permanent existence and being less organised than the latter. Both crowds and the police can be seen as a social institution, while the former is created because of the inconsistencies of society in meeting the demands of its people, and the latter exist to control these dissenting individuals who want to achieve something by forming large groups. The relationship of these two crowds is very much influenced by the nature of the leadership which determines the kind of action one crowd will take when encountering the other.

The second finding of this chapter is that public order policing consists of two integral parts 'the physical' and 'non-physical components'. The first component of public order policing, the physical component, falls within the scope of sociology and includes elements such as the participants, leaders and the police. The second component is concerned with metaphors such as suggestibility, rationality and destructiveness and falls within the scope of psychology.

In the following chapter the research will concentrate on the role of external factors on crowd gatherings and its mode of behaviour. These external factors range from the state and its institutions and in particular, the control agencies represented by the police and army. The role of these institutions play a substantial role in the social, political and economic spheres of human life.
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Introduction

The objective aspects, territorial boundaries, the letter of the law, the monopoly of legality and police power, in themselves do not make a nation, in fact they may generate more violence than collaboration, unless a nation is built in the minds and hearts of the people (H. L. Nieburg 1968: 19).

In the previous chapter the general constituent components of crowd behaviour were examined and it was concluded that crowd behaviour and public order policing consists of two integral parts. The first part is the physical component of public order policing which is made up of three physical elements: the crowd, its leaders or leadership and the police. The second part is mainly concerned with the mental constitution of crowd which refers to certain attributes mainly put forward by classical crowd theorists such as Le Bon and Tarde. These attributes include concepts such as 'irrationality', 'suggestibility', 'crowd mind' or 'collective mind' and 'collective violence'. Crowd behaviour was examined from the perspective of two combined elements, constitutional (biological/psychological) and institutional (social/environmental) factors.

The observations carried out for this and other studies in the field have led to the conclusion that any study which involves crowds and public order policing in different countries needs to deal with the inner dynamics of crowd behaviour and the social and political arrangements which shape them. The perception that the police and the public have of each other varies from one country to another and displays differences which are influenced by many cultural factors. In view of these differences this study will initially deal with related cultural concepts in England and Wales and Turkey. These include perceptions of 'crime and collective violence', 'political violence' and arguments concerning 'human nature' and its specific application to crowd behaviour in different social environments.

With regard to Turkey, it must be noted that neither sociological explanations nor political perspectives were established, or have been adopted, in the same way as in the West. The
political and ideological perceptions related to crime and collective violence have usually been considered within the framework of a broadly Islamic perspective as competing school of thoughts (Safak 1977), rather than with reference to 'outside' alternatives. Despite apparent similarities in name, Eastern (Turkish) and Western (English) conservatism greatly differs on the issue of crime and relevant concepts. Liberal and radical ideologies, however, although they were represented prior to the secularisation of Turkey within Islamic ideology as competing school of thoughts (Safak 1977), have formally been developed mostly since the secularisation of Turkey in the 1920s and have broadly followed a similar line as their Western counterparts (Kongar 1979; Toprak 1993; Turan 1993; Karaosmanoglu 1993; Heper 1993; Heper et. al 1993).

Collective behaviour, throughout history, has always involved conflict with the state (Spencer 1982; Miliband 1984; Yack 1992; Hoffman 1992) and has been associated with class divisions in society. Most popular crowd movements are, in fact, the ones which are politically motivated and which involve opposition to particular political systems or issues related to social interests and the distribution of social and political power. Explanations of crowd behaviour, as a method of political struggle, have also recently received more sympathy even though it involved acts of 'political violence'. While conventional crowd theories mainly see collective violence as a manifestation of contentious aspects of human nature on a large scale, many modern liberal and radical theories regard collective violence as a legitimate aspect of political struggle and as a rationally chosen means of bringing excluded or marginalised interests onto the political agenda. Therefore this thesis, which is based on the comparative study of crowds in two distinct nations and cultures, has led the researcher to a preliminary study of the concepts such as 'the state', 'crime', 'class' and 'the police'.

Finally, although this chapter has made use of many explanatory concepts which are mainly used by conservative thinkers such as 'human nature' and 'non-material' (spiritual) factors generally emphasising irrationality or innate 'wickedness', the argument of this
thesis falls somewhere between liberal and radical approaches which assume varying
degrees of rationality in the activities of crowds. On the other hand, it must also be noted
that this argument is not merely a collection of ideas from pre-existing approaches, rather,
it is a synthesis of already existing theories giving rise to a new approach, which shall be
termed the Combined Factors Approach (CFA).

4.1: Comparisons between Turkey and England & Wales
This comparative study of Turkish and the British crowds and public order policing
practices will not only be limited by the comparison of the two police organisations but
will also involve the cultural differences and similarities of these two distinct nations. The
differences, in terms of this study, manifest themselves at two levels. The first is that the
police and public expectations and perceptions of concepts such as the state and the police,
are very different. Secondly, different general perceptions of the causes of crime may
have an important effect on the police response to crime in general, and public order
events in particular. For this reason, before moving on to the issue of policing practices,
it is appropriate to begin by exploring the state, class (Hobbes 1962; Quinney 1980;
Spencer 1982; Gamso et. al. 1982; Miliband 1984; Giddens and Held 1988; Hoffman
1992; Johnson 1993), political violence and human nature which all pertain to how illegal
actions, including collective violence and crime, are perceived in these widely differing
jurisdictions.

In Western ideology, political considerations of crime and crowd violence have been
categorised under three broad perspectives. These are, the Conservative, Liberal and
Radical (Benyon 1987 and 1993). Within these three broad perspectives and within each
individual perspective there are, again, various explanations for crime and crowd violence
(Tame 1991). For instance, left realism and left idealism, which approach the problem of
crime and violence quite differently, are still categorised as 'radical perspectives' (Lea and
Young 1984), due to their criticism of existing social and political arrangements which are
held to make crowd and collective violence a rational choice of action for many who
participate. On the other hand, even within conservative approaches there are various explanations of crime and violence (Tame 1991). The most important point which all these perspectives have in common is that each of these categories tries to explain crime and violence by concentrating on one factor and ignoring other aspects which may influence the definition of crime. These three broad categories are greatly influenced by and shaped according to sociological explanations of crime and crowd violence. For instance, while conservative approaches reflect Le Bon’s view of crowd violence, radical perceptions have been shaped and influenced by a materialistic, generally Marxist ideology. In other words, sociological explanations have shaped political perspectives and they, in turn, have influenced the overall policy of the police concerning crime and collective violence.

One of the problems faced, in terms of terminology, has been to find a means of defining existing Turkish political perceptions which can be understood relative to Western social scientific traditions. The dilemma is that despite existing secular political ideologies, the public perception of the state and the police in Turkey still very much reflects historical and traditional perceptions which are considerably influenced by Islam (Bellah 1958 and 1961; Atar 1983; Kazizi 1987; Mortimer 1991). For this reason, to define the present public perception of police and state as purely Turkish would be wrong and misleading. Despite the official denial of any link with Islam, the present, avowedly secular, Turkish state still enjoys a deference which is mainly derived from Islamic perceptions of the distribution of power in a socially just society. On the other hand, it would also be misleading to define those influences which shape the perceptions of people and the police as the product of a purely Islamic ideology. Present policies have been based on the adoption of Western ideologies at the cost of forsaking Islamic ideology and there is a large degree of official rebuttal of Islamic influence (Armstrong 1937; Turner 1978; The Light 1980 and 1981; Mortimer 1991; Mather 1994; Bright 1994; Khilafah 1994: 10).
Throughout the text, specific references will focus on the Turkish experience, but since Turkish ideology is very much influenced and shaped by Islamic thought, the term 'Turkish thought/ideology' will refer to the Turkish-Islamic perceptions toward the research topic. Despite the gradual development of radical and liberal thought in Turkish political discourse the social circumstances prevailing have given rise to what might broadly be termed 'Turkish ideology'. This is a pervasive ideology which is broadly conservative in nature. Therefore, the concept of 'Turkish ideology' throughout the text will refer to traditional Turkish conservative ideology rooted in pre-Ataturk Islam. The term will be used in contrast to ideas emanating from Western ideology which broadly embrace the commonly stereotyped three perspectives, in England and Wales as well as other Western countries.

Turkish ideology has been greatly influenced by and shaped according to the Islamic sacred law and tradition (Bellah 1958 and 1961; Lewis 1961; Lord Kinross 1965) and also reflects the cultural and historical specificities of the East. It might, therefore, be misleading to assume that Turkish ideology is based only on Islam. Besides this influence, existing cultural and traditional values and norms which do not contradict Islamic thought have been accepted into Turkish ideology. Today, even in Turkey, which is, to certain extent, a democratic and publicly secular country, the influence of Islamic observations on crime and related matters can be clearly seen. In some cases, therefore, our explanation of crime and collective violence will have to go further than simply examining existing secular ideological arrangements, which have been in force for seventy years.

It may be appropriate to consider Turkish political history in two major stages, one having direct and declared relations with Islam up to 1923 when the modern Turkish Republic (T.C.) was established. The second stage starts with the establishment of the modern Turkish state by Kemal Ataturk, which openly rejected previously held values and norms in favour of adopting Westernised ideologies (Armstrong 1937; Robinson 1965; Turner
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1978: 162-170; Sloan 1995: 8). This research, which is mainly concerned with contemporary crowd theories, will mainly focus on contemporary crowd events, but it must be noted that deeply rooted Turkish-Islamic perceptions still have a profound effect on the relationship between the modern Turkish state and its public. For this reason this research deals with aspects of Islamic ideology prevalent prior to 1923 which, despite efforts to reduce their practical impact in subsequent regimes and administrations, still has a substantial influence on Turkish perceptions of the relationship between the citizen and the state (Turner 1978).

4.2: The State, Class & Crime (Authoritarian State versus Just State)

The observations on which this research is based have revealed that contemporary crowds, like crowds in history, neither gather nor act randomly. Nor are they, as conventional methodologically individualistic crowd theories suggest, a mere collection of psychologically motivated participants. Rather, crowd movements usually, if not always, involve expression of grievances. These grievances, dependent upon the circumstances, may be purely material, or associated with non material abstract values and norms. They may stem from absolute material deprivation as well as relative material and political marginalisation. In other words, crowds usually have something to say or are in opposition against power-holding elites and they are mostly derived from the frustrated material or social ambitions of marginalised groups, most notably among the 'lower classes'. In a broad sense, the power holding elites whom crowds oppose are the state and its control agencies; the police and army.

The observations on which this study is based, have led the researcher to study the state and its controlling agency the police and examine their implications for public order policing practices in both countries. The research has also found that besides some shared and universal points, such as the state and the police being the apparatus of the ruling classes, the public perception of the state and its agencies differs historically in the two countries. Furthermore, the research has also revealed that there is a correlation between
the nature of a state and the nature of its police. Accordingly, authoritarian states tend to have authoritarian and paramilitary police forces, while less authoritarian states have less authoritarian police services.

The Concept of 'the State' (Dawlah) has a rather different meaning in Turkish thought which stems greatly from Islam. Contrary to Western semantics, the State, in Turkish thought, has positive connotations (Murad 1992: 2; Bardakci 1995). The word 'state' has many literal meanings such as, 'luck', (tahl) 'welfare' (refah), 'wealth' (zenginlik, varilik) and 'happiness' (mutluluk) (Develioğlu 1984; Dogan 1986). The Islamic state is ideally supposed to be primarily 'the just state', rather than being only a law and order state (Ozdenoren, quoted in Gocer 1993: 20). The most peculiar characteristic of the Islamic state is its being 'the just state' (Taymiya 1992; Karaman 1993; Huseyin 1993a and 1993b; Hatemi 1993; Unal 1993). In Turkish, the word 'justice' implies notions of equality rather than punishment. It implies the distribution of justice in many areas of social life before it implies the punishment of would be criminals. An Islamic State, therefore, is one which focuses on the establishment of a 'just order', rather than being a law and order state (Taymiya 1987: 125, Ahmad 1991: 15, Unal 1993: 75). The law and order state, in Western thought, gives priority to criminal justice and the punishment of criminals rather than the creation of social, political and economic justice.

The Islamic state gives priority to justice rather than law and order (Taymiya 1992: 125-133). It attempts to deliver justice in many areas such as social justice, political justice and economic justice (Ahmed 1991: 15-23). The application of penal law ideally comes after the state has fulfilled its role in delivering justice in other areas. The state has to tolerate certain crimes if it has failed to provide justice in other areas. In its ideal form, if the state has failed to provide social and economic justice for its citizens, it has no right to punish the 'criminal' for such crimes. For this reason, during the reign of the second Caliph of Islam, Omer (591-644), who is famous for his strict and uncompromising application of Islamic law, certain property crimes committed during a severe famine were pardoned or
tolerated (Cawziyye 1969: 13-14; Zeydan 1985: 194-195; Udeh 1990). As the 'spirit of justice' faded away, the state gradually began losing the consensus of the people. The state's attempts to maintain its established authority, which was established on the principle of this form of ideal Islamic justice, transformed the state from a just state to a totalitarian, despotic, oppressive and anti democratic state. Therefore, the states which are ruling the Muslim nations today are much more totalitarian than the Western 'law and order' states.

In Turkey today, the influence of religion on people can be observed in various forms, ranging from public perceptions of the state and its front line representatives, the police and the army, to the general approach to crime and violence. Despite its strict secular structure and practices the Turkish state currently enjoys the deference of the vast bulk of its citizens (Inan 1993: 132). This is referred to in the Qur'an, one of its verses stating that, 'O ye who believe obey Allah, and obey the messenger, and those charged with authority among you' (Qur'an 4: 59). Accordingly, the state and its agents, the government and police, enjoy an inherited obedience which is based on a historical perception which stems from a religious legitimacy. In fact, the state is legitimate so long as it fulfils a number of conditions which are set up by 'the Sovereign', the God. The term 'Sovereign', in Islamic usage, is one of the names of God which implies His ultimate authority and power over all creations including the affairs of man.

In Islamic thought absolute sovereignty belongs to Allah (Unal 1993: 83; Rahman 1994: 47). The rulers and other institutions are employees of the Sovereign, acting on his behalf. Indeed, the head of an Islamic community is supposed to be the servant of his people rather than being their master. This ideal was realised to a greater extent in the early days of Islam, particularly during the reign of the first four Caliphs. This notion originates from the sayings of the prophet Muhammad [pbuh] which state that 'Lord of the nation is he who serves them' (Tabrizi 1991: 340; Unal 1993: 135). The head of a society or a state is supposed to the servant of his subjects and the consent of those ruled is an
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indicator of his legitimacy. Sunni Islam assumes equality - authority ultimately invested in the community. Christianity, traditionally, has assumed a hierarchy of bishop and prince with 'subjects'. Rights and privileges accompany 'status' but also responsibilities (Bennett 1992: 104-105 and 1994).

Under the principle of Islamic monotheism, in which all sovereignty belongs to God, (Rahman 1994) individuals who occupy high positions are only the employees of the Ultimate Sovereign. There is no obligation upon the subjects to follow the dictates of the state if the commands of its agents implies disobedience to the Ultimate Sovereign. This principle is related to the early Islamic tradition concerning the obedience of the ruled to the rulers which states 'La ta'ate li mahlukin fi ma'asiyeti'l-Halik', which means 'There is no obedience to the created [rulers] in disobedience to the Creator' (Tabrizi 1991: 321; Turner 1978:118; Unal 1993: 84). For this reason, the state requires obedience from its citizens on the basis of it being perceived as partly holy by the majority of the people. The legitimacy of a particular system and state is, therefore, dependant upon its obedience to the Sovereign. Furthermore, political opposition against an unjust authority is a duty or obligation (Mawdudi 1993: 28) rather than a right or freedom solely. It is the duty of each single person or group to warn the authorities when they see any abuse of power and authority (Taymiya 1992: 125-133; Mawdudi 1993: 28; Hamidullah 1993: 11; Unal 1993: 86). This is mostly justified by referring to one of the sayings of the prophet Muhammed which states 'The most excellent Jihad is when one speaks a true word in the presence of a tyrannical ruler' (Tirmizi 1981: Section 20, Hadith Nu. 4011; Tabrizi 1991: Vol. I p.786).

While Islam requires the obedience of citizens to the authority, by the command of Allah which states 'O ye who believe! Obey Allah and obey the messenger, and those charged with authority among you' (Qur'an 4: 59) it also requires citizens to warn the authority, by any available means, whenever they see them as unjust and engaged in wrongdoing. This seems to be a contradiction, but an attentive analysis demonstrates that it is perfectly
possible to reconcile this apparent dichotomy. The requirement of obedience to the authorities implies the consensus of the general public. As long as this general consensus exists, the state and its agents have the right to ask for the obedience of the public. If either the state or citizens, step outside this boundary legitimacy is lost and the other side has a right and a duty, to oppose it individually as well as collectively. But these rights and duties must be undertaken within the conditions which will be quoted later from Udeh (1990) and carried out within the Islamic framework (Mawardi 1976; Farna 1983; Mustafa 1985; Mawardi 1989; Berki 1982). The conduct of the state towards its citizens, in normal situations as well as during violent political opposition, is regulated. In the same way a number of rules are specified to guide the citizens on how to perform their opposition against an unjust authority. Collective behaviour is expected and tolerated and regarded as socially meaningful if it is carried out peacefully and within the main framework of Islamic law and tradition.

As the political systems in the West were being developed and refined to ensure the peaceful transfer or distribution of power, with a large emphasis on the democratic process, this vital field has remained largely ignored in Turkish in particular and Islamic world in general. It may be that if the Turkish state had continued in its natural development and progression without obstructions it would have developed a political system more akin to present day representative democratic systems available in the West. Presently, most Muslim states, if not all, are ruled by regimes which neither resemble their Western counterparts nor are they the natural result of the development of their own previous systems. As Huseyin (1993a and 1993b) has made it clear in his classification of the nature of Islamic states, Muslim states which currently rule over Muslim populations fall in the category of 'munafiq' (the hypocrite) states. Huseyin claims that such states enjoy a holy obedience by the people which is not reciprocated.

Hence, the development of hegemonic control is based on the distorted interpretation of sacred writings. Marx talks of religion as 'the opium of the people' (Marx 1970: 131) by
which he regards religious practices as a comforting illusion (Gulen 1993: 32) for the lower classes imposed by the ruling classes as a means of control. Any society which depends upon an authorised religion for its laws and social mores can be seen to be exercising very tight hegemonic control. However, according to N. Kemal, an opponent of the political arrangements in later period of Ottoman State, and many modern Muslim scholars, the despotism and tyranny was not due to an inherent savagery in Islamic law, but rather the tyranny resulting from the failure to observe Islamic law, and from the concentration of judicial, legislative and executive power in one source (Kassam 1993b: 15).

It is not only the religious factor which determines the perceptions of people about obeying the state without question. Turkish culture itself is full of examples which display a cultural tendency towards obedience of authority (Bardakci 1995). A similar theme is also implied in a proverbial term 'the state father' which implies, in Turkish culture, that the state is supposed to treat its citizens as equal, just as a father would, ideally, treat his children. Not only legitimate punishment but even some abuses of power have been tolerated by the people according to this opinion. These acts are seen in the context of a Turkish proverb, often used without irony, saying that 'The finger cut by the state does not hurt'. This implies that citizens should tolerate any punishment meted out by the state, no matter how severe it may be. Although the immediate meaning is indicative of punishment given out by courts, in practice the term has broadened to include police and army punishments and even the abuse of physical force.

As a result the Turkish people tend to tolerate the excessive use of force by the police in individual cases as well as in public order events. Since the people are discouraged from rising against the state and its representatives by this perception, it is not very common in Turkish history to see the masses rise up against the state to react against incidents where an individual has been beaten up or accidentally killed by the police. The reason for this is that neither Turkish culture nor Islam justifies uprising against authority in these cases.
Rather, the religion establishes a number of legitimate channels to express grievances and to demand justice (Mawardi 1976; Kutub 1981 and 1982; Farra 1983; Mustafa 1985; Mawardi 1989; Udeh 1990). Perceptions of the state, in the West in general and in England and Wales in particular, generally have more negative connotations. Any use of force by its agencies i.e. the police and the army have been publicly questioned. Perhaps the suspicion about the police practices is based on experiences rather than negativism, or perhaps a bit of both. This argument has been proved by the occurrence of inner city riots of the 1980s most of which were sparked off following apparently minor incidents involving the abuse of power by the police, but with a perceived heritage of such incidents.

Two great Muslim political philosophers were Farra (990-1065), who lived around Baghdad, and Mawardi (975-1058), who lived around Basra and Baghdad, (Kavakci 1975: xi). They explained in detail the ways in which an individual or a group of people who have a grievance should seek their rights against the state and its officials including the Sultan himself (Farra 1983:189; Mustafa 1985; Mawardi 1989:315-339). In fact, if the whole history of Islam has taught only one lesson, it must be the necessity of creating and enforcing the laws which restrict the powers given to a Muslim ruler and which make it mandatory for the whole society to monitor the ruler's actions and to correct or remove him if necessary.

Farra (1983) in his book, *Al-Ahkamu’s-Sultaniyye*, introduces a set of rules on how to express political or any other grievances against state officials, including 'the sultan'. He maintains that the citizens have both a right and a duty to caution the rulers in peaceful and legitimate ways. He explicitly rules out violence against the state and its agents for any purpose, and concludes that government or governors must be overthrown by legitimate political means. They must be overthrown using the procedures by which they had come to power. His contemporary, Mawardi (1989) explains in more detail in his book, *Al-Ahkamu’s-Sultaniyye ve’l-Velayat’d-Diniyye*, the ways and procedures of appointments
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and dismissals of senior state officials, ranging from religious leaders to army officers and political leaders. Refusal of any kind of violence is based on an assumption of government by the consent of the general public. In addition to that, as briefly mentioned above, a number of legitimate channels have been established should officials abuse their power and neglect their duties.

Perhaps the refusal of political violence by the above mentioned authors, was justifiable and sufficient in a time when the people were ruled with their consent by just rulers. However, a more tolerant approach was necessary as the consent of the general public was eroded for various reasons including the corruption of the rulers and the system. Therefore, towards the end of the Ottoman State, a code of practice, called Mecelle, was prepared by a law commission. Mecelle was prepared according to Islamic sacred law and each of the first one hundred articles, were derived from the hadith—sayings and deeds of the prophet Muhammad, [pbuh] (Berki 1982). Each article was a commentary of either a hadith or a verse in the Holy Qur'an. The Articles from 25-32 are related to the general use of force. The Mecelle does not refer directly to the use of violence against the state, but simply sets some general rules regulating the use of violence and it justifies or tolerates the use of violence in certain circumstances. This directly and indirectly justifies the use of violence against the state when it was believed that more violence will be prevented by this limited violence.

Ruler and ruled are subject to the same law and there can be no discrimination on the basis of position, power or privilege. Islam, ideally, stands for equality and scrupulously adheres to this principle in social, economic, politic and judiciary realms alike (Mawdudi 1993: 13). Mawdudi (1993: 32) states that 'Islam insists and demands that all officials of an Islamic State, from most senior to most junior, are equal in the eyes of the law. None of them can claim immunity from it. The most humble citizen has the right to file a legal complaint against the highest executive in the land'. Looking at the workings of present Muslim regimes one can easily see how far the present rulers are from representing the
ideal Islamic state. This applies not only to secularised countries such as Turkey but also countries ruled by so-called Islamic rule such as Iran and Saudi Arabia.

There are numerous examples which show that not only the rights of Muslim citizens, but all citizens including non-Turks, were protected by legitimate channels (Kettani 1979; Esposito 1992; Gulen 1993: 154, 233; Mawdudi 1993; Akgunduz 1993a-b; Kassam 1993a-b; Bardakci 1995). In one instance, for example, it is related that the conqueror of Istanbul, Fatih Sultan Mehmet, was taken to court for punishing a non Muslim citizen without an appropriate formal trial (Tutuncu 1971; Sonmez 1989). Since the legitimate channels for the expression of grievances had been established, any act of violence directed towards individuals or institutions were ruled out. Violence is not permitted nor tolerated unless it is absolutely necessary. It is permitted as a last resort, when it is believed that more violence will be prevented by using violence (Berki 1982: 24-25). Violence, in this context, is to be understood in a direct physical sense rather than being indirect hardship due to political mismanagement or partiality.

When it is believed that unlawful state violence will be prevented by a limited and controlled violence this limited violence is then permitted. The deployment of violence by citizens against state violence must be carefully considered and decisions must be based on an analysis of costs and benefits (Farra 1983; Mawardi 1989; Udeh 1990; Berki 1982; Tash 1995). This approach fails to justify spontaneous riots which cause serious injuries and damage to property.

However, it would be misleading to assume that Turkish history has always been peaceful (Bardakci 1995). Rather, the point which is raised is that the use of individual and collective violence is regulated by certain rules, pertaining to the people and to the state. The conditions which legitimate the use of violence by the state, can also legitimate the use of violence by the people when it is absolutely necessary and more violence can be prevented. Therefore, in Turkish history a number of collective violent events have
occurred but these differ from those of the West, both in terms of motivation and legitimacy. Moreover, after the establishment of The Turkish Republic the imposition of Western ideology has led to Western types of crowd events such as industrial and political demonstrations, student protests, political rallies and the like. Today, despite the cultural and religious differences between Turkey and the Western world, the nature of crowd events and the police response to them has been moving towards the Western style, but in proportion to the general level of democracy.

The second concept related to collective behaviour and violence is the 'class' factor. There has been a marked difference between Western thought in general and England in particular, and Turkish thought in terms of understanding materially based differences in society. The deep marks of mediaeval feudal class divisions in the West are still apparent in contemporary thinking. For instance, as a reaction to this deep division, some Western radicals perceive crime and collective violence as a means of struggle to deploy against the ruling classes.

When existing radical approaches are analysed closely it can be seen that apart from a few differences they are all based on the concept of class conflict. Instead of finding a way of reconciliation they prefer to defend the working-classes and unemployed peoples' interests against the ruling classes and their representatives in the state. The impression given is that there is an on-going war and conflict between the classes. Crime is only one of the means which the working classes have to deploy in this war. This is justified, to some extent, since other perspectives particularly that of conservatives overtly defend the interest of ruling class.

In this study two main points have arisen regarding class and crime. The first point is that although Turkish society includes many materially oriented classes, there are common characteristics relating to non-material standards and values, such as the religion, which act to unify the whole of society. The second point is that class divisions in Turkish
society have not been as clearly drawn as in the Western Europe (Bardakci 1995). Furthermore, state intervention in social life, at least in theory, aims to reduce or modify class distinctions rather than favouring one class against another.

With regard to England and the rest of Europe, class divisions have been highly articulated and most crowd movements have involved grievances relating to these divisions. In recent history most crowd movements, which shook the stability of regimes in Europe, were class oriented activities such as the French Revolution (Rude' 1964, 1981) and the food riots of England. Therefore, Marxism as an alternative to Western capitalism, has focused on the divisive nature of the class system.

The writings of Karl Marx are essentially based on the division of people into conflicting classes. He divides the people into two classes under the capitalist mode of production, the working class or 'proletariat', and the ruling class or 'bourgeoisie' (Marx and Engels 1884: 49; Marx 1957; 1970, 1975 and 1988; Lenin 1969). However, an attentive study of his works reveals that between these two main classes he mentions a number of other classes which do not fit easily into either category (Ollman 1968). The discontent against capitalism has been fuelled by revolutionary Marxist ideology and contemporary crowd movements have an inherited violent character stemming from Marxist ideology (Hoffman 1991: 6). Marx sees violence as the only way of achieving working goals, '...we ought also to recognise that, in most of the countries on the continent, it is force that must be the lever of our revolutions; it is to force that it will be necessary to appeal for a time in order to establish the reign of labour' (Marx 1988: 595).

The proletariat are in a constant struggle with the bourgeoisie and in this war they are seen to legitimately deploy all available violent means, '...they destroy imported wares that compete with their labour, they smash to pieces machinery, they set factories ablaze, they seek to restore by force the vanished status of the workman of the Middle Ages' (Marx and Engels 1848: 63). Marx and Engels openly declare, in the Manifesto of the
Communist Party, (1848: 114) that the goals of the proletariat can be attained only by the forcible overthrow of all existing social conditions. Marx argues that, '...every class struggle is a political struggle' (1848: 65) and legitimises violence in the struggle between two rival classes. However, it is argued that 'Marx did regard peaceful change as possible and desirable under some circumstances, usually where liberal institutions were firmly entrenched...This would however be exceptional' (Hoffman 1995: 2).

In this century an overwhelming majority of crowd movements and in particular industrial disputes have gained momentum from Marxist ideology. For example, the 1960s and early 1970s were the years when most European countries, including Turkey, were shaken by student movements which had gained momentum from Marxist ideology. After state communism in Eastern Europe faded away in the late 1980s and early 1990s (Gellner 1991; Hoffman 1991 and 1992), at least in the practical arena, the crowd movements which once posed a real danger to the stability of regimes have become symbolically rather than directly threatening.

In fact, it is not Marx and the Marxist ideology which divides the people into classes and generates a class war, but capitalism itself is responsible for this division. What Marxist ideology did is to make this distinction more explicit in order to generate the inevitable course of history by provoking class conflict (Ollman 1968; Quinney 1980; Giddens and Held 1988). In fact communism is a version of materialism rather than being a direct alternative to capitalism. In other words, capitalism and communism are two different versions of materialism, the former creating classes, based on material wealth, and the latter declaring war based on already existing class divisions (Giddens and Held 1988). So they are, in fact, two integral parts of materialism regardless of the way in which they are perceived as conflicting ideologies. While the former exploits labour, the latter, as a reaction to their exploitation, denies the legitimacy of capital. Both Islam and Marxism saw the deep class divisions in society as a problem which needs to be tackled. However, the remedies they offer differ dramatically. While Marxism aims for a classless society...
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(Ollman 1968; Gellner 1991; Hoffman 1991 and 1992), Islam on the other hand accepts social and economic difference within a society as inevitable and even, to some extent, necessary, and tries to reduce the negative impact of the gap between classes.

The concept of class conflict is something entirely alien to traditional Turkish-Islamic ideology, which is based on the idea of co-operation of all classes within society. 'It [Islam] cannot, [ideally], accept legal, physical class, social, political, racial, national, territorial, genetic, or even economic contradictions, so its arms are wide-open to all creatures, regions and ages' (Unal 1993: 47). In contrast to Marxist ideology which argues that, '...the history of all hitherto existing society is the history of class struggles' (Marx and Engels 1848: 47), Turkish-Islamic ideology sees life as more co-operation and less conflict. Not only Marxist arguments, but Western materialism in general hold the view that life is a struggle rather than a co-operative effort (Giddens and Held 1988).

The materialists further believed that, for its very existence and benefit, each unit of creation must continuously compete against all other units of creation, thereby endorsing the theory of the 'survival of the fittest'. They interpret every event in creation as comprised of conflicts and struggles (Selcuk 1994: 75).

On the contrary, Turkish-Islamic ideology of co-operation includes social life as well as the natural world (Zaman 1992; Selcuk 1994: 74-86).

Thus, the Turkish experience of social movements and political violence has differed fundamentally from the British experience, and the results have been paradoxical. In the Ottoman State, for example, the paradox has been the coexistence of a high level of civil conflict with the remarkable stability of a regime that has enjoyed sustained legitimacy. Missing also from the Ottoman State was the Western world's feudal legacy of deeply entrenched class division (Bardakci 1995). Not only the Ottoman State but also other previously established Islamic states have always been multi cultural and multi racial societies (Apaydin and Alister 1994: 8-11). However, the common cultural denominators
of Islamic states and societies are shared perceptions and beliefs, not colour, ethnic or racial origin, language or universal class dynamics (Hobohm 1986; Karaman 1993: 7).

The Qur'an taught in many verses that all human beings are descended from a single ancestor, that none has an intrinsic right of superiority over another, whatever his race or his nation or his social standing. These principles are applied both as laws and as social norms (Gulen 1993: 47). This quotation from the sayings of the Prophet Muhammed makes this view more clear:

You should know that no Arab is superior over a non-Arab and, no non-Arab is superior over any Arab, no white is superior over black and no black is superior over white. Superiority is by righteousness and God-fearing alone (Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, 411, cited in Gulen 1993:47 and Mawdudi 1993: 22).

Islam ideally rejects a society which is based on colour, race, economic or social superiority (Karaman 1993: 7). It does not envisage a completely classless society in an economic sense (Bardakci 1995), however, it accepts the differentiation of human beings as natural in areas such as economic, physical, knowledge and ability as a fact, but this division is not the primary factor for the division of society into classes (Karaman 1993: 11). However, there are those who argue that inequality is not merely a matter of individual abilities and aptitudes; it is above all a social fact (Betellie 1969). The opportunities an individual has and even his abilities are in part governed by his position in society. While many have talked about 'classless' societies these ideas have found very little support in historical experience.

Islam tries to keep the balance firstly by accepting the existence of divisions in society and secondly, aims to regulate this inevitable social fact. The rich and the poor, for example, are considered an integral part of a whole. In fact, all classes constitute an integral part of a whole which is the society and there is no conception of a society which has no poor or rich. This is not because the rich need the poor in order to exploit them, but is seen as an inevitable consequence of a free society which will exhibit these various groupings. Not only economic and material relationships in the society, but all human interactions are
governed by this rule. The rich need the poor as much as the poor need the rich. In order to prevent this mutual need from resulting in negative exploitation, instead of trying to protect one from another after declaring war between the classes, a number of legitimate channels have been established by religion (Kutub 1981 and 1982; Udeh 1990), in order to minimise the potential harm of such divisions.

In confirmation of this assertion, Ilhan Bardakci (1995) a contemporary historian specialising in Ottoman history, argues that the gap between the classes in Ottoman history was not as wide as in the Western world. This was because the state's role in its dealings with divisional interests has been a just one. The Ottoman state was generally successful in fulfilling the basic requirements of its subjects including its non-Muslim citizens. The quotation from Orhan Beg, the second Sultan of the Ottoman State, 'If destitution will pester to my people, it should first be hosted in my mansion' (cited in Bardakci 1995), is a good example of the nature of relationships between the rulers and their subjects and also demonstrates how much interest the rulers show to the material well being of their subjects. Bardakci further maintains that as this interest on the part of the state and the rulers for the subjects gradually faded away there resulted the erosion of traditionally held obedience to the rulers. This was demonstrated not only by political but also economic and socially motivated crowd events. Bardakci (1995) also cites two examples from early Ottoman history which clearly shows that social considerations were taken into account in punishing certain crimes, which the judges believed to be caused by maladjustment of the existing social and political arrangements of those times.

One of the aims of the Islamic state is to interfere in and to regulate the material inequalities of social groups. Changes in the individual and subsequently in the state of society are regarded as a necessary consequence of human nature, which has an innate inclination for change - be it improvement or decline (The Light 1980 and 1981). It is also believed that a progressive and gradual change in social relations is a human phenomenon. In other words social change is not only an inevitable consequence of human life but is also a
necessary consequence of human progress. Although human beings are not the only social creature, they are the only one capable of modifying their social lives. This is done by various means rather than introducing a sharp-shock response by denying or destroying the existing social groups or any other long established arrangements. What has been said so far implies that any social change, according to an Islamic point of view, must be the result of a gradual and evolutionary progress rather than being a sudden and revolutionary one.

A number of religious obligations introduced by Islam aim to reduce or gradually modify the gap between existing social groups in favour of the weak. For instance, when certain crimes or sins are committed, the perpetrator is required to comply with certain punishments such as the freeing of a servant (Mawdudi 1993: 20) or feeding a certain amount of needy and hungry.

Emancipation of a slave was also the legally required expiation for certain sins or failures in religious duties, for example, the breaking of an oath or the breaking of a fast: a good deed to balance or wipe out a lapse (Gulen 1993:50).

Slavery, which once created a whole social class, was not something introduced by Islam but was largely a by-product of wars between nations, the conquered peoples becoming the slaves of their conquerors. Islam had to tackle this long established institution as well as other social evils (Mawdudi 1993: 20; Hannan 1994: 87-95). The response of Islam to slavery has as with other social problems, been gradual rather than revolutionary. In Islam it is overwhelmingly the case that being a slave was a temporary condition. Unlike Western civilisation, slavery was not passed down, generation after generation in a deepening spiral of degradation and despair, with no hope for the slaves to escape their condition or their status (Gulen 1993: 52; Norman 1994: 35). Islam aims to emancipate the slaves gradually while equipping them with all kinds of opportunities to be useful members of the community as farmers, artisans, teachers, scholars, and commanders, governors and ministers or even prime ministers.
The interest of the poor and lower classes have been secured by religious obligations rather than being left to the mercy of the ruling classes. The Qur'an declares that the poor have a right in the wealth of the rich (Qur'an 51: 19 and 70: 24-25; Ahmad 1991: 33). While Islam introduces a number of obligatory and voluntary economic obligations to the rich in favour of the poor, the Prophet Muhammad also aims to prevent the poor from exploitation by commanding the prompt payment of workers in his saying which states 'Give the hireling his wages before his sweat dries' (Tirmizi 1991: Vol. I p. 638).

Furthermore, Islamic jurists are of the view that in ordinary circumstances private property rights are to be treated as inviolable. However, in compelling circumstances, individual ownership of particular kinds of property or productive assets can be subject to limitations in the larger public interest (Ahmad 1991: 34).

In fact, Islam emerged as a 'lower class' movement when it was introduced by the prophet. In Western thought the state has a negative connotation as being the instrument of systematic oppression of lower classes, but in Islamic thought, the state is regarded as the protector of the lower classes. Therefore, as a number of authors and academics have pointed out, the Islamic state is or should be 'the just state' (Ozdenoren, quoted in Gocer 1993; Hatemi 1993; Karaman 1993; Huseyin 1993a and 1993b; Unal 1993: 84). Again, the concept of the word just might have some negative connotations in Western thought, since it generally implies the severe punishment of criminals, who are mainly drawn from the lower classes. On the contrary, in Islamic thought 'the just state' does not only mean the state punishes the criminals severely, but also means the state prevent injustices and protects the weak from oppression and exploitation by the strong. In short, the Islamic state is only a means rather than being an end in delivering justice (Ozdenoren, quoted in Gocer 1993: 22).

Turkish-Islamic ideology aims to improve a society based on mutual aid and benefit instead of separating the society into classes and then trying to prevent them from
exploiting each other. In addition society is united in some common values and norms. It is these values and norms which do not allow the creation of classes based on wealth. Of course, in Turkish terminology there are the poor and the rich and many other sub-groups between these groups, but these groups are not regarded as classes, in the same manner as they are in the West. However, in practice, whether this works outside of Islamic theory is another matter. There has always been some exploitative rich as well as rebellious poor, but the essential idea is that relationships are governed according to a classless society. This can be stated by saying that there is one class which includes all the classes from the richest to the poorest. This ideal is not easily realised or maintained and moreover, it is not a self-governed system. Rather, in order to maintain this mutual relationship and to keep the bridge between the poor and the rich, a number of religiously oriented measures have been taken. Well before the establishment of alternative approaches to traditional conservative ideology in the West, Islam has introduced a number of materially oriented obligations on the rich for the poor which are akin to those suggested by Western liberals and radicals (Kutub 1981 and 1982).

Moreover, the notion of the 'welfare state', which today has been adopted by many Western countries, was originated by Muslims and dates back to the early days of Islam (Sah 1967: 248). This was not applied in the same way as it has been in the West which drifts the poor into a passive position of expecting the state to fulfil their essential needs. Rather, in Turkish-Islamic ideology, the intervention of the state into the relationships between the poor and the rich are positive and directed to make the poor productive and to prevent the rich from becoming unreasonably rich. Material relationships are slightly modified by the state in order to prevent the creation of two extreme poles; the richest and the poorest (Kutub 1981 and 1982). All material relationships are regulated according to this essential rule.

The people have the liberty to find fault with the most prominent among the Muslims when they go astray, and have the right to be out-spoken in all matters. In the early days
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of Islam, for example, the state's income was collected in various ways, and distributed by the state to its citizens in proportion to their needs. In one instance, the Caliph Omer (591-644) was questioned, during a Friday sermon, by an ordinary member of his subjects about the distribution of the goods from the state's depot; which was then called Beytu'l-Mal, Public Treasury (Mawdudi 1980: 120). He was questioned because the person thought that the Caliph had taken more than his normal due which was supposed to be equal to that of an ordinary citizen. The Caliph responded in order to convince him that he had not taken more than his due and the extra piece was given to him by his own son. The ruler is bound to account for the income and expenditure of the Public Treasury and the subjects have every right to ask him for a full accounting (Unal 1993: 87). Again, it is documented that during the reign of Caliph Omer and Ottoman State not only the Muslims but all the citizens including all other religions benefited from the distribution of the state's income (Sah 1967: 248-249; Mawdudi 1980; Akgunduz 1993a-b).

In conclusion, while Islam does not divide society into distinct classes, it tries to defuse the possible tensions which may arise from material imbalance, by various economic obligations. It also emphasises voluntary spending for the welfare of the poor and needy not only to banish poverty but also to promote social cohesion and harmony (Ahmad 1991:43). The following verse from the Holy Qur'an cautions that lack of such spending can lead to a society's ruination. 'Spend your wealth for the cause of Allah, and make not your own hands contribute to [your] destruction...' (Qur'an 2: 195). According to Islamic teachings, it is an obligation of all persons of means to spend a part of their wealth for the welfare of the poor and needy (Ahmad 1991: 42). Furthermore, the Islamic system incorporates several institutional devices to foster voluntary spending for the welfare of the poor. These economic obligations and voluntary spendings are aimed to prevent people from suffering absolute poverty as well as experiencing the decadence and irresponsibility of extreme richness.
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In other words, the main idea is to bring all classes materially close to each other, by improving the overall quality of life and economic conditions. So far it seems that capitalism has not reached at the stage of securing the interest of all without favouring a particular class. This might have been one of the reasons why communism flourished within the Western capitalist nations where class divisions were and still are more sharp and visible. Since Islam did not allow the creation of materially oriented distinct classes, communism, which is based on the class struggle could not find any ground in Eastern ideology (Sismanov 1990). It is for this reason that the establishment of socialism in some Muslim countries such as Iraq, Syria and Libya has not been the result of crowd movements arising from class division. The division of classes in Muslim countries was not very visible and as severe as to provoke a class oriented struggle amongst different groups. The overthrow of previous regimes, therefore, in countries such as Syria and Iraq have been throughout military coups conducted by a tiny minority, rather than being a result of popular class movement. However, in Marxist terms this may be because the masses are subject to false consciousness and hegemonic control. In Marxist terms religion comes under this heading and Marx is famously credited with terming religion as 'the opium of the people' (Marx 1970: 131).

Certain crimes, defined as a product of Western political ideology in general, and England and Wales in particular, have been mostly associated with class divisions and so the arguments about the role of the police as a neutral institution has always been a centre of controversy. Particular crimes are tolerated, or even praised, by certain political perspectives such as various left groups, as a legitimate means of struggle with an unjust society and its front line representatives i.e. the police and in some cases the army.

However, the radicals have made some crucial mistakes on two points. The first is while they rightly see crime as a reaction to an unjust society, they have failed to understand that the reaction to a just cause must necessarily be itself just. Violent crime or even theft, may not be as just as the radicals would imagine. It is for this reason that some radicals, such as Lea and Young (1984), argue that both conventional and left idealist interpretations of
crime are superficial. The second point is, unlike the extreme radical view, it is suggested that crime is antisocial. The majority of working class crime, far from being a prefigurative revolt or redistribution of wealth, is directed against other members of the working-class (Lea and Young 1984, Platt and Takagi 1981). This shows that unlike the popular view held by left idealists, working-class crime really is a problem for the working-class (Matthews and Young 1992: 72). As Pearce (1976) has put it 'Crime in the streets is a real problem for working-class communities' (p. 17).

Platt and Takagi (1981) have also argued that crime is primarily an intra-class and intra-racial problem. It is not always a struggle between the strong and the weak or the rich and the poor, rather the working-class community itself suffers immensely from the criminals in its midst. They maintain that, white women are most likely to be raped by white men; young black men are most likely to be robbed or mugged by other young black men; and the working class families are most likely to have their home vandalised or broken into by strangers living only a few blocks away.

The left realists do not deny the impact of crimes of the powerful or indeed of the perfectly legal social problems created by the capitalism. The point they stress is that the working-classes are victims of crime from all directions; that one sort of crime tends to compound another, as one social problem does another; crime is a potent symbol of the antisocial nature of capitalism and is the most immediate way in which people experience other problems, such as unemployment or competitive individualism (Lea and Young 1984).

Even if we accept crime as a legitimate means of struggle, both in the East and West, the left realist argument has proved the loser of this war is and has always been the working-classes and the poor (Platt and Takagi 1981). This implies that no form of crime and violence is as rational as some have argued. It does not yield the expected result, because it is not considered and deliberately organised according to the interests of working classes, rather it is an individually motivated and isolated act. Therefore, the rise in crime rates does not necessarily reflect the successes of the lower class in their war against the
state and the ruling class. It may herald the failure of materialism and capitalist society, but does not necessarily reflect the successes of its rivals. If crime wins the war neither the lower classes nor the upper classes will benefit from it.

In addition to that, crime, as some radicals, as well as some religious groups, (The Watchtower 1993: 3) have argued, may be the inevitable result of capitalist society, but it does not imply that the workings of capitalist society are based on the production of crime; crime is not deliberately produced by the capitalist system. Rather it is universally accepted that peace between all classes is one of the most important conditions sought by capitalism. Therefore, crime may be an inevitable consequence of a materially based capitalist society, (The Watchtower 1993: 3) but not its deliberate production. In this respect, the failure of communism was not only the failure of itself, rather it was the defeat of materialism which placed priority on material needs indirectly which intentionally ignoring non-material aspects of human life. For this very reason the failure of state communism in Eastern Europe and Russia should not be perceived as the success of its rival, capitalism.

4.3: The State & Police

There has always been a mutually inclusive relationship between the nature of a police system, its practices and the state to which it belongs. The practices of a particular policing system mirrors the nature of a regime to some extent (Lofthouse 1993a, 1993b). This relation becomes more visible especially in certain areas such as political oppositions involving crowd activities. It must be noted that while harsh methods used in suppressing political or other crowds reflect the nature of a particular regime, it does not necessarily lead to the conclusion that those countries which control crowds with seemingly less oppressive methods are not oppressive in other ways. It is, therefore, necessary to begin by exploring existing perceptions of the state and its links with the police in two cultures and their implications upon public order policing practices.
In the conventional conservative model, the role of the police, within the criminal justice system, is seen as attempting to 'solve' the problem of crime. They are faced with a problem and they do their best to deal with it within the limits of the law, with choices of action based on the pragmatic possibilities of resources and forensic science. Radicals, however, believe that the behaviour of the police is at base materially determined: following the logic of capital interests and serving the ruling classes rather than protecting the universal interest.

What is more, the definition of crime which is made by the law does not always reflect the universal interests of society. To espouse the idea of the rule of law would be to accept the image of law as a neutral arbiter which is above political conflict and remote from the control of particular groups or classes. It assumes that, '...the legislature represents the common will, the executive acts in the common interest, the law is a neutral referee that is administered 'without fear or favour' for the common good' (Wacks 1987: 181). However, Marxists reject this 'consensus' model of society and the idea that the law can be a neutral body of rules which guarantees the rights of all.

Marxist theory has traditionally held the view that '...the state is explicitly conceived as a repressive apparatus' (Althusser 1971: 131 and Gramsci 1971: 215; Lenin 1969: 11) and '...it represents particular class interests and primarily those of that class which control it' (King 1987: 29). King further maintains that this control is basically maintained by force as 'Intrinsic to the notion of the State is that of coercion. If the State is rules (and practices) then they need to be secured and enforced. The State's 'apparatuses' fulfil this role' (King 1987: 18). This view is basically derived from the Marxian view (Marx 1970: 50) on state apparatuses such as the judiciary administration, police and the army which is that;

...representatives of the state, and their task is to administer the state against civil society rather than being representatives of a civil society which administers its own universal interests in them and through them (cited in King 1987: 20, Marx 1975: 111).
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The interest of the ruling classes are enforced upon the working class under the disguise of law and order. In the light of Marxist argument it is indeed difficult to uphold the argument that the law is neutral set of rules to which all are subject. The inequalities of the law were highlighted by Anatole France who once said, 'The law in its majestic equality, forbids the rich as well as the poor to sleep under bridges, to beg in the streets, and to steal bread' (Anatole France, Le Lys Rouge 1894, cited in Benyon and Bourn 1986: 15; Reiner 1992: 3). The following quotation, taken from Lea and Young (1984) reflects the view which left realists radicals hold about the state and its front line representatives.

We reject the notion of conventional criminology that the state is a neutral institution acting in the universal interests of the population against, in this instance, 'the crime problem'. At the present moment the British state represents very largely ruling-class interests (Lea and Young 1984: 105).

Another left spectrum, the left idealists, hold slightly more extreme views about the state and its functions. This view is evident in a passage taken from a hand out distributed during a recent Bloody Sunday march;

The main function of the police is to defend the system that breeds racism and fascism. They are not neutral upholders of democratic rights and will use any means necessary to prevent the growth of a militant movement that threatens the authority of the state (Revolutionary Fighter January 29 1994).

For them, the state is the direct instrument of the ruling class and the source of all social problems such as exploitation, poverty and racism. They maintain that not only the police but also various institutions - whether ideological (like education and the mass media) or directly repressive (such as the police and judicial system) exist in order to maintain capitalism (Gramsci 1971). It is for this reason that radicals see crime, or at least some crimes, as proto-revolutionary activities, primitive and individualistic, perhaps, but praiseworthy all the same. Theft, for example is perceived a redistribution of income (Lea and Young 1984; Honderich 1976 and 1989). They believe that the criminal, not the honest person, has the superior consciousness: he or she has seen through the foolishness of the 'straight' world. For them to be well conditioned to the existing norms and values is to be well deceived.
One of the dramatic differences, revealed in this investigation is that the perception of the state as a neutral institution differs dramatically in the two countries. In Turkish culture the concept of the state has a rather different meaning. It is considered as an abstract concept having positive connotations. It is considered as apart from the government and the present political arrangements. Today, therefore, the present Turkish state is accepted as legitimate by majority of its people not because they have acquired this consensus by their present practices in certain areas, rather it is a borrowed consensus which has its origins in religion and history.

The legitimacy of the police has also been based on the acceptance of the state as a neutral and legitimate institution; the legitimacy of the police is proven by its being the apparatus of the state. In other words, the more loyal the police are to state and its interests the more it is accepted as legitimate. In fact, it is a commonly held view that one of the primary roles and functions of the police is as an arm of the state protecting it from the 'enemies within'. Marxists such as A. Gramsci (1971), L. Althusser (1971) and broadly Marxist modern thinkers such as S. Hall (1979 and 1987a-b), T. Jefferson (1987 and 1990), G. Northam (1989), and P. Scraton (1987) have united, in line with early Marxists, in the view that the police have been and are the apparatus of the state and serve the interest of ruling class.

The place of the police in the state structure throughout the history of both countries has been one of belonging to the state. The nature of policing practices particularly in relation to public order related problems which most often involve political opposition in the form of mass crowd activities, has been indicative of the nature of the state.

It is commonly argued that in England and Wales, the police is a neutral institution serving the interests of all having no direct connection with the power-holding elites (Inan 1993: 39-40). This is a notion which has very often been challenged by many eminent radical scholars such as Bowden (1970 and 1978) and Bunyan (1977). Observations of this
research, in line with other recent studies in the field (Aydin 1994) have led to the conclusion that, despite its apparent decentralised structure and local accountability, the police are deployable as agents of central authority such as illustrated by their role in the miners' strikes of the 1980s (Kahn et. al. 1983; Geary 1985; Wiles 1985; Scraton 1985; Morgan 1987; Weinberger 1991). In certain areas centralisation has already been completed and been in operation for many years (Cerrah 1991) such as Police National Computer (PNC) and intelligence gathering and dissemination institutions currently developing nationally the National Criminal Intelligence Services (NCIS) (Benyon 1994b: 60) and within EU European Police, (Europol). What is more, during large crowd events such as the miners' strikes and the inner city riots during the same period under the mutual aid arrangement (Waddington 1994b: 20) which is co-ordinated by a centralised unit operated by ACPO (Association of Chiefs of Police Officers), the police can become, at least temporarily, a centralised police force. Furthermore, recent arguments have shown that there is a strong commitment in the present government towards a centralised police force and it is planned to accomplish this through various stages, albeit by retaining a fiction of local accountability to aid legitimacy.

The most striking point revealed in this research is that, while in Britain the direct link between the state and the police is regarded as an indicator of police bias, in Turkey the relations between the state and the police is regarded as an indication that the police are a neutral institution serving all rather than power-holding elites. The legitimacy of the state in Turkey is rarely questioned, therefore its direct link with the police raises the legitimacy of the police rather than decreasing it. This does not stem from a lack of information about the nature of the present Turkish state and the legitimacy of its practice, nor does it reflects the consensus of all to the state's practices. Rather this perception is the continuation of a deep-rooted religious and historical perception about the police, which has only relatively recently been challenged by radical groups.

In Turkey crowd activities in the past involving political grievances have usually targeted certain key figures in the government rather than the system as a whole. Most crowd
movements during the Ottoman state ended with the removal of individuals from office, who had become targets of grievances (Ocak 1980; Sener 1990; Kassam 1993a-b). Even those who were engaged in violence did not regard their action as an uprising against the state and justified their actions by removing certain key figures who were seen to be destroying and misusing the state - an institution to which the dissenters have no objection.

After dealing with the contrasting perceptions held in both countries about the police and its relations with the police, the argument will now move on to considerations of use of violence for political aims. The effect of the nature of the state upon public order policing practices will be examined in later chapters.

4.4: Political Violence

There has been a significant increase in tolerance towards politically oriented crimes committed both individually and collectively. A number of contemporary social scientists have even justified politically motivated acts of violence (Ball-Rokeach 1972; Graham 1972). It is believed that in many cases the adoption of political violence, either in the form of individual criminality or collective crime, as a weapon of political struggle arises out of the impossibility of conducting an effective struggle by open political means.

Before giving an account of conflicting arguments on the legitimacy of political violence, it is appropriate to define the term political violence. Graham and Gurr (1969: 86) define politically violent events '...as those involving an attack on an official or group of officials for any reason or an attack on an individual or group of individuals for political or social reasons. Thus an attempt on the life of a Congressman would be considered a politically violent event even though the reason for the attack may have been purely personal'. A more precise definition was made by Honderich (1976), who roughly defines political
violence as a considerable or destroying use of force against persons or things, a use of force prohibited by law, directed to a change in the policies, personal or system of the government, and hence also directed to changes in the existence of individuals in the society and perhaps other societies (Nieburg 1968: 18, 1972; Meier 1968; Bwy 1968; McDonagh 1978: 9; Johnson 1993).

In Turkish-Islamic criminology, the distinction between political crimes and ordinary crimes has been made more explicit. Unlike Western ideologies, not all criminal activities which are directed against politicians and officials, or have political connotations, are regarded as political crimes. There are two main reasons for this. Firstly, in Turkey and neighbouring countries, particularly during the Ottoman State, disobedience to the state and its representatives was mainly derived from political dissent rather than economic inequalities of the social system. However, it is possible to argue that the element of material conditions cannot completely be divorced from the pursuit of political power. Therefore it might be more appropriate to argue that crowd oppositions during the Ottoman Empire were more political with a less significant material element.

As will be elaborated in the coming chapter, the state intervenes in the economic and social spheres and regulates the economic inequalities of social classes. The state’s intervention into the economic arena, ideally, does not favour any class against another, but aims to bridge the gap between the poor and the rich. The state, in Turkish thought, has a different role and function; the state exists to serve the people, rather than people existing to serve the state.

With regard the social and economic classes, since Turkish ideology, which has been greatly influenced by Islam, refuses any sort of class distinction between human beings, one of the aims of the state is the economic welfare of the whole society. This was achieved to a greater extent in the early years of Islam and during a period of the Ottoman State (Kettani 1979: 13-14; Esposito 1992: 45-46; Mawdudi 1993; Bennett 1993 and
This is because Islam is not only a religion to practise in mosques but rather a way of life which regulates and rules all aspects of society. Islam also imposes economic obligations on the rich for the poor and society is defined as a whole no individual having superiority over another. There are rich and the poor, but they do not create a class based on the ownership of economic means, because the society is not established on the basis of material superiority or the ownership of goods (Kutub 1981: 185-199 and 1982).

Secondly, the experience of politically oriented crimes predates the rise in materially oriented crimes. Accordingly, in Turkey, the introduction of laws and regulations concerning political crimes has priority over Western ideology and criminology. Western thought was more intolerant towards political crimes, particularly before the articulation of modern political philosophy following the French Revolution (Udeh 1990). Contrary to the West, which punished political crimes more severely than ordinary crimes, Eastern ideology introduced a number of preconditions which first of all limit the definition of political crimes in favour of its perpetrators, and secondly gives a number of legitimate rights to the perpetrators of politically motivated violent activities. Prof. Abdulkadir Udeh (1990), who was himself the victim of a political execution during Nasir's time in Egypt, in his four volume book written in Arabic and translated into Turkish, distinguishes political crimes from ordinary crimes. He sets certain conditions and argues that not all crimes committed towards a state official can be regarded as political crimes even though the perpetrator might have political motivations. Unless it has the following conditions these crimes are regarded as ordinary crimes and the perpetrators will be treated as ordinary criminals (Udeh 1990: 101).

Firstly, the commitment of a particular act must be directed towards the overthrow of the present government or include the disobedience of its commands in an 'open' and 'violent' way. Secondly, political criminals must make efforts to legitimise their action in order to be recognised as such. In other words, not all indiscriminate violent acts, which
may kill or injure innocent civilians are regarded as political violence. Thirdly, activists must target key figures, who are, to some extent, responsible for the present system; in addition they must exercise their peaceful opposition against the rulers by a legitimate means. Fourthly, political criminals who fulfil the above mentioned conditions must have the power to carry out their ends and they must also be in a position to introduce an alternative system to the existing political arrangements. This implies that if an organisation or group of people do not have the power to change the existing system or if they do not have a wide public consensus, their action is still regarded as ordinary crime and punished accordingly.

Finally, if political criminals fulfil the aforementioned four conditions and manifest their opposition by using physical force, their action is now termed an 'uprising' and the perpetrator will be punished accordingly. If their violent struggle against the state and its agencies is lost they will be punished as political criminals, which means their punishment will be less severe compared with ordinary criminals (Udeh 1990: 101-108). John Hoffman, a contemporary political theorist, has argued that "...there is a case for political violence but only as an integral part of the case for getting rid of violence itself" (Hoffman 1994: 1) and this seems to be a re-articulation of Udeh's argument.

Political violence characteristically involves the infliction of harm on people who are not directly responsible for the state of affairs that the violence is meant to change. Often the victims will be ordinary members of the public; even if they happen to be politicians or captains of industry, they will only be responsible to a very limited degree for the poverty, inequality, oppression and so on that the violence seeks to relieve. Since the state is represented by individuals, politically violent acts are directed at the individuals rather than abstract institutions such as the state, the police and so on. On the other hand, in any state it is possible to distinguish the key personnel responsible for maintaining and directing a system of oppression as those who normally control the police state through the instrument of the police and security services. All such personnel, but particularly those
most directly involved in state terrorism as directors or agents, are valid objects of attack. The other main targets of these kind of attacks are buildings and property. Police stations and army barracks are self-identified prime targets both symbolically and as centres of coercion. Since they house the direct agents of repression there is little need for concern if the attacks on property injure the occupants.

Whatever the underlying causes of political violence, since it inflicts injuries upon innocent people, it is still somehow problematic to justify such acts, on the basis of its relatively justifiable ends. So far no political perspective has offered a universally acceptable view. For instance, according to liberals, political violence is not tolerable in liberal democratic societies; provided that such a regime makes efforts to protect the rights of all citizens, including minority groups, and allows each person a fair chance of voicing their political views and interests, violence cannot be sustained as a legitimate tactic.

A Justice of the US Supreme Court, Abe Fortas (1968) for example, defines the limits and scope of lawful civil disobedience in his book, *Concerning Dissent And Civil Disobedience*, as an alternative to violence (Fortas 1968; Sharp 1972; Hare 1972; Schwartz 1972). Fortas tells how non-violent dissent can successfully achieve revolutionary goals within the law, institutions, and traditions of democratic society. He concludes that, 'Ultimately, the basic means of protest under our system is the ballot box: the right to organise and join with others to elect new officials to enact and administer the law' (Fortas 1968: 25). This implies that at least some acts of violence are permitted within non-democratic regimes.

The liberal attitude to violence has already been distinguished from the Tolstoyan view that no act of violence is ever justified, whatever its consequences. The liberal view, by contrast, allows that violence may be permissible in a dictatorship and other oppressive regimes when it is used to defend human rights, provoke liberal reforms, and achieve other such desirable objectives (Miller 1974: 406).

Miller summarises the Tolstoyan view that '...all acts of violence are morally prohibited whatever their consequences'. Miller argue that '...this view makes no distinction
between violence in liberal democracies and violence in regimes of other kinds, and implies that it can never be right to engage in violence to safeguard innocent life' (Miller 1984: 402). Miller concludes that 'at the other end of the spectrum stands what might be called the Sorel-Fanun-Sartre view, namely, that in certain circumstances acts of violence may be therapeutic: they may help to liberate the person who performs them from the intellectual and emotional constraints of a repressive society' (op. cit. p. 402).

A similar approach was introduced in a book called Mecelle prepared by a law commission of the Ottoman state, and edited by Berki (1982) at the turn of this century. The Mecelle begins with one hundred general rules concerning the application of law to specific events, and articles 25-30 legitimise the use of force for a particular purpose if it is believed and considered that by using this force a greater abuse of force will be prevented. This implies that the use of force must be decided with careful consideration. This approach, which to some extent legitimises the use of force by certain groups against the state, avoids the hypocritical view of a liberal approach. The radicals, rightly, refuse the liberal view by asking why violence against the state can be regarded any differently from violence perpetrated by the state, be it in the form of police brutality, warfare or support for oppressive regimes abroad (Hoffman 1994).

A more subtle approach asks why violence should be singled out for condemnation when other phenomenon such as poverty or economic inequality may have equally harmful effects on human beings? The Marxist concept of violence accuses the state of using violence, and justifies counter violence on this basis.

We have been told that policemen, landlords, employers, shopkeepers, and indeed whole social classes and the state itself, engage in violence as a matter of course. The fundamental suggestion, which has a considerable history, is not that policemen use more than the force allowed by their powers, that landlords send thugs, or that the state engages in war and will use its army against revolution. Rather, it is that policemen, landlords and the state, in what most people regard as their peaceful conduct, are engaging in violence (Honderich 1976: 97).
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Both the liberal and radical views see political violence as instrumental. 'Violence is by nature instrumental; like all means, it always stands in need of guidance and justification through the end it pursues' (Arendt 1970: 51).

Much has been written and said for and against the use and justification of political violence (Feierabend, Feierabend and Gurr 1972; Hibbs 1973; Honderich 1976; McDonagh 1978; Hoffman 1988b; Honderich 1989; Parekh 1990; Salmi 1993; Hoffman 1994), but a universally accepted answer to this complex problem has not been found. Not only the liberal approach which permits political violence under oppressive regimes but not in so-called democratic regimes, but also Marxist perspectives do not tolerate violence when it threatens their own regimes.

However, many thinkers find the Western approach to political crime as hypocritical in nature. As Malcom X insistently stated in his speeches:

I do not advocate violence. In fact the violence that exists in the United States is the violence that Negro in America has been a victim of, and I have never advocated our people going out and initiating any acts of aggression against whites indiscriminately (Malcolm X, cited in Clark 1992: 37).

We're for peace. But the people that we're up against are so violent, you can't be peaceful when you are dealing with them (op. cit. p. 150).

I've never advocated violence, but I do believe in protecting ourselves from those who want to harm us (op. cit. p. 183).

Although, Malcolm X repeatedly stated that say he was not in favour of violence, he justified the use of violence as self defence and also regarded violence as a means of communication with those who deploy violence themselves. 'The only demonstration that they pay attention to are the ones that contain the seeds of violence' (Malcolm X, cited in Clark 1992: 244).

...if you and I would just realise that once we learn to talk the language that they understand, they will then get the point. You can't ever reach a man if you don't speak his language. If a man speaks the language of brute force, you can't come to him with peace....There'll be some dialogue, some communication, and some understanding will be developed (Malcolm X, cited in Clark 1992: 87).
Moreover, the difference in the attitudes of Western democracies and particularly of the media towards two similar recent crowd movements in Algeria and Russia, have highlighted the fact that the Western approaches to collective violence, even to peaceful crowd activities, are hypocritical in essence. 'Liberalism promises rights in theory but, at least initially, declines to extend these rights to everybody...' (Hoffman 1994: 18). As Hoffman clearly articulated '...liberal states have never really practised what they preach' (Hoffman 1994: 17).

For instance, the crowd movements in Russia enjoyed the support of the Western media and states, despite the fact that the extent of the popularity of these crowds was open to speculation and had no clear electoral support. On the other hand, in Algeria, a political party which had the support of eighty per cent of its population, was suppressed by an oppressive army with the help and encouragement of Western states and media. The West and France, in particular, has historical as well as current material and colonial interests in Algeria, played a large part in this political suppression (Mortimer 1991; Pidcock 1993: 1).

The conclusion from the Algerian experience is, however, more relevant to the nature of Western states and their possible reaction towards political crowds when they impose a real danger by introducing radical changes within their own established systems. Those countries which tolerate political opposition in the form of mass crowd movements do it not because they are genuinely tolerant to real opposition but because they feel that their regime can accommodate this kind of political opposition within the system. In other words, crowds in less oppressive regimes may impose certain problems to daily life and to the authorities, but may not always pose a serious threat to the system itself. In fact, tolerance to crowd movements serves as a safety-valve for the regime and diffuses the tension which builds up over a period of time. The so-called democratic regimes tolerate and will continue to tolerate such events as long as these events serves as a safety valve, without imposing a serious danger to the existing regimes.
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When the rules of the game produce results unacceptable to the regime, just as happened in Algeria, the regime itself does not hesitate to revolt against the rules it designed itself (Tamimi 1994: 4).

As Tamimi (1994) clearly stated above when crowds pose a real danger to the existing structure the response of so-called democratic regimes will not be less oppressive than those of so-called oppressive regimes. In fact the response to the Algerian crowd typifies the Western democratic response to crowds. The response to a similar political challenge, however remote it is, in a Western country will not be any different from the response the Algerian crowd had to face.

This reminds us that not only apparently oppressive regimes but all regimes including the most democratic ones are more or less oppressive but the way in which they oppress or control the population may differ. Radical authors such as Bowden (1970 and 1978) and Bunyan (1977) have pointed out the role of the state and its agents, the police and army, in their dealing with crowd events and protecting the interests of the ruling class (Hall 1987; Scraton 1978; Lofthouse 1993a and 1993b).

In reality, the concept of 'oppression' is a rather relative term. Every country may be more or less oppressive in some respects compared with others. For instance, when the British state is compared to the US it may be seen as oppressive in its dealing with the problems in Northern Ireland. Since the US has no similar problem it may be seen to be more tolerant than the UK. However, when the two countries' police organisations are compared, in general, the US may be seen to be more oppressive than the UK. As a second example, a country such as Turkey may be regarded as oppressive, compared with Western democracies, but not when compared with neighbouring countries such as Iraq, Iran and Syria. Even Western democracies in general may be oppressive in their dealings with their particular problems compared one to another.
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The most severe oppression is experienced in countries where there is a transition from one system to another, especially if this transition is imposed forcefully or when the state resists a natural and peaceful transition. In fact, all societies experience some sort of transition, change or evolution. The words 'change' and 'evolution' have less negative and violent connotations compared with the word 'revolution'. They mean mostly orderly and gradual change rather than sudden and dramatic change. Revolution is defined as '...a wholesale change in the governing of a nation, in the political and to some extent the social, economic, cultural complex of habits and institutions a people lived under' (Brinton 1965: 3). Revolutions are rapid and sudden changes which take place in a society, either from democracy to a non-democratic regime or from a non-democratic regime to democracy. When this transition is challenged and prevented from taking place by the state or any particular group, violent confrontation takes place. This was the case, for instance, in Algeria, where eighty per cent of the voters had chosen Islam as their democratic choice (Pidcock 1993: 1).

Western responses towards two similar crowd movements, the Russian and Algerian, have given rise to doubts about the reliability and universality of Western ideology towards political violence. First of all, these two incident have shown that the Western liberal approach towards political violence is hypocritical in nature as it does not offer a universally acceptable definition of political violence. It is still not clear why the crowd movements in Algeria, which represented an overwhelming majority of eighty per cent, should be regarded as anti-democratic, and therefore, condemned. It has also proved that the so-called democracies are not less tolerant towards a real opposition compared with so called totalitarian regimes, when they are threatened even in democratic and legitimate ways. These events have illustrated that today's crowd events are not isolated incidents at a national level. Today's societies are so tightly knit, in terms of world economic organisation, communication networks, transnational capital and labour movements that a particular crowd movement cannot be considered as an isolated and private concern of a particular country. Therefore, crowd movements have international dimensions and this
must be taken into consideration in order to achieve a political end. This leads to the conclusion that there is a need to take account of what Smelser calls 'structural conduciveness' at an international level. A crowd movement may fail even though it has the support of the majority of the public, unless it has international approval, which can be seen to constitute 'structural conduciveness' at an international level.

An important point revealed by the examination of early Islamic history is that contrary to the commonly held view, the right to oppose authorities and protest peacefully is not peculiar to Western democracies. Islamic political systems are full of examples of peaceful opposition, and the response they receive from the authorities has not been as severe as many would imagine (Ocak 1980; Sener 1990; Agirakca 1992). For instance, when the fourth Caliph of Islam 'Ali (598-661) faced political opposition from a group called 'Kharigees', he did not interfere or use any force as long as they did not engage in violence (Armagan 1987; Daftury 1992: 32-91). Even though the dissenters, the kharigees, were openly declaring their intention of killing the Caliph (Mawdudi 1980: 121), they were allowed to hold public meetings and had access to all facilities which were available to other parties. For example, they were allowed to come to the mosque, which was functioning as parliament, in order to express their opinion.

The right to oppose the authorities and demonstrate peacefully is not uniquely peculiar to Western democracies. The acceptance and tolerance of peaceful political opposition in practical terms in Turkish-Islamic political history dates back to its early days. The Turkish Constitution of 1982, which is not Islamic but secular, bears a similar article in relation to the right to protest (T.C. Constitution Article 34). This states that '...all public meetings and demonstrations are allowed, without prior application for permission, provided that they should be carried out peacefully'.

Since Islam rejects any social division based on material or racial superiority the functions of Islamic states aim to reduce the material deficiencies of the people. On the one hand, it
introduces a number of material obligations to the rich for the poor; on the other, it helps the poor to attain a certain level and become active and productive rather than relying on state benefit. Therefore, if a group of people have any grievances within the boundaries of these limits, and if they and their opposition fulfil the conditions outlined above, crowd violence is regarded as socially meaningful. In their conflict against the state dissenters have certain obligations and if they fail to achieve their goal, they win certain rights which means punishment will be relatively less severe compared to ordinary criminals (Udeh 1990). This approach implies that if an opposition fulfils these conditions, that it has the consensus of the people and this legitimises crowd violence to some extent. The state and its functions are legitimate as long as it has the approval of general public. When it loses this approval and consensus, the political opposition gains legitimacy as it is assumed that it is based on the consensus of the general public.

**Summary**

Not surprisingly, the Western political perspectives particularly the conservative approaches towards the state, class and political violence are similar to the response to individual criminality. Human beings are criminal in nature and there can be no justification for their collective violence. Collective violence is the amalgamation of individual criminality without having any social meaning or justification. On the contrary, the conservative practices in areas where inner-city disturbances were experienced were in clear contradiction with conservative ideology. For instance, Lord Scarman's inquiry identified unemployment as one of the primary causes of the discontent in the area of Moss Side which sparked off the troubles there. As a result of his report, £1.4m was pumped into the area for training and job creation schemes (Miller and Warren 1993: 24). Despite their denial of unemployment and deprivation as the cause of inner city riots their response has been more or less based on attempting to address material deprivation and inequality.
In contrast to Western conservatism, Eastern conservatism admits the possible negative influence of economic and social arrangements and accordingly takes a number of preventive measures. For instance, it draws the boundaries of poverty in order not to tolerate crimes caused by so-called 'relative deprivation'. The state and its agents are responsible for crimes which are committed by those who are below the poverty line. This rejects the justification of any crime based on relative deprivation.

Within this chapter the role of institutionalised factors such as class, the state, and its agents, the police, have been compared in two nations. It has concluded that the perceptions of the ruled about their state and its agents has a crucial importance in the response to particular events. However, as the present so-called Islamic regimes are far from fulfilling the requirements of their people the violence they experience '...is a reaction to the violence of despotic states' (Tamimi 1994: 3). Therefore, one can easily conclude that their legitimacy is questionable not only in terms of Western values and norms but also Islamic law (Hussain 1994; Appendix 3/ C: Tamimi 1995, Hussain 1995).

As for this point needs more clarification, the next chapter compares Turkish-Islamic and Western conservatism in relation to human nature and crime in general, and collective violence in particular.
CHAPTER FIVE

CAUSES OF CRIME & DISORDER:

Towards the Construction of a Combined Factors Approach
Chapter 5 Causes Of Crime & Disorder

Introduction

Societies have the criminals which they deserve (A. Lacassagne, in J. V. Ginniksen 1992: 113).

The previous chapter dealt with various issues related to the state, class and the police which, according to the theory of this thesis, can be termed institutional factors. The theory argues that the nature of the state and the role it plays in the interactions between the social and economic classes is vitally important in the creation of dissident crowds and the nature of the police response to crowd events. The theory also reveals in the previous chapter that the existing perceptions of the state and its agencies vary from one country to another. In support of the thesis of this research, the following account will deal with issues arising from the failings of institutional factors. It is also argued that these failings are always associated and combined with constitutional factors. These will be explored in more detail in the following chapter.

Before applying our model, the Combined Factors Approach, to individual crime and collective violence, the commonly identified causes of crime in general and collective violence in particular, have been reduced to two broad categories. These are 'materially oriented grievances' (socio-economic), which are mainly derived from the inconsistencies of economic, political and social arrangements in a given society. The effects of these factors on the individual manifest themselves in a rather different form, mostly associated with some legitimising notions (Stevenson 1992: 310) and non-material abstract concepts and ideas. Again, these are reduced into one category, Constitutional Factors, embracing many non-material factors such as the biological and psychological.

The reason why this classification has been introduced is that while socio-economic and political factors are external and malleable, socio-psychological and biological factors are not created by society. They are acquired by the individual at birth and upgraded/degraded by environment and social settings. Although the environment and social settings influence the latter to some extent, their influence on non-material factors is limited.
Therefore, the discussion on the coming pages, in line with this assumption, will rotate around the causes of crime and collective violence. Firstly, the link between poverty, deprivation and crime will be examined. Secondly, some non-materially oriented grievances such as the lack of political representation and relative insecurity will be analysed as examples of the manifestation of the failings of social settings in association with non-material factors.

The discussion will then move on to the main argument which sees the origins of individual crime as well as collective violence as the result of maladjustment at the institutional and constitutional levels. Finally, the model for explaining crime and collective violence is introduced. The research concludes that human behaviour cannot merely be the result of either social or psychological factors, rather it is both. To stress one factor as the source of human behaviour is inadequate and arguing which of these influences comes first, becomes a 'chicken and egg' debate. Rather than one causing the other they are mutually inclusive and inter-related.

5.1: Causes of Crime & Disorder

There is no universal theory of the causes of crime and collective violence and it is unlikely that one can be constructed. Many explanations have been advanced (Berkowitz 1962; Arendt 1970; Bersani 1970; Tutt 1976; Campbell 1976 and Kahan 1976) but all have been criticised. Conventional theories traditionally argue that since crime is concentrated in the lower classes, it is caused by poverty or by personal and social characteristics believed to be associated statistically with poverty, including feeble-mindedness, psychopathic deviations, slum neighbourhoods, and deteriorated families (Mannheim 1955; Fink 1962; Mannheim 1965a and 1965b; Wolfgang and Weiner 1982; Samenow 1984). It is also suggested that crime is caused by baby booms, permissive parents, brutal parents, incompetent schools, racial discrimination, lenient judges, the decline of organised religion, televised violence, drug addiction and drinking (Marsh and Kibby 1992), inner city unemployment, or the capitalist system.
Some have argued that crimes are committed by those who have nothing to lose. It has also been argued that the capitalist system, which has nothing to offer to 'losers', is responsible for some materially oriented crimes. The individual has to have economic or professional success in order to influence society or gain its respect, recognition or protection. Society does little to accommodate those individuals who are 'losers' and offers few opportunities for the lower classes to break from the vicious circle in which they are trapped. The individual may struggle to achieve a desired status and through ambition, succeed. On the other hand, the individual may resort to flight into an imaginary world, in which case he becomes psychopathic.

However, detailed analyses of these theories reveals that there is no single explanation for crime and it is not feasible to construct a universally applicable crime theory based on only one of these factors. For example, it is hard to imagine that both permissive and brutal parents produce the same kinds of criminals, though it is conceivable that each may contribute to a different kind of criminality. Many children may attend 'bad' schools, but only a small minority become serious criminals. Capitalism may contribute to crime, but the connections seem to be rather complicated, since while high crime rates can be found in socialist as well as capitalist nations, some capitalist nations, such as Japan and Switzerland, have very little crime. Poverty is even considered as a protecting factor rather than being a contributing factor for some social problems such as suicide (Durkheim 1952:245).

The argument of this thesis is that the conception and explanations of crime and violence which have just been summarised are misleading and incorrect; that crime is, in fact, not closely correlated with poverty and/or with the psychopathic and sociopathic conditions associated with poverty, and that an adequate explanation of criminal behaviour must proceed along quite different lines, namely combining both 'constitutional' and 'institutional' factors in human behaviour.
Social problems are also caused by a multitude of factors and cannot be reduced to a single explanation. As social problems 'crime' and 'disorder' are caused by factors ranging from materially orientated grievances such as poverty, deprivation, unemployment and so on, to non-materially orientated factors such as human nature and psychological motives (Clinard 1964; Davies 1971; Renatus and Artzt 1973). Crime and violence appear to stem from such a tight-knit weave of both 'biological' and 'environmental' influences that the dominance of any single discipline in explaining collective violence cannot be justified (Glueck and Glueck 1962; Storr 1968; Swanson 1976). To define crime and collective violence only as the result of \textit{constitutional} factors, i.e. human nature, without referring to its social causes, \textit{institutional} factors, is as meaningless as defining crime in terms only of material causes such as poverty and deprivation.

It has convincingly been revealed that taking into account only environmental and social factors is insufficient, and there is a need to understand more about the nature of violence and in particular of aggression, which requires cross-disciplinary effort. Consequently, a non-secular account of crime and criminality will be given and it is hoped that this will, at least, contribute to a better understanding of the current approaches to crime, violence and disorder.

5.2: Human Nature, Crime & Disorder

Any attempt to explore the inner dynamics of crowd activities and violence will inevitably lead us to the issue of human nature and crime. The analysis of this thesis has led to the belief that there is a link between the understanding of human nature and approaches to crime and collective violence. If one believes that human beings are naturally well behaved and good, one will expect that the problem of order can be easily managed; if one believes them to be naturally evil and disorderly, one will expect the provision of order to require extraordinary measures; if one believes human nature to be infinitely plastic, one will assume that the problem of order can be solved entirely by plan and that we may pick and choose freely among all possible plans.
Recently, there have been fierce debates on the role and influence of human nature on both individual and collective violent crimes. The debates came to a climax in February 1993 with the abduction and killing of two year old James Bulger, by two ten year old boys in Liverpool (Leicester Mercury 17 February 1993). Following the tragic incident, the then Home Secretary of the Conservative Government, Kenneth Clarke launched a moral crusade against rising crime and in particular against young criminals. He put the blame on family, society and human nature and demanded more severe punishment for young offenders. The Church, whilst simultaneously blaming the Government for failing to provide a moral unity around commonly held values and norms, also supported the 'back to basics' campaign. The Clergy blamed not only the Government, but the whole of society including the family and even the Church itself for failing to provide religious, moral and social restraints for young offenders. Conversely, certain sections of the media and several politicians blamed the Church for failing to provide moral leadership. The main opposition parties focused on the material and social conditions of society, ignoring the moral and non-material aspects of violent crimes. Neither the Liberal nor the Labour party openly denied the role of the criminality of human nature while they opposed the Government's plans for tough measures and severe punishments for young offenders.

Apart from liberal and radical politicians, an overwhelming majority of academics (Benyon 1993b and 1994a) insist on material factors and social conditions, in explaining crime, particularly delinquent and teenage crimes. This materialistic approach dominates academic wisdom to such a degree that they attempt to explain all crimes by these means, denying the existence of non-material factors. The advocates of radical and liberal approaches to crime tend to deny the accuracy and scientific value of non-material explanations. Perhaps academic wisdom has gone too far in attempting to explain all crimes in a material context. It seems as if their insistence is a reaction to the conservative approaches, which places too much emphasis on individual human nature and moral
restraints. Therefore, the liberal and radical approaches tend to be a reaction to extreme conservative ideas rather than being a new approach to crime and violence.

It is perhaps easier to explain violence committed by adults with material factors and social conditions, such as unemployment, bad housing, relative deprivation and so on. However, it is problematic to explain the murder of a two-year-old by two ten-year-old boys, who were not directly experiencing the disadvantage of bad social conditions. Therefore, the rise in crime among the young in the early 1990s, culminating in the James Bulger case, has forced social scientists to focus on the influence of human nature on crime. Our examination will rotate around the establishment of conservatism on the basis of religious beliefs and includes various scientific arguments for and against the influence of human nature. Since this section is about the comparison of two religions, Islam and Christianity, it is inevitable that it will include the influence of these religions on the existing political arguments surrounding the field.

Despite the Christian perspective on crime, which is mostly influenced and shaped by the Bible, the Islamic sources, the Qur'an and the Sunnah (sayings and deeds of the Prophet Mohammed [pbuh]), do not refer to human nature as the source of criminality. The quotation below from the Bible is a clear example of this contradiction:

Never again will I curse the ground because of man, even though every inclination of his heart is evil from childhood (Genesis 8: 21).

According to the Christian creed the criminality of human nature dates back to Adam and Eve when they disobeyed God's order not to eat of the forbidden fruit of knowledge (Genesis 2 and 3). Therefore, it is believed, in Christianity, that 'The sin of Adam is inherited by all the children of Adam; and so all human beings are born sinful' (Unal 1992:44). Unal (1992) asserts that the concept of original sin was imported into Christianity by Saul [Paul], while Jesus and the disciple James himself insisted upon actions and the law. Unal argues that like other borrowed Christian beliefs, the doctrine of 'inherited sin' also finds no support in the words of Jesus or of the prophets who had
come before him. What is more, it is clearly expressed in Jesus's words that all children are innocent and pure, and not born in sin (Unal 1992:44-45). In support of this view, in his book, Christianity versus Truth, Unal (1992:45) quotes the following verse from the Bible.

Let the little children come to me, and do not hinder them, for the kingdom of God belong to such as these. I tell you the truth, anyone who will not receive the kingdom of God like a little child will never enter it (Mark 10:14-15).

Contrary to the prevailing Christian belief, Islam considers human beings as the most exalted species among God's creation. The Holy Qur'an states that 'We have indeed created man in the best of moulds' (Qur'an 95:4; The Light 1980:3). Human beings are created by God in a naturally good and pure state, free from sin. This is called the state of fitrah. The following translation taken from the commentary of the Holy Qur'an, by Yusuf 'Ali (1989) clarifies this view.

He [Allah] created man virtuous and pure: he gave him intelligence and knowledge; he surrounded him with all sorts of instruments of His grace and mercy. If, in spite of all this, man distorts his own will and goes against Allah's Will...It is only when he has made his own sight blind and changed his own nature or soul away from the beautiful mould in which Allah formed it (Yusuf Ali 1989:589).

In addition to a number of verses in the Holy Qur'an the essential innocence of human beings is stated by the Prophet Muhammed (pbuh) that: 'All are born as innocent' (Munawwi 1972: Vol. 5 p.33). A new-born baby, for instance, is totally innocent and does not bear the sin or guilt of parents or ancestors. Babies begin with a clean slate. While on the one hand the Holy Qur'an rejects inherited criminality, on the other it places responsibility on the individual. No one has the burden of crime at birth, nor has the responsibility of their forefathers' crime: '...no bearer of burdens can bear the burden of another' (Qur'an 13:15). Everyone will be held accountable for their own deeds and actions, dictated by free will. Besides this supposed innocence, it is assumed that each individual has the capability of doing good and evil deeds (Qur'an 6:160 and 164; 40:58; 17:15; 27:92; 90:18 and 19).

In line with the Islamic perspective on criminality and the associated innocence of human nature, some modern Turkish scholars such as T. F. Unal (1992 and 1993) and W. Yildiz...
(1994) have argued that there are two reasons why human nature should be regarded as essentially innocent and good. Firstly, why should we assume that human nature is essentially criminal on the basis of its relatively few criminal elements, when those elements in society are still relatively rare compared to the decent ones? On the basis of the majority of the law-abiding and respectful citizens it can equally be argued that human nature is essentially good. Secondly, not just the actions of the decent elements of society, but also the majority of the actions of the so-called criminal elements of the society are in fact peaceful and innocent, sometimes even praiseworthy. What is more, when evil acts are examined in proportion to decent acts and deeds, crimes committed by so-called criminals seem to be less significant in proportion to their routine and peaceful activities.

In addition the *Holy Qur'an* also stresses the importance of the immediate environment, the family, in shaping an individual's decisions and behaviour. In another hadith, the Prophet (pbuh) states that, 'Each child is born in a natural state of goodness [it is called, in Islam, the fitrah]. It is only his parents that later turn him into a Jew, a Christian or a Magian' (Hamid 1989: 21). The term *parents* in the above translation has the wider meaning of environment and all social institutions. Again, the religions named were the ones best known at the time of the Prophet, but it refers to any religion or world view which takes a person away from his natural position (Hamid 1989). The inherent qualities of man cannot be changed forcibly, but man can improve his inherent qualities.

Islam assumes that human beings were created with an in-built moral sense which recognises true and good and false and evil. On the other hand, although God created mankind in a naturally good state, the 'fitrah', He also created the capacity or power to do both good and evil. The individual is granted freedom of will together with a power of choice and inclination. In consequence of his use of this real freedom of will and choice, he earns good or evil, reward and punishment. 'What comes to an individual results from the choices and actions of that individual, and this is in accordance with the law of cause and effect that God has decreed for all His creation' (Gulen 1993: 147 and 169).
There are numerous verses in the *Holy Qur'an* which state that responsibility lies with the individual whether the act he commits is good or evil. However, the following verse may suffice to make Qur'an's point clear enough.

Who receiveth guidance, receiveth it for his own benefit: who goeth astray doth so to his own loss: No bearer of burdens can bear the burden of another (*Qur'an* 17:15).

Islam frequently refers to human nature as being capable of doing evil deeds as well as good ones (*Qur'an* 6: 160 and 164; 40: 58; 17: 15; 27: 92; 90: 18 and 19). It regards human nature as a raw material, in some sense like minerals to be worked upon, to be purified and refined. Therefore, Islam puts the blame for transgression on the immediate environment, parents and families. It is the insufficiency of the immediate environment, such as parents, family, peer groups or the distant environment such as social conditions, religious organisations, educational institutions and the media, which turns the raw material, into evil. Either they fail to provide the necessary conditions to upgrade the good side of the human nature or they provide bad examples and lead the individual into evil.

However, Islam does not completely deny the existence of inherited criminal or evil tendencies or inclinations in the individual (Gulen 1993: 143-144), but it places emphasis on institutional factors, (economic, political and social), in amplifying or eradicating these feelings. However, Islam's acceptance of innate attributes and traits is far from being similar to that of 'Lombroso's belief that criminals posses an innate, primitive predisposition to crime' (Denno 1990:1). Over a century ago Cesare Lombroso, an Italian physician, suggested that some individuals were 'born' criminals with distinct physical features that he believed characterised primitive men, such as sloping foreheads, long arms, and flat feet. However, he was refuted 40 years later by Goring (Denno 1990: 8). Islam completely denies the notion of the inherited criminality of human beings. Regarding the influence of innate attributes, traits or tendencies it is believed that they can
be eradicated or at least controlled by the proper functioning of institutionalised factors such as good education and healthy environment.

Islamic ideology radically differs from its Western counterparts in its understanding of human nature, therefore, the response they provide to crime and disorder will inevitably be different, despite their nominal similarities. In contrast to Western conservatism which argues that ‘...human beings are not naturally good and law-abiding’ (Oerton 1968: 26), Turkish-Islamic conservatism believes that human nature is a raw material, capable of doing good as well as evil. Western conservatism mainly places the blame on so-called criminal or violent individuals rather than dividing the blame into two; society and the individual.

Generally speaking, an offender has a criminal personality not because something has changed him from good to bad, but because something has stopped him changing from bad to good (Oerton 1968: 26).

In contrast, Christian theology posits inherited guilt and sin and therefore speaks of necessary constraints, or ‘orders’ against sin, including obedience to the legal authorities. Western conservatism believes that human nature is essentially criminal unless we control it, while Islamic ideology argues that human nature is, essentially, innocent unless we spoil it. The only common point is they both see a relationship between crime and human nature but in a different context. This apparently insignificant difference becomes crucial when considering punishments meted out in both cultures. While the former denies the influence of social conditions and introduces severe punishment for criminals, the latter divides the blame between both constitutional factors such as human nature and institutional factors such as economic, political and social arrangements.

Islam, therefore, unlike Christianity, focuses on material and environmental factors, besides acknowledging the possible negative role and influence of human nature. It also presupposes that the social and material environment has a significant influence in the shaping of human nature. Although D. R. W. Wood asserts that like Islam Christianity ought to take into consideration the material and environmental factors (1995), he fails to
provide any verses referring to his assertion. In the Bible, there seems to be more emphasis on criminality stemming from within human beings (Genesis 8:21 and Romans 7:17-25), and less, if any, references to external factors. On the other hand, Reverend Clinton Bennett (1994), a lecturer in the Study of Religions, Westminster College, Oxford, clearly stated that on the point of being innocent at birth, Islam appears to be more clear and feasible than Christianity. Furthermore, the Western liberal approach to crime seems to indicate a similar line with Islam:

The liberal approach tends to see economic, social and cultural deprivation as the major causes of crime and disorder, with people behaving in this way either because they are deprived of material goods and status or because they learn it as they grow up. These explanations tend to assert that behaviour is largely conditioned by environmental factors such as family background, material conditions, housing, educational opportunities, cultural experiences and the influence of the mass media (Benyon 1993:10).

Like Western liberals and radicals, Islamic ideology acknowledges a correlation between the basic material needs of the individual and crime (Rahim 1993), while denying the relative deprivation and the effect of want on human nature as acceptable excuses for crime. In one hadith, the prophet equates destitution and unbelief, [Kade’l faqru en yekeu kufran], 'Poverty is near to being in infidelity' (Tabrizi 1991: Vol. II. p. 1049). It implies that poverty is as much hated as infidelity, as in some people '...it [poverty] can be an occasion for inward distress and rancour and ingratitude towards God, which is a root of unbelief' (Gulen 1993: 163). For this reason, in Islam, the material and social conditions of society have always been taken into account before enforcing the penal law, in the punishment of certain property crimes. According to this consideration, either the punishment is reduced or not given at all (Zeydan 1985; Udeh 1990).

Punishment is not given in order to punish human nature, instead the criminal is considered to be a victim of social conditions as well as his/her own free will. By taking into account the social conditions of society, Western liberals and radicals follow the Islamic tradition, but what they fail to realise is that not all crimes are committed under the influence of social conditions. It is problematic to explain all crimes by liberal and radical approaches. It is difficult, for instance, to blame the prevailing social conditions such as
unemployment, bad housing and so on as the cause of 'white-collar' crimes (Geiss 1970; Sutherland 1970; Pearce 1976; Palmer and Humphrey 1990a-b; Croal 1992). An approach which acknowledges the selfishness and greed of human nature might be more appropriate in explaining this kind of crime, besides taking into account the structural insufficiencies of the society, such as lack of legal and social control, which allows certain people to be able to commit these crimes. Nearly everyone would agree that some forms of wrongdoing cannot be prevented other than by inner checks. No system of social control relying only on coercive measures to control such behaviour would have much success. As Durkheim (1950:248) has stated 'Physical restraint would be ineffective; hearts cannot be touched by physico-chemical forces'. He also further stresses the necessity of external control on human behaviour;

To achieve any other result, the passions first must be limited. Only then they can be harmonised with the faculties and satisfied. But since the individual has no way of limiting them, this must be done by some force exterior to him. A regulative force must play the same role for moral needs which the organism plays for physical needs (Durkheim 1952:248).

Therefore, at least certain crimes might have been committed by people whose decision to commit these acts is dominated by constitutional factors such as human nature rather than institutional factors such as political arrangements and social and economic settings. Consequently, consideration should be given to human nature approaches, at least in dealing with certain type of crimes.

Islamic thought tries to distinguish between the influence of human nature and social conditions by drawing the boundaries of poverty (Mawsili 1975:100). It offers a set of rules which defines the limits of material influences, and severely punishes those crimes committed outside this boundary. For instance, poverty and wealth is not a subjective matter left to the individual to decide. What is more, no one has the right to justify taking another's property, according to their relative deprivation, which is based on subjective and personal justifications. If a person is below the poverty line, which is drawn by Islam (Mawsili 1975:100), it is the responsibility of the state to provide his basic needs.
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The Islamic state gives priority to justice rather than law and order (Taymiya 1992:125-133). It attempts to deliver justice in many areas such as social justice, political justice and economic justice (Ahmed 1991:15-23). The application of penal law ideally comes after the state has fulfilled its role in delivering justice in other areas. The state has to tolerate certain crimes if it has failed to provide justice in other areas. In its ideal form, if the state has failed to provide social and economic justice for its citizens, it has no right to punish the 'criminal' for such crimes. For this reason, during the reign of the second Caliph of Islam, Omer (591-644), who is famous for his strict and uncompromising application of Islamic Law, certain property crimes committed during a severe famine were pardoned (Cawiyya 1969:13-14; Zeydan 1985:194-195; Udeh 1990).

5.3: Socio-Economic Grievances (Materially Orientated)

Poverty & Deprivation

Grievances which are caused by material deprivation are more visible and tangible than those which are caused by non material ones. But as the model of crime and collective violence proposed in this thesis illustrates, material and non-material grievances are interrelated, both causing and affecting each other. On the other hand, while most grievances stem from material deprivation, they are mostly associated with abstract concepts such as 'social justice', 'freedom' and 'equality'. Poverty and deprivation, which will be examined in the following account, are only two of a number of materially oriented grievances.

In a rapidly changing world, definitions of poverty based on relative standards will be constantly changing. What is 'necessary' for a decent standard of living is a matter of social definition which may change over time. In England the level of income at which SB (Social Benefit) is received is widely accepted as a crude and basic measure of the 'poverty line', that point below which people may be said to be 'in poverty' (Bilton et. al. 1987; Haralambos and Holborn 1990; Denscombe 1994). With regard to Turkey poverty is seen in terms of absolute rather than relative deprivation. This derives mainly from the Islamic...
definition of poverty which takes the absolute necessities as the basis of poverty. As will be seen in the following account, in the early Islamic era and throughout Islamic history absolute deprivation was generally accepted as mitigation for certain crimes committed by those who were experiencing absolute deprivation.

After this introductory explanation, the perception of crime and collective violence in respect to poverty and deprivation will be compared and contrasted from Turkish and English political perspectives. The argument will rotate around three established broad views. Apart from these, some eminent and relatively recent crowd violence theories such as subcultural and relative deprivation theories will be considered.

In Western thought the conservative view regards collective violence as 'rare', 'needless', without purpose and irrational. In this view, any form of crime and collective violence '...occurs because of a lack of conditioning into values: the criminal, whether because of evil (in the conventional model) or lack of parental training (in the welfare model), lacks virtues which keep us all honest and upright' (Lea and Young 1984:95). This indicates that crime is simply anti-social behaviour involving people who lack values. It assumes that the existing structures are adequate, and that there can be no justification or necessity for violent agitation. The state is, according to this view, a neutral institution that protects the universal interests of all against problems such as crime and violence of any kind. This view, which is based on controversial notions such as the criminality of human nature, lack of parental control and educational qualities, implicitly and explicitly denies the social and economic aspect of the problem. In concentrating on the invisible factors of crime, it fails to see the role and influence of environmental and social factors.

Not only the 'conservatives' but also some radicals (Lea and Young 1984; Wilson 1985; Waddington et. al. 1989) have rejected the simple relationship between crime and poverty. For them there are a number of causes for crime, and poverty is only one of them. However, their explanation does not go beyond suggesting that material needs should be
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satisfied. Consideration shall also be given to the assertion that traditional Turkish-Islamic
thought, which counterparts more or less Western conservatism, does not see crime as the
only result of the lack of non-material qualities.

The difference between Turkish-Islamic and Western thought on crime and violence
manifests itself at two levels. In the narrow sense, in the West some crimes such as
drunkenness, possession of drugs, prostitution, pornography, and the like, are regarded
as victimless crimes (Tame 1991). On the other hand, Turkish-Islamic criminology rejects
the definition and concept of victimless crimes. This stems from the assumption that all
crimes, directly or indirectly, affect either the criminal himself or the environment and
future generations. Islamic criminology regards the individual as the foundation stone of
society and does not allow individuals to harm themselves in any way. On this basis,
during the early days of the Ottoman State, not only were intoxicating liquids and drugs
prohibited, but even over-roasted coffee since it was believed to be a health hazard.

No one has the right to expose himself to unnecessary risk and danger (Hoffman 1988a).
Therefore, suicide, which is the greatest danger to the individual if it is attempted, has
been regarded as one of the cardinal sins in Islam, and any individual attempting suicide
was punished if the attempt was unsuccessful. This is based on the assumption that no
one is completely the owner of their own body and, therefore, no one has the right to harm
his body nor to end his existence. There are reciprocal obligations between society and the
individual.

There is no need to elaborate on how a person who damages his health mentally or
physically, also causes damage to the general economy, family, the environment and
future generations. In abstract terms, according to Islamic criminology, no one is free to
harm themselves, therefore, there is no victimless crime. The differences in the definition
of 'crime' and 'criminal', with regard to so-called victimless crimes, stems from
differences in the understanding of the concept of freedom. Since Turkish-Islamic
ideology does not accept absolute and limitless freedom, the so-called victimless crimes of
the West are not regarded as personal.

The individual is not completely free to act even on his body, let alone on another's body
or property. The disposition of one's own body is limited and controlled. In addition the
individual is subject to environmental and social factors in their activities. In fact, the
individual is in constant conflict with their inner desires and the forces of social and
environmental factors. Therefore, an act of crime committed by an individual is the
product of both his inner desires and external factors.

In a broad sense, Turkish-Islamic criminology accepts the influence of the social and
material environment on crime, in line with Western ideology. Tame (1991) exhibits a
very similar approach when he remarks that, '...while not denying that individuals are
influenced by social 'forces' and the social environment, nothing can remove freedom of
will' (Tame 1991:131). He quotes Bidinotto saying that, '...to excuse criminals because
of poor social environments leaves unexplained the crimes of those from good
environments. And the sociological excuse is an insult to millions of others from the poor
backgrounds, who have not turned to crime' (Bidinotto 1989:6, quoted in Tame
1991:131). It will be shown on the following pages that while Turkish-Islamic
criminology stresses individual criminality, it also adds weight to social and environmental
factors. The most striking point is that unlike some Western criminological thought it does
not accept relative deprivation as an acceptable excuse for crime. On the other hand,
historical evidence shows that absolute deprivation, which is defined by Islam, has been
taken into consideration in the punishment of certain crimes.

With regard to criticism of Western traditional conservatism on crime and violence, the
first and the most severe criticism comes from the radicals an approach which varies
considerably, since there are a number of sub-groups under this category. The radical
perspective regards crime and violence as purposeful, structured and politically meaningful
and collective violence is seen as a normal, legitimate and effective means of protest by
groups who have no other opportunities and who are experiencing real deprivation and injustice (Lang and Lang 1968: 11-13; McCord and Howard 1968:24-27; Tomlinson 1968; Benyon and Solomos 1987; Pugh 1990).

While conventional crime theories focus on poverty crimes, which are mainly committed by lower classes, they exhibit an inconsistency in their dealings with white-collar crimes. As conventional theories of crime and collective violence are mostly based on crimes committed by lower classes, they are far from being universal. Therefore, it is hoped that the model introduced within this research will be an explanation of crimes committed by the middle class and upper classes as well as the lower classes.

White-collar crimes are those carried out by middle and upper-class persons, 'respectable' citizens, in the course of their occupations, usually in a commercial environment. Edwin H. Sutherland, who coined the term 'white-collar crime' (Geiss 1970: 171) defines it as committed '...by a person of high socio-economic status who violates the laws designed to regulate his occupational activities and principally refers to business managers and executives' (op. cit. 171).

Conventional crime theories offer no explanation, for example, of middle-class and upper class crime. If crime is disproportionately committed by lower-class persons, as conventional crime theorists argue, because they find their lack of schooling and job opportunities a barrier to realising legitimate aspirations, then people with adequate schooling and reasonable job prospects should not commit crime, yet they do. It is clear that most violators are middle or upper-class and have had little or no contact with the criminal subculture. The theories that criminal behaviour in general is due either to poverty or to the psychopathic and sociopathic conditions associated with poverty are invalid for a number of reasons. For example, the generalisation that criminality is closely associated with poverty obviously does not apply to white-collar criminals. With a small number of exceptions, they do not live object poverty, were not brought up in slums or broken families, and are not weak-minded or psychopathic. They were seldom problem children in their early years and did not appear in juvenile courts. "The proposition,
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derived from the data used by the conventional criminologists, that 'the criminal of today was the problem child of yesterday' is seldom true of white-collar criminal' (Sutherland 1970:32-33).

The financial and moral cost of white-collar crimes is far greater than poverty related crimes committed by lower-classes. Indeed, the cost of white-collar crimes is probably several times greater than the cost of all crimes which are customarily regarded as 'the crime problem'. An executive of a big company, for example, can embezzle as much as the annual loss from many burglaries and robberies. Although burglaries or robberies in excess of a million pounds are practically unheard of, several million pounds embezzled is small fry among white-collar criminals. While there are no adequate measurements available, common forms of property crime, e.g. robbery, burglary, larceny and auto theft, cause relatively less financial damage compared to the cost of white-collar crimes. Furthermore, white-collar crimes cost the society dearly in terms of the erosion of moral values. They violate trust and therefore create distrust, which lowers social morale and produces institutional and social disorganisation on a large scale.

As the Combined Factors Model includes crimes committed by both well off and deprived people, we agree with Sutherland's (1970) conclusion on the point that '...a description of white-collar criminality in general terms will be also a description of the criminality of the lower class. The respects in which the crimes of the two classes differ are the incidentals rather than the essentials of criminality' (Sutherland 1970:31). On the other hand, Merton introduces three reasons for white collar crimes, which discredit conventional crime theories. It also supports the argument of this thesis which attempts to introduce an explanation for crimes committed by both lower and upper classes.

...middle and upper-class violators tend to be fearful of losing the means to ensure continued success goals, or they are actually losing success goals attained earlier and need more effective means to counteract that, or they desire success goals beyond those already achieved and seek additional means to attain them (cited in Palmer and Humphrey 1990b: 140).

Poverty is only one of the many causes which may cause an individual to drift into crime. In the previous account, it has been shown that poverty is not necessarily and inevitably
linked with crime and therefore the lower classes are not the only suspects. There are many other factors which need to be taken into consideration in dealing with crime problems. What is more, the existence of white-collar crime on a large scale (Mannheim 1965a and 1965b; Bersani 1970; Pearce 1976; Box 1988; Croall 1992), has also discredited conventional crime theories and has led the researcher to search for alternative explanations for the crimes committed by the affluent as well as the deprived.

In recent years, in their explanations of the causes of riots sociologists and social psychologists have turned to the concept of relative deprivation, developed originally by Stouffer et. al. (1949). Today, this has become one of the most popular theories of crime and crowd violence (Gurr 1968, 1970, 1972, 1989). The central idea is that the root cause of rebellion lies in people's feelings of frustration, discontent and despair.

Relative deprivation is not whatever the outside observer thinks people ought to be dissatisfied with, however; it is a state of mind that can be defined as a discrepancy between people's expectations about the goods and conditions of life to which they are justifiable entitled, on the one hand, and on the other their value capabilities - what they perceive to be their chances for getting and keeping those goods and conditions (Gurr 1968: 51).

This development is an acceptance of the fact that a satisfactory explanation of crime and violence must include a psychological dimension. Social and economic accounts were alone insufficient in explaining crime and violence. As Waddington at. al. have rightly pointed out there was no direct correspondence between economic hardship and public disorder. 'The relationship was mediated by a felt sense of relative deprivation rather than absolute hardship' (Waddington at. al. 1989: 9). As indicated earlier, this is one of the significant differences between Western ideology and Turkish-Islamic ideology, which refuses to regard relative deprivation as an acceptable excuse for any crime.

As the term implies, deprivation is a rather relative concept. What is wealth for some may be poverty for others. Unless the boundaries of poverty are drawn, anyone may feel themselves relatively deprived when compared to others. As Lea and Young (1984) have stated, relative deprivation can occur in employed people as well as in the unemployed,
since deprivation is dependent on subjectively experienced discontent. According to this assumption not only poor or middle class people, but even upper-class people may feel deprived compared to the relatively well off and therefore will commit economic crimes (Bersani 1970; Sutherland 1970; Geiss 1970; Box 1988; Palmer and Humphrey 1990a-b). This can be regarded as one of the main causes of white collar crime. This again draws our attention to the greed and selfishness of human nature. As '...deprivation and other key variables such as legitimacy are fundamentally social-psychological, relating to expectations, evaluations, or temporal comparisons that can only be manifest within individuals' (Rule 1988: 212). This leads us to the conclusion that relative deprivation theory, which is apparently based on the social meaningfulness of crimes, comes indirectly to the conclusion of traditional conservative views of crime and violence. Lea and Young (1984) insist that discontent is a product of relative not absolute deprivation and they try to explain how this discontent arises on the basis of human psychology. The quotation below makes it clear how they see the relationship between relative deprivation and crime.

It is not absolute poverty, but poverty experienced as unfair (relative deprivation when compared to someone else) that creates discontent; and discontent where there is no political solution leads to crime. The equation is simple: relative deprivation equals discontent; discontent plus lack of political solution equals crime (Lea and Young 1984:88).

It seems that while Lea and Young try to demonstrate how relative deprivation leads to crime, they contradict their own argument, which sees crime and violence as socially meaningful without referring to its biological and psychological roots. This is because the theory of relative deprivation is based upon how each individual person feels about himself compared to others. In abstract terms, the concept of relative deprivation is the product of individual comparison and decision based on individual feelings and views. Whether this decision is accurate is another matter and is completely dependent on subjective comparison and personal judgement. The CFA combines the individual's and society's role, and openly denies the accuracy of Marxist definition of relative deprivation.
which sees the relative deprivation as the result of society without referring to the individual at all.

Our desires and pleasures spring from society; we measure them therefore, by society and not by the objects which serve for their satisfaction. Because they are of a social nature, they are of a relative nature. (Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, Wage Labour and Capital, cited in Gurr 1970:22).

Lea and Young (1984) maintain that '...discontent occurs when comparisons between comparable groups are made which suggest that unnecessary injustices are occurring'. An explanation is still required as to why a so-called deprived group chooses relatively well off people as comparable groups rather than choosing relatively poor people. For instance, if those ethnic minorities who feel themselves relatively deprived compared with the host communities had chosen their own people in their own countries, the outcome of their judgement would be entirely different.

In addition, if crimes committed due to relative deprivation are to be tolerated, this may lead to the toleration of white collar crimes which are committed from similar motivations. As long as we do not accept the criminality of human nature we will have to find a logical and socially meaningful explanation of white collar crimes (Sutherland 1970; Geiss 1970; Palmer and Humphrey 1990a-b). These crimes can be explained by an approach similar to those of relative deprivation. Many members of the 'upper class', when making comparisons, see themselves in the context of their own social and economic environment and, thus ignore people who are not at their own level. According to the relative deprivation theory they are expected to commit crimes. They may justify their action according to the subcultures to which they belong. They do not have to compare themselves with the relatively poor; similarly ethnic minorities do not compare themselves with people in their own countries.

If we tolerate or justify the crimes committed by the unemployed and the working classes, according to the same theory, we will have to justify and tolerate the crimes committed by
the upper classes. As boundaries of poverty are drawn by the sacred law, the *Shari'a* (Mawsili 1975: 100) Islamic criminology will not tolerate crimes committed by those who are subject to relative deprivation. If a person, for example, possess, apart from his basic needs such as accommodation, transport and household effects, an amount of 85 grams of gold, or the equivalent in the form of money, estimated in December 1994 to be £700, that person is not classified as 'poor' and not eligible for receiving welfare funds. A crime committed by such a person, therefore, is regarded as inexcusable and needs to be punished. What is more, some of the causes of crime, such as alcohol consumption and using drugs, are both 'sin' and 'crime' according to Islamic criminology, let alone being an acceptable excuse for crime.

Unlike the conventional conservative viewpoint on crime, which regards the criminal as flawed and lacking human values and cognition, the radicals (left idealists), argue that '...crime occurs not because of lack of value but simply because of lack of material goods: economic deprivation drives people into crime' (Lea and Young 1984:95). The radicals are correct when they see crime as a reaction to an unjust society. However, this reaction does not always stem from absolute deprivation. It is evident that not only absolute poverty but any degradation of the economic or social status of the individual will inevitably result in some degree of maladjustment and lead to crime. Society leads the individual to expect certain material standards and a certain level of social status. That standard may be far above that which is actually necessary to maintain life and animal comfort. Once the standard is established, any decline from it maladjusts the individual and causes them to strive to re-attain that to which they believe themselves to be entitled. This is called relative deprivation theory.

Finally, let us consider the view held by liberals on crime and violence. In fact, the liberal perspective does not depart significantly from the radical and conservative perspectives. They see violence as inevitable under certain conditions such as high unemployment and widespread social disadvantage. One of the differences between the liberals and radicals is
that, while the radicals argue that the discontent which stems from poverty is an inevitable result of the capitalist system the liberals believe that the system can be adjusted without making fundamental changes in society. On the other hand, they share a view similar to conservatism in trying to find the solution within the system itself.

5.4: Political & Socio Psychological Grievances
(Non-Materially Oriented) Lack of Political Representation & Relative Insecurity

Western societies have, to a large extent, been transformed from religious oriented societies to secular ones at the expense of the destruction of religious beliefs and values. Le Bon (1969) has stated that two fundamental factors were at the base of this transformation. 'The first is the destruction of those religious, political, and social beliefs in which all the elements of our civilisation are rooted' (Le Bon 1969: 14). Despite this transformation, individuals and indeed communities, still have some inherited social and moral values which can become a source of discontent when they are dissatisfied with the existing political and social arrangements.

Having indicated, in the previous discussions, commonly held causes of crime and violence, it is necessary to note that grievances leading to discontent and violence are not always materially oriented. This is partly because not all members of a capitalist society vouchsafe capitalist values and norms. Non-material grievances may remain as a source of discontent and lead to crime and violence, unless these are met by existing channels. It was evident in the Salman Rushdie case, for instance, that the Asian Muslim community in Britain were willing to engage in violent disorder which they would not consider for material grievances. This can be partly explained by a lack of political representation and discrimination and partly by the relative insecurity felt by all ethnic minorities. The disorder related with the Salman Rushdie affair, therefore, can be explained, by both, 'subcultural' and 'relative insecurity' theories similar to relative deprivation.
Relative insecurity is an inevitable result of diverse and multicultural societies. Some sections of society will feel themselves relatively deprived and less secure compared with mainstream society. In recent years a number of studies and research projects have been undertaken by various institutions concerning the problems of ethnic minorities from various aspects (Cole 1989; Benyon et. al. 1991; 1992a; 1992b; 1993a). However, I have been unable to record any research or questionnaire which includes questions related to the felt insecurity of ethnic minorities. The only relevant question included in the questionnaire was, 'Do you intend to return or move to the Caribbean or Africa to live?' which was obviously insufficient to include any sense of insecurity (Benyon et. al. 1991).

Lack of political representation and relative insecurity are given as examples of non-material grievances, not because they are purely non-material, having no connection with social, political and economic arrangements, but because it is easier to understand them when they are examined in association with psychological factors. In fact, non-material grievances become sources of discontent when they are associated both with human factors and with social settings. They cannot be a source of discontent when they are taken as isolated factors.

Lack of political representation is one of the failings of social settings which leads to the marginalisation of certain groups. 'The failure of government policies may affect people's identity with the polity, their view of the legitimacy of its rules and agents and their voluntary consent to its actions' (Benyon 1993b: 18). Therefore, not only certain ethnic groups but also some sections of the host community may be politically marginalised and underrepresented. Their basic material needs might be met by the existing social arrangements but their failure to have access to the same political institutions as the indigenous population increases a sense of discontent. Political under-representation is examined under the title of non-material grievances not because it has nothing to do with social and political arrangements, but because it is a rather abstract concept when compared with other sources of discontent such as poverty and material deprivation and its influence on an individual is less direct.
Lack of political representation can be taken at two levels. In the wider sense, the state deprives certain groups from access to power and decision-making processes. These groups in a multi-racial society, can be various ethnic groups and this discrimination can be historical and systematic. A very limited number of people of ethnic origin may gain access to political institutions but their effect on the whole structure is minor. In the narrow sense, not only ethnically marginalised groups but also politically and culturally marginalised groups may be eliminated from political institutions. The continuous discrimination of ethnic and politically and culturally marginalised groups leads, therefore, to the creation of their own norms and values and this can be a source of discontent and conflict in society.

The transformation which took place in Western societies was not, of course, welcomed by all sections of society. Not only the immigrant groups but even some sections of the host community have failed to adapt to this transformation to the extent that capitalism requires. This results in the maintaining of original cultures and a resistance of the dominant culture. As a result a conflict arises between the dominant culture and significant subcultures. The notion of 'Britishness' for instance has failed to embrace all the ethnic or newly generated subcultures in British society. The notion of 'Britishness' was, in fact, introduced in order to offer all citizens, regardless of their origin, race, colour and religion, exactly the same rights and freedoms which the host community already have, and enjoy. In practice, it has failed to provide equal protection to all classes and ethnic groups. This is a potential danger for all multi-racial societies. When 'national identity' does not provide equal right and protection, 'communal identity' gains priority over the former and might lead to alienation. The Salman Rushdie case has shown how a conflict can arise when some fellow citizens place their religious loyalty higher than the basic obligations of citizenship. However, this is so not because certain groups have strong communal and religious identities which prevents them from integrating within mainstream
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society, but because the mainstream society is not ready to grant them rights which they themselves enjoy.

In practice British citizenship does not offer all British citizens the same rights and freedoms. In the Salman Rushdie case the Muslim community felt that British law did not protect their religion from insult, since the existing law of blasphemy only protects the Anglican Church (Parekh 1989: 45).

British Muslims resented the fact that British law, far from being satisfactory, overtly discriminated against other religions by excluding them from the protection of the laws of blasphemy. In contrast to this unequal protection provided by the law, Islam has provided a universal protection to all religions and beliefs. In one verse the Qur'an prohibits the prophet, and indeed all his followers, to abuse or insult, verbally or physically, any other beliefs, religions and their prophets as well as their followers. The verse states that, 'Reville not ye those whom they call upon besides Allah, lest they out of spite revile Allah in their ignorance' (Qur'an 6: 108).

In line with this verse the Muslim communities maintained an atmosphere of tolerance to all non-Muslims. Particularly during the reign of the second Caliph of Islam, Omer, all non-Muslims and ethnic groups enjoyed a great deal of freedom in their religious practices (Sah 1967: 277-249). Their life was regarded as sacred and their places of worship were protected as well as the mosques (Mawdudi 1993: 12-13). Non Islamic groups enjoyed the same rights and freedom as Muslim society, provided that they paid the 'cizya', equivalent of a special tax payable by non-Muslims for their protection and granting of rights (Apaydin and Alister 1994: 11).

On the other hand, although the modern Turkish state is not very comfortable, since its inception, with the Islamic movements in Turkey, yet the present secular Turkish Penal Law (Turkish Penal Law Article 175, cited in Alkasifoglu and Dogu 1987: 222-223;
Durmaz 1989: 297-298; Icel and Yenisey 1990: 759) includes an article which introduces a universal protection to all religions, holy scriptures and prophets, and violation of this article is a criminal offence.

Non-Muslims enjoyed a religious tolerance under the rule of the Ottoman State, and the Jewish community, in Istanbul in 1992, commemorated the 500th anniversary of their migration from Spain where they escaped execution (Apaydin and Alister 1994). The flexible policy of Turks toward Orthodox Christians (Unal 1993: 150; Apaydin and Alister 1994) and other religious minorities was often well received by the subject populations:

'This live-and-let-live policy was in striking contrast to the fanatical bigotry of Christian states at the time. Balkan peasants in Mehmet's times used to say, "Better the turban of the Turk than the tiara of the Pope"' (Goldschmidt 1988: 132, cited in Esposito 1992).

The following quotation taken from J. L. Esposito's (1992), despite the book's rather anti-Islamic title, *The Islamic Threat*, is a clear example of the religious tolerance enjoyed by all minorities within the Ottoman State.

The king of the Turks, who rules over a great part of Europe, safeguards the rites of religion as well as any prince in this world. Yet, he constrains no one, but on the contrary permits everyone to live as his conscience dictates. What is more, even in his seraglio at Pera he permits the practice of four diverse religions, that of the Jews, the Christians according to the Roman rite, and according to the Greek rite, and that of Islam (Coles 1968: 146-147, cited in Esposito 1992).

This religious tolerance does not uniquely belong to Turks. In the early Arab conquests, ethnic and religious minorities enjoyed great tolerance and were not entirely excluded from mainstream society. This stems from the very nature of Islam which commands religious tolerance in the following verse. 'Let there be no compulsion in religion: truth stands out clear from error' (*Qur'an* 2: 256). There is no obligation in religion. Despite the influence of the Western world, which experienced religious oriented internal and external wars in mediaeval times when Christianity was more powerful and influential, the Turks became more tolerant to other beliefs and values when the Islamic influence was more profound in their lives.
Despite the intolerant and uncompromising image of Islam, most Muslims are, in fact, tolerant and respectful towards other beliefs and values and in turn expect to enjoy the same degree of tolerance and acceptance from the community in which they live. In fact this negative image is partly the result of Western misunderstanding and prejudices which have historical roots and partly the misrepresentation of Islam by some Muslim nations and certain groups (Esposito 1992; Halliday 1993; Bennett 1993; Hussain 1994).

The expectations of tolerance and acceptance of the immigrant communities in general and Muslims in particular, which stems from their own values and beliefs, are coupled with an unwillingness to adapt to the values and norms of mainstream society. These groups preferred to retain their own cultural values and norms as much as possible, while at the same time, enjoying the rights which mainstream society offered them. In the end, all ethnic minorities kept their cultural values and norms, while the newly established subcultures generated new values and norms.

Of course, there would be no problem as long as there was no conflict between these cultures. It was not always possible to keep the balance in the legal aspect and this resulted very frequently in violent confrontation between the people who belong to the subcultures and the police as the representatives of mainstream society. Therefore, it might be more appropriate to examine some violent acts in a subcultural context rather than trying to see the problem stemming from the criminality of human nature. The same theory was applied by Lea and Young (1984) in explaining materially oriented crimes and violence. They have argued that, a riot '...is not a situation where a mob of people have taken leave of their senses, but a response understandable in terms of the subculture concerned' (Lea and Young 1984: 77).

Subcultural theorists, instead of viewing deviant behaviour as pathological, irrational or lacking in meaning, interpret it as a socially evolving activity with a definite, meaningful rationality. It must be noted that in the Salman Rushdie affair, neither the conservatives, liberals nor the radicals, who are supposed to be advocates of subcultural theory,
considered violence committed by the Muslim community in the subcultural context. This failure and the lack of understanding on the part of official bodies generated the feeling that the Salman Rushdie case was a deliberately organised plot against the beliefs of Muslims for international political considerations (Appignanesi and Maitland 1989; Ahsan and Kidawi 1993).

While British Muslims felt that they were a target of a planned attack, they were also blamed by all sections of society, from the media to official bodies, for violating one of the most fundamental human rights; freedom of expression and speech. The insult and violations of Islam in Salman Rushdie's book were hardly considered. Iqbal Sacranie, joint convenor of the UK Action Committee on Islamic Affairs, summed up the resentments and feelings of British Muslims when the Prime Minister John Major met Salman Rushdie. 'We have two million citizens in this country who have no legal remedy against Rushdie's gratuitous abuse and yet the Prime Minister seems to be concerned with the rights of one individual' (Sacranie 1993).

It has become evident that it is not always possible to reconcile two different cultures in such sensitive areas. This was not only a conflict between right and wrong, but a conflict between two cultures based upon entirely different values and norms. The rights of free expression, without any limitation, established according to Western values and norms is not accepted by Islamic culture. Since subcultural theory attempts to place the behaviour of people in the context of their subculture, it was perfectly possible to rationalise the reaction of the Muslim community when examined in the context of their subculture.

The following quotation, taken from Lea and Young (1984) affords an excellent example how this theory can be applied to a particular situation;

It [the subcultural theory] does not explain human action in terms of the propensity of particular individual....Rather, it suggests that individuals can only be understood in terms of the subcultures of which they are a part (Lea and Young 1984: 83).
The surprising point is that one such attempt is apparent in a passage from Le Bon in which he argues that, 'The mental constitution of crowds is not to be learnt merely by a study of their crimes, any more than that of an individual by a mere description of his vices' (Le Bon 1969: 19). This implies that rationality of individual and collective violence cannot be analysed by merely examining the act of violence itself but it has to be examined in its subcultural context. Ultimately, we may still not justify acts of violence, committed by sub-culturally motivated individuals or crowds, but we can understand the rationale behind these acts of violence, from the point of view of the perpetrators.

What contemporary crowd theorists failed to see is that there are more non-material than material causes for discontent. The causes of disorder, which Smelser describes as strain, may arise from the lack of non-material as well as material demands. Smelser (1962) rightly regards deprivation as the most frequent source of strain which gives rise to hostile outbursts, which for him can be real or threatened, absolute or relative. Neither Smelser nor any other contemporary crowd theorists have emphasised the importance of abstract social values (e.g. religious freedom, social acceptance etc.) as grievances. They failed to acknowledge that in relatively more developed countries non-material demands gain priority compared with material grievances. If the individual is denied these social values the desire to obtain the same status as those who already posses them is created. For instance, not only the first immigrant generation but even the second generation who were born in Britain feel insecure in comparison with the host community.

This has been one of the reasons why if the police stops a member of an ethnic minority group they feel discriminated against by the police. This is a feeling which can be called relative insecurity similar to relative deprivation. Whatever economic condition affects minorities, they still feel insecure because they belong to a minority group, rather than to the host community. Moreover, events such as the Salman Rushdie affair give a clear message to ethnic minorities that they do not have the same protection the law provides the host society. Relative insecurity does not always stem from direct discrimination. Since the main source of this feeling is from within ethnic minorities themselves, even if the host
community treat them in the same way as they treat each other, the possibility of having this feeling still remains.

Immigrant communities know perfectly well that they are comparatively more comfortable in the host country, but they compare themselves with the host community rather than with a similar peer group in their own countries. The researcher's personal contact with the Muslim community, in Leicester, over a period of four years, has revealed that they live in constant fear and uncertainty about their future. Even some members of minority groups believe that there is always the possibility of one day being forced to go back to their native countries. It seems as if the members of ethnic minority groups live in a constant fear of repatriation. The fear of repatriation belongs not only to the first generation, but also the second and third generations seems to be inherited this fear, despite the fact they are thought at schools that they have the equal rights as the rest of the society.

An extreme version of this simmering discontent can be seen in Bosnia, where community divisions have erupted into full-scale war. Another example is Germany, where rights of citizenship have been awarded to ethnic minorities but where this citizenship is largely ignored by the dominant culture. The Turkish community in Germany are subject to frequent attacks similar to the situation in the UK, where British Asians are targeted for abuse and violence.

This insecurity is not to be understood in its narrow sense, as a physical threat to their lives. The majority feel much more secure in terms of a physical threat than in their own countries. It is an emotional and cultural security which is lacking one can only feel in one's own country. What is more, there has been a real increase in the number of racial attacks on members of ethnic minorities in major European states, such as Germany, France and England (Francis and Matthews 1993; HMSO 1993; Karim 1993; Elamin 1993; Jones 1993; Winstone 1993; Leech 1995).
Neither the improvement of political and social conditions nor economic conditions can provide any feeling of security and it seems very difficult, if not impossible, to eradicate this feeling. Moreover, as Malise Ruthven remarked following the Salman Rushdie case, '...in Britain relations between the Muslim and host communities have been set back, possibly by a decade or more' (Appignanesi and Maitland 1989: 160-161; Ahsan and Kidawi 1993: 244). This can only be a source of regret. What is more, frequent racially motivated attacks on members of ethnic minority groups, (Police Review 1993; Volume 101, Number 5234: 7; Trends 1994, Vol. 5, Issue 6; Bunglawala 1994; Joseph and Hannon 1994; Rabia 1994) has a detrimental effect on the integration of ethnic minorities into 'Britishness'. The climate of racist violence has steadily risen, and there were an estimated 140,000 attacks on black and Asian people last year [1993] (Workers News 19 March 1994).

Multi-racial societies, such as the UK and USA, are bound together with a unifying concept, common standards or at least some mutual material benefits. These concepts can be 'Britishness', for a UK citizen, or being a noble 'American citizen' for an American. These unifying concepts will serve their purpose as long as they provide 'something' to their members. When these concepts fail to serve their purpose, other concepts and identities, such as Welsh, Scottish, or Muslim, Hindu or Christian becomes more dominant and lead to alienation from the ruling ideology. When communal identity dominates the national identity, those who have a strong communal identity do not feel themselves as secure as the host community. This inevitably leads to 'relative insecurity' when coupled with institutionalised racism, and erupts as crowd violence following racially oriented attacks, (Police Review 1993: 7, Vol. 101, Number 5234), from what is considered to be the host community. This does not lead to the conclusion that the unifying concept, a national identity, should eliminate minority identities.

Historical evidences show that it is perfectly possible to maintain a unifying identity, which binds all citizens, while maintaining communal identities. In fact, communal
identities are not the result of multi-racial society; even one nation societies might have various communal identities in terms of religion, sect or even political ideology. As in the case of Ottoman State, the unifying concept may embrace all communal identities and religious identities. The state falls apart when this concept fails to function.

Relative insecurity is not only strengthened by uninstitutionalised individual attacks. The existing political arrangements may, deliberately or unintentionally, create the institutionalised exclusion of certain groups. As Waddington et. al. (1989: 160-161) has pointed out, '...where a group can express its dissent through established channels within the framework of parliamentary democracy, the political system will appear as in principle amenable to change and influence. The opposite case is that of 'marginality', where the group is, or feels, effectively disenfranchised, underrepresented by the system'. This was the case when British Muslims, in the early stages of the Salman Rushdie affair tried to find a political and peaceful solution.

Muslim leaders did not translate the offensive passages in Urdu or Arabic for fear of provoking violent reactions among their followers. They quietly pursued the matter with the publishers, members of Parliament, the attorney-general and the prime Minister. Many of them did not at this stage ask for a ban on the book...(Parekh 1989: 44).

Though Muslims were intensely frustrated and angry, and though isolated individuals spoke of violence, no Muslims threatened Rushdie's or his wife's life, or even threw a stone at him or his house - something any one of the thousands of hot-heads could have easily done at a time when he was unguarded and vulnerable. Neither Salman Rushdie nor the publishers took them seriously enough to engage in a dialogue with them (Parekh 1989: 44). Their plea was unheard and they felt politically marginalised and underrepresented against what they saw as a well planned and organised attack on their religion. Muslims saw the British state as an immutable and hostile institution; an institution over which they had no control or influence (Waddington et. al. 1989: 161). They saw violence as the only means by which they could achieve their ends and to defend their beliefs.
As E. Mortimer (1991: 11) has put it '...in the Western perception of such incidents, violence by Muslims is always magnified, violence against Muslims ignored and downplayed'. The British Press was just as dismissive and '...almost the entire British Press got emotionally unhinged and lost its balance' (Parekh 1989: 45). They mocked the Muslims, accused them of 'intolerance', and wondered if a tolerant society should tolerate the intolerant. They were called 'barbarians', 'uncivilised' and 'fanatics'. The book-burning incident, which took place in 14 January 1989, led to a torrent of denunciation.

Hardly anyone appreciated that the burning of The Satanic Verses was more an act of impatience than of tolerance, and that it bore no resemblance to the Nazi burning of libraries and persecution of intellectuals. No one cared to point out either that a few months earlier several Labour members of Parliament had burnt a copy of the new immigration rules outside the House of Commons without raising so much as a murmur of protest (Parekh 1989: 44-45).

The Muslim community was also accused of ignorance for failing to apply and critical faculties to the text itself. However, the power of the written word in shaping ideological forces is well-known. A British Prime minister, William Gladstone, once held the Qur'an in his hand and said: 'So long there is this book, there will be no peace in the world' (Zakaria 1991:59; Bennett 1993). From an Islamic viewpoint, of course, Gladstone was merely using the text, the Qur'an symbolically to illustrate the power of Islam which could not be brought under Colonial power. Gladstone admitted that he had not read the Qur'an, but it represented, as did Rushdie's work, an intrinsic and threatening cultural value. It was an awareness of these religious and cultural values inherent in Rushdie's work that so enraged the Muslim Community, who also recognised the power of the written word.

What is more, Gladstone's remarks was echoed in the Islamic world in a slightly different form creating anger and hatred as many Muslims believed Gladstone saying that 'As long as this book [holding the Qur'an in his hand in the House of Commons] remains in the hands of Muslims we will never be able to dominate them'.
Prejudices do not die, they thrive on hostility and affect the judgement of even the best people. What the Salman Rushdie case has once more demonstrated is that creating a sensitive and compassionate community based on mutual respect and concern is a collective task requiring the efforts of not just the politicians but of all individuals within society especially academic establishments and creative writers. It must also be acknowledged that the cultural schism is too wide to narrow and that tolerance is the best hoped.

Summary
Within this chapter 'poverty' and 'deprivation' have been examined under the subtitle of socio-economic grievances and it has been concluded that they are not and cannot be the primary cause of crime and collective violence unless individual and subjective considerations are taken into account. The effects of, political and social arrangements for example are usually to be understood with the individuals' own biological, psychological and cultural specificities. Failings of political and social settings, which will be called as institutional factors, might create grievances, such as 'lack of political representation' and this leads to 'relative insecurity'. These are not easy to understand without taking into account the non material aspects of the individual which will be called constitutional factors.

The following chapter will be devoted to explaining the complex interactions between the individual's own specificities and the role of external factors on the individual. The model, which will be called the Combined Factors Approach, will explain collective violence as well as individual crime as a direct result of these combined factors.
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Introduction

...deprivation and other key variables such as legitimacy are fundamentally
social-psychological, relation to expectations, evaluations, or temporal
comparisons that can only be manifested within individuals (Rule 1988: 212).

In the previous chapters various types of crowd have been examined (chapter 2 and 3)
and it was concluded that the behaviour of crowd participants is influenced by and
constitutes two integral parts: the physical components (chapter 3) i.e. the crowd itself
and the police and agents of social control as a counter crowd. The leaders or leadership
is a factor which determines the kind of action which both crowds will take. The
psychological components of crowd behaviour have been examined through concepts
such as 'suggestibility', 'rationality' and the 'collective mind'. These theories and
concepts, which were put forward mainly by classical crowd theorists, have been
handled with caution by the modern crowd theorists as they indirectly, if not directly,
imply the refusal of the importance of the social context.

The research has also discovered a direct and crucial relationship between the nature of
the state and some of its institutions such as the police and the army (chapter 4). The
interactions between crowds and these institutions, also draws attention to the problem
of political violence and related social issues.

This research argues that disorder and crime are an end product of multitudes of factors,
and are not explicable by a single cause nor can its causes be easily generalised. In
order to demonstrate this argument, poverty and deprivation have been used as an
example and it is shown that these are not, and cannot be, the cause of crime in general
nor of collective disorder in particular. Crime is the end product of failings in areas
which not only affect the physical human body but also the non-material side of human
beings. In chapter five, lack of political representation and relative deprivation were
given as examples of this. In addition, the researcher has also coined a new concept,
'relative insecurity', which seems to be a more tangible way of considering the operation
of the CFA model on crowd events involving ethnic minorities (chapter 5). As the following account will demonstrate this cannot be understood without taking constitutional factors into consideration (chapter 6).

In line with this argument, the research has introduced its own approach to crime and disorder which incorporates the two integral parts of human behaviour. The remainder of this chapter is a detailed account of the CFA model. However, before moving on to the details of the model, it must again be stressed that this research, rather than introducing a new and complete model of disorder, aims to draw the attention of future researchers to the need to take into account a multiplicity of factors. The model, as an alternative to the existing theories in the field, seems to be very immature as it is not applied to all the events which took place within the research period. However, one observation is used as a case study in order to give an idea how the model can be applied to crowd events. The implication of the model to public order policing practices is more visible in chapter seven in which the model is applied to public order policing.

6.1.: Combined Factors Approach

The Combined Factors Approach model tries to explain crime and disorder in terms of a lack of material and non-material basic needs. It argues that it is not the lack of or maladjustment of only one of these two elements but rather the combination of these two integral parts which leads to crime and disorder. Most modern criminological theories, particularly the radical and liberal approaches, have focused on social factors, while conventional theories give priority to 'criminal nature' type explanations. Current examinations of the effect of biological and social differences on crime produces a dilemma, namely the long-standing controversy between environmental (nurture) and biological (nature) orientations in the social sciences. The questions raised by this dilemma are: are we 'blank slates' ultimately defined by social and cultural forces, or are we genetically predetermined organisms with prescribed roles to play? Is our behaviour malleable and perfectible or is it constrained and resistant to change? Are we inherently
gentle and altruistic, or are we aggressive, even violent beings, barely civilised by our culture? More specifically, are the criminals in our society 'born' or 'made', a product of their biology or of their environment?

Constitutional factors are the source of non-materially oriented grievances. Although they are subject to modifications by environmental and social factors, non-material grievances mainly derive from constitutional factors. On the other hand, any maladjustment or injustices in social and political arrangements create materially oriented grievances such as poverty and deprivation. However, it must be acknowledged that the distinction between non-material and material grievances are largely invisible as they are usually interrelated in complicated ways.

All the observations carried out have concluded that to explain collective action as merely the outcome of social settings is an inadequate explanation of the mobilisation of masses and their violence. Rather, crowd behaviour, as with individual behaviour, is subject to various external and internal factors which operate at different stages. For instance, the formation of crowds is caused primarily by social factors while the behaviour of crowd participants and crowds at interactional levels is more determined by biological and psychological than social factors. These two factors, which will be defined as constitutional and institutional, work in combination at all stages of crowd behaviour. However, the influence of these factors may gain priority over one another at certain stages.

Taking one aspect from a particular crowd event and attempting to explain it by using only one factor only raises more questions. For example, how do we explain a crowd movement which does not involve violence, while a similar crowd or even a smaller crowd causes serious violent disorder? If the violence in crowded settings was caused by environmental and social factors, we would expect to experience violent confrontation at all crowd events which take place in the same environment and social setting. Similarly, if we assume the removal of 'biological and psychological' influences
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on crowd behaviour, we will encounter the same problem in explaining crowd violence. Disorder at situational level is more a result of immediate factors rather than being a result of the long term relationship between two groups, that is the police and the crowd.

The CFA model, as the name implies, combines constitutional (Biological and Psychological) and institutional (Environmental and Social) factors in the production of individual crime and collective disorder. This model, which attempts to explain the inner workings of human behaviour, is universal and inclusive and therefore, covers 'deviant' behaviour as well as 'normal' and 'acceptable' behaviours. However, this model is not simply an amalgamation of existing crime and disorder theories. Rather it is a unique way of approaching the problem of crime and disorder by incorporating the previously introduced perspectives.

It has become clear from the previous chapter that political perspectives in England and Wales, which have been broadly classified as conservative, liberal and radical, mostly explain crime and disorder as the outcome of material grievances. Even the conservative spectrum, which is supposed to perceive crime and disorder as the result of non-material qualities such as lack of parental control and educational attainments, tries to solve the problem of crime by offering materially oriented solutions such as the development of equal opportunities to compete in society in the anticipation that a just distribution of wealth will naturally occur. By doing this, they have been indirectly accepting the materially oriented explanation offered by the liberals and radicals. Since all of these explanations rotate around material factors it is more appropriate to classify them as materialistic approaches.

While the conservatives see crime and disorder as a manifestation of behaviour which is psychologically generated, they paradoxically offer materially oriented solutions, which do not relate to the root cause of the violence. Conservative arguments seem to be placing the blame on the individual, while most, to varying degrees, acknowledge the effects of environment. Contrary to the conservative argument the view that crime and
disorder is caused by social forces and that the individual is not entirely to blame for their behaviour is still widespread. The liberals and the radicals seem to be focused on the material side of grievances, mostly ignoring the non-material. Riots, according to the liberals reflect a socially defined situation while the radicals regard riots as politically motivated struggles.

Although these political perspectives dismiss the conservative argument which is based on human nature and psychology, they try to explain the immediate causes of disorder by focusing on psychological explanations. Theories generated by radicals, such as political marginalisation, relative deprivation, and subcultural theories seem to be all subject to the psychological state of individuals. They are highly subjective and heavily dependent on human psychology (chapter five).

To summarise, observations have led to the conclusion that crowd behaviour is not, and cannot be entirely determined by social factors. Even the most materially oriented crowd behaviour involves some non-material factors which will be defined in the forthcoming pages as constitutional factors. These include variations in the psychological state of an individual under certain circumstances as well as certain innate drives and traits which are acquired at birth (Glueck and Glueck 1962; Berkowitz 1968; Unal 1993: 92). Strong evidence has been found showing that even in crowd event, caused by absolute deprivation, the role of human nature explanations such as 'greed' and 'selfishness' were noticeable as well. After outlining the CFA model, which aims to provide an insight to the origins of crime and disorder, it will be applied to a case study which is the destruction of Squatter's Houses in Izmir, Turkey (Observation: 12).

6.1.1: Constitutional Factors (Biological & Psychological)

Various explanations have been advanced in order to explore the genesis of human behaviour. It was assumed that nature or nurture controlled particular behaviours. Later, attention was drawn to the 'contributions' of genes and experience. Now it is clear that these factors are intertwined in complex ways. On the other hand, many social
scientists either deny the importance of non-material factors altogether, or argue that they are at best only marginally involved in human behaviour.

The CFA model, however, argues that collective behaviour, as all other forms of human behaviour, is shaped by two kinds of reinforcers; primary and secondary, or immediate and remote (Figure: 5). A primary reinforcer derives its strength from constitutional factors, an innate drive or trait, such as hunger, sexual appetite or aggression; a secondary reinforcer derives its strength from the social and physical environment by learning. These are broadened in the model and presented as constitutional factors, which constitutes and affects 'free will' in choosing which action an individual will take, and institutional factors, which have a crucial role in shaping 'free will' and affect individuals' responses in decision-making (Unal 1993: 92).

Constitutional factors are a composite of innate drives, feelings, beliefs, and values. Although beliefs and values may be seen as a product of social institutions such as the family and religion, their effect on individual behaviour is usually observed to be associated with rather subjective and psychological forms. It is plausible to classify them under two main areas: biology and psychology. They are open to influence and are shaped by various external factors such as the environment and social arrangements. In other words, constitutional factors can be modified, to a certain extent, by institutional factors. Institutional factors include all the social institutions which are relevant to the material necessities of human beings, from basic needs such as food, accommodation and clothes, to status and wealth and so on. Those institutions range from the smallest social unit, the family, to the wider social environment i.e. schools, religious institutions, the media, the state and its control agencies.

There is no need here to elaborate that human beings have a number of in-built feelings and emotions. Therefore, the CFA model presupposes the existence of innate drives and individual traits such as 'aggression' and 'cowardice' as primary reinforcers as it is not
feasible to argue that all human feelings are entirely acquired after birth from the environment and social settings (chapter five).

The CFA also accepts individual variations in those innate traits. An individual, for example, may display tendencies towards aggressive or cowardly behaviour. This tendency may be modified by events (Figure 5). Those individual innate traits and social settings interact to affect human behaviour. A given trait, for example, may magnify or reduce the effect of some social adversity; the magnification or reduction may be additive or multiplicative. On the other hand, the extent and degree of influence these in-built and innate attributes and individual traits have on crime will perhaps would remain a mystery, as the existing studies and theories are unable to explain all the complex interactions.

Regarding the specific topic of the research, the concept of 'aggression' has a particular significance (Berkowitz 1968: 14-17). Numerous hypotheses have been advanced to explain human aggression and although many have been subsequently discounted by scientific authorities, some persist in specialist fields and/or popular writing. Aggression is often simplistically described as '...the fighting instinct in beast and man which is directed against members of the same species' (Lorenz 1972: ix). One of Freud's psychoanalytical claims about aggression was that such behaviour was a consequence of redirected thanatos (death wish) that could otherwise lead to suicide. Lorenz, who was certainly much influenced by Freud, developed the view that there was an intrinsic drive for aggression which was part of the genetic endowment (Lorenz 1972; Brain 1990: 26). His view was that aggression was part of our animal inheritance and that the activities involved helped to make social groups more cohesive. Lorenz also suggested that formalised competition (e.g. the Olympic games) could be a means of containing the negative consequences of these activities (Brain 1990: 35). There are also other views such as Gurr's assertion that aggression results from relative deprivation (Gurr 1968).
The word 'aggression' has rather negative connotations, and has usually been associated with violence and the use of force. In contrast to the commonly held view Unal (1993a: 22-30) and Unal (1993b: 8-9, 64, 156) regard aggression as an extreme form of an innate drive which he calls the 'power of passion and anger', which is presented as a rather neutral attribute which can be positively as well as negatively used. Figure 5 which is inspired by this perspective illustrates how the 'power of anger and passion' may be manifest in individuals from one extreme to another. For Unal, aggression itself is not an individual innate drive, rather it is an extreme form of another drive which may be manifested at various levels under differing circumstances. For example, when aggression is used as a counter force it might be called self-defence and praised, rather than being regarded as negative behaviour.

It is also asserted that aggression necessarily involves arousal (Meier 1968: 36). Arousal is a psychological term applied to evidence of internal changes including alterations in heart-rate, respiration and the distribution of blood in the tissues. Oerton (1968: 28) argues that, '...the two most basic and important drives with which we are born are in fact the drives of 'sex' and 'aggression' '. Here, he uses the word 'drives' to mean the emotional forces which move people to act in a particular way. It is necessary to finally note, however, that 'aggression', like any other behavioural concept, is influenced by diverse factors, which are difficult, if not impossible, to disentangle (Berkowitz 1968). These factors have been reduced into two main categories for purposes of this thesis; these are environmental and social factors and they will be examined in detail in the following pages.

6.1.2: Institutional Factors (Environmental & Social)
Institutional factors cover all non-constitutional factors ranging from the immediate environment the family, neighbourhood, school and the media to the physical environment and climate. However, there are other situational and environmental factors found to be related to aggression and violence such as heat, noise and architectural design. Some early sociologists have drawn our attention to the possible
influence of climate and season, and particularly heat, on human behaviour (Lombroso 1968; Ibn Khaldun 1987; Lacassagne, cited in Ginneken 1992). As these factors seem less useful as predictors of violence for individuals they will not be discussed in detail. However, the influence of the physical environment cannot entirely be dismissed as the layout of the streets and lack of open spaces and recreational facilities are acknowledged, by some contemporary social scientists, as contributory factors to certain crimes committed by young people (Newman 1973; Clarke 1978; Gurr 1980; Wolfgang and Weis 1982: 308-310). Waddington et. al. (1989: 165), for instance, argue that 'Space can of itself be more or less conducive to disorder, since it structures the room for manoeuvre for protesters and police'. They further argue that;

Planning may structure the situation of the protest. Physical layout, specific space which is being contested, and the visibility and symbolism of targets may all vary in each situation but remain constant as crucial factors (Waddington et. al 1989:169).

However, it has been argued that the influence of social factors exceeds that of environmental factors and physical design (Clarke 1978: 43). 'Anonymity', which is an inevitable consequence of city life, may also have some contributory effects. However, this theory places a special emphasis on immediate and institutionalised factors such as the family, religion, schools and the media, without entirely denying or overestimating the possible influence of the physical environment.

The primary reinforcers of human behaviour, constitutional factors, are greatly influenced by the secondary reinforcers, institutional factors: the environment, society and its institutions, the family, religion, the media and various aspects of the educational and training process. Social settings or the environment do not create aggressive individuals but may magnify or reduce the aggressiveness of an individual. Society, by the institutions it produces and the values it sustains, may also affect the extent to which families and communities are able and willing to inculcate a conscience, and instil a concern for others among its members that make an orderly society possible. Society also, either directly or through the agency of one of its organs, plays a moderating or
modifying role among its members and groups, '...for it is the only moral power superior to the individual, the authority of which he accepts' (Durkheim 1952: 249).

The society and social environment, ranging from the closest environment, the family, to the wider environment and all social institutions, particularly the media, may play an important role in the shaping of these existing innate traits. However, society’s role is limited rather than being the main creative force of an individual's characteristics. As the most powerful and highest state institution the government plays a substantial role in the shaping of smaller institutions. As Benyon (1994a: 1) has clearly stated ‘One of the principle objectives of good government is to achieve and maintain civil order’. This clearly requires the state to intervene into relationships between different social and economic classes. ‘Structural conflicts are always [supposedly] mediated through the state, in its role as moderator of sectional interests’ (Waddington et. al. 1989: 159). However, Hoffman (1992: 22) argues that states emerge because people cannot resolve conflicts of interest simply through informal pressures. Hoffman deploys Bull's definition of the state as ‘...an institution which seeks to promote order in a disorderly way' (Hoffman 1992: 11). It has been further demonstrated in the previous chapter that the controversial role of the state has a profound influence in certain crowd events such as the Miners' Strikes of the eighties and the anti Poll-Tax demonstrations of the late eighties and early nineties.

Since individuals in society are subject to varying degrees of modification, the degree or the quality of action may vary between good and evil, in much the same way as individuals vary. For instance, each human being has the 'power of anger and passion', which is one of the innate drives involved in the commission of violent crimes. However, its manifestation may vary between individuals depending on the influence of their immediate and remote environment. The 'aggressive' drive, for instance, may occur very rarely in some individuals and frequently in others; it may appear suddenly, in response to events and blow over almost as quickly. Figure 5 demonstrates the power of 'anger and passion' manifested in various degrees ranging from one extreme,
'cowardice', to the other, 'aggression'. Between these two extremes there is 'valour', which is supposed to be the ideal state of this feeling in an individual.
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The argument of this model is that crime and disorder appear to stem from a combination of both constitutional (primary-biological and psychological) and institutional (secondary-environmental and social) influences on human behaviour. Accordingly, there is a social behaviour that develops in intimate settings out of complex interactions of constitutional and institutional factors, and this influences how individuals choose between the consequences of alternative behaviours. However, the model incorporates the primary (biological and psychological) factors with caution, as the model includes innate drives and genetic factors, without embracing a view of the so-called criminal as an atavistic savage or any other sort of biological anomaly. Although this model argues that much behaviour, including crowd behaviour and disorder, is affected by an innate drives, this does not mean that violent acts committed in crowded settings are committed by 'born violent individuals' with uncontrollable, antisocial drives.

Not only collective action but all forms of human action, including crime and disorder, must be considered in the light of these mutually inclusive and combined factors. Therefore, crime and disorder as with normal social and peaceful behaviour, are the end product of this complex process. This implies that even the most materially oriented crime, theft, has something to do with other factors and motives, and cannot be a direct
result of poverty or relative deprivation, which are mostly regarded as failings at an institutional level. According to this view as each human action is the product of two combined elements and is made by using 'free will', each individual is responsible, for his or her actions and these actions have a basis in rationality (Unal 1993:61). However, to rationalise a particular action does not necessarily make it right or justifiable just because it is a product of the human mind.

Figure 6: Illustrates how constitutional (biological and psychological) and institutional (environmental and social) factors work in combination and influence or constitute 'human action'.

Figure 6 illustrates how these two factors constitute and affect human action on an individual basis. In the figure, the constitutional factors (Biological and Psychological) are circled as A and institutional factors (Environmental and Social) are circled as B. These two circles intersect at point C, which is where human action derives. It is argued, in the CFA theory, that from this area it is equally possible to produce good or evil actions. It is up to each individual to decide what action they will take by using
their free will. Although each individual is capable of choosing good or evil, the
decision they make is heavily influenced by institutional factors; the environment and
social settings.

Crowd behaviour and disorder can be seen as a wide manifestation of this feeling in
more complex ways than individual violence. An individually committed violent act
may be motivated by one or two dominant elements, but since the crowd is made up of a
large number of individuals their violent actions may be influenced by numerous
motives. This raises doubts about the radical view of the rationality of crowd violence.

As the term implies, collective behaviour and disorder are guided and motivated by
various kinds of beliefs, feelings, assessments of the situation, wishes and expectations.
Therefore, besides examining the material grievances which drift the crowd into violent
action, it is important to explore the social, psychological and non-material states of
each individual in the crowd. Since each individual's psychological state is closely
related to his social and material environment, to examine crowd violence from the
combined factors model does not completely deny the social import of crowd violence.
This is something which both conventional and contemporary Western crowd theorists
have failed to acknowledge.

While early crowd theorists over-emphasised the psychological aspects of crowd
behaviour, contemporary theorists have concentrated on the social aspects of crowd
violence, by oversimplifying non-material factors. Perhaps, the time has come for
present-day social scientists to restore the balance, a task which is still far from being
completed. However, the Combined Factors Approach model is eclectic, drawing from
different and sometimes opposing schools of thought. It incorporates both genetic
predisposition (internal factors) and social learning (external factors) and considers the
influence of both primary (delayed) and secondary (immediate) factors. An individual
act as well as collective action is sometimes best understood as a reaction to immediate
circumstances and at other times as an expression of enduring behavioural disposition; both sorts of explanations have a place in the model. On this point it must admitted that it is not the intention of this study to undertake such a task, since this research will go no further than provoking future studies in this field.

6.2: Combined Factors Approach & Crime and Disorder

Not only crime and disorder but every human behaviour has its origin in a multiplicity of causes, often intertwined and confused, each of which we must, in obedience to the necessity of science, investigate singly. This multiplicity is generally the rule with collective disorder, to which one can almost never assign a single cause unrelated to the others. In line with this assumption, CFA model primarily reduces all possible causes of crime and disorder into two broad categories: constitutional and institutional. The effects of these mutually inclusive and combined factors on crime and disorder have been examined as a process towards a behaviour which some might call 'deviant and criminal' which others perceive as 'normal and meaningful'.

Finding a phrase which is not normatively committed posed difficulty as the terms normal and deviant behaviour, vicious circle of crime and normal social behaviour all have value laden connotations which pose difficulties to the researcher. In the following account, however, the process begins with the CFA model's figure (figure 6) and it is assumed that the model works at all stages of this process. It has been left to the reader to name the end product of this process in line with his/her preferences.

Figure seven, which starts with the CFA model and consists of six stages, is an illustration of how this model works at various stages of a process towards crime and disorder. The model is applied to two types of materially orientated crimes; 'poverty related crimes' and 'white collar crimes'. The research argues that both the 'haves' and the 'have-nots' are subject to the CFA model, however, the end product of this process is
not the same as the existing structural, social and political arrangements are in favour of the strong and at the expense of the weak.

This model does not introduce a definite and definitive set of stages and expect all crowd events to follow these stages. What it suggests is that all stages, introduced by this model or any other, involve the combination of the broad factors at all stages. A crowd event, for example, might include a stage which may not be illustrated in this figure, or a stage which is illustrated in this figure might be missing in a crowd event. For instance, since not all crowd activities involve marginal groups and subcultures, the stage which refers to marginalisation, may be missing from a particular crowd action. However, it is asserted that at all stages of a crowd movement, starting from underlying causes and mobilising factors to interactional level, crowd behaviour is always subject to two kinds of determinants and these are the inner dynamics of the crowd behaviour. Its manifestation may vary between countries and cultures. Smelser's (1962) and Waddington et. al.'s (1989) model provides some viable explanations of this variation in the occurrence of violence under certain circumstances.

This research attempts to apply the CFA model to events portrayed by the media and the police as public order events. It also refers to white-collar crimes which do not attract popular attention nor become so-called public order events. In the observations 23 events out of 33 have been identified as involving political and social motivations. The research has also identified that not only overtly contentious crowd events but also so-called peaceful events, such as the two mourning crowds of the late Turkish president Turgut Ozal and the Notting Hill Carnivals, have social, political and social motives. Regarding the so-called 'issue-less' leisure and entertainment crowds, the research has found no evidence referring to overt materially based political motives and factors. Therefore, the research's findings indirectly confirmed the studies carried out by Williams et. al. (1986, 1987, 1988) and Dunning (1990), Dunning et. al. (1986, 1990, 1992) who argue that football violence has a sociological and historical roots in the
development of a specific recreational culture somewhat detached from a strict materialist base.

One common characteristic which the research has identified in relation to socially and politically motivated and contentious crowds events is that their participants are usually derived from the economically, politically and socially marginalised sections of society. The following six stages, in which the CFA model will be applied, the process towards possible collective confrontation and disorder will be analysed. A special emphasis will be placed on white-collar criminals in order to show why they do not participate in disorder.

**STAGE ONE:** The process (figure seven) begins with the CFA model (figure six) which demonstrates how constitutional (biological and psychological) and institutional (environmental and social) factors work in combination and can lead to deviant/normal behaviour. Stage one includes two combined elements, internal motives and external factors and the existence and workings of these two imaginary intersecting circles is assumed at all stages of this process.

A combination of material factors, which refer to social arrangements, and non material factors, which are related to individual, works at an individual level. For example, an individual does not participate in a crowd event, violent or otherwise, just because they are genetically and inherently violent. Participation is mainly determined as a result of unjust social settings and a perception of these arrangements. In other words, participation is determined, to some extent, by social arrangements and falls within the scope of sociology rather than psychology. This implies that crowds are not made up of psychologically motivated individuals, but socially deprived ones.

However, the research also asserts that the participation of an individual to a crowd and the nature of the act committed is very much influenced by the environment in which an
individual has grown up and been nurtured. For example, a person who acquires religious beliefs and values from their immediate environment, (e.g. the family, religion, and education), may refrain from crime, although they may be relatively poor. On the other hand, a relatively rich person, who has money and status, belonging to the upper classes of society, may commit crimes because they lack non material qualities and restraints. This demonstrates that contrary to popular belief, which attempts to explain crime as the simple result of lack of material or non-material necessities, these two elements are the integral parts of a whole. Lack of moral qualities may lead to crime and disorder when they are coupled with material inequalities and social injustice. The institutions which are responsible for this modification range from the immediate environment, the family and religion to the remote environment, society, education, the media and all other state institutions.

STAGE TWO; refers to the state of the individuals who feels themselves deprived. This stage includes white-collar crime as it sees the rich as well as the relatively deprived subject to similar felt sense of poverty (chapter five). Any maladjustment or deprivation, absolute or relative, of material and non-material needs, force or drift the individual to formulate an ideology which fits a way of life which they have to live rather than one which is chosen willingly. This is best stated in a Turkish proverb translated as; 'If you do not live according to what you believe in, you might begin to believe as dictated by your living!' It indicates that the way in which each individual lives is determined by religious, secular and moral beliefs. If an individual fails to live according to their beliefs they then try to establish an ideology which fits their actual way of life and this is the basis of all subcultures which depart from dominant cultures. This assumption indicates that having been rejected by mainstream society for any number of given reasons, certain economically and socially marginalised groups, such as the Teddy Boys, New Age Travellers and the like, form their own subculture. The failure to have access to material and non-material necessities leads to deprivation,
relative or absolute, and this results in the formation of a socially alien or deviant subculture.

STAGE THREE: The third stage of this model is about subcultures, which are in constant but indirect conflict with the dominant culture. The notions of 'lack of political representation' and 'relative security' (chapter five) are just two examples of the manifestation of economic and political marginalisation. The very existence and way of life of the politically, culturally, ethnically and sometimes religiously marginalised communities are considered as an opposition to dominant culture and mainstream society. Their demands, such as the attempts of the Muslim communities in the early stages of the Salman Rushdie case to solve the problem peacefully, are bound to fall on deaf ears and be considered not worthy of attention.

This stage also assumes that not only the so-called criminals but also the white-collar criminals belong to a subculture of their own. However, as they are not politically and economically marginalised they are accommodated by the existing social and political arrangements and their subculture is not considered as alien to the dominant culture. In fact, although the crime they commit is not accepted as normal even within their own subculture they remain as a part of their 'respectable' subculture as long as their crime is not noticed. And this is something which happens very rarely compared with the so-called ordinary criminals.

STAGE FOUR: The undeclared but ongoing conflict between the marginalised subcultures and dominant cultures becomes more visible as the least powerful ones makes some direct demands such as the Salman Rushdie case, or indirect demands by committing property crimes. Political and industrial demonstrations are a way of addressing the demands of the economically and politically marginalised in the form of collective action. However, property crimes committed by individuals can be seen as a more indirect expression of demands made of the existing arrangements. Even the
perpetrators themselves may not be aware of the messages which can be taken from their acts (Berkowitz 1968; Jenkins 1968; Quarantelli and Dynes 1968). As the individual criminal has no popular support or means of defence they are caught and convicted for the acts they commit.

Figure 7: The mechanics of the operation of constitutional and institutional factors across a range of possible occurrences.

On the other hand, despite the huge material cost and the moral damage caused by white-collar crimes, the numbers of the convicted white-collar criminals is still very minor (Sutherland 1970; Geiss 1970; Pearce 1976; Palmer and Humphrey 1990a-b;
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Croal 1992). As the concealed conflict gradually becomes more overt and visible, it causes more discrimination, marginalisation and criminalisation (Hall et. al. 1987b; Keith 1993:231-255) of the members of the sub-culture.

The state and its law enforcement agencies are very much in favour of the dominant ruling class of which the white-collar criminal is a part. In the light of Marxist argument it is indeed difficult to uphold the argument that the law is neutral set of rules to which all are subject. The quotation from Anatole France that 'The law in its majestic equality, forbids the rich as well as the poor to sleep under bridges, to beg in the streets, and to steal bread' (Anatole France, Le Lys Rouge 1894, cited in Benyon and Bourn 1989: 15; Reiner 1992: 3), is worthy of quoting once more as it perfectly expresses the essential hypocritical and discriminative nature of the state and its institutions.

STAGE FIVE; As the marginalised groups and individuals makes direct or indirect demands from the existing political and economical arrangements, the nature of the state and its agencies becomes more rigid. As the conflict between the haves and the have-nots becomes more overt it produces more alienation, discontent and resentment.

Although the term marginalisation has often been deployed it would be misleading to regard the participants of all crowd events as marginalised and uprooted masses. The observations have revealed that most crowd activities, particularly political and industrial ones, attract solid working class citizens rather than uprooted masses. Their goals are rational, purposeful, and objective rather than irrational or anomic. In fact, it is rather difficult to deny the rationality and meaningfulness of large human gatherings since it is problematic to explain them by psychological motives without referring to a social and environmental context.

STAGE SIX; The last stage is the most overt product of this conflict; deviant behaviour or meaningful social behaviour is manifested in various forms, ranging from 'civil' and
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'passive disobedience' to 'active crime' and 'disorder'. It is somehow problematic to define the end product of this circle. Therefore, the word 'product' has purposefully been chosen, deliberately avoiding the use of value laden concepts such as 'crime', 'criminal' or 'deviant' behaviour. As a universal concept for so-called crime has not been found yet, it is perhaps more appropriate to leave it open for the reader. What is crime and disorder for some may well be socially meaningful behaviour for others.

Figure seven, in confirmation of the first hypothesis of the research, asserts that at the final stages of the process, constitutional factors gain priority over institutional factors. The nature of crowd-police interaction is more subject to psychological determinants than sociological determinants. The import of constitutional factors can be acknowledged without entirely dismissing or undermining the role and import of the constitutional factors.

This figure, in confirmation of the second hypothesis, also reveals the essentially hypocritical nature of the state and its control agencies in their dealings with the acts committed by the weak and the strong. As demonstrated in figure 7 the criminalisation of acts or behaviour depends upon who commits them not the act itself. Consequently, participants of the riots and disorders mostly derive from economically and politically marginalised groups and communities. Although white-collar crimes victimise an important section of society directly and almost the whole of society indirectly, the perpetrators of these crimes are still rare compared to so-called ordinary criminals. White-collar people do not riot not because they are less criminally inclined than the so-called riot participants, but because they have more concealed ways and means of committing crimes.

One important point revealed from the application of the CFA model to crowd events is that despite the fact that crowds are usually mobilised by economic, social and political motives, the actual occurrences of collective action and disorder are mostly associated with and legitimised by an abstract concept rather than being referred to overtly material
profit or gain. This fact again demonstrates the validity of the CFA, which argues that not only in the first stages but also the last and contentious stage of collective action involves some non-material elements.

This research has found that crowd behaviour is mostly socially motivated rather than being psychologically derived. However, socially motivated acts are mostly associated with abstract concepts which have their origins within human beings; even the most materially oriented grievances erupt on the basis of abstract concepts rather than for a particular material gain. There is usually a need for a trigger incident, or a 'flash point' to spark off a riot. For instance, most of the inner city riots which have taken place in the United States and England in the last three decades, were triggered by an incident involving an unjust treatment of a young black by a white police officer. There would appear to be a direct relationship between the police and inner city riots. However, the reports (Scarman 1983; Kerner Commission Report 1968; Benyon 1993) and studies which followed these riots have unanimously revealed that heavy handed police methods and dealings with a particular group are not and cannot be the only instigators of these events. This suggests widespread unjust treatment of a particular group by the dominant ideology. It is important to remember, however, that none of these events began as a reaction to existing social arrangements but in response to an isolated incident.

Human beings do not protest or riot just because they are hungry, but do so when others are unjustly satisfied while they were hungry. In the same way, crowds do not gather and demonstrate just because they were prevented from obtaining some material gains, but because they feel that they are treated unjustly by the system or the dominant groups. In the observations no evidence was found which suggests a direct relationship between poverty, absolute deprivation and disorder. Most grievances stem from a felt sense of injustice and are usually associated with an abstract and legitimising notion (chapter 5). This applies not only to contemporary crowd events but also to historical events.
For example, in the last stage the conflict which, according to the argument of this model, is the result of failings in earlier stages, both material and non-material needs, justifies itself referring to some 'legitimising notions' (Waddington et. al. (1989: 8-9) quoted from Stevenson 1979: 310) or an abstract concept such as freedom, justice, equality and so on. This demonstrates, according to the CFA model, that even in the final, 'interactional' level of a conflict, where human behaviour is guided more by institutional than constitutional factors, the behaviour of individuals as well as the crowd is still influenced by constitutional factors which are revealed in the form of legitimising abstract concepts and notions.

Injustices are not rare incidents and certain groups experience these all the time but injustice leads the mobilisation of masses, when it becomes visible and associated with an abstract concept. Crowds act for non material causes more than material ones. Even the most materially oriented goals are usually associated with an abstract concept. Not only historical crowd movements such as the food riots of the eighteenth century (Benyon 1987) but also contemporary crowd movements have always been associated with an abstract concept. Although the main reasons for riots have been unjust social arrangements, the crowds always seek an abstract concept, an idea, to justify their action. A crowd movement purely based on a material goal without an association with a non-material concept or idea is a rare event. It is for this reason that historically most of the successful mass movements which achieved the overthrow of totalitarian regimes, were mobilised by an abstract concept such as freedom, equality or justice.

A further example will be the crowd movements which took place in Russia in the name of abstract concepts such as freedom, equality and justice in early twentieth century. Although the revolution was sparked off and fuelled by the discontent which was based on material inequalities and injustices, the main factors which mobilised the masses were abstract. On the other hand, the same regime, which was established on the promise of providing equalities was overthrown after a period of less than a century in the name of the same abstract concepts: freedom, equality and justice. The lessons
drawn from these experiences are that riots or crowd actions which are seemingly caused by social factors usually erupt in the name of non-material abstract concepts.

With regard to the behaviour of participants during a crowd event, psychological factors dominate sociological factors as the latter become less dominant and remote compared to the former. A crowd, which is made up of sociologically derived participants, acts under the influence of the present situation, what Waddington et. al. (1989) call 'situational' factors. Sociological factors, which lead to gatherings of large numbers, become less dominant in the reasons for an individual joining a crowd, and the remote factors, what Wilson and Herrnstein (1986) call 'constitutional factors', become more apparent and influential (Berkowitz 1968). Therefore, the behaviour of a crowd participant is mainly modified and shaped by situational factors. As the process gradually moves towards the interactional level, the behaviour of crowd participants in particular and the crowd in general becomes more psychologically determined. Therefore, at the final stage of this encounter a special importance should be placed upon constitutional (psychological) determinants without entirely ignoring the long term effects of the institutional factors.

During the occurrence of a crowd event, emotional concepts such as 'provocation' and 'intimidation' have a significance as they relate to types of policing practices, including tactics and equipment deployed. Consideration should be give to those concepts during the deployment of manpower and equipment in the form of a 'show of force'. Any mistreatment or overreaction in using these methods and tactics may lead to more visible forms of biological and psychological factors such as aggression and violence. The influence of the manner of the deployment of police and equipment upon constitutional factors and its possible consequences in causing disorder will be examined further in the following chapter.
6.3: Combination of Institutional & Constitutional Factors

Demolition of 'Squatters Houses' in Izmir, Turkey

The conclusions reached by this research have been utilised throughout the text rather than being collected under one main section. This is so for the reason that each chapter has its own specific conclusions, besides leading the research to a general conclusion. The implications of the general findings of the research is applied to public order policing practices in the following chapter.

Despite major differences in the characteristics of crowds and public order policing practices between the two countries the similarities found have afforded an opportunity to apply the CFA theory to the public order policing practices in both countries. The implications of the theory to public order policing practices will be incorporated into one chapter, dealing with both systems simultaneously.

Throughout this research observations were made, both in Turkey and England and Wales, at many crowd events (Appendix: 1) which required the deployment of police public order units. After completing a number of observations the model of this research, the Combined Factors Approach, is outlined as a new approach, and observations were made in order to test whether observed events fitted the model. It is found that all observed crowd actions fit this model, which sees crowd behaviour as the result of failings or maladjustment at institutional and constitutional levels.

As the primary object of this study is to draw conclusions from observations in respect to public order policing practices in both countries, choosing an example and applying the model to this particular event will be satisfactory. The observation in question took place in 1992 in Izmir, Turkey, when over one hundred police officers were deployed to maintain peace during a demolition of squatters houses. Observations made during this event have led to the belief that the workings of the theory is valid for all the observations.
Before moving on to analysis of the observation it might be more appropriate to consider reasons why this example has been chosen. The first reason is that, the researcher was familiar with the social and economic situation of that particular area as he grew up in a similar area of the same city. Fifteen years ago he experienced and felt what those whose houses were being demolished were experiencing on that day. The second reason is that having experienced the same situation allowed him to explore the underlying causes of this event rather than focusing on apparent symptoms. Therefore, the observation of this event was relatively more complete compared to others. The researcher could also observe and understand both sides of the problem. As a person who lived in a similar area it was not difficult to understand local feelings and attitudes towards the police. Again, as a person who had worked in the police force as a uniformed police officer he was familiar with police perceptions of that particular situation. Although the Combined Factors Approach is universal and therefore must be applicable to all crowd events, the above mentioned reasons have made the workings of material (social) and non material (psychological) factors more visible for the researcher. The following account makes clear how the event involved the two factors of the CFA model.

The reason for the deployment of the police was to maintain peace and provide the security of the city council men to carry out the demolition. None of the basic services such as water supply, electricity and road, which were supposed to be provided before the construction of the houses were present. The rationale behind the demolition was that to provide these basic services after the construction of the houses would be very costly and difficult and this in itself necessitated the demolition of some houses. In fact the word 'house' is not the word to define these premises, because of their poor construction. Most of the so-called 'gecekondular' (squatters' houses) were built within a few days, by the people who are unable to stay in the rural areas because of the lack of job availability, and who were therefore forced to cities for economic and social reasons (Komur 1992; Altayli 1995; Turenc 1995; Cem 1995). From this respect the need to
occupy a land and built a small hut for sheltering those who are in a desperate situation seems to be absolute deprivation.

However, as the CFA model maintains, even at this stage not all human activities are the result of absolute deprivation. For example, most of the dwellings were built by those who already occupied a neighbouring land a few years or months ago and their presence subsequently recognised by the authorities as legitimate. One politician who was then the head of the opposition party, and now the President of Turkey, legitimised this type of housing by complimenting them as ‘the flowers of our cities’. Big cities are surrounded by this type of housing site, which when viewed from the air, as politicians generally do, seem very attractive, like a flower garden surrounding the city. However, the life conditions in these slum areas are very poor and less picturesque.

Almost all political parties make similar promises which are barely possible to implement if they come to power. This type of promise and compliments, which curry favour with economically disadvantaged people prior to elections are not rare. Rather they are an integral part of corrupt political life in Turkey. The researcher had personally experienced similar things during his studentship of seven years when he was living in a different area of the same city.

This electioneering usually takes place prior to a general election when every political party is desperately in need of support from the working class communities. For example, it was widely acknowledged that one of the local mayoral candidates, who was elected as mayor during the destruction of the houses promised the people that if he was chosen as mayor he would legitimise these houses by giving them an ownership certificate called ‘tapu’. After election it was he who gave the order for the dwellings to be demolished. By this time, many people from neighbouring sites, encouraged by empty promises, had moved to the site which was later demolished.

During the observation the researcher remained with the crowd and listened to their side of the story. Some of the arguments regarding the election promises were related to the
researcher by the local residents during the observation. The researcher introduced himself as a research student from England, and people took him as a journalist. He was surrounded by people urging him to write their plea. Some of those whose houses were being demolished were complaining about the state saying that the state had provided accommodation for the Kurds who fled to Turkey during the mass execution of Kurds in Iraq in 1991-2. Others were referring to the influx of Turks from Bulgaria in the mid-eighties. In these two cases, the Turkish state had been seen to provide accommodation and social benefits for refugees while unjustly ignoring its native citizens. An old Kurdish lady was crying that 'Is it a fault to be a native citizen of this country'. On the other hand, some people who were observers rather than participants of the crowd, were telling quietly that in fact most of the people who built houses on the land already had other houses acquired a few years ago in the same way. It was again evident that at this event, which was caused to a great extent by absolute deprivation, the participants justified their act by referring to the sense of injustice and inequality.

Immediately after the demolition some of the people began moving their goods from demolished houses to their other houses. As an old resident of a similar area, the researcher admits that he tried to establish residence in two different parts of the city while he was a teenager and studying at a college. However, his last two attempts were unsuccessful as he had to leave for another city to continue higher education. His family still lives in a house in that area which was acquired in the same way, by occupying state owned land and building a slum on it before basic services were provided. The local government has now provided electricity, water, road and transport services to the area and the houses which were built 15-20 years ago are now recognised as legitimate and the owners of the houses will, hopefully, be given their official ownership certificate soon.

It is not easy to disentangle the constitutional factors from institutional ones. For instance, some members of that particular community acted in response to absolute
deprivation which is mainly the result of failings at the institutional level. This is partly because the state failed to provide a desirable standard of living for country people and this led the influx of people from villages to cities. In addition, political parties far from providing city-based long term and stable housing facilities for those people, manipulated them for their short term political ends.

On the other hand, some members of that particular group, if not the majority, are not motivated by absolute deprivation. Their acts are to be explained more by relative deprivation, which is rather subjective. Therefore, even in this case, where the failings of institutional factors were quite visible, conservative arguments such as avarice cannot easily be dismissed. While some members of that community were suffering relative deprivation others were acting with sheer greed, to acquire a second house. In many cases people have squatted on a large site and after a while sold it to someone who cannot, or will not, build a slum house. In fact, the house which the researcher's family lives in now was acquired in this way. Of course the sale interaction was not legal or official, but was done informally, by 'gentleman's agreement'.

Demolition of illegally built houses is the result of misconduct and maladjustment at economic, social an political spheres which the CFA model sees as institutional factors. In recent years, police deployment during these demolitions has become a routine task for the police in major Turkish cities such as Istanbul, Ankara and Izmir. Although the houses built by economically deprived and marginalised people were regarded as illegal and their demolition constituted a public order problem, the same acts committed by the wealthy have been tolerated by existing political arrangements (Ozguven 1995). In big cities especially in Istanbul there are certain areas which are occupied by the rich to build summer houses. Despite the high quality of their construction these houses are technically illegal and according to the law should be demolished in the same way. As these houses are mostly built on very valuable land overlooking the Bosphorous the construction of these houses is illegal environmentally too. Yet, the demolition of these houses is rare and what is more, if the destruction takes place it does not have as
dramatic financial effect on the people who built these houses compared to the squatters houses.

During the operation, questions were asked to find out how the residents felt about the police. It was discovered that there was no direct dissent against the police for the role they played during the demolition. They were perceived as 'Emir Kulu' (bound to obey orders) with no part in authoritarian decision-making. The main dissent was directed against the mayor for whom they voted a few months previously, believing that their houses will be saved from demolition. Some members of the crowd even suggested a demonstration in the city centre protesting against the mayor. An old lady was criticising the inhabitants for believing the mayor and building houses relying on his promises.

The police conduct during the demolition was surprisingly peaceful. The demolition was supposed to be carried out by city council officials and the reason for police presence was just to maintain the peace and prevent the crowd from intervening in the demolition. The demolition began at about 9 am when most of the men left home for work. This made the task easier by preventing clashes. However, some women protested and did not want to leave their houses, and some of them were taken to hospital for treatment for fainting. There was no attack on the police or the city council officials apart from a few attempts to throw stones by children. However, overzealousness of a senior city council official, who was responsible for supervising the demolition, was perceived as provocative and almost sparked off a conflict.

Although the police presence might have been regarded as provocative in the Western context as they were fully armed and some of them were carrying shields, in fact there was no direct dissent towards the police. Two armoured police vehicles were also deployed which could have been perceived as provocative. However, the behaviour of individual police officers was quite restrained. During their deployment they seemed unhappy with what they were doing there. In fact, in the conversations with the rank and file officers, during the journey from the Public Order Unit to the site, almost all
police officers made complaints about their deployment in an incident which was caused by the mistake of another institution.

Surprisingly, amongst the demolished houses one belonged to a city official who was working in the department responsible for the demolition of illegally constructed houses. He was not on duty on this day and his house was demolished along with the other houses. What is more, sometimes the police were the victim of the demolition as a house belonging to one of the chief inspectors, who was on duty on that day, was demolished a few weeks ago by the same unit. By way of a limited form of protest, during the lunch break some officers declined to have their lunch, which was provided by the City Council, in front of those whose houses were being demolished.

6.4: CFA & Modern Crowd Theories
It has been argued earlier that the CFA is a comprehensive model incorporating both the classical and modern crowd theories. Despite representing a unique approach to the problem of crime and disorder, it is greatly influenced by some comparatively recent crowd theories. In particular, these are Smelser’s (1962) Value Added Theory and Waddington et. al.’s (1989) Flashpoints model. In order to demonstrate the value of the CFA model amidst other theories these two theories have been chosen as constituent elements.

This research does not intend to introduce an entirely new and alternative crowd and disorder theory. In line with the first hypothesis it aims to draw attention to the need to examine the crowd behaviour from multitudes of factors and provide a multi layered account. Here, figure six illustrates the central theme of the research by combining immediate and delayed factors. This model, the research argues, can be applied not only to the observational examples carried out for this research, but also to other theories. For example, the CFA can accommodate the Value Added Theory of Smelser (1962) and the Flashpoints model of Waddington et. al. (1989), with only minor
qualification. The existence and workings of the CFA model incorporate all stages of these models.

Inevitably, both modern and classical theories have played an important role in understanding disorderly crowds and shaping public order policing policies. Two modern theories which are the focus of this section have apparent similarities yet differ in nature when they are examined closely. One of the criticisms which can be directed to Smelser's model is that his theory, which starts seemingly as a well argued scientific argument, suddenly changes into a kind of 'public order manual' when it comes to advocate the 'short, sharp shock' theory of riot control. "When the authorities issue firm, unyielding and unbiased decisions in short order, the hostile outburst is dampened" (Smelser 1962: 265). Waddington et. al. rightly finds Smelser's prescription for avoiding disorder more likely to cause it (Waddington et. al. 1989:174).

On the other hand, the Flashpoints model is perhaps the only modern theory which '...combines reference to antecedent conditions (the 'tinder') with a highlighting of interpersonal interaction (the 'spark'), thus involving both psychological and sociological perspectives' (Waddington et. al. 1989: 2). However, despite this early acknowledgement, this work is mainly concerned with social factors paying less attention to psychological aspects of crowd dynamics. Importantly, the term Flashpoint implies a degree of 'spontaneity' in crowd behaviour.

The Flashpoints model is an accurate account of how and why disorder occurs in certain circumstances and it might be helpful in explaining many disorders which occur under similar conditions. However, it is problematic to accommodate all crowd events within this model as generalisations in crowd behaviour, as with many other social issues, raise many questions. M. Keith (1993) in Race, Riots and Policing regards generalisations by definition as necessarily excluding the significance of the historically and geographically specific circumstances in which disorder is defined and appreciated.
Yet the Flashpoints model tries to avoid making over specific generalisations at an early stage by classifying crowds events as 'issue oriented riots' and 'issue-less' (Waddington et al. 1989: 16). However, a subtle response to Keith's concern about generalisations can be found in the Flashpoints model as it clearly states that, 'Such a model should in principle be applicable to a whole range of situations, allowing differentiation between types of crowds yet remaining sensitive to the special features of any individual instance' (Waddington et al. 1989: 156).

The second issue related to the Flashpoints model is the model's identification of events which are supposed to be the cause of violent confrontation. It can equally be argued, for example, that there may be many other incidents or interactions which might potentially be a flashpoint. They are called 'flashpoints' when they cause a violent confrontation otherwise they are seen as unremarkable incidents. As Waddington et al. (1989: 3) themselves made it clear '...the crucial comparison needs to be with those events which superficially have all the attributes of a flashpoint but which never materialise as such'. To clarify the difference of a flashpoint and an ordinary unremarkable event is obviously an area worthy of further study.

The Combined Factors Approach which is partly influenced and inspired by the Flashpoints model gives the details of the stages leading to the formation of a crowd. It also involves the crowd's interaction with various institutions of the establishment. Although the CFA model may imply a rise towards a violent confrontation, similar to that of the Flashpoints model, it does not regard the violence as an inevitable product of certain conditions and interactions. Depending on the nature of the social context, the cause protested against and the nature of the police response there is only a 'possibility' that the violence may break out at interactional level.

The main reservation that this research has about the Flashpoints model is the exact timing and expectation of disorder, an issue which social scientists are often pressed to
comment on by policy makers. However, this is a point about which Waddington (1995) himself expressed his concerns not only in his published work (Waddington et al. 1989: 177), but also at one of his latest presentations which took place at the CSPO, on 6 February 1995. Regarding the exact timing of the confrontation S. Hall (1987) seems to be quite right in his remarks that 'No social scientist is able to say on this day or that day, at this hour or that hour, X or Y will trigger off social unrest' (Hall 1987: 48). The CFA does not assert that under certain and definite circumstances the violence will definitely occur. What it does is to define the stages of a process which leads to a possible confrontation. However, the occurrence of disorderly confrontation is very much dependent on the nature of the relationship between the crowd and the police at interactional level, a stage at which is very difficult to identify what kind of behaviour will definitely lead to confrontation.

Although the initial intention of this research was not to apply the Flashpoints model to the observations, a close examination of CFA model shows a clear acknowledgement to the Flashpoints model. For example, the issues dealt with in chapter four of this thesis, such as 'the state', 'class', 'the police' and the 'political violence', clearly fall within the first three stages of the Flashpoints model, which identifies them as Structural, Political Ideological and Cultural. Secondly, chapter seven includes issues which again fall within the last three stages of the Flashpoints model, Contextual, Situational and Interactional. The uniqueness of the CFA is that it combines institutional and constitutional factors at all stages of this process which cause a crowd to drift towards confrontation with the agents of social control, rather than seeing psychological imperatives playing a role only at the interactional level of the process.

Summary
In the third chapter of this thesis the internal dynamics of crowd behaviour have been examined and it was concluded that crowd behaviour and public order policing consists of two integral parts. The first part, the physical component of public order policing is
made up three physical elements: the crowd, its leaders or leadership and the police.
The second part is mainly concerned with some crowd attributes which are mainly put forward by classic crowd theorists such as Le Bon and Tarde. These attributes include concepts such as 'irrationality', 'suggestibility', 'crowd mind' or 'collective mind' and 'collective disorder'. This thesis proposes that crowd behaviour is the result of two combined elements, mental and physical factors.

In line with this argument chapter six introduced a model of crime in general, and disorder in particular, as the combination of two factors on each individual. It was argued that neither individual crime nor disorder can be explained by a single factor. Crime and disorder are instead the result of maladjustment or failures to provide for the two basic needs of human beings, that is material and non-material (spiritual) needs. The Combined Factors Approach assumes that human behaviour is guided by both material and non-material factors.

After introducing a new theory on the genesis of human behaviour, the argument now moves on to the application of this theory on everyday policing practices. The next chapter will attempt to apply the CFA model into the existing arrangements. The application of the CFA on crime and disorder and its implications for public order policing practices would have two stages; that is long and short term implications. Short term implications are mainly concerned with the psychological elements of human behaviour at an interactional level, while long term arrangements are related to environmental and social causes of crowd behaviour. It is also stressed that the police response and arrangements in the short term might have long term derogatory effects on police and crowd relations.
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Crowds & Public Order Policing

Introduction

No social scientist is able to say on this day or that day, at this hour or that hour, X or Y will trigger off social unrest, but it will follow, as night follows day, that such an excluded population with a deep sense of social injustice will sooner or later explode (S. Hall, in Benyon and Solomos 1987: 48).

The main theme and indeed one of the most important findings of this research is that crowd behaviour is caused and strongly influenced by institutional factors such as the state and its various agencies, particularly the police. Institutional factors play a dominant role in the formation of crowds at certain times and locations to express their dissent and opposition or their support and solidarity for a particular cause. However, these factors become less visible and dominant during the occurrence of actual crowd events, as remote factors such as biological and psychological conditions become more dominant. Accordingly, this research argues that during crowd events the behaviour of crowds, individual participants and even the police is more subject to psychological imperatives than to long term social and political considerations.

The maladjustment of social and political arrangements, which cause the gathering of a particular crowd, are less visible and do not determine the outcome of events. Therefore, it is the argument of this research that the human element, which we call constitutional factors, should be taken into consideration during the policing of a given crowd without entirely dismissing the impact of institutional factors. The influence of institutional factors on the crowd and individuals during the policing of an event usually has long term deteriorating effects.
Appropriate police conduct during a crowd event or in a particular area may not have a long-term positive effect on those prolonged and accumulated social problems which contribute to crime. However, bad policing practices may have long term negative effects on the relationships between a particular community or group and the police. Therefore, police conduct during a crowd event is more relevant to the psychological state of crowd participants. This is because policing practices are, in the detection of individually committed crimes and collective violence, like treating the apparent symptoms rather than eradicating the underlying causes.

A particular policing practice is bound to be or perceived to be coercive and paramilitary unless it functions on behalf of a system which primarily sets out to meet the social, political and economic demands of its subjects. However, this does not imply that such a system will perfectly satisfy those demands or that there will be no opposition involving large numbers of people.

Essentially, such a system should respond to political or any other opposition with the deployment of the least sophisticated weaponry necessary to handle the events with sensitivity by taking into account not only the long term social and political causes of the event but also short term socio-psychological aspects of crowd behaviour. This would create, at least, some positive influence on relationships between the police and a particular community even if it does little to solve the deep rooted causes of the underlying social problem. It would be too optimistic to expect to solve the problem, which is experienced by discontented people and has deep rooted causes, solely by good policing practices.

Observations of various stages of policing at crowd events have shown that as policing gradually moves towards an interactional level of psychologically oriented practices, such as a 'show of force', there are detrimental effects on the crowd such as 'provocation' or 'intimidation'.
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7.1: Assembling Process
In line with the general theme of the Combined Factors Approach, the assembling process refers to long-term causes which lead to the formation of crowds at certain places or venues and at certain times as well as to short-term and apparent causes. While the short term causes of the assembling process are mainly concerned with how a particular crowd gathers, the long-term causes deal with the reasons for individuals coming together to form a crowd at a particular place or time. The short term causes of the assembling process might involve psychological reasons. However, it is insufficient to explain the gathering of a crowd using only short term and psychological reasons; long term affects of social, cultural and economic conditions must also be considered.

The combined factors approach (CPA) works at all stages of a crowd movement, starting from the assembling process to the interactional level and through to dispersal. But some of the factors gain priority over others at certain stages. For instance, while in the long term assembling process it is not feasible to argue that the crowd gathering is the result of psychological motivation, it might be more appropriate to refer to the social causes of the gathering. On the other hand, it is not helpful to examine and explain crowd behaviour as well as individual behaviour at an interactional level with social causes. In the long-term assembling process, sociological factors determine the gathering of a crowd and at the interactional level, sociological factors are dominated and overwhelmed by psychological factors.

In terms of the assembling process, crowds can be grouped under two broad categories; 'organised' and 'spontaneous' crowds. In organised crowds, it is generally accepted that similar people tend to gather together. This might be the case to some extent, since the members of a crowd gathered at a particular place may share similar feelings and opinions. A number of recent crowd participant studies have shown that beside the general cause of the gathering, a number of individual motives can also be found. In
abstract terms, there is usually at least a general idea or a common purpose or grievance which leads to a gathering at particular times and locations. Crowds are human groups which gather and unite around some common purposes and thanks to crowd, individual weakness might easily be turned into collective strength (Ginneken 1992:167).

However, the existence of such a general cause does not make the crowd potentially dangerous. Unlike the arguments of conventional crowd theorists, the majority of crowd events occur without any serious violence. In these events the police may have to make some arrangements not only because the crowd imposes a danger to other people or the police but also because they may create danger to themselves.

Therefore, the police presence at large gatherings does not necessarily raise the violent expectations of a crowd. The majority of the police presence and the conduct of the police is designed to ensure the safety of the public rather than protecting non participants from crowd violence. Past experience demonstrates that the crowd imposes more danger to itself than to others. To illustrate this, examples from this century in England will suffice: 173 persons were crushed to death and nearly a hundred injured, at a London tube station on 3rd March 1943, and 33 persons died and hundreds were injured at Bolton Wanderers football ground on 9th March 1946. Between 1902 and 1989, there have been five major disasters inside British football grounds and total of 275 people were killed in those incidents. In the last incident, in Hillsborough, Sheffield, 95 people were killed (Moore 1991: 2; Dickie 1993: 89-98).

These and similar events in other countries indicate that there is always a need for organising and controlling a crowd (Smith and Dickie 1993). The police are often responsible for the rationalisation of crowds and in such situations physical measures such as crush barriers may be employed or officers themselves may form temporary barriers in order to exercise control (Dickson 1993; Rubes 1993; Hopkins et. al. 1993).
In addition to these routine tasks, in crowd events where there is an expectation of violence, the police have to make extra arrangements. These include the deployment of sufficient officers and the usage of sophisticated crowd control equipment. As indicated earlier, the most important point in public order policing is the way in which public order events are dealt with as this reflects the nature of the relationship between the state and the public. It is for this reason that the use of sophisticated riot equipment such as riot shields and CS gas in British cities has been criticised as a dramatic move towards an authoritarian state. Whatever the grievances of a frustrated crowd, be they material or ideological, the important point is the crowd's perceptions of its relationship to the state and its front line representatives, the police force. It is this perception which determines the outcome of encounters between the police and the public in politically motivated and volatile situations.

With regard to the second type of gathering, 'spontaneous' crowd events, the police have neither the time nor the opportunity to deploy ordinary preventive policing tactics. Since the nature of the crowd is already perceived as violent, there is no room for manoeuvre and ordinary methods are inadequate. Before moving on to the police response to spontaneous crowd events, it is appropriate to begin with a definition of 'spontaneous' events. Miller (1985:31) defines spontaneous events at two levels. The first and general meaning indicates that a spontaneous collective behaviour event is unexpected by the authorities, by spectators, and even by the participants themselves. Often such episodes seem to be triggered by an everyday routine happening such as the acquittal of the four officers accused of beating a black lorry driver, Rodney King, in Los Angeles in 1992, or the accidental shooting of a woman in 1985 the Tottenham riots, London. However, Moore argues that both of the riots mentioned above were predictable and that preventive measures could have been taken (Moore 1995). He further argues that the police were incompetent on both occasions and the only one of the 1985 riots in Britain which could be classified as spontaneous was Handsworth, Birmingham.
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The second and the most exact meaning of the term spontaneous is 'occurring without external cause'. Applying this definition to collective behaviour is problematic. It is often taken to mean that spontaneous collective behaviour is caused solely by the internal cognitive states of participants: their individual attitudes, perceptions, and fears. This view is based on the literal meaning of the term spontaneous, complies with conventional crowd theories and implicitly denies the external causes of a riot. Subsequently, it denies the overall rationality of crowd action and places the blame on individuals' internal motives. However, a number of studies of spontaneous riots have proved that besides the immediate causes of spontaneous riots which are usually apparently insignificant incidents, deeper causes undoubtedly exist. It is clear that the concept of spontaneity is a relative rather than an absolute concept. All of the above suggests that violent crowd events, even seemingly the most spontaneous ones, can be reviewed as the result of a combination of causal factors.

It might be appropriate to use the term 'spontaneous' in order to deny the existence of pre-arrangements or plans behind these events. In Britain and the USA official reports on crowd violence have concluded that, '...the urban disorders...were not caused by, nor were they the consequence of, any organised plan or conspiracy ' (The Kerner Commission Report 1968; The Scarman Report 1983). This conclusion does not imply an absence of an emergent organisation or leadership within the crowd members during the riots. The distribution of petrol bombs and selection of targets for attack and looting clearly show that during a riot the crowd may become organised and evolve a leadership (The Kerner Commission Report 1968; The Scarman Report 1983).

7. 2: Pre-Event Arrangements

It was indicated in the previous chapters that one of the positive changes in police perception is that the police no longer view the crowd as politically threatening. Today crowd control has become a routine task for the police and a majority of these events do
not impose serious public order problems. Despite the general belief that a crowd is potentially violent, most large gatherings do succeed in assembling and dispersing peacefully and without a violent incident.

However, not only so-called potentially violent crowd events but even the most peaceful crowds have a potential for danger. It is for this reason that studies of collective behaviour are not only concerned with potentially violent crowds. It is because of this potential danger that a number of extensive studies of the characteristics of crowds have been carried out in recent years by police as well as scientists (Rubes 1993; Sime 1993; Dickson 1993; and Berlonghi 1993).

7.2.1: Long-Term Arrangements

Pre-event arrangements are mostly made on the basis of judgements which are inevitably preconditioned by past experiences (Waddington 1994b). The nature of a crowd and its sheer size is also important within the context of a particular incident, although the police handling of crowd events mainly involves short term arrangements. However, it also requires the development of strategies which need long term planning and training. These include the establishment of Police Support Units (PSUs) for deployment at large events and the training of those officers who are responsible for the governing and commanding of these units (Moore 1986). The training of senior police officers (Moore 1985) responsible for the conduct of these units also needs long term consideration.

This need has led the police to the conclusion that they require advance warning of a potential incident so that arrangements can be made to have sufficient officers available to deal with whatever emergency might develop at the scene. Those responsible for the safety of the crowd and the police must be able to observe the behaviour of a crowd while an event is taking place and to make timely decisions for effective action. For this
reason, in recent years 'crowd management' has become an important part of police officers' training.

Remote factors, such as the social and political causes of a violent crowd situation are, operationally and practically, a luxury which no senior police officer can afford. It is like having a discussion about whether a cancer patient, whose illness has been caused by smoking, deserves medical treatment, while the patient is on the operating table.

But the policy of public order policing and the training of relevant units must take into consideration the remote factors of a riot situation as well as considering its possible negative impact on police and public relations in the future. It might be a luxury for the police to look back when responding to a riot situation, but it is necessary, both operationally and practically, to take into account the long term effects of public order policing.

7.2.1.1: Public Order Training and First Hand Experience

One of the problems facing the police when dealing with public order events is the deployment of adequately trained personnel (Moore 1986). The dilemma the police have is two-fold. The first is that as a police officer with first hand public order experience gradually rises through the ranks, he becomes remote from the practical experience gained from past assignments.

First hand practical experience in public order events, particularly those involving violent clashes, is vital. However, to acquire first hand experience is problematic as incidents involving violent confrontation are still relatively rare compared with routine police work. First hand experience is very important not only for rank and file officers but also for senior officers who are responsible for the deployment of their personnel. Certain areas in some cities might experience high level confrontations once or twice in a decade and so the units and officers operating in these areas might well be relatively
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trained and experienced compared with others. However, in case of a spontaneous violent outbreak it is virtually impossible to deploy these experienced officers for operational and practical reasons.

Secondly, it is likely that in the case of a spontaneous violent outbreak, the officer in charge will, at best, be one whose experience is limited to theoretical and classroom based training. This fact was repeatedly stated during the public order courses which the researcher attended in the UK (Appendix:3A). Many senior officers complained that they lacked first hand practical experience. As Moore (1986:95) points out 'Experience is, therefore, or so it has been suggested, the highest form of study'. To give the same level of practical and theoretical training for all officers who might be involved in public order events is very costly and has a low priority given the incidence of violent crowd events.

The nature of police work and training gradually shifts from practical to managerial and political skills as officers are promoted. Senior officers are more concerned with the managerial side of public order problems rather than the application and implementation of public order tactics at ground level. At the courses the researcher attended he has discovered that during the deployment of a PSU at an event, Gold Command is responsible for providing managerial skills, liaison with other agencies such as the fire and ambulance services, and making arrangements with neighbouring police forces through mutual aid agreements. Despite Gold Command's limited role in the implementation of public order tactics on the ground, the senior officer is responsible and accountable for the activities of officers who have little or no experience.

In England and Wales, lower ranking police officers receive a certain amount of public order training but in Turkey the training of such officers is left to the vagaries of daily experience (Appendix:2) and this trial and error method sometimes had quite serious consequences. Only a small percentage of police officers receive an initial training
which consists of learning certain basic skills such as how to handle shields and other equipment and the use of truncheons for defensive and offensive purposes. The researcher was informed, on one occasion, by one of his ex-colleagues and personal friends that he was appointed as an experienced tutor officer for a newly arrived officer on the second day of his first assignment to that unit (Interview: 9).

Ground level commanders, should be familiar with the political and social consequences of their work. Training on the regulation of a peaceful crowd or the dispersal of a violent crowd is not sufficient as mistakes made during the dispersal stage might have long term negative effects on relationships between the police and that particular group or community (Metropolitan Police Notting Hill Carnival 1993a-b). The role of ground level commanders is much more complex and requires more theoretical information and expertise than their seniors. They are required to be in control of two crowds; the police, and the crowd which the police are supposed to be policing. The commanders need to understand not only the psychology of the crowd but also the psychology of the officers under their command. For this reason in recent years the number of police officers within a PSU serial has been reduced to 6 officers in order to allow sergeants to supervise their officers better.

The implications of CFA model on ground level public order policing practices is that senior police officers should be familiar with the nature of the work which their officers are expected to implement. They might be more occupied with the political and managerial side of their work, but lack of information about the nature of public order policing may prevent them from fully comprehending the problem which they have to deal with.

7.2.2: Short Term Arrangements
Short term arrangements involve strategies which have become routine through the years such as pre-arrangement of the route of the march or the venue of the crowd event and
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the control of pedestrians and vehicles. Although these seem to be minor issues, any disagreement or misunderstanding of these simple procedures may be a source of trouble at a later stage. However, the most important point raised by these issues is the problem of communication and negotiation at various stages of crowd events (Waddington 1994b: 69-104). Therefore, the following pages concentrate on various aspects of formal and informal communication between the crowd and the police.

7.2.2.1: Communication

One of the important factors which determines the outcome of crowd events is the communication, or lack of it, between the police and the crowd leaders and organisers. The level and nature of communication is so important that it must be maintained at each stage of a public order event; pre-event arrangements, during the course of a crowd event, and if violence does occur, after the violent confrontation. In the early stages of an organised and potentially violent public order event, communication with the organisers reduces the tension to some extent. Lack of communication between the organisers and the police may raise the tension even at the most peaceful events. Therefore, the police are generally willing to negotiate in principle, since this makes their job potentially easier. Maintaining communication between the two sides has more importance during politically motivated volatile crowd events. One of the biggest recent public order events, the Poll-Tax demonstration and riots in Trafalgar Square, London, in 1990, has again reminded the police that, '"...communication between police and the public has to be improved' (Metropolitan Police 1991: 14). It is believed that the communication between the two sides may help to reduce the occurrence of unexpected violent behaviour.

Clearly the communication processes which take place during the actual incident assume crucial importance. Who says what to whom in which form may determine whether conflict escalates or is defused, as well as being a means by which collective understandings and interpretations of events are formulated and disseminated (Waddington et. al. 1989: 12).
During a demonstration the police should feel confident in their expectations of restraint by crowd members and, equally, that those organising the crowd event should be able to anticipate similar moderation from the police. Such mutual trust is usually achieved through prior and joint planning and establishing a communication link between the police and event organisers (Waddington 1994b). However, communication becomes difficult during crowd events from a practical point of view and if violence does occur, communication is reduced to the minimum level.

With regard to the communication between individuals in volatile crowd events, the police have an important decision to make. It is this interpersonal communication which mostly has a detrimental effect on and determines the outcome of the crowd event. A lack of information between the crowd members and the police creates, as conventional crowd theories suggest, the 'social contagion' which leads, as H. Blumer (1975) has suggested, to the formation of 'emergent norms'. The lack of information and communication between the crowd and the regulating and controlling bodies leads the crowds to act according to the information generated by the crowd itself. Therefore, much of the police effort has been directed to the prevention of this vicious information circle. This can be achieved either by preventing communication between crowd members or by providing one way alternative communication via a Public Addressing System (PAS) controlled by the organisers or the police.

In fact, communication is considered at two stages: long term (formal) and short term, (informal) communication. Long term communication refers to the relationship between the police and a particular community or a group of people. This relates to communication before the immediate assembling of the crowd. The existence or lack of long term informal communication between the police and certain groups is as important as immediate or short-term communication. Again, this is more related to the nature of the state and its agencies and the practices affecting a particular community. In line with
the CFA model, long term communication falls within the scope of institutional factors and requires multi agency efforts to improve it.

With regard to public order policing practices during a violent or potentially violent confrontation, inter-personal communication has two aspects. In the first sense, inter-personal means to have face to face positive contact with the members of a crowd. This can be simply a smiling face and talking amicably with members of the crowd.

Communication in an ordinary sense, during violent, potentially violent or even peaceful events, is very important and this is usually achieved via public address systems. These are mostly provided not only at closed venues such as football grounds, underground stations and concert halls, but also at open air venues, demonstrations and carnivals. Communication is important, not only for making announcements such as lost property or children or warning people against possible structural or accidental dangers such as collapse of a wall or a fire, but also for minimising possible dangers which might be caused by the misunderstanding and misinterpretation of particular acts.

Both of these complementary types of communication, are necessary during the policing or regulation of a crowd. When the police rely only on the second type of communication, and if this is coupled with a lack of long term communication, there is always a possibility of rumour and the misunderstanding of trivial incidents. The incident which sparked off the 1981 Brixton riot is a good example of showing the inadequacies of interpersonal communication unless it is fed by long term communication between the police and a group of people. The Brixton riot was sparked off when a police Officers action was misinterpreted while he tried to help an injured young black man.

Immediate communication during a crowd event is provided by and maintained via personal contact and by the deployment of various means of communication. However,
long term communication, as the name implies, is provided by more general means of disseminating information such as the media. The media portrays certain images about certain groups and communities and convey its messages through routine reporting. This accumulation of information is backed up by a concentration of reporting during an event. The following is a more detailed account of the role played by the media.

7.2.2.2: Anti-BNP March of 16 October 1993 and the Media

The police pre-planning of crowd events is mainly based on previous experience and perceptions. The arrangements are, therefore, sometimes made on the basis of a perceived threat rather than an actual threat. An attentive study of this apparently simple procedure reveals that pre-planning, which is apparently based on police perceptions and experiences of past events is also influenced by other institutions. For example, media coverage of crowd events reinforces existing police perceptions, which might already be biased. It also legitimates the heavy handling by police of crowd events by concentrating on relatively minor incidents. As Hall (1976) and Hall et. al. (1987b) have made clear, media concentration on certain issues at certain times may create a moral panic and mobilise the police on perceived rather than actual threats.

Similar media coverage of a mass demonstration, which took place in London, on 16 October 1993, was observed. The demonstration was organised by the Anti Nazi League (ANL), Youth Against Racism in Europe (YARE), The Socialist Workers Party (SWP) and many other left wing groups. It was a challenge to the revival of the British National Party (BNP), the rise of Nazi activity in Europe, and an increase in racial attacks in Britain. The media coverage of this event did not reflect the rationality behind gathering and mobilisation of the crowd. As the following newspaper headlines demonstrate, the media coverage mainly concentrated on the violence of the crowd, directly and indirectly backing, and therefore legitimating, the use of force by the police. One newspaper, even went on to argue that, 'Like urban terrorists these mobsters have adopted the dress and manner of the IRA' (The Mail on Sunday 17 October 1993:3).
Organisers and participants regarded the BNP and its members as a threat to freedom and democracy. On the one hand, the media has exaggerated the event itself, whilst on the other hand, it downplayed the extent of any threat stemming from the far right. It was argued that Fascism could only be a fad in England, rather than being a real danger (Ascherson 1993:17). Ascherson concluded that, 'In other countries, like Germany, the new racist right is a serious political calling, not a lifestyle, which takes precedence over everything else' (p.17). The general media coverage oversimplified the danger of the BNP while some argued that, 'The far left and the right need each other and are often indistinguishable from each other' (*The Sunday Times* 17 October 1993).

The media coverage of the event, as usual, consisted of one side blaming the other, for the violence which occurred that day. Paul Condon, the Metropolitan Police Commissioner, for instance, accused the organisers and the participants saying that, 'Again in London we have seen a cowardly mob of extremists with no intention of demonstrating for a cause, turn up to cause disorder, violence and damage' (*Independent On Sunday*, 17 October 1993). On the other hand, the organisers, countered that the
police had over-reacted. Julie Wareson, national Anti-Nazi League (ANL) organiser and chief steward of the march said that:

The police were out of control. What did they expect? People were tremendously angry. The police should have handled it less aggressively. This is no way to negotiate, by hitting the chief steward round the head with a truncheon (Independent on Sunday, 17 October 1993).

The coverage failed to give an accurate picture of events let alone examine the real threat which might come from the far right or left. Media coverage of certain events serves many functions. The first is that the media might distort the truth and put the blame on the crowd and organisers without paying attention to their cause. It also encourages the police use of heavy methods for future events by legitimating the use of force in their reporting. The third is that media coverage often conceals the extent of the threat which might come from an arbitrary use of force by the police or other groups whilst creating a perceived threat which may have in fact no basis at all.

Accordingly, the arrangements are sometimes made on the basis of a perceived rather than an actual threat. An attentive study of the pre-planning of events which are seemingly based on police perception and experiences of past events, are also influenced by other institutions. For example, media coverage of crowd events reinforces police perceptions, which might be biased for various reasons, such as institutionalised conservatism (Waddington et. al. 1989: 162; Reiner 1992: 121-124). News reports also tend to focus on spectacular incidents which legitimates the heavy handling of crowd events.

To sum up, media coverage of some crowd gatherings has a profound influence on events. 'The context in which the crowd appears may be defined by prior communications, particularly by those emanating from the mass media' (Waddington et. al. 1989: 2). It may '...exaggerate or minimise the possibility of conflict' (ibid. p.: 163). The media might distort the truth and place the blame on the crowd and organisers
without paying attention to their mobilising causes (The Independent On Sunday 17 October 1993; The Mail On Sunday 17 October 1993; The Sunday Times 17 October 1993) It also encourages the police use of heavy methods for future events by legitimating the use of force in their reporting (Bennetto 1993; Headfield et. al. 1993; Whilsher 1993). Finally, media coverage conceals the extent of the threat which might come from the arbitrary police use of force, or from the activities of certain groups for example on the 'far right', on the other it creates a perceived threat rather than an actual one.

7.3: Police Conduct During Crowd Events

Police conduct at crowd events varies according to the type of the crowd. The first police response to an ordinary crowd event is to deploy crash barriers and police cordons and divert the traffic flow. This is generally achieved by the deployment of relatively few officers. For instance, in a recent crowd event in 1st August 1992, the Leicester Afro Caribbean Carnival, about 120 police officers were deployed in controlling a crowd of 20 000 - 30 000 (Observation: 4). Since there was no expectation of violence all arrangements were made according to normal and routine policing. However, if the police expect violence, whatever the size of crowd, the arrangements vary.

The belief that there is safety in numbers dominates the police deployment of violent crowds. Police prefer to have more police officers than needed. It is impossible to guess the scale and extent of violence accurately, therefore, even, if the crowd is a relatively small group of people the police will respond to the incident with sufficient manpower. For instance, the removal of less than fifty New Age Travellers from privately owned land in Coalville in 1992 was conducted by the deployment of 120 police officers including a Police Support Unit from a neighbouring county, the Warwickshire Police Constabulary (Observation: 3). It was not the sheer size of the crowd but the nature of the crowd and the expectations of violence which determined the nature of the police response to these events. These two examples clearly demonstrate
the policy of the police at crowd events. The deployment of police officers upon the expectation of violence rather than with respect to the size of the crowd refutes the conventional crowd theories that see the sheer size of a crowd as the main potential for violence.

One of the recent observations made during the research period has also enhanced this view that it is not the size of the crowd but its very nature which determines the police deployment and expectations of violence. The 'March for Jesus' (Observation:31), which was one of the biggest rallies attended during the research period, was extraordinarily well organised and passed peacefully. Despite its large scale with well over 50,000 participants, there were only a handful of police officers visibly deployed.

So it is not the size of the crowd but the expectation of violence that effects the nature of policing public order events. This expectation of violence is assessed partly, but not exclusively, on the evidence of similar past events. For instance, at the Leicester Afro Caribbean Carnival (1992), which has an eight year peaceful history, the police did not feel it necessary even to deploy police officers in protective clothing. On the contrary, at the Notting Hill Carnival the police always have ready a number of riot trained police officers, including some officers from SO 19 (Special Operations), the specially trained firearms unit of the Metropolitan Police. These precautions are taken in the light of previous years' violent experiences.

7.3.1: Show of Force

Apart from deploying sufficient police officers in ordinary uniform, if there is a possibility of violent confrontation, the first step taken by the police is a show of force which is simply the mere presence of sufficient uniformed officers. However, it is difficult to judge what amount of police officers are enough for a 'show of force', or whether this demonstration of police authority is necessary since it is suggested that it may provoke the crowd into further violence. A number of studies have pointed out the provocative effect of over policing and use of police equipment, but no academic
research or manual has offered clear guidelines for police officers to be applied in real situations. Authors such as Northam (1989) and Jefferson (1987, 1990) have pointed out the provocative effect of recently introduced police equipment and tactics but they did not suggest to the police officers a way of protecting themselves without provoking the crowd. This arbitrary judgement still remains with the individual decision of the event commander.

The show of force might have diverse effects on the crowd members and yield unexpected results. In line with this thesis, at this stage of public order policing special consideration should be give to the constitutional aspects of crowd participants because sociological factors become less dominant at this stage. Therefore, depending on the cultural peculiarities of a particular crowd some police conduct may be perceived as provocative rather than intimidating.

7.3.2: Intimidation/Provocation
At ordinary crowd events police officers are deployed with standard day to day equipment. It is only those situations with the expectation of violence which are problematic for the police. In those situations the police keep their manpower and equipment out of sight in reserve, for deployment when it is felt necessary. For instance, during the 1992 Notting Hill Carnival, for manpower and equipment cover nine schools, located in the carnival area, were used by the police for this purpose. Over 5000 officers were deployed in total, but only about 500 officers were visible on street duties, the rest remaining in the schools as reserves waiting to be deployed if necessary.

Provocation implies the deliberate behaviour of an individual or a group to make other individuals or groups react in an angry or violent way (Collins Cobuild 1992: 1157). However, in the context of public order policing, provocation could be 'intentional' or 'unintentional'. Either side can be deliberately and actively provocative or can be perceived as such even though their intention is not provocation. Communication at all
stages of a public order event can minimise the risk of provocation which might be caused by misinterpretation of signalling behaviours. In some cases police behaviour or merely the police presence at a certain location, which may be intended for the safety of the crowd, can be misinterpreted and regarded as provocative. Provocation can be further divided into two broad categories; 'active provocation' and 'passive provocation'. Active provocation on the part of the police is very rare and this is also the case for crowds at most peaceful events. However we cannot rule out the possibility of active provocation particularly at politically oriented demonstrations. Provoking an overreaction by the police may mobilise the support of the silent majority of protesters and so strengthen the volume and nature of the protest.

Some aspects of police conduct, which from the police point of view may be regarded as the routine deployment of police officers, can be perceived as highly provocative by the crowd. For instance, the police use of offensive tactics and equipment such as armoured vehicles and certain weaponry such as baton rounds, plastic bullets and indiscriminate use of baton charges. What is more, so called protective clothing, which has been defined as 'riot gear' by some, can be perceived as offensive, if not provocative.

Passive provocation can take various forms. As the term implies, it shows that it is not a deliberate action but rather it is something which is perceived as provocative by the other side. The other side does not necessarily mean the crowd, as the police as a crowd are subject to the same psychological influences. Certain acts and behaviours of the crowd may be perceived as provocotive by the police and may lead to the use of excessive force. In line with the main theme of this research, public order units have always been considered as a type of crowd because they receive group training and are subject to the same psychological determinants as the other types of crowds.

Passive provocation, however innocent it might appear, should be avoided as it can cause the crowd to react in an angry and violent way. The observations made
throughout the research period have shown that at most events police behaviour was perceived as provocative. The mere presence of police officers in large numbers at certain locations was regarded as provocative and this can be termed passive provocation. The reason for the police presence may be to protect certain premises from possible attack or to control roads approaching a significant location or a target, rather than direct crowd control.

The following are two of a number of similar incidents observed throughout the research period. The first one occurred during the anti BNP march 16 October 1993, in Welling, London (Observation: 25). The march was one of the highly policed crowd events the researcher has observed during the research period. However, the presence of police officers in ordinary uniform among the crowd was not resented nor perceived as provocative. On the other hand, the presence of police officers in large numbers at certain locations - the significance of those locations were and still are unknown to the researcher - and the blocking of certain side roads which led to the controversial Nazi base, the book shop, provoked the crowd. As the marchers passed those locations they were chanting anti-police slogans while there was no action taken against ordinary police officers among the crowd. Their presence was perceived as regulatory and managing rather than being seen offensive and provocative.

A similar case was observed in a local student march which took place in Leicester (Observation: 26). During the march there was no anti-police chanting. However, when the crowd was passing by a side street in the city centre, the presence of police officers blocking a side street provoked the crowd to chant anti police slogans. In this incident active provocation on the part of the crowd was apparent as a steward was actively urging the students to chant anti-police slogans.

With respect to spontaneous violent crowd events, since the violence has already occurred, it is suggested that the most sophisticated riot equipment and riot trained
officers should be deployed without delay; there is no room to deploy traditional benign methods. There are two main police responses to spontaneous public disorder. The first is the deployment of highly sophisticated riot equipment and the second is the deployment of riot trained police officers as soon as the violence breaks out. Passing the boundaries of 'normal' social action at the interaction between the police and the crowd seems to be a decisive factor in the use of aggressive crowd control strategies.

Despite the criticism of harsh tactics and swift police responses, police tactics during the inner-city riots of 1980s have been criticized for their failure to anticipate the escalation of violence and pre-empt it by an early display of force. The police were between two fires; on the one hand they were criticized for deploying a paramilitarily equipped and trained police force which is alien to the traditional British policing system and on the other hand they were blamed for not responding to a crowd event as quickly as necessary. The dilemma, of course, is whether the display of pre-emptive force and the deployment of paramilitarily equipped and trained police units undermines police legitimacy founded upon a non-aggressive image and provokes the crowd into further violence. In short, resort to aggressive tactics and methods have been justified as a response to an intolerable level of violence by the crowd. Tactically speaking, it is still a moot point whether the police should await the outbreak of serious violence before taking vigorous action.

However, in some instances, it is suggested that the failure or delay of the police response to particular events may lead to large scale rioting. Turner and Killian (1962) stated that;

...the speed with which the police officers operates in these situations is the measure of the extent to which onlookers can accumulate. By cutting short such an accumulation, he can prevent an incident from becoming an affair which it will be impossible for him to handle (1962: 145).
Similar remarks were made by Kenneth Newman, the then Commissioner of the London Metropolitan Police in an address to the ACPO in 1982;

> It is important that if the initiative has been lost to the rioters in the early stages it should be recovered by the police as quickly as possible. Rioting spreads quickly. Any success gained by the rioters or any apparent reluctance of police to put down rioting will serve to encourage rioters and encourage others to join them (Newman 1982).

Turner and Killian concluded that a police officer often fails to arrive on the scene of an incident until after a crowd has assembled and achieved a degree of aggressive unity. The 1981 Brixton riot was sparked off by a similar incident which was started by the delay in dealing with a trivial incident. Delay in appropriate police response was also noted by the National Advisory Commission as a contributory factor in the growth of many other riots during the 1960s. (The Kerner Commission Report 1968). The delay of appropriate police response to a particular situation may not only be the result of poor judgement or lack of sensitivity on the part of the individual police officers and may stem from the complexities of organisational structures. Whatever the causes of delay in appropriate police response, this can create a false sense of power, or feeling of omnipotence in the crowd and its participants if the police are indecisive in the first stages of disorder.

In addition to the deployment of sufficient police manpower and equipment, the generation of an anti-riot leadership in the violent crowd by dividing them into two groups is a further approach in dealing with public disorders. This can only be achieved by maintaining communication between the crowd members and the police. This method was suggested by ACPO's manual despite its apparent harsh and heavy handed methods. The ACPO manual urges community intervention (Northam 1989 and ACPO 1985) to act on behalf of the police to defuse violence. La Piere (1938: 542) suggests that '...rioting may, in any given instance, be prevented by the rise of anti riot leadership at the critical moment during the growth of a mob'. However, this has little practical
value since once uncoordinated rioting has become general, it is very difficult if not impossible, to recognise the situation in terms of directive leadership. Each member of the mob is so much engaged in their own affairs that it requires a powerful stimulus to disrupt their behaviour pattern. For this reason, no one seemed to listen to the Mr. King’s appeal for calm and a stop to rioting and looting, during the Los Angeles riots in 1992. This is confirmed by Moore (1995) as he remarked that he was ‘...unaware of any occasion where community interventions have been useful once the riot is underway’.

7.3.3: Use of Force

The arbitrary use of force by the police in crowd events has been one of the most controversial aspects of public order policing. Arguments surrounding the issues have focused on whether the police should use force indiscriminately and arbitrarily rather than whether the police have the right to use force in the first place. This has led to a fairly unanimous academic acceptance of the notion that the police have the right to use force under certain circumstances.

However, the police use of force during crowd events is still far from being clear because it is left to individual police officers to decide when and how to use force. Despite the fact that team work policing preconditions individual police officers to act as team under the control and command of their senior officers, some still argue that use of force is left to the discretion of each single police officer. This view, which is perhaps commonly held, was articulated by an inspector, Keith Wood, from the Metropolitan Police Public Order Training Centre, Hounslow, during one of the ESRC seminar series (Appendix:3C, Seminar 3). Surprisingly, this view was not challenged by any members of the seminar, and later on Professor John Benyon and Dr. Mike King from the Centre for the Study of Public Order made clear their view that they regard each individual police officer during a crowd event as acting under their own discretion. However, the researcher is convinced, in line with some radical thinkers in the field such as Northam and Jefferson, that public order training is a major shift from traditional individually
based British policing and that consequently individual police officers working as a team are very much influenced and preconditioned by senior officers and the team of which they are member. Although, Tony Moore (1995) shares similar view with this research he also points out that '...at the end of the day, in law, the individual officer is responsible for the amount of violence he personally used'.

The observations made at various public order training sites in London, Manchester and Leicester have led the researcher to believe that public order policing, which is a dramatic shift from individually based British policing, preconditions the police officer as each officer is expected to act as part of a team rather than an individual responsible for their own actions. Although the researcher witnessed no direct instruction in this respect, it is evident that the nature of team work requires each team member to act in unison. In this context the command given by senior commanders such as 'engage in baton charge' is a command to act as a team. No individual police officer is expected to make his own personal decision about whether to engage or not in the charge. When it comes to the level of force used, it is inevitably up to each individual police officer to adjust the degree of force used in the crowd.

Advocates of paramilitary policing such as P. A. J. Waddington (1987, 1991) attempt to justify the paramilitarisation of the British police as the only way of dealing with public disorder. For Waddington, the paramilitarisation of public order policing reduces the abuse of force rather than provoking the crowd into further violence. He argues that deploying untrained, ill-equipped, often unsupervised officers with neither a coherent strategy nor tactics has frequently produced both ineffectual policing and encouraged the use of excessive force (McEvoy and Gamson 1972; Misner 1972). Waddington (1987) cites Bayley saying that '...the skilful manoeuvring of heavily equipped squads controls violent protests with comparatively little police violence' (p. 41).
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It is obvious that the deployment of large numbers of police officers wearing protective clothing and using sophisticated riot equipment and tactics cannot be the only way of dealing with public order situations. Other countries may have quite different methods and it may not be practically possible to adapt to the British police or even the Turkish police systems. For instance, Bayley points out that the Japanese police have developed a distinctive style of responding to riots. 'In protest situations the police deliberately disarm themselves. They deploy substantial bodies of elaborately trained, highly disciplined men operating with mussed precision' (Bayley, cited in Das 1988: 113).

However, it must also be borne in mind that these methods can be applied to particular situations in different ways. Even seemingly similar public order situations cannot be dealt with by using exactly the same methods and tactics and various tactics may be deployed at different stages of a riot situation; it is difficult, if not impossible, to formulate practical tactics which can be applied to all situations in the same way. In the selection below, five main methods of controlling and terminating a potentially riotous crowd are suggested by a manual, The Police and Minority Groups, prepared for the Chicago Park District Police by a sociologist in collaboration with supervising police officers:

1- Removal or isolation of the individuals involved in the precipitating incident before the crowd has began to achieve substantial unity.

2- Interruption of communication during the milling process by dividing the crowd into small units.

3- Removal of the crowd leaders, if it can be done without use of force.

4- Distracting the attention of the crowd from its focal points by creating diversions at other points.

5- Preventing the spread and reinforcement of the crowd by isolating it (Turner and Killian 1962:144).

If all these methods and tactics can be utilised, which is not always possible, the crowd may disperse peacefully without the use of force. T. Moore (1995), however, sees the
attempt to remove the crowd leaders, as the most difficult to achieve and a possible trigger for violence. Otherwise, there is only one way of dealing with the crowd which to disperse it by using physical force.

In the following quotation Tony Moore, formerly a Chief Superintendent in the Metropolitan Police, London, introduces a sequence of using force once all attempts to mediate with the crowd have failed;

Firstly, he [the incident commander] can instruct people to leave the area, hoping that community leaders, march organisers or whoever might have some influence on the crowd, will be able to calm the situation; secondly, he can maintain normal policing or a defensive role again hoping that persons holding some sway within the community will calm the situation; or thirdly he can go on the offensive (Moore 1986: 93).

A final point to make in relation to the use of force is that it is not seen as solely a method for dispersal but is regarded as having other purposes. For instance, the use of police force and certain acts of violence, such as hitting people on the head with a truncheon, particularly at non-politically oriented events such as football and recreational crowds, are perceived as a kind of 'correctional training' rather than being an abuse of force. This is widely tolerated and accepted among the lower ranks as a part of routine police work rather than being regarded as abuse of authority and power. However, abuses of force of this nature is more apparent in Turkish public order policing than its British counterpart.

7.4: Dispersal and its Aftermath

One of the most controversial aspects of public order policing is the dispersal of violent or unruly crowds by the use of force. This is described as '...an act of force by the police designed to intimidate members of a crowd so that they flee' (Waddington 1987:42). It is obvious that not all crowds need to be dispersed using force by the police or any other agency; some crowds disperse even without the intervention of a single police officer. The crowd of 62500 at a pop concert in Castle Donington on 22nd August 1992
(Observation: 5), for instance, dispersed within ten to twenty minutes without even being warned by the police. With regard to the unruly image of riotous behaviour, some people do in fact disperse or at least move away from the police. Some members of the crowd may be unable to leave the area because others are blocking their way or because no escape routes are available.

Numerous studies on the topic have pointed out that unnecessary and excessive use of force may impose a danger to peaceful participants and provoke them into violent action. Therefore, the use of force during the dispersal as well as arrests should be made sensitively and selectively. First of all, an attempt should be made to persuade crowds to disperse peacefully, without the need for direct or indirect physical contact with the people. As Northam (1989) has stated '...crowd dispersal, like crowd assembly, is infectious and once a crowd begins to disperse it should normally be allowed to melt away' (p. 71).

The way in which the dispersal is carried out may significantly vary according to the type and nature of the crowd. For instance, it is very difficult to be selective in the use of force in spontaneous riot situations such as inner city riots in Britain in the 1980s. However, in relatively less unruly crowds such as the 1991 anti Poll-Tax riot in London, a limited and selective use of force could have minimised the scale of violent confrontation. It is important to remember that the nature of a crowd can very easily change, transforming itself depending on the way the police use the force. It has been clearly proven that the decision to march into the crowd without warning dramatically changes the mood of the majority of the crowd.

This was the case when students tried to stop Leon Brittan, the then Home Secretary, during his visit to Manchester University on the evening of 1 March 1985. In the event no request was made by the police to the crowd to clear a passage up to the steps, and at 7.10 PM. 40 police officers in two columns marched along Oxford Road and then turned into the crowd on the steps without warning. This angered many demonstrators who
would have been content with a noisy but passive demonstration, and they joined the ranks of the minority who had always intended to resist police attempts to clear a passageway up to the steps (Police Vol. XXI No. 2 October 1988:16). This and similar incidents have proved that a number of authors have rightly stressed the importance of heavy-handed policing in provoking less violent factions into further violence alongside other already violently inclined members of the crowd. This was one of the immediate reasons of the inner-city riots in 1980s in Britain (Scarman 1983; Benyon and Solomos 1987; Fielding 1991).

Since the use of excessive force, even the inappropriate display of weapons, may be inflammatory and lead to even worse disorder, '...force should only be used in the last resort and then selectively, not out of cowardice, but because the alternative is an escalating spiral of violence' (Waddington et. al. 1989: 186). Therefore, during the dispersal, as well as in making arrests, necessary police action should be directed against isolated and specified individuals rather than the crowd as a whole.

It is evident that the most militant members of crowds have always been a minority group. However, '...within the crowd, a kernel of 6 or more ( 1% of the crowd) is generally sufficient to set off some form of abnormal behaviour' (Greater Manchester Police 1980b: 6). For instance, after the anti Poll-Tax demonstration in London in 1990, the police reported that, '...the hard core of violent demonstrators among the estimated 40 000 people attending was believed to be about 3 000' (Metropolitan Police 1991: 9).

Although the most ardent and militant members of the crowd are usually a relatively minor group since they are at the centre of the circle, this presents the police with a problem. The police have to get through the less militant to reach the militant. If this is not handled in a courteous way, which presents enormous difficulties, the less militant members of a crowd can be alienated.
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It has become clear that the use of force in public order events both during dispersal or in making arrests must be handled sensitively and carefully. A number of recent public order events at which the researcher has been a participant observer have proved that the police are not as willing to use force as many would believe. To some extent, it might be true that the policemen like most of the rest of us, may prefer to respond in kind to the actions of people they confront. However, it is clear that it is neither practicable nor advisable to use force in dealing with public order situations, although at first it seems the most appropriate method. The police are always reluctant to use force for their own protection in the long run. They are generally slow to deploy counter-violence against violence since they believe that this may increase the violence they confront.

Sometimes authorities may hesitate in using wholesale lethal force out of fear of sanctions from the other governments. The killing of Chinese students by the police on 4 June 1989, in Tian An Men Square, Beijing, for instance, was criticised by the Western world and discredited China in the eyes of the world. In some instances, the use of force may be curtailed by the simple realisation that it may enlarge the scope and intensity of disorder. It is very widely documented that the unrestrained use of force against one group may bring other groups into the conflict.

The gradual shift towards the use of extreme form of force begins with displays of the use of truncheons and CS gas and leads to the most severe forms of overt coercion which is the deployment of firearms or even military equipment in repressing a particular group, or in some cases a whole nation. However the assumption, which lies behind this gradual move, is that extralegal methods must be used to stop 'extremists' from activities that might threaten public order and, the government and the state itself and that, in any case, if the agents of the state adhere to the letter of the law at every turn, the state would be paralysed. For this very reason, every small move towards militarisation has been a centre of controversy. Once the first move is made it is expected that other stages will follow.
The use of lethal force by authorities has often served as a justification for the use of lethal force by the victims. For this reason, not only the British public but also the police themselves have always been against having an armed police force. Finally, it is obvious that the use of lethal weapons toward its citizens will cost the state dear both politically and financially. As the below quotation from H. Arendt sums it up nicely;

In a contest of violence against violence the superiority of the government has always been absolute; but this superiority lasts only as long as the power structure of the government is intact - that is - as long as commands are obeyed and the army and the police forces are prepared to use their weapons. When this is no longer the case, this situation changes abruptly (Arendt 1970:48).

Therefore, not only in so-called liberal democratic systems but even in totalitarian regimes, the use of lethal force in public order situations is not desirable. This is so because some police and soldiers may realise that their people may be guilty of criminal acts but they are not the enemies to be destroyed, and therefore, feel a sense of sympathy for those they are expected suppress.

Summary

Within this chapter the implications of the CFA model have been applied to public order policing practices. The first section of the chapter deals with the implications of the model on pre-event arrangements and places a special emphasis on the role and the influence of media coverage of events which provides long term communication between the police and certain sections of the society. As a case study, the media coverage of the anti-BNP march of 16 October 1993 has been analysed and it is concluded that the media plays a crucial role in shaping police perceptions of a particular crowd and subsequent police deployment of crowd events.

The second section of this chapter is more concerned with the implications of the CFA model at a face to face level between the police and the crowd and shows that at this stage, both police and crowd action is determined more by psychological imperatives rather than long term sociological considerations.
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It is now commonplace that policing per se is a political activity. How it could it be otherwise when the police are the custodians of the state’s monopoly of legitimate force?...No police task is more political than the policing of political protest, for what is being policed is the political behaviour of fellow citizens (P. A. J. Waddington 1994c:1).

Crowds help individuals to achieve goals which require co-operative and collective action and they provide support for opinions and behaviour patterns. They can also satisfy a need for approval or status. Most changes in society are the result of collective effort; fundamental changes cannot be brought about without the approval and unified efforts of large numbers. Therefore, crowds gather to achieve things which cannot be achieved individually. Wars and many other collective actions can be considered within this category. Throughout history crowds have gathered to accomplish a particular task and therefore crowd action appears to be as meaningful as the individual action, if not more so.

In an overwhelming majority of the observed events crowds have expressed political or social aims. Even apparently diverse crowds such as the mourning crowds of the late Turkish president Turgut Ozal (Observations 17 and 18), the Notting Hill Carnivals (Observations 6 and 23) and the Bridgwater Guy Fawkes Festival (Observation 32) have either immediate or historical political ingredients (see chapter 2). This leads to the verification of the researcher’s theory that sees crowd events not as a random occurrences caused by a short term grievances such, as the mishandling of a crowd event by the police. Rather it is the argument of this research that crowd events mostly have a story or they are an outcome of an accumulated small stories. As the quote cited in Keith (1993: 72) nicely summarises 'There are no stories in the riots, only the ghosts of other stories' (Handsworth Songs 1986). They also have a message for the future as the crowds mostly express some demands from the existing political arrangements.
Besides the 33 observations carried out by the researcher (Appendix: 1) 21 interviews were made in Turkey with a number of police officers between the ranks of Sergeant and Chief Superintendent (Appendix: 2). All the interviewed were working in Public Order Units (Cevik Kuvvet) of Ankara, Istanbul and Izmir, and some of whom were responsible for the training and operation of these units. In addition, in England 3 major public order courses, organised by the Central Planning Unit (CPU) and designated for the training of senior officers, were attended by the researcher (Appendix: 3/A). The researcher also took advantage of being a permanent member of Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC) seminar series by attending five seminars which included a number presentations made by eminent academicians and practitioners in the field. (Appendix: 3/B). Finally, the researcher attended seven more lectures, seminars and meetings (Appendix: 3/C) which he found relevant to the research topic.

CFA & Observations

Conclusions reached by this research are the result of above mentioned activities and besides its practical implications on public order policing practices in both countries, this research has, in relation to the hypothesis of the thesis, reached the following conclusions.

Throughout the observations made within the research period, social factors have been identified as the most significant cause of crowd events. This observation was true not only in potentially violent political crowd events; leisure and entertainment crowds and even mourning crowds have indirect social and political connotations. However, it has also been identified that the nature of the relationship between the police and crowd during an event is subject more to psychological than sociological considerations.

The model of the research, the CFA, is inspired by secondary data collected and read within the research period. After establishing the model, observations have been made
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to see whether the crowd events observed fitted and supported the model. The events have been chosen on the basis of their anticipated size, the social and political context and the expectation of violence. Although particular emphasis was placed upon potentially violent and disorderly crowds, observations have been made of a wide range of crowd events including peaceful leisure crowds so that comparisons can be made.

The existing public order policing policies and practices, both in Turkey and England and Wales, perhaps as is the case in elsewhere, have proved clearly the validity of our second hypothesis which see the police in almost all events playing the role of a control agency on behalf of its political masters (Brewer et. al. 1988; McCabe and Wallington 1988; Waddington et. al. 1989: 198-200). Despite frequent denials of this role even the advocates of so-called consensus policing such as Waddington (1994c: 1) admit to the political nature of public order policing.

Throughout the research period a total of 33 observations were made at various public order events. Among the observations made, 23 had direct social and political causes which are classified as 'dissenting' crowds in the second chapter of the thesis. The remaining 10 events could be classified as 'non-dissenting' crowd events and included leisure crowds and sporting events. However, some of the crowd events which are classified as non-dissenting, such as the Notting Hill Carnivals of 1992 and 1993, mourning crowds of the late Turkish President and the Bridgwater Guy Fawkes Carnival had either immediate or historically social and political connotations despite their being leisure, carnival and mourning crowds (chapter 2).

First of all, no crowd was identified as being particularly 'violent' or 'revolutionary'. However, depending on the circumstances, crowds which are classified as 'dissenting' seem to be more likely to act violently in comparison with other types. One of the crucially important conclusions which this research has reached is that crowds in liberal democracies were mostly peaceful and not revolutionary. However, this was not simply
because they lack revolutionary elements and spirit; rather the condition of the society in
general was not conducive to revolution. Therefore, crowd activities are not to be
examined solely by their being violent/peaceful or revolutionary/non-revolutionary.
Besides this, the nature of the state and its response to a crowd and general condition of
society from which crowds are derived become vitally important in terms of its being
peaceful or violent. It is this distinction which makes a crowd activity in Algeria
'revolutionary' while a similar event in England poses no political threat to the existing
regime.

Secondly, almost all of the demonstrations which originated from a political or social
grievance were attended by the members of politically, socially and economically
marginalised groups such as the members of Revolutionary Workers Party, Red Aid,
Militant Labour, the Irish community, and members of ethnic groups such as the black
community, and immigrants and refugees who felt themselves vulnerable. These
crowds mostly involved participants who were very articulate in their view rather than
being ordinary members of a 'silent majority'. However crowds which affect the
stability of their existing political arrangements, such as the Algerian and Russian
crowds, are mostly drawn from the 'silent majority'.

Thirdly, the observations have revealed that crowds in liberal democracies may
sometimes be violent and seem to be portrayed as revolutionary by the media. However,
as long as they are made up only by 'marginalised groups' rather than attracting the
members of 'silent majority' amongst its rank they can be destructive and economically
costly but not revolutionary and politically threatening.

Finally, in terms of crowds being organised it proved impossible to make observations at
spontaneous crowd events for practical reasons, therefore the information concerning
spontaneous crowd events rests upon secondary data. However, the nature of the crowd
was found to be a contributory factor in the organisation of the crowd rather than simply its sheer size.

In contrast to conventional beliefs about the crowd and its activities this thesis demonstrates that a crowd is not merely a collection of psychologically motivated individuals and that their acts are no less rational or 'inferior' compared to individual behaviour. However, this research acknowledges that crowds provide an opportunity for participants to do things which they could, not or would not undertake as isolated individuals. It also firmly argues that the crowd and police interaction at ground level during a given crowd event is more determined by psychological and biological than social and political determinants (chapter 6). Therefore, the CFA model of public order policing suggests a combination of the two disciplines, sociology and psychology, in order to formulate an appropriate police response to crowd events. Therefore, attempts to verify or to test the validity of the first hypothesis has led the researcher to developed a new approach, the Combined Factors Approach, to collective action/behaviour.

The model of this research, the Combined Factors Approach, is applicable at all stages of a crowd movement, starting from the assembling process in the long term, to the interactional level and dispersal. But some factors gain priority over others at certain stages. For example, during the assembling process, it is not feasible to argue that the gathering of the crowd is the result of psychological motivation and it might be more appropriate to refer to the social causes of the gathering. On the other hand, it is not helpful to examine or explain crowd behaviour or individual behaviour at an interactional level using social explanations. While in the assembling process, sociological factors determine the gathering of a crowd, at an interactional level sociological factors are dominated and overwhelmed by psychological factors (chapter 6).
In relation to the second hypothesis of the thesis, the findings of the research have strengthened the broadly Marxist critical view on the role of the police in general and public order policing in particular.

First of all, public order policing practices in both countries have proved that the police, rather than being a neutral institution, are the apparatus which ultimately work in the interest of the state and the ruling class. Despite the various minor differences with regard to policing practices which stem from variations in social, cultural and historical backgrounds, the police both in Turkey and England and Wales, perhaps as elsewhere in the world, seem to be serving the interests of what some radical thinkers call 'the ruling bloc'. Police forces of the both countries play the same role of defending the state and therefore the interests of certain groups. However, the nature and degree of this control varies in accordance with the degree of legitimacy of each state and its nature, namely being openly or indirectly oppressive. In other words, the variations are by degree rather than by nature.

A significant fact this research has discovered is that the claim of the British police to be in the service of whole community rather than being the apparatus of the state and therefore the power holders is essentially hypocritical. On the basis of its 'expressive' and 'service' role it is argued that the British police uniquely functions with the consent of its people. In fact, the expressive and service role of the police has nicely aimed and added into the core mandate of the police to conceal its wider aims as being the apparatus of the state. The contrary may be demonstrated in the case of the Turkish police where the police's role as the apparatus of the state is clearly articulated in the relevant statutes (Police Act 1934, Article 2:A, II, III and IV, cited in Icel and Yenisey 1990:95-96; Police Organisation Act 1990: Article 9:B, cited Icel and Yenisey 1990:131).

The police role in protecting the state from possible political opposition was again evident in the fact that political demonstrations were very highly policed even though
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they were relatively small in size. For instance in one of the recent demonstration which took place in Leicester, the event was policed by over fifty police officers while the size of the crowd was between 150-200 (Observation: 33). Similar overpolicing was evident in many other politically oriented demonstrations (Observations: 14, 19, 23, 25, 27, and 33).

Secondly, any decline in economic and social circumstances will inevitably have a derogatory effect on certain groups who experience the effects of deterioration more directly and acutely, and this will be followed by expressions of accumulated dissent as collective action. These groups do not necessarily have to be ethnic minority groups; it is likely that sub-groups in mainstream society will be affected too. Because economic decline victimises indiscriminately, crowd activities involving the expression of political, social and economic grievances will be multi-racial and will cut across economic and class boundaries.

Finally, those countries which are in a transitory period, or resistant to transition, are more likely to experience more oppressive policing practices than those who have experienced less coercive forms of transition. This seems to be a truism for all societies. Should a state gradually lose the consent of its public, the nature of policing practices inevitably becomes more oppressive and coercive. Regardless of the name of a particular political system any political system is bound to be perceived by its subjects as oppressive and coercive unless it takes the implications of the CFA into account.

As the state's pressure on its subject increases, the pressure from its public becomes increasingly threatening to the interests of power holding elites. This ends up with a vicious circle which creates more pressure from the bottom and a tougher response from the state's social control agencies, the police. As the pressure from the bottom becomes politically threatening, the role of the police as the provider of the peace for the general public switches to one of protecting the interests of power holders.
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In England and Wales the introduction of the recent Police and Criminal Justice Act 1994 may be regarded as a response to the opposition which the British government faces from its public. The research suggests that this opposition was mainly caused by the state's failure in social, economic and political areas. The research concludes that the state's response to opposition which takes the form of collective action is the introduction of increasingly tough laws. That is what the British public in general and the working classes in particular have been subject to since the miners strike of mid eighties and Poll-Tax opposition in the late eighties and early nineties (Card 1987; Brewer et. al. 1988; MacCabe and Wallington 1988; Uglow 1988; and Waddington et. al. 1989; Sherr 1989; Townshead 1993). The Security Service Act 1989 considers some 'political' and 'industrial' activities by putting them in the same category with violent means as a source of potential danger to '...overthrow or undermine parliamentary democracy' (Security Service Act 1989: Chapter 5 Article 2).

The police in both countries have and play the same role in relation to public order policing practices, namely to protect the status quo which may equate to protecting the interest of the ruling class. However, the methods used to carry out this task may vary according to the training and experience the police receive and the availability of equipment they need to fulfil this function. The British police, in dealing with public order events, seems to be better equipped and relatively better trained and accordingly, does its job more professionally than its Turkish counterparts. As for Turkish public order policing practices, inadequate training and lack of practical experience coupled with lack of proper equipment lead the police to use more offensive and aggressive methods of crowd control.

Public order policing practices occupy an exceptional place amongst other routine police work as it is high profile, attracting the attention of the print and broadcasting media. However, in Turkey the officers working in these units are the least experienced or have
just graduated from police cadet schools. Some of the officers are sent to these units either because they are not successful in other units, or as a part of institutional disciplinary punishment. Therefore, the officers who work in these units have the lowest morale and may try to hide the fact that they work in this unit because it attracts little respect from the public.

The senior officers responsible for the training and deployment of Cevik Kuvvet (Rapid Action) units in Turkey complain of lack of time they have for the physical and tactical public order training. However, unlike England, much police time and manpower is wasted by the deployment of these units in a number of private or commercial entertainment and leisure crowds. In England, police deployment at football events has gradually been reduced and in commercial entertainment events, security has been left to private companies. In Turkish Public Order Policing, the time saved from withdrawing the police from private and commercial crowd events might provide enough time and funds for the units to train and equip their officers adequately to deal with potentially more contentious crowd events. This would also minimise negative police and public contact for unnecessary reasons.

The CFA & Policing Systems
Perhaps historical and cultural differences make it neither possible nor even desirable to envisage one police system acceptable to all nations. As Le Bon stated, 'Peoples are governed by their character, and all institutions which are not intimately modelled on that character merely represent a borrowed garment, a transitory disguise' (Le Bon 1969: 89). This does not lead us to the commonly used dictum which states that 'the people have the police they deserve', but it explains to us why the expectations of the people and the police of a particular event vary from one country to another. Therefore, the examination of the nature of public order policing in two countries will, inevitably, reveal a number of variations. Styles will vary according to political, economic, social and cultural conditions. For instance, a society which is homogeneous, monocultured,
and classless will require less adaptability from the police than the one in which there are ethnic, religious, cultural and other differences.

Despite the fact that Turkish culture and ideology has been forcibly moved from its original roots to Western standards, the Turkish-Islamic perception of the state and the police still bears the traces of Islamic influence (chapter 4). In contrast, the state's perception of the people and the police and their practices is much more Westernised than that of the people. While the present Turkish state still wants to enjoy a deference which stems from Islamic ideology, its practices towards its people are quite at odds with the expectations of the people.

Obviously, it is not only the policing styles which are influenced and shaped by cultural factors, but also crowd behaviour towards the police is influenced by cultural and political peculiarities of each of the countries. As Mannheim argued, '...as a rule a crowd will behave differently in the Southern Mediterranean and in Northern countries, in a country with a long-established democratic tradition and in one ruled by a rigid totalitarian regime' (Mannheim 1965b: 646). Secondly, social values and norms may influence crowd behaviour. For instance, '...a French crowd lays particular weight on equality an English crowd on liberty' (Le Bon 1969: 158), while Turkish crowds give priority to abstract concepts such as chastity, honesty and so on. These differences of emphasis on different concepts explain why there are almost as many different grievances for riots as there are nations. It follows from this that crowds of different countries display very considerable differences of belief and conduct, and are not to be influenced in the same manner. For instance, while a verbal assault on a local girl in the street by an army officer in Turkey provoked a crowd into violent action (Emin 1992), the same crowd would perceive police beating up a young man in the street as 'correctional training'.
Conclusion

With regard to the police response to public order events, cultural differences between the two countries can easily be observed at each stage of policing. At the general level, unlike the British public who wants to see its police as ordinary citizens in uniform, the Turkish people wants to see its police as a permanently armed military force. The Turkish police have been criticised for being mild and poorly equipped and trained rather than using harsh methods and tactics. In recent terrorist events, the police were criticised by the public for failing to meet violence with violence and vice versa (Meydan 1994). The generally held idea is that the police should be equipped more heavily than the terrorists in order to suppress the violence. On the contrary, in Britain it is believed by the people as well as the police that an increase in the use of heavy weapons and equipment of any kind will inevitably lead to an increase in violence by terrorists and criminals. Therefore, it is reasonable to argue that an unarmed London policemen would certainly not be able to meet the demands of Istanbul and vice versa.

Moreover, the amount of injured civilians and police and the public perception of this may reflect the differences between the two countries. British public order policing was defined by Robert Mark's proposed strategy of 'winning by appearing to lose', a notion which proved to be rarely practical. The contrast between the two countries is that while the British public are willing to tolerate injured police more readily than dead civilians, the Turkish public does not want to see its police overwhelmed by a crowd in any way. It was evident in recent inner city riots in Britain that the majority of injuries were inflicted upon the police (Brearley and King 1993: 10; Benyon 1993: 6-7) while in the USA and Turkey, in similar events, the majority of the injured were civilians. This does not necessarily mean that the Turkish public do not criticise its police in cases of abuse of force and authority. Rather, the account given above reflects the overall view and expectations of the Turkish public of its police. When it comes to particular incidents, of course, each act of police violence and abuse of force is criticised, by both the public and the media. In abstract terms, the Turkish public wants to have a police force which will not be overwhelmed either by armed terrorists, nor even by relatively violent
crowds, but at the same time they are not as tolerant of police violence and abuse of force, as this would imply.

It must also be noted that violent confrontations in public order events are frequent occurrences both in countries which respond to public order situations with relatively more paramilitarily equipped and trained police units such as Turkey, the USA and many European countries and in countries such as Britain which are policed by the so-called 'non-military consensus policing' (Inan 1993: 39; Benyon and Solomos 1987; Benyon 1993: 4-7). With regard to Britain, although the paramilitarisation of the British police has increased dramatically in the last two decades, violent confrontation between the police and crowds dates back to the early days of the police (Cerrah 1991, passim). The brutal character of riot control tactics used in Britain during the industrial riots of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries is well documented by a number of studies in the field (Miller 1985; Benyon and Solomos 1987; Benyon 1993: 4-7). It is evident that in the past the British police have used brutal methods of crowd control. This leads to the conclusion that no country is 'culturally immune' from the use of harsh riot control tactics in preventing or suppressing violent or non violent crowd events. Not only the relatively paramilitary police forces but also British public order policing, which is established and acts by the so-called consensus of the general public, has not always been so refined.

The conclusion to be drawn from this is that there are cultural differences in the ways that societies view the use of harsh tactics of crowd control. Not only between the distinct cultures; even more or less similar cultures may reveal significant differences in dealing with crowd events. For instance, there are significant differences between British and American policing, particularly in the area of crowd control tactics, in spite of apparent similarities in areas such as ethnic origin, religion, language and so on. It is not surprising that there would be a number of differences between the Turkish police
and the British police, both in terms of the public's expectations of police and the police response to public order events.

With regard the direction of the trend in British and Turkish public order policing they seem to be divergent. As for the British police, this is evident in the extension of police powers and the restriction of the right to assembly and protest introduced by 1986 Public Order Act (Public Order Act 1986, Chapter 64; Smith 1987) and expanded by 1994 Criminal Justice Act. These statutory changes were accompanied by a dramatic increase in police public order training, which involve highly equipped and trained PSUs and joint regional exercises with neighbouring forces on a regular basis (Appendix: 1 and 2). Neighbouring forces are required to hold joint training exercises four or five times a year to familiarise themselves not only with their own PSUs but also PSUs from other forces.

Further evidence of this drift towards coercive policing in Britain is the gradual move towards centralisation of existing police forces (Aydin 1991). One of the earliest moves in this direction was the mutual aid arrangements. Under the Mutual Aid Agreements (Police Act 1964, Chapter 48) the British police established the National Reporting Centre (NRC) which enabled the police to confront the Miners' Strikes of 1984-5 almost as a national force. The National Reporting Centre has developed and changed into the Mutual Aid Coordinating Centre (MACC) which will enable the British police forces to form an *ad hoc* national third force when the situation arises.

This research has discovered, in the context of British public order police training and practices, a move from historically claimed consensus policing to coercive policing. The present *Public Order Guide to Tactical Options and Related Matters*, (1985) prepared by the Association of Chiefs of Police Officers (ACPO) aims to introduce national standards to public order training in order to achieve a degree of co-operation...
and standard working practices between forces to enable joint operations at large scale public order events.

One of the important points, which shows the direction of the change in the British public order policing training, is the omitting of 'defensive' tactics which was included in the earlier version of the 1985 ACPO manual. The latest version of the ACPO manual reduces the options into two 'offensive', and 'withdrawal' omitting the previously held 'defensive' tactics. In this case the PSUs either has to be 'offensive' which includes more mobile and active tactics or to lose face by 'withdrawal', which is something the police is not very happy to accept.

Police tactics for controlling serious public disorder using protective clothing and shields have been developing since around the mid 1970s. Initially, the tactics were fairly static - groups of officers, with long shields locked together, withstanding barrages of missiles. Because it was such a static tactic, the more violent crowds were able to inflict serious injuries on the police and there was soon a great deal of pressure from within the police service for more aggressive tactics. However, Chief Inspector John Barsby of Leicestershire Constabulary, believes that;

"Today...there is an over reliance on such tactics with little thought for the context of the disorder, or the effect on police legitimacy. The defensive tactics were very effective for demonstrating that the police were victims not perpetrators of violence, which is very important for securing the legitimacy of the police amongst peaceful demonstrators, but aggressive tactics can easily produce the opposite effect, particularly if used in the wrong contextual situation (Barsby 1995:1)."

A further point to make is that public order policing, by its very nature, bound to be paramilitary as it removes the individuality of police officers by preconditioning them to work in unison and obey the commands given by senior officers. The removal of individuality will inevitably bring the feeling of anonymity. This is one of the reasons why the classification introduced earlier (chapter two) considers the police as a type of crowd, subject to the same psychological considerations. Whether public order training
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as units are inevitable and unavoidable constitutes another issue, but the training in its very nature seems to be a gradual shift from consensus to coercive policing.

What is more, increasing specialisation in various aspect of public order policing witnessed by the researcher over the research period suggest that this trend will continue. For example, 'Rapid Entry' exercises included in the regular public order training (Appendix: 2 Visits 2 and 3) have become a distinct area of expertise and are now entitled 'Rapid Entry/Intervention Courses' (Appendix: 2, Visit 20). Use of military terms, such as 'MoE Men' (Methods of Entry Men) and availability of military like equipment such as 'gas masks', 'stun grenades', and 'ballistic clothes' all herald the possibility of their use in mainland Britain.

To sum up, the Figure 8 shows the direction of the change towards centralisation which began for co-operative considerations and ended up with collaboration, leading to a greater amalgamation and regionalisation of existing forces and finally, to a complete centralisation.

BRITISH PUBLIC ORDER POLICING — Consensus Policing > Coercive Policing

TURKISH PUBLIC ORDER POLICING — Coercive Policing > Consensus Policing

Figure 8: Direction of changes in British and Turkish public order policing policies and practices displays a line of divergence.

On the contrary, in Turkish policing in general and public order policing in particular, a piecemeal move towards consensus policing has been noticed. Yet the gap between the Turkish and British public order policing, in terms of being a coercive force or a consensus service, still remains as wide as ever. What is more, the move towards consensus policing, in Turkey, is something forced upon the police rather than being a readily accepted gradual and evolutionary move towards this direction. Whether this
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Trend will continue and will lead to full consensus of a wider public is open to speculation. There are a number of reasons which cast doubt upon these imposed trends in the Turkish police.

First of all, the improvement in Turkish policing has taken place more at the individual level rather than being at organisational level. It partly stems from the liberalisation of the economy and the political spheres during the then prime minister T. Ozal's years in the government following the 1980 military coup. The implementation of a free market economy and moves towards liberalisation have inevitably affected the make up of the police along with many other social institutions. Many of the seniors officers, who are presently serving in Cevik Kuvvet Units, joined the national Turkish Police Academy after graduating from various universities. Cevik Kuvvet Units today involve senior officers who has degrees in various social sciences, such as law, politics and even theology, and the researcher is one of the first who joined the police force as a university graduate. It seems to be the case that the general academic qualification and educational level of senior officers working in Cevik Kuvvet Units are comparatively higher than their British counterparts. Yet, this general qualification is not backed up by occupational specialisation; training and academic qualifications of individual officers seem to have little positive effect on policing practices as this knowledge and expertise is quickly subsumed by operational police culture.

The second factor affecting the move towards consensus policing is the increasing influence of the broadcasting media. One of the effects of liberalisation has been a dramatic increase in the number of privately owned TV channels in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Through media coverage both the people and the police themselves have become familiar with the police handling of crowd events both in liberal democracies as well as non-democratic regimes. The extensive media coverage of local crowd events has also forced the police to restrain particular acts which causes the people to be more critical of police mishandling of crowd events.
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However, it must be acknowledged that the above account is more of a personal impression, acquired from comparisons made in the researcher's own experience rather than being a definite conclusion supported by empirical evidence. The comparison made is based on personal experience and impressions acquired within the period when the researcher was serving as an inspector in Ankara Police College between 1986-1989, and personal contacts and observations within the research period between 1990-1995. This impression is generated and gained from the observations and the visits made to various public order training sites and schools in both countries. This impression was also enhanced by personal contacts with key figures responsible for the training and operations of public order policing in both countries.

As it is only a personal impression, there is, therefore, an obvious need for further research to verify the accuracy of these assertions. Aydin (1991) in his MA work reached similar conclusions, and it is very likely that his Ph.D. work will produce some further evidence confirming his early assertions. Nevertheless, this piecemeal move towards consensus policing, which has been covered by very gradual and imposed outside factors, can easily be snuffed out by a slight policy change or even by an operational order from a senior officer, as this reluctant move has not yet been assimilated by the police organisation to become commonly established practice.

The recent disturbances which took place in Istanbul and Ankara in March 1995, when the army were called in to quell the situation, have once again demonstrated the inability of Turkish public order units to deal with crowd events. The events were sparked off by an incident involving the killing of a member of the Alevi community and injuring twenty more people after three unidentified gunmen opened fire on a cafe' which was frequented by members of the Alevi and non-Alevi communities. Extensive national and international media coverage of the event has revealed two important points. First of all there was an obvious provocation to involve the Alevi community in violence.
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(Colasan 1995; Mengi 1995a-b; Hurriyet 17 March 1995). This fact was repeatedly stated, not only by the media, but also by some eminent Alevi community leaders. The banners held by some members of the crowd belonged to a number of illegal terrorist groups such as **Turkiye Communist Party** (TKP), **Turkiye Revolutionary Communist Party** (TDKP-GKB), **Revolutionary Youth** (DEV-GENC), **Turkiye Workers and Peasants Freedom Army** (TIKKO), and finally, ERNK-PKK, a branch of the Kurdistan Workers' Party (PKK) (Hurriyet 17 March 1995; Sabah 17 March 1995). None of these groups solely represented, nor had a direct relationship with the Alevi community and this was clear evidence of provocation from outside the Alevi community. The police and the press identified a number of prominent members of the various illegal terrorist organisation among the crowd (Colasan 1995; Hurriyet 17 March 1995; Sabah 17 March 1995). Following the first disturbances the Alevi community, confirming this argument, declined from involvement in any further violent activities (Sabah 18 March 1995; Hurriyet 18 March 1995; Cumhuriyet 17 March 1995). However, this does not necessarily deny the existence of plausible grievances to which the Alevi community has been subject.

The second lesson to be learned from these disturbances was that fragility of the army to be called in to deal with internal disturbances (Barlas 1995; Dogru 1995a-b). The incompetence of the police, which basically stemmed from lack of equipment and training, forced the authorities into a financially and politically costly option; to call the army in (Mengi 1995b; Barlas 1995; Tan 1995; Birand 1995a-b; Dogru 1995; Goktas 1995). However, these events could have been handled with relatively little or even no violence by the deployment of better equipped and adequately trained public order units.

This recent experience forced the researcher to prescribe two entirely different solutions to British and Turkish public order policing problems. Unlike its British counterpart, in Turkish public order policing the need for the acquisition of protective clothing and other equipment and intensive public order training has now become a matter of urgency. These facilities will hopefully allow the police to control violent disturbances.
with comparatively little police violence. More equipment and better training can be recommended to the Turkish police without discrediting the critics of the recent moves in British public order policing. Their concern about the changes in British public order policing may continue to be valid. However, as the Turkish police is already a paramilitary force, heavily equipped and intensively trained public order units will lead to consensus policing rather than being a move towards coercive policing simply because the alternative is to deploy the army.

The findings of this research for practical public order policing, in both countries are diverse. As for Turkish public order policing the recommendation can be summed up in the provision of better 'equipment' and intensive 'training'. Unlike British public order policing which has already been equipped and trained to a high degree, there is an urgent need for Turkish public order units to be equipped and trained in a similar manner. The enormity of the task should not be underestimated as it conflicts with the dominant police culture, expensive in manpower and requires a more highly trained police service. Yet, as the alternative, which might be to call the army in, seems to be more costly, both politically and financially, the rewards, in the long term, are worth pursuing.

CFA & Policing Policies
The police may not be familiar with all the academic literature concerning the crowd, in order to be familiar with a particular crowd. Their preparations are made on past experiences, often making judgements from and basing their future plans on experiences of escalating violence or criminal behaviour. Things which are learned by experience tend to be prejudiced and misleading if they are not refined by carefully considered academic wisdom. It might be an idealist hope to expect every single police officer to bear in mind all these academic arguments, in a given violent crowd situation. However, it is feasible to expect the police as an institution to take into consideration academic studies when they formulate public order policing policy. The application of the Combined Factors Approach to public order policing entails future Chief Constables
to stand up and say, to their political masters that, 'Unless you provide the essential provisions for a particular community (long-term arrangements) and increase the level and quality of the life in a particular area, I cannot and will not police (short-term arrangements) this area'.

In recent years the practical experience of police officers and the studies of social scientists have together served as the basis for the formulation of principles of crowd control. Despite the existence of numerous academic studies in this field, very few manuals have been prepared by sociologists in collaboration with serving police officers. Close examination of existing manuals has revealed that academic wisdom was dominated by the practical considerations of senior police officers. Instead of improving police tactics according to these studies, it seems that those studies were conducted and shaped according to the needs of the practical aspects of policing. Consequently, academic studies on crowd behaviour had little positive effect on the police response to crowd event. The police continued to use the traditional crowd control methods and tactics with a few slight modifications. However, it would be unfair to completely deny the dramatic change of perception of crowds in the last two decades or so. Although academic studies had little practical effect on the police response to crowd events, the police perception of the crowd has changed dramatically. The police today do not see all crowds as destructive and revolutionary and their right to express their grievances has been recognised by the police as well as other official bodies.

There are a number of indicators which show the nature and direction of change in police and crowd perceptions of each other. It is important to note that the police and public perceptions of each other reflects the relationship between the state and its people. For this reason, the confrontation of the frustrated crowd with the police is not a random coincidence, rather it is the direct or indirect manifestation of the discontent of the people which erupts as violent confrontation with the police. The nature and degree of violence and the police response to this also reflects the overall level of the society in
other social arrangements as well. 'As a society becomes more civilised, free, educated, and informed at all levels, its expectations of the police also with other public servants are raised' (Das 1988: 109). As people become more aware of the dignity of the individual and of human rights they are likely to criticise and complain about police behaviour which in other ages or in other countries would not have been regarded as wrong. Police public relations in crowd events are more overt than any area of police work, and is a vital factor in the workings of democracies. In democracies, since parliament is directly accountable to the public in frequent general elections, crowd events such as rallies, political demonstrations and mass meetings play an important and legitimate role in the political machinery.

In crowd events the police are expected to stand at the point of balance, on the one hand securing human rights and on the other, exercising their lawful powers given to them by governments in the name of the people, to protect the people, property and institutions. From this point of view, the police response may also reflect the type and level of democracy as well. Not only in totalitarian, or less-democratic countries but even in so-called western democracies, police powers and authorities can be abused. The police can become more the master and less the servant; they can snuff out more freedom than they protect. This fact gives the impression, as argued by radicals, that the police may continue to serve as instruments of class oppression under the guise of legality. In abstract terms, the first factor which determines the nature of police response to crowd events is related to its place between the people and the state. In this respect, there is a fundamental difference between the two compared countries. Unlike the British police which is supposed to be politically independent and accountable only to the public, the Turkish police has been politicised both directly and indirectly. For instance, although the status of the chief constable is not regarded as a political post, after each general election most of the chief constables have usually been replaced at the direction of the new Minister of the Interior.
The influence of this political intervention is, however, less visible at ground level public order policing practices. For example, during a right-wing government the response of the police towards a left-oriented political demonstration is not as politicised as would be expected and vice versa. Apart from a few politically motivated isolated individual misconduct, police and public relations in crowd events remain unchanged. Thankfully, the politically motivated appointments of chief constables do not dramatically change the overall public order policing policy at ground level.

In Britain, the situation is much the same. During the Labour government in the 1970s, which was supposed to be a so-called pro-working class government, the police response to public order events and even industrial disputes was similar to that of the more recent Conservative government. Some commentators have even argued that the paramilitarisation of the British police began when Labour was in power. This fact leads to the conclusion that unlike the changes in government and even in police authority, the overall policy of the police does not change easily or rapidly. One of the reasons for this slow transformation is the universal nature of police organisations. The nature of police organisations all around the world has always been similar and conservative in general terms. Accordingly, the police response to all situations, particularly to public order events, is determined by the organisational conservatism of the police force. Therefore, the police response to crowd events is bound to be conservative in nature, not because all, or a majority of the police officers, are politically conservative but because of the conservative nature of the organisation.

This argument does not completely deny the influence of political elites on police conduct, rather it is emphasised here that beside the overt political intervention, the nature of police organisation has an inherited negative perception towards crowd events. Yet, there are numerous examples of politically motivated police responses to public order events, particularly during industrial disputes of the 1980s. As Reiner states '...the police tend to share the broad political and legal ideals of the 'respectable' working and
middle class' (Reiner 1985:97), and the police are similar to that of the media, '...highly sensitive to overt or coded messages about how political elites expect a public order situation to be handled' (Waddington et. al. 1989:161). They are expected to know how to act or behave on a particular point without being told what to do.

It was believed that, '...the inherent conservatism of the police occupational culture is uncompromising. The law is an absolute and those who infringe it in any way should be summarily dealt with' (Waddington et. al. 1989:184). At this point it must be noted that the police conservatism which stems from the occupational police culture is not immune to change. Judging by the lessons of the past, it is now apparent that in a number of points police perceptions have been positively changed. For example, almost all of the briefings in which the researcher participated it was repeatedly stated by operation commanders that the first priority should be given to public order problems and therefore small infringements of the law should be tolerated. It was clearly stated, confirming Waddington et. al.'s (1989) finding that '...minor infringements of the law should be overlooked in the interests of the wider objective of maintaining order' (p. 164).

The above account has proved that the police response to a particular public order event is not simply a law and order problem concerning routine police work such as maintaining traffic flow and protecting property and the individual. Rather, the police response to those events can be overt or covertly politically motivated which may undermine the legitimacy of police powers.

To conclude, the relationship between the police and crowds has always been problematic and raised many questions about the legitimacy of particular regimes. Particularly, police intervention in crowd events has been one of the most controversial aspects of police work. The police are not very comfortable in a dynamic democratic society and conversely a democracy is not very comfortable with a politically static police force. The unpopular work of controlling crowds has been, since its inception, a
burden for the police as a result of division of labour in the society. As the former Chief Constable of Devon and Cornwall, John Alderson once said, '...the ideal civic condition is for a society to be policed by unarmed officers' (Alderson 1979: 71). Perhaps it would be more desirable and ideal, if not utopian, for a society not to need a police force in the first place. If this is too much for a society to expect let us hope for a society to have a police service which serves with the wider, if not full, consensus of its people rather than having a police force which enforces the law in the interest of power holding elites.

The more a society achieves a just and fair degree of wealth and power distribution amongst the groups and communities which the society is made up, the less riots it will experience. Otherwise, if a regime tries to survive by the consent of a minority of power holders, and their political and economic allies, the social division will become more entrenched and social disintegration will increase. Consequently, in such a society 'the police will encounter the riots which they deserve'. Unless such a society, as a whole, attempts to change itself and its police, to use a familiar dictum, 'its people will have the police which they deserve'.

Conclusion
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### APPENDIX: 1

**OBSERVATIONS & ATTACHMENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>VENUE</th>
<th>EVENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-8 April 1992</td>
<td>Leicester City Football Ground, Leicester</td>
<td><strong>Observation:</strong> Leicester City F.C. versus Sunderland A.F.C., football match</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-14 July 1992</td>
<td>Three separate sites in Coalville, Leicester</td>
<td><strong>Attachment:</strong> Leicestershire Constabulary, clearance of <em>New Age Travellers</em> from the three sites.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-22-24 Aug. 1992</td>
<td>Donington Park, Leicester</td>
<td><strong>Attachment:</strong> Leicestershire Constabulary at the 'Monsters of Rock' pop festival.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-13 Sep 1992</td>
<td>Leicester City Football Ground, Leicester</td>
<td><strong>Observation:</strong> Leicester C.F.C. versus Wolverhampton Wanderers F.C. football match.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-2 May 1992</td>
<td>Leicester City Football Ground, Leicester</td>
<td><strong>Observation:</strong> Leicester C.F.C. versus Newcastle United</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9- 26 Sep 1992</td>
<td>Earls Court, London</td>
<td><strong>Observation:</strong> Pop Concert, Chris De Burgh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12- 20 Nov. 1992</td>
<td>Buca, İzmir</td>
<td><strong>Attachment:</strong> İzmir Cevik Kuvvet Unit, the Destruction of Squatter's houses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13- 29 Nov. 199</td>
<td>Inonu Football Ground, İstanbul</td>
<td><strong>Observation:</strong> Besiktas F.C. versus Kocaelispor F.C. football match.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14- 30 Jan. 1993</td>
<td>Hyde Park to Kilburn, London</td>
<td><strong>Observation:</strong> Bloody Sunday March and Rally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15- 6- Feb. 1993</td>
<td>The Embankment to Hyde Park, London</td>
<td><strong>Observation:</strong> Women Against Pit Closures march and rally.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16- 20 March 1993</td>
<td>Stamford Bridge Football Ground, London</td>
<td><strong>Attachment:</strong> The Scotland Yard at the Chelsea F.C. v. Tottenham Hotspur F.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17- 21 April 1993</td>
<td>Kocatepe, Ankara</td>
<td><strong>Observation:</strong> Mourning crowd in President Turgut Ozal's funeral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18- 22 April 1993</td>
<td>Vatan Caddesi, İstanbul</td>
<td><strong>Observation:</strong> Mourning crowd in President Turgut Ozal's funeral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Observation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-1 May</td>
<td>Pendik, Istanbul</td>
<td><strong>Observation:</strong> May The First Rally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-2 May</td>
<td>Gaziosmanpasa, Istanbul</td>
<td><strong>Observation:</strong> An open air meeting organised by The Welfare Party (RP) on the election of the new president.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-23 May</td>
<td>Hyde Park to the Embankment, London</td>
<td><strong>Observation:</strong> 'Lift the Embargo' a national demonstration organised by various Muslim organisations concerning Bosnia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22-5 June</td>
<td>Elephant and Castle to Brixton, London</td>
<td><strong>Observation:</strong> an arguably national demonstration, organised by the Red Aid and various left wing groups concerning Bosnia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23-22 August</td>
<td>Regents Park to Belgrave Square, London</td>
<td><strong>Observation:</strong> The National Muslim Unity March</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-30 August</td>
<td>Notting Hill, London</td>
<td><strong>Attachment:</strong> The Metropolitan Police during the 'Notting Hill Carnival' 1993.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-16 October</td>
<td>Bexley, London</td>
<td><strong>Observation:</strong> 'Unity March': Close down BNP. Organised by Anti-Nazi League and Youth Against Racism in Europe to close down BNP HQ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Event Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-20 January 1994</td>
<td>Victoria Park to City Centre, Leicester</td>
<td>Observation: A local student demonstration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28-19 March 1994</td>
<td>Spitalfields Market to London Fields, London</td>
<td>Observation: 'Unite against Racism' March and Rally, organised by TUC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29-23 April 1994</td>
<td>Trafalgar Square to Hyde Park, London</td>
<td>Observation: March and Rally, by 'National anti-Vivisection Society'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-31 May 1994</td>
<td>City Centre to Victoria Park, Leicester</td>
<td>Observation: Leicester City Football Club's victory parade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33-3 December 1994</td>
<td>Spinney Hill Park to City Centre, Leicester</td>
<td>Observation: A local march and rally against the Criminal Justice Act 1994</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX: 2

VISITS & INTERVIEWS

1 - 7 April 1992, visit to the Leicestershire Constabulary public order training site, Ashfordby, Leicester.

*Level two public order training programme, Phase Two.*

2 - 15 September 1992, visit to the Leicestershire Constabulary public order training site, Ashfordby, Leicester.

*Joint public order training exercise with the Fire Leicestershire Service*

3 - 25 September 1992, visit to the Metropolitan Police Public Order Training Centre, Hounslow, London.

*Level Two Public Order Training.*


5 - 14 June 1992, visit to the Metropolitan Police Public Order Training Centre, Hounslow, London.

*One day visit and observation in Level One public order training specifically designed for the forthcoming Notting Hill Carnival of 1992.*

6 - 1 October 1992, interview with Ian Coutts, Leicester City Football Club, Leicester.

*The interviewed is an ex-Chief Superintendent and presently the Club Safety Officer for Leicester City.*

7 - 16 October 1992, interview with Chief Superintendent Yasar Akbas, the Cevik Kuvvet Unit, Ankara. *The interviewed is the head of Ankara Cevik Kuvvet Unit.*

8 - 18 November 1992, interview with Chief Superintendent A. Mecit Canbaz, Cevik Kuvvet Unit, Izmir.

*The interviewed is the head of Izmir Cevik Kuvvet Unit.*
9- 27-29 November 1992, a three day attachment to Cevik Kuvvet Unit, Bayrampasa, Istanbul, and interview with Chief Inspector Mustafa Kizilgunes.

_The interviewed is the head of a highly trained Special Public Order Team._

10- 8 February 1993, interview with Dr J. S. McClelland, Department of Politics, University of Nottingham.


12- 10-13 June 1993, visit to The Police Staff College, Bramshill, Hertfordshire.

_A four day visit to the Bramshill Police Staff College Library._

13- 1 August 1994, interview with Chief Superintendent Cemal Levent, in Burdur.

_The interviewed is the head of Siirt Cevik Kuvvet Units._


_The interviewed is a sociologist and author of a number of books both in English and Turkish._

15- 1-4 October 1994, a series of interviews were carried out with 7 officers of the Ankara Cevik Kuvvet Unit.

_All the interviewed were in the ranks of Sergeant and Inspector working in Ankara Cevik Kuvvet Unit, and each one responsible for separate public order serials._

16- 6-10 October 1994, a series of interviews carried out with 9 officers of Istanbul Cevik Kuvvet Unit.

_All the interviewed were in the ranks of Sergeant and Inspector working in Istanbul Cevik Kuvvet Unit, each one responsible for separate public order serials._

17- 28 October 1994, interviews with Superintendent Haydar Sahin, one Inspector and one police constable of Izmir Cevik Kuvvet Unit.

_The interviewed is the head of Training Department at the Izmir Cevik Kuvvet Unit._
18- 13 December 1994, visit and observation to Tactical Firearms Unit (TFU) of Leicestershire Constabulary Police Headquarters.


The interviewed works for Inter-Varsity Press (IVP) as a senior editor.

20- 18 January 1995, visit and observation in 'Rapid Entry/Intervention Course', ran by officers of Police Mobile Reserve (PMR), of Leicester Constabulary.

One day course involved classroom based theoretical training and practical exercises which was held at Stretton Hall Hospital, Leicester.

21- 12 January 1995, personal communication with Tony Moore, an ex-Chief Superintendent of London Metropolitan Police.

Tony Moore has seen the Introduction, Chapter 7 and the Conclusion of this thesis and made some comments and suggestions on the text.
APPENDIX: 3 COURSES, SEMINARS & LECTURES

Appendix: 3/A Official Public Order Courses [1]

I- Public Order Command Awareness Programme

A three day course between 7-9 June 1993
Kent County Constabulary
Kent and No 5 Region Public Order Training.

II- Bronze/Silver Command Course

A four day course between 13-17 September 1993
Greater Manchester Police
Sedgley Park Police Training School

III- Major Sporting Events Course

A three day course between 31-Jan. 3 Feb. 1994
Greater Manchester Police
Sedgley Park Police Training School

[1] The researcher has taken part at all stages of the above listed courses which were arranged by the Central Planning Unit (CPU) for senior police officers in England and Wales. The courses involved classroom-based training as well as a number of outdoor exercises. The researcher was awarded an attendance certificate for each course certifying his involvement in the courses.
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Appendix: 3/B

Papers Presented at the Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC) Seminar Series: Contemporary Issues in the Policing of Public Disorder [1]

I- 15 April 1993, Centre for Media and Community Research, Sheffield Hallam University.

Dr. David Waddington, Sheffield Hallam University, "Overview - Contemporary Issues in the Policing of Public Disorder".

Superintendent Michael Lofthouse, Kent Constabulary, "The core Mandate of Policing", (with a response by Chas Critcher, Sheffield Hallam University).

II- 27 September 1993, Centre for the Study of Public Order, University of Leicester.

Dr. John Stevenson, University of Oxford, "Historical Overview of Nineteenth and Twentieth Century Political Disorder".

Dr. Peter Waddington, University of Reading, "Dying in a Ditch".

Dr. Mike King, University of Leicester, and Nigel Brearley, University of Portsmouth, "Policing Demonstrations: some indicators of change".

III- 7-8 January 1994, Ranmoor Hall, Sheffield.

Chief Inspector Matt Saunders, British Transport Police, "A Preventive Approach to Public Order".

Inspector Steve Huntbach, Greater Manchester Police, "Training for reality: training police officers and commander".

Adam Edwards, University of Leicester, "Theoretical perspectives on public disorder: the problem of 'structure' and 'agency'".

Tony Moore, ex-Chief Superintendent, Metropolitan Police, "Command and Control In Riots".

Professor John Brewer, Queens University, Belfast, "Policing Social Division in Northern Ireland".

Ibrahim Cerrah, University of Leicester, "Classifying Crowds: The implications for police response to crowd events".

Dr. Frances Heidensohn, University of London, "Making it Even: equal opportunities and Public Order?".

Dr. Jennifer Brown and Ian Waters, Hampshire Constabulary, "Quality versus Force: Mutually exclusive or viable dichotomy?".

Chief Inspector Louisa Elliston, Metropolitan Police, "Marshall Training in South Africa".

V- 18 November 1994, Centre for the Study of Public Order, University of Leicester.

Dr. Eugene McLaughlin, The Open University and Dr. Karim Murji, Roehampton Institute, "The Politics of Police reform: New Forms of Accountability".

Dr. Clare Leon, University of Leeds, "The Role of Special Constables in Public Disorder".

VI- 29-30 April 1995, Thornbridge Hall, Sheffield.

Professor Robert Reiner, London School of Economics, "Futures of Policing".

Mike Rowe, University of Leicester, "Distant Disorder - race and reactions to riots".

John Williams, University of Leicester, "Reflections on football hooliganism".

Lieutenant Bert Vanhekschib, Eindhoven Police, Holland, "Football hooliganism - windows on society".

Chas Critcher, Sheffield Hallam University, " 'On the Waterfront': Issues raised by the policing of animal rights protest".

[1] The researcher has participated and been a permanent member of the Economic and Social Research Council Seminar Series on Contemporary Issues in the Policing of Public Order. Seminars organised by Dr D. Waddington have been funded by the ESRC.
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Appendix: 3/C Lectures & Presentations [1]

I- 18 November 1993, Coventry University.
Centre for International and European Studies (CIES).
'Islam and the West: Myths of Confrontation', an annual lecture given by
Professor Fred Halliday of London School of Economics.

II- 12 December 1993, University of Leicester.
'Christian-Muslim Relations: the agenda for today', a presentation by the
Reverend Dr. Clinton Bennett, Lecturer in the Study of Religion,
Westminster College, Oxford University.

III- 3 May 1994, St Saviours Neighbourhood Centre, Leicester.
'Islamic History of Thought', a talk and discussion on Islamic history by Nawaz Khan.

IV- 17 May 1994, University of Leicester.
'Islamic Fundamentalism: A Threat to the West', a presentation by Asaf Hussain, Author and Political Sociologist, Founder and the General Secretary of Islamic Rights Movement.

V- 24 May 1994, University of Leicester.
'Divided We Fall', an inaugural lecture, given by Professor John Benyon, the
Director of the Centre for the Study of Public Order, University of Leicester.

VI- 8 December 1994, Castle Community Rooms, Leicester.
'Mass Civil Disobedience', a meeting and discussion organised by the Militant Labour on how to defy the Criminal Justice Act 1994 by mass civil disobedience.

VII- 14 March 1995, University of Leicester.
'Human Rights, Islam and the Muslim World: New Challenges and New Perspectives'.
by Asaf Hussain, 'An Islamic Framework for Human Rights', and
by Azzam Tamimi, Executive Director, Liberty for the Muslim World, London,
'The Effect of the New World Order on the State of Human Rights in the Muslim World'.

[1] The researcher attended most of the activities listed above in order to enhance his understanding of Islam and Christianity to enable him to explore the influence of both religions on crime in general and historical and contemporary crowd movements in particular.
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